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Yana Mlntoff Health and Development in the Maltese Islanria
After analysing the major theoretical contributions to health and development, 
the author develops a dialectical materialist approach. Health, both physical 
and mental, is defined as a movement of energy that is simultaneously 
conserved and expanded. It is reality in movement. It is the vital ingredient 
of labour power and the capacity to create. Fundamental to humanity's health, 
both on a personal and public level, is productive activity. The relations and 
forces of production are the main determinants of public health. The relative 
power of the oppressed and the contemporary means of production affect both 
the type and spread of disease.
In the specific historic Investigation of health and development in the Maltese 
Islands, the prevalence of contemporary diseases is appraised with reference 
to the balance of forces between nations, classes and the sexes. The particular 
significance of imperialism, merchant capital and religion is discussed. 
Examination of three major diseases, cholera, undulant fever and cancer, 
between 1837 and 1987, is the empirical basis of the thesis. The transition 
from high mortality rates to high morbidity rates in the past forty years 
reflects Malta's late and uneven development. Health policy to overcome disease 
is limited because health and disease are manifestations of the mode of 
production. Health in developing countries is placed in the dialectic of 
imperialism and development, chauvinism and development and, essentially, the 
dialectic of capitalism and development.
Ji
P R E F A C E
This thesis began for both negative and positive reasons. Firstly, while 
lecturing on the economics of health, I became increasingly dissatisfied with 
both the dominant neo-classical model and with its critique. Health viewed as 
a personal investment commodity or health viewed as a part of a whole cannot 
throw light on historic changes or guide us, faced with urgent contemporary 
challenges, to Improve health and development for all. Secondly, the chance 
came to develop an alternative approach to the understanding of health and 
development, whilst simultaneously rediscovering my roots in the Maltese 
Islands.
After thousands of years of imperial rule, Malta at last gained its freedom. In 
1^74, without any blood being shed, it took its place as a democratic 
republic within the Commonwealth. By 1979 it was free of all military bases 
and obligations. The economic transformation of the 1970s, from dependence on 
Britain and British and lATO military services, to manufacturing, shipbuilding 
and tourist industries has enabled the islands to develop very fast. Gross 
domestic product at market prices rose annually by over eleven per cent from 
1970 to 1981 compared to an annual average of Just over five per cent from 
1960 to 1970 and three per cent from 1950 to 1960.(a> Improvements in health 
and nutrition were such that by 1980, Malta's infant mortality rate was 15.5 
per thousand compared to 13 per thousand in the United Kingdom. Malta's 
protein supply per capita, grams per day, was 117 compared to 133 in the 
United Kingdom. The momentum for this development was a radical labour
(«) Rtctnl Dttographic Dcvalopatnif in th# ntabtr StaiM of iht Council of Europa, Straabourg 
(1989) pp60,116,]30.
government policy of Increased workers' participation and control and
establishment of reciprocal agreements, especially within the Mediterranean
region. The three main pillars of Malta's economy became manufacturing, tourism 
and shipyard work.
The 1980s recession, exacerbated by OPEC'S limitations on oil production and
Europe's protectionism, saw Mediterranean shipyards starved of work. The
fragility of Malta's manufacturing industry, largely owned by overseas parent
companies, was also of concern. Tourism increased, but was dealt a blow by the
United States military attack on nearby Libya In 1986. After sixteen years of
Ubour rule, the Matlonallst, Christian Democrat. Party won the 1987 elections
on a platform of Increased private enterprise. pro-European. pro-American
agreements and laissez-faire. A significant move was to choose not to draw up 
a development plan.
transition made In Malta's socio-economic and political status after the 
second world war was reflected In and was aided by Improvements In health. 
Infectious diseases, such as tuberculosis. .. 'fever,'and enteritis died 
out. while heart disease, cancer and diabetes became the main causes of death. 
This transition In the level of public health cannot be understood without 
reference to the changing forces and relations of production. The’^ tSesI^ is to 
explore the relationship between the level of public health, or conversely the 
main causes of death, and changes in the mode of production. It takes Malta's 
historical experiences as Its basis. It finds the paradigm of dialectical 
materialism, or the interaction, contradiction and transcenslon of opposing 
interests. Is the strongest approach to understanding encountered phenomena.
XI
The «aterUl contribution at woiien to society, especially to production, 
reproduction and health care Is analysed. The changing neans of production and 
workers' econonlc power over then are outlined. The relationship between JCalta 
and the Kedlterranean region and the relationship between colonial Malta and 
the inperial state are exanined.
The a m  is to rscognlse health as an Integral part of productive activity. In 
the process of collecting and studying data, I came to realise that the »ajor 
killers today, like those of yesterday, cannot be overcone without changing 
soclo-econonlc relations of class, gender and nation-state. The recent Increase 
In cancer mortality and morbidity rates, especially of lung cancer In the 
1980s and 1980s and brsast cancer In the 1970s and 1980s, are clearly 
associated with Industrialisation and with Industrial pollution. It has bscome 
clearer and clearer that survival of the fittest In a free market economy 
involves much unnecessary disease and destruction. Most people agree, despite 
the growing Inequalities, that we live In one world and to change It requires a 
common effort. To ensure that common effort, the oppressed must not only
become more aware of the hazards they and their children face but they must
also have more power to prevent destructive activities and to ensure 
sustainable development for all.
This thesis could not have been written without the unfailing Interest, support 
and guidance of my supervisors. Dr Mike Cowen and Dr U n  Stafford, at City of 
London Polytechnic. The library staff at the City Poly, at Malta University, at 
Malta latlonal Library, at the Wellcome Institute of the History of Medicine 
and the British Public Records Office were exceptionally patient and helpful.
XN
In Kalta, the shipyard sorkers, the General Workers Union and the 
statisticians at the Health Departnent all opened their books to ae and to 
then I a» .ore than grateful. Finally, I would like to thank .any friends, 
relatives and colleagues for their encourage.ent and Interest and to thank the 
children for their laughter and love.
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In tro d u c tio n
Health in capitalist society at first sight appears to be deteralned by 
individual coneuaptlon or personal habits. Health laprovenent is seen as an 
individual task - personal challenge or purchasable coaBodlty. This has not 
always been how people viewed health and results fro» both the 
ooaBodlfloatlon and Individualisation of society. The cure has becoae the 
necessary coaaodlty when sick. Ill-health Itself is seen as an individual 
Blsfunctlonlng. The prevalence of this view is part of the process of
capitalist aystlfloation and evasion of social responslblity. It has deep 
historic and class roots.
Linguistics add validity to the orthodox fraaework. The oonteaporary 
definition of Illness as a highly individual response to a set of physiologic 
and psychological stlaullHl), reinforces the Individual-passive 
conceptualisation of ill-health. The definition of disease, by contrast, is a 
professional construct. It is precise and is used as a aeans for doctors -to 
decide on a course of treataenf and 'to ooapare the results of therapy. So, 
between individual Illness and professionally-defined disease the collective 
experience of and reaction to dlswelfare is denied.
Chapter One
Azloaatlc to differentiating between conteaporary views of health and 
developaent Is the contrast between their chosen deteralnants of health and 
developaent. Having set the basis of analysis, theorists - whether 
aechanlstlc-neoclaseloali bollstlo-struoturallsti or dlalectlc-aarxlst - are 
then Halted In their perceptions of the relation between the body, the person 
and society. For Instance, the engineering or aechanlstlc aodel of health and 
aedlclne Isolates Individual biological deterainants as central to a person's 
health. The body Is separated froa the person and becoaes an object of 
consuaptlon. The object Inverted, or the subject. Is then presuaed the prlae 
aotlvator. The conclusion reached Is that the Individual's choice In 
consuaptlon and Inveetaent and. In particular. In aedlcal attention given to 
her/his body is central to health laproveaent. This view of health Is 
paralled In developaent analysis. The neo-classical school Isolates aarket 
forces as central to economic developaent and within these the Individual's 
supply and demand are the prlae motivators. The Individual firm, acting 
rationally, alnlalees Its costs and aaxiaiees Its profits and will continually 
expand and update Its output to ensure Individual and aarket equlllbrlua. This 
equlllbrluB Is reached when supply aeets consumer demand at a certain 
equalising price. Consumer demand Is thus the be-all and end-all. So, In neo­
classical rationality axioms which are the prevailing Ideology In capitalist 
systems, the consumer Is mind and body, the person Is d^mbodled and the 
dissociated body, dissected Into feelings, movements, organs and cells, 
becomes an object of consuaptlon. Ill-health occurs when the wrong personal 
choices are taken. Thus both the maohanlstlc aodel of health and the neo­
classical school of economics reach the common conclusion that Ill-health 
arises iron the Maldistribution of personal resources.
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In contra«t. th« holistic sodsl of health and sedlclne argues that dsterslnants 
Of h«.lth are systsslc. A person Is clrcu.scrlb«l by the syste. and t U  
state's choice whether It be local, national or International, Is central to 
health l»prove«ent. The structural school of économes argues that developnent 
Is structurally deterslned by ownership patterns and doslnant Institutions, 
«arket forces are not doslnant and there Is no single, c c a n d i n g  rationality 
of Individual self-interest but reasons are sultlple, shifting according to 
different Identities within the sane person. The structuralist and holistic 
views dovetail Into the saae perception of the relation between body, person
and society and result In sUllar policy prescriptions. Involving Interventions 
at different levels of the eye tea.
In the forthcoslng pages (Part I), I submit a review of the conventional, 
-echanlstlc view of health: Its definition. Its development and Its class base. 
This Is followed by a similar treatment of the holistic view and the negative 
view. In the same vein, the main determinants and contrasts In contemporary 
theories of econoaic developaent are then analysed.
The shortcomings of these approaches lead to my development of a dialectical 
materialist view of health and development where I suggest that the main 
determinant of health Is the mode of production : a relation between classes 
which reproduces the domination of one class over another and which Is 
appropriate to a given stage In the development of the material forces of 
production (2). In the capitalist mode of production - which Is characterised by 
commodity production, wage labour and the accumulation of capital - health is 
part of labour power. In Narx'e schema, the value of labour power, or the wage.
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16 ttM labour raqulred to reproduce a day's labour power or the value of the 
coaaodltlee needed for the subsistence of the worker and his faally. This 
value or wage rate Is not only deteralned by physiological needs but also by 
historical and »oral eleaents In the specific history of class relations. The 
level of personal haalth Is therefore generally detemlned by a person's 
onpnclty to sell their labour power and the specific Usttrlcel hnlance of 
class farces and specific stage of dsvelapsant of forces of production In 
which s/he Is situated. Capacity Is a concept that I will discuss In detail. It 
la characterised by both freedoa and ability and dependent on the relative 
power of one's nation, class and sex. This perspective neoassarlly entails a 
detailed historic analysis of Malta's health and developnent. which I atteapt 
In the following chapters. But to conclude this chapter on theory there Is a 
brief review of contenporary thought concerning state and welfare policy,
population, patriarchy and relative snallness, with particular reference to the 
Maltese Islands.
The history of Malta cannot be separated frou that of the Medltenanean. I 
have, therefore, given a polltlcal-econoBlc regional background before going 
Into demographic and econoulc detail concerning the Maltese Islands. My 
approach does not presume the West to be the main Influence on the lives of 
the people. It does not presume the passive acceptance by victims of national, 
class and gender oppression but gives Importance to the reality of reslstenca 
In development. It Isolates some of the main known Illnesses of each period, 
treating then as socio-economic products. In particular, malaria, the plague, 
cholera, undulant fever and cancer, are seen to be manifestations of the mode
Chapter One
of production. Health care policy la, therefore, llalted, if it does not 
address the contradictions in the forces and relations of production,
PART QIB
THEORIES OF HBALTH A¥n nHVBLQPMRlT 
Illfl engineer inf or Bechanlatlc approach»
The developaent of this approach coincided with the rise of industrial 
capltalis* - the increasing application of new Machinery and the extension of 
the capitalist mode of production based on wage-labour. It is a view that was 
nourished in the seventeenth century, with the rise of physics and biology, by 
the analysis of living things as sets of Minute parts or Mechanical bits . The 
resulting definition of health is the abeenoe of inoMpacitatlng externally 
verifiable petbolqgy. Or in other words, if one is functioning as expected, 
running to tune like an efficient engine, then one is healthy: but if one has 
an obvious bodily Malfunction, one is ill or in-valid.<3)
m
AMong the 'enlightened' was Giovanni Alfonso Borelll, writing in seventeenth 
century Italy, who Made a clear exposition of Mechanist thought as applied to 
Medicine. He described disease as a physlco-cheMical disorder in opposition to 
the long prevalent belief that it is a psychic disorder of the soul. Borelli 
was one part of the wider Movesent of science against religion begun by 
Galileo (4) and later advanced by philosophers such as Hobbes and Descartes. 
It was in this long duftl between church hegsMony and the spread of the
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industrial revolution that the Bind and the body becaae strictly 
separated. The new scientists agreed that the church Bay be left to look after 
the soul but the body and its labour power was to be analysed, coBBodlfled and 
subject to increasing ruling class control.
Descartes, for exaaple, argued not only that the husan body Bust be assuaed to 
work in the saae way as the aachine but also that the mind and body of a 
given individual could be separated into two substances ~ one 'corporal' or 
material and the other 'incorporai' or laaaterial.(5) Resolution was found in 
contradictory unity. lewton, while revolutionising concepts of how bodies aove 
in time and space still believed in absolute time and absolute rest because 
these accorded with his faith in an absolute God.
Thus there was a polaristion between the thesis - that disorders are spiritual, 
psychic or cosbIc ; and the antithesis - that disorders are elBply Baterlal and 
individual. As Doyal and Fennel note, 'Bedlclne case to be viewed as concerned 
only with the and this Bechanistic Bodel reaains the basis for Bodical 
thought today.' It is only recently that scientists have begun searching for a 
synthesis in the realisation that diseases result ftnB Individual s* reactions 
to the envlronsent and are often psychosoBatic. In the nineteenth century, the 
French cheBist, Louie Pasteur, who advanced the control of bacteria, 
recognised that the Bodlcal science of gerB theory was liBited when he stated. 
The gerB is nothing: the terrain is everything'. However, scientific investBsnt 
increasingly concentrated on the g e m ,  the cell and the virus to the neglect of 
the overall environBsnt and working conditions. The victory of the 
Bechanistic world view in the latter half of the nineteenth century led to
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biological raductlonie« iro« the Interdependence oi organa to the central 
locus - the Individual cell. It reduced the sick person to Billions of cells 
and In their nallunctlonlng Isolated the origin of diseases. Mechanistic 
nedlclne has had genuine successes both In curing and preventing disease 
through, lor Instance, the Introduction ol vaccinations, anaesthesia and 
antibiotics. This has contributed to the persistence ol the clinical paradigm. 
But. with the United ellectlveness ol curative medicine on the main killers 
today and the growing contradictions ol capitalism, criticisms ol western 
medical science have Increased, contributing to the emergence ol the holistic 
and dialectic approaches and to the practise ol alternative medicine.
Just as the new thinking today has a materUl basis that preceded It, so too 
the engineering or conventional approach was preceded by the emergence ol the 
capitalist mode ol production. ¥lth the Introduction ol the steam engine and 
machines lor spinning and weaving cotton, the Industrial working class grew. 
In the Interests ol capital accumulation, man's ability and health was measured 
with relerence to his capacity to operate the new machinery. It was than a 
very short step Indeed to the comparison ol man's body to the machine. Class 
Interest was and still is ol vital Importance to this approach because both In 
medical care and In medical products, huge prollts are to be made. 
Technological advances, specialisation, centralisation and Increasing wealth In
the hands ol skilled and well-equipped doctors all contributed to the strength 
of the clinical paradlga.
HI
In brlel, some lectors that have contributed to the lasting strength ol the 
engineering approach Include the spread ol the capitalist mod. ol production
Chapter One
and the application of aore and aore refined aedlcal equlpaent and growing 
aedlcal expertise in 'delicate penetration of the individual' both in dissection 
and surgery. (6) The aode of health care - the forces and relations of health 
production - changed, becoalng acre and aore capitalised and centralised, and 
quantitative tended to replace qualitative aethods of analysis. In the 
nineteenth century, the rise of the gera theory of disease also contributed to 
the doainance of the engineering approach because in identifying specific 
external causal agents of diseases, the aedical profession tended to look for 
specific cures rather than a general resistance to the infection. The belief
becaae prevalent that people can be aade better by aeans of a technological 
fix.
Religious adherence to the belief that the body and the soul (or aind) are 
separate aided this process of evasion of the whole state of well being . In 
particular, the church's focus on the individual and his venality converged 
with the ruling class view that individual and not social factors deterained 
death and disease.
To suaaarise: the engineering approach adheres to the view that health is 
deterained biologically and that disease is a discrete entity separate both 
froa the character and the biography of its host and froa the socio-econoalc 
conditions that prevail; that aedlcal science is value free, separate froa the 
class structure and vested interests inherent in our society; and health care 
is an individual consuaptlon good, while the individual body is an object of 
investaent; and, therefore, where ill health persists the aain reason lies in 
resource als-allocation.(7> It is not surprising that neo-classical econoalsts
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also reached this conclusion and concentrate their analysis on individual and 
social distribution of human capital investments and cost-benefit analysis. But 
more of this later.
The holistic approaf^ht
In opposition to this restricted view of health, a holistic approach has gained 
increasing popularity. It is rooted in the late nineteenth century Fabian 
socialists' world view of the social machine, the interdependence between 
individuals and institutions, or in other words the body politic as opposed to 
the separate organism of the body or the cell. The World Health Office 
definition is: 'Health is a state of complete physical and mental well being 
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity'. <8) Health here is all- 
embracing and returns to its anglo-saxon root - 'hale' meaning whole or sound. 
Likewise, the Maltese-Arable word for health is 'sahha' and comes from the 
verb isehh meaning to succeed or stabilise; and is activated in the verb 
Isahhah meaning to make sound or invigorate. The holistic view of health has 
deep historic roots. At the very dawn of history, Greco-Koman physicians 
viewed health as the expression of harmony or equilibrium between the 
environment, ways of life and the various components of man's nature. The
Hippocratic model of health thus went far beyond the individual internal 
physique.
Today, this approach is variously. called holistic, systemic (9), radical or 
ecologist. Among its loading protagonists are Dubos, Kckeown and the 
McKlnlays. Dubos(lO) epitomises the holistic view thus: 'The interdependence of
Health ft Development in the Maltese Islands Pags
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living forae le a highly Integrated web only as strong as the weakest of Its 
constituent threads'. Mutual adaptation Is a healthy accoAdatlon to this 
Interdependence and symbiosis Is common. This Is manifested In 'biological 
associations In which each organism contributes to the survival and welfare of 
Its partner.'
In discussing 'the whole man', Dubos asserts:
All laniftfiaiionf of huean diitaat art tht conatquanct of the inttrplay btivtan body, 
find and tnyironatni.,, All probltat of htalth and diitaat art tht txprtiiioni of tht 
tfftcti of tht t n vi r o n M nt  on tht gtnttic apparatui,,, Today, at in Hippocratti tint, 
good atdical cart iaplitf a t U n t i o n  not only to tht body but to tht «holt ptrion and to hit t n v i r o n a t n t . d ) )
It follows then that health Is :'Tht ability of a «yitta to rttpond adaptivtly to a 
vide variety of tnvironatntal challtngti*. While disease Is: 'a failure to respond 
adaptively to environmental challenges resulting In a disruption to the overall 
equilibrium of the system.' So diseases are not discrete entltltles localised In 
one organ or tissue but patterns of disruption that are multiply caused. 
'Perturbations In the environment may take the form of excessive stress 
(germs, toxins) or a lack of necessary stimuli (food, love).' Within this 
paradigm. It follows that changes In major diseases are then ascribed to 
environmental changes, for Instance the growing pollution of air and water and 
toxic aspects of Industrial work environments. (12)
It
Thus It Is argued that a broader picture of health and disease 1s 
necessary.'Intervention at multiple levels must be systematically Integrated as 
part of total patient care'. In the H»qxarchy of Living Systems(13), as outlined 
below, there Is Interaction between all levels, from atoms to the biosphere. 
For Instance what we eat Is Influenced by the agribusiness and by
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advertIseaents and Indeed by every factor listed in the left colunn. In Beyond 
Reductionisa, Arthur Koestler, creates the word 'holon* to characterise this 
broad systen of relations. With this concept he atteapts to bridge the gap 
between atonisn and holism : 'holos' meaning whole and 'on' meaning a particle. 
His combination of dualism In one is reminiscent of the dialectic. For 
instance, when viewing a person as a holon s/he is seen to have both a 
tendency to self-assertion and to Integration, 'under normal conditions, the 
two opposites balance, but under conditions of stress, the equilibrium Is 
upset'. The person falls 111. The importance of psychology and psychiatry and 
the present popularity of therapists and counsellors is resultant from this 
model and highlighted on the rlghthand side of the following diagram.
Figure 1 A. Hierarchy of Living Systewa
ecology
climate
Biosphere
Homo Sapiens
cultural beliefs
agribusiness 
food processing
Societies
Organisations
political science 
anthropology
Family Group sociology
psychology
metabolic role
of nutrients
Organs 
= I
physiolog^
Cells cellular biology
Molecules ‘biochemistry
Atoms biophysics
Source: D.S. Sobel (1979)
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This echenatic suamary of the syeteaic approach highlights Its 
Interdisciplinary nature. With this ‘whole* picture, the systenlcs argue for 
assessaent of the relative costs and benefits of vairlous strategies. For 
Instance, ‘It could be proven that to coabat lung cancer It Is aore efficacious 
In the long run to buy up tobacco land and grow soya beans than to adalnster 
cheaotherapy'.dS) Production Is addressed but Its centrality Is not 
recognised. The resultant aethodology Is the aeasurlng of social costs and 
benefits over the long tera. But the question Is not asked why, In a 
capitalist systea or In the dally reality that we live or die, long tera social 
costs And benefits ere not on the egends. Thus little light Is thrown on 
short- and long- tera conflicts between health and profit.
The holistic approach Is critical of the clinical paradlga In particular In Its 
dissociation of the body froa the person and the person froa the envlronaent. 
For Instance, Dubos notes that scientists are objective In their reporting but 
In the selection of the objects that they study they are 'profoundly influenced 
by the social envlronaent and by the spirit of the age.‘<14) Dubos goes on to 
elaborate his opposition to conteaporary scientific search for specific 
causation when etiology is aultlfactorial and the condition of the patient Is 
vital. McKeown goes further In his critlclsa of aodern aedicine and the 
aechanistlc view of health. He argues that the advance In health In the past 
300 years Is due not to aedical Intervention In the working of the aan- 
aachlne but to laproveaents in the conditions under which it operates. The 
change In people’s living stadards, especially their iaproved nutritinn. is 
fundaaental. This resulted, McKeown argues, not froa aedical Intervention but 
froa higher agricultural productivities and new sources of food supply due to
I
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the rise of British inperialisn. In an inpressive analysis of the decline of
deaths iron infectious diseases in England and Vales, IcKeown shows that this
was not due to a change in the character of the diseases and owed little to
reduced exposure to nlcro-organlsns or to Increased iMuunlsatlon therapy.
Rather, the provision of cheap and better quality food, sanitary control and
the regulation of births are the three central factors deternlnlng health 
inprovesents.
The holistic view of health thus revolves around three ensembles : adequate
nutrition, protection from a wide range of environmental hazards and personal
behaviour. In the economic and political field, this first and basic ensemble
became part of the 'basic needs approach' to development in the Third Vorld.
lational Income figures have been supplemented by a whole gamut of social
indicators such as infant mortality rates, the incidence of various diseases,
and dietary statistics. Growing recognition of the Importance of the second
ensemble -that of environmental hazards- has contributed to the growth of the
green movement and the philosophy of sustainable development (15). But it is
the third ensemble - that of personal behaviour - which has had most
propoganda value in recent times. It has become part of the rationale of
sterilisation programmes in the Third Vorld and the rundown of health services
in Highly Developed Countries. It has merged with the mechanistic paradigm to
emphasise the individual origin of disease and personal responsibility for 
health care.
Th« holistic vlsw. by Its »sry dsilnltlon, socos^latee ssny brands oi thought 
and action. But for the purpose of Juxtaposition with the conventional-
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nechanletlc approach, I will now eunnarise the radical position of the
holistic view. This considers the Main detemlnant of health is not biological 
but soclo-econonic; aedlcal science is not value free but biased to preserve 
the status quo and advance capital accuaulation; that health care is 
aonopolised by a aedlcal elite in the Interests of the ruling class. Radicals, 
aany of whoa were influenced by the strength of the 1970*s aoveaent for 
control by woaan of her own body, argue that real health care would 
necessitate science coaing under social collective control and a transforaation 
of capitalist society. Medicine Is of secondary and even aarginal iaportance 
to health. It is soaetlaes good and soaetlaes bad i.e. it has a dual and 
contradictory nature. This is reflected in the origin of the word drug or
pharaakon (Greek) which does not distinguish between the power to cure or the 
power to kill. Far acre laportant In deteralning health and life expectancy
are Incoae, thus adequate nutrition, and education, thus inforaed personal
behaviour. (16)
The nefatlvfl
A third approach to the study of health aay be identified, though it is not 
as powerful as the engineering or the holistic approach and contains strands 
of both. I have naaed it the negative approach because it has developed froa a 
systeaatic critique of the nature and practice of aodern aedlcine and the
aedlcallsation of life'. Its aaln protagonist was and reaains Ivan Illich, who 
centres his analysis around three categories of iatrogenesis - daaags caused 
by the aedlcal systea. First, he identifies 'clinical iatrogenesis' - the 
physical daaage caused by doctors in their intervention; 'social iatrogenesis' 
the addiction of aany people to aedlcal care as a solution to all their
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problens; 'structural iatrogenesis' - the destruction of a patient's autonosy, 
along with the resoval of her or his responsibility for individual health 
care. In s u m, modern medicine has led to physical damage, diagnostic 
and the destruction of people's autonomy.
Illlch defines health as, 'the ability to adapt to changing environments: the 
inner resources to grow up, age, heal when damaged, to suffer and to peacefully
accept death'. Thus health is seen as a personal task : a subjective 
responsibility:
H # « U h  dttignaiff a proceia by ahich aach ptrion it rtiponilblt, but only in part 
ratponiibla to othari,..,Tht Itvtl of public haalth corratpondt to tha dagraa to which
tha aaant and raiponiibility for coping with illnait ara diftributad aaong tha total population.(17)
Again, this tends to the engineering approach in focusing on resource 
allocation as the problem and solution. But It also sees as central the 
deprofessionallstlon; the debureaucratlsatlon and the decentralisation of health 
care.(18) In industrialised society, Illlch assumes that all institutions must 
be organised on an authoritarian, bureaucratic and helrarchlcal basis. 'Hence he 
sees the only solution as lying in the de-industrialisation of society. He sees 
all bureaucracies as manipulating individuals for their own advantage and, 
therefore, demands their removal'. (19) 'The main source of pain, of disability 
and of death, is now engineered harassment' of which m o d e m  medicine is a 
prime example, argues Illlch in Chapter 3, The Killing of Pnin. The main cause 
of the present pattern of diseases is, then, medical technology. (20)
Engineered harassment is part of industrialised society and to regain one's 
autonomy, one must choose to change one's lifestyle. In the negative paradigm.
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culture Is vital. The culture of acceptance and addiction Is a major factor
leading to a high level of Ill-health. The culture of personal responsibility
and autonoay Is necessary to raise the level of health. In this analysls.the
person Is given promethean powers to secure and advance her/his health In a 
polltlco~6conoiiic vacuun.
The dialectic appmuri^;
In contrast to the previous approaches, I will now attempt to develop a 
dialectical view of health. This will be enriched by the subsequent review of 
development theory and discourse on dialectical materialism.
•ij
U t  us start with the definition. Health Is fulfilment. It gives life, It Is the 
basis of potential and It Is the vital Ingredient of labour power or the 
capacity to create. It Is therefore a human right. Health Is not a ’thing* at 
rest but a movement: the movement of energy that Is simultaneously conserved 
and expanded. It Is reality In movement.
Health has a twofold aspect : physical aod mental. A broken leg or a broken 
heart, each can be equally Incapacitating. That physical and mental health are 
often interlinked is proven, taking two distinct examples, by the success of 
placebos and the physical repercussions of mental stress.
Health can be considered on the Individual and on the public level. Fundamental 
to humanity's health, both on a personal and social level, is productive 
activity. Productive activity mediates between humans and humans; and between
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huaans and nature. It brings us into unity but also into struggles with
nature, while developing productive iorces and our own and society's 
potential. (21)
Tbe detemlnantft nf
It follows that the naln deterMlnant of public health is the aode of 
production.(22) This has a twofold aspect : the relations of production and the 
forces of production. The relations of production are the relations of economic 
power determining the degree of exploitation. In the mines, in the docks. In 
the offices and in the kitchens of this world, people work under different 
conditions, determined not Just by the available means of production but also 
by their relative power. In a capitalist system, workers have economic power 
over their own labour to a greater degree than did serfs and to which slaves 
were denied.(23) But capitalists own the means of production - the fixed and 
working capital- that workers use to produce. Thus workers, as opposed to 
serfs, have no economic power over the means of production they use. In every 
society it is this economic structure or the way in which things are produced 
that primarily determines how well the mass of people are. 'Through material 
production humanity comes to be what it is', writes C.J. Arthur(24). Vhilst not 
every illness can be directly related to these conditions, the overall pattern
of health and illness is determined by and becomes an integral part of the 
mode of production.
In a class society, in the specific Marxist problematic, labour power refers to 
the capacity of a member of the producing class to perform surplus labour that
i‘(
..ij
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the ruling class appropriates. low, labour power Includes people's health and 
knowledge. In the past, health has been overlooked perhaps because according 
to Cohen(25>, 'the part most capable of development is knowledge^ . However, no 
aaount of knowledge Is functional unless one Is healthy enough to apply it. 
Health Bust therefore be viewed as a vital part of the productive forces. These 
Include on the one hand labour power 'v', and on the other hand physical means 
of production such as tools, raw materials and machinery 'c'. Health is 
obviously affected by the degree of development of these tools and of
knowledge and the development of the productive forces presuppposes a healthy 
workforce.
ue consider, using «arx's definitions, how exploitation deteriorates the 
health of the many while It Increases the profits of the few. U b o u r  power 
has a twofold character In a class society. It Is nade up of surplus labour, 
the value of which Is pocketed by the dominant group, and necessary labour, 
the value of which Is returned to the worker to maintain himself and his 
family. low surplus value can be raised In two ways. Either by making workers 
work longer, raising absolute surplus value, or by making workers produce more 
In the same time, raising relative surplus value. Marxists generally posit that 
the Increase of absolute surplus value has a limit set by physical exhaustion 
whereas the Increase of relative surplus value, or productivity, has not. This 
however Is questionable In the light of Increasing stress-related deaths and 
diseases, setting It seems a limit on productivity increases.
, f
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Assuning a prlnary motive of the system is the accumulation of capital, or 
maximisation of profit, capitalists will seek cheap labour (low v), and 
continually strive to increase surpluses (high s).
Th# r«it of lurplufl valuo it i/v (the ralaiion btii«ttn furplut and nacttiary labour or the
rat# of axploitation)
Tht rat# of profit it i/c+v (tha rtlation betvttn the turplut and tha total aaount of
capital invattad in both aaant of production, lika nachinary, 
and in tha purchaia of labour poaar.)Dividing top and bottoe bv v ■ «/v
c/v+1
We can see that the rate of profit will have a tendency to fall as the organic 
composition of capital c/v rises, in other words as firms become more capital 
Intensive. Of crucial importance to the capitalist then is the raising of the 
rate of surplus value s/v, very often by attempts to raise productivity and to 
cut costs, even if these are health-preserving costs.
II
In Vincente lavarro’s words (25),'The fight for the realisation of health is 
very much at the centre of the conflict between labour and capital, which 
takes place at the workplace and heightens in moments of crisis'. Exploitation 
deteriorates the health of the many while it increases the profits of the few. 
Conflicts between the accumulation of capital and the Improvement of health 
recur within the relations of production, while the development of forces of 
production bring both negative and positive effects to health. For instance, 
the manufacture of the car and the growth of the chemical industry have raised 
productivity, workers' ability to sell their labour power and, therefore, 
workers' incomes, but they have also increased health hazards in production 
and consumption. Whether or not conflicts deepen between the imperative» of 
capital accumulation and the improvement or preservation of workers' health 
primarily rests upon the organisation and consciousness of workers and the
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6l2e and sultabllty of the reserve army of labour. Vhere and when workers are 
united and well-informed and where and when the number of unemployed is small 
and inappropriate, then there tends to be a coincidence of interests between 
capital and labour over health. For health is one of the main determinants of 
labour productivity and, therefore, of the rate of profit.
The primacy of production is vital. The economic reality is the basis on which
health falls or flourishes. Peoples actions and aims are limited by their
material existence in a way that Illich to cite just one of many, refuses to
acknowledge. In the preface to À Contribution to the Critique of Political
Economy, Marx summarises his theoretical position thus:
In ih« lociil production of thfir oxifitnct oen i n tviUbly tnitr into dtfinitt 
r t Ut i o n i  uhich irt indtptndent of thoir uill, n i M l y  rtlationi of production 
ippropriitf to a givan ttaga in tht davalopatnt of thtir aatarial forçai of production. 
Tha totality of thaaa ralationa of production conititutai tha acononic itructura of 
lociaty, tha raal bs§i§, on ifhieh ir in o i a lagal and political luparitructura and to 
•hich corraipond dafinita forai of locial coniciouinaii, Tha aoda of production of 
aatarial U f a  conditioni tha ganaral procaii of locial, political and intallactual 
U f a ,  It ii not tha coniciouinaii of aan that datarainai thair axiitanca, but thair 
IOC ill axiitanca that datarainai thair coniciouinaii,(26)
In these sentences Marx not only emphasises that the relations of production, 
or distribution of economic power, correspond to a certain stage in the 
development of productive forces and are the foundation of man's existence, his 
life and well-being; or in other words his health. He also argues that it is
not the individual but the social relations within which an individual exists 
that shape our lives.
Health is therefore determined, above all, by 'the relations of production 
appropriate to a given stage in the development of their material forces of 
production*. People’s socio-economic existence defines their abilities. But
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class and productive forces co-exlst with sex and reproductive forces. Berth 
class and sex oppreoolon limit health and develapaeat, both productive and 
reproductive coDdltloos are the basis of life. Vonen's soclo-econonlc existence 
delineates their abilities and, being the aost important sex in the
reproduction and maintenance of labour power, their condition is a central and 
continuing determinant of health.
Our first, too often overlooked, relationship is with our mother. She not only 
gives birth to us, thus in the long term replenishing the labour force, but 
also, being the one we have most contact with in our early years, she provides 
the basis of our mental and physical capabilities, our capacity for labour 
power. Throughout the ages, common to all economic systems, women and mothers 
have cared for the health and well being of their families and friends. They 
have learnt the arts of nutrition, hygiene and healing and passed on their 
acquired knowledge to their children.(27) Pivotal to the first agricultural 
revolution, some 7,000 years ago, women later moved from agricultural 
production to agro-industrial production and to this day predominate in 
clothing and food manufacture. Both their domestic and paid labour is thus 
predominantly centred on health care - on enhancing people's capabilities. This 
essential thread weaves through the following chapters : our mothers health 
and capabilities have been the pediment to our health.
But health, being part of labour power, being the very source of power is 
therefore the quality that is most sought and exploited, in ways that are 
^  particular economic systems. Mothers can only do so much. Their 
capabilities are circumscribed by their socio-economic existence, by the degree
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of Claes, national and sex oppression. Capability here refers to both the 
ability and f r eedm to do saaething. This duallsa beconee nore contradictory
the aore people are oppressed and exploited and the aore able and productive 
they are.
Male doalnance has Halted woaen*s ability and freedoa. Sen gives the exaaple 
of a veiled Arab woaan not being free to socialise and develop her abilities. 
On the other hand a woaan aay be free to take her child to the clinic but not 
be able to get there. Her child's health depends not only on whether the aother 
is free to look after hla but also on whether she is able. Of relevance here is 
the question raised by Cohen concerning force and freedoa. He labours the 
point that 'one is free to do what one is forced to do' for if one were not 
free to do it one could not be forced to do it. Cohen's contrast is between the 
Rightist and Leftist view of John taking a hazardous Job. Rightists contend 
that John is free to take or not to take the Job, while Uftlsts contend that 
John is forced into hazardous sltutatlons. Analegously, consider the contrast 
between the aale chauvinist and feainlst view of Anne aarrying a violent aan. 
To counter the arguaent that Anne was forced to aarry X, the aale chauvinist 
aust show that Anne had an acceptable and reasonable alternative. This cannot 
bo done definitively. So the question, as Cohen concluded, whether workers are 
forced to take hazardous Jobs or whether woaen are forced into subordinate 
positions reaain indetoralnato in a general sense. But whether free or forced, 
without ability to choose another path the question becoaes soaantic. And 
ability presupposes power. Therefore, of crucial iaportance is not freedoa of 
choice but relative power as this sets the paraaeters of the debate. Personal 
assets, such as saleable labour power, and private property, such as a car, can
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greatly Increase one's freedoa and one's abilities thus increasing one's 
capabilities, for Instance, to chose a safer Job, to chose a gentler husband 
or to get one's child to the clinic. Xany woaen are denied this relative power 
and therefore find thenselves in adverse circuastances of restricted freedoa 
and Halted abilities. Thus, throughout history, aasses of woaen have been 
denied the basic capabilities of survival, sustenance, procreation and child­
care because of their collective subordinaton in class society. This has been a 
central Halting factor to health laproveaents.
Health and the role of woaen in pre-capitalist societies.
As we developed froa prlaitlve coaaunlsa- froa hunting and gathering- to 
agricultural and feudal societies people's lives and their health caae under 
varying degrees of control and exploitation by landowners, priests and nobles. 
In pre-capitalist societies, the aeagreness of production and therefore 
consuaption: the frugality and harshness of life: led to low life expectancy, 
low vitality and therefore high vulnerabllty. Life was a tight saall circle 
often punctured by debilitating and fatal endeaic diseases.(26)
One of the aain roles of woaen in pre-capitalist class society, as Indeed it 
reaalns in conteaporary society, was to replace and aalntain the indispensable 
force that kept society going - labour power. They also participated to a 
greater or lesser extent in surplus, as opposed to necessary production. The 
conditions under which aost women gave birth, raised families and 
participated in production were predominantly harsh. Health iaprovements were 
consequently limited.
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The epldeaics of aalaria and plague that raged through the Kalteee Islands 
were only the obvious tip of the iceberg. The local people, captive as they 
were to foreign Interests through successive laperlal occupations and 
restricted in space and opportunities, had to use all their wits to sustain 
their faallles. The slaves fared badly, having no econoaic power over their 
labour or the aeans of production; the serfs fared slightly better on both 
counts, having sore control over their bodies and productive activities. The 
recurring droughts and the aeagreness of agricultural surpluses were continual 
curbs on their developaent, as Braudel has shown in brilliant detail. Frugality 
in consuaptlon and flexibility in production were therefore the aain 
characteristics of the Maltese way of life for thousands of years. The 
merchants, the landowners and the professional elite, including the clergy, 
variously shared in the spoils of exploitation. They were, however, despite 
their privileged positions inescapably vulnerable to dirt, disease and early 
deaths.
Transitions
The question of transitions arises. When, for instance did the local merchant 
move into the production process : buying up and putting out work from and to 
household industries. Were there recurring periods when merchant capital aided 
the growth of the local cotton industry and was this internal development 
curtailed by Malta's vulnerablity to changing trade routes and to imperial and 
class exploitation, which brought in their wake, disposs^slon, ruin and ill- 
health? When did the independent craftsman turn into a dependent handicraft 
worker, thus becoming alienated from his work? A historic study of productive 
activity : of the changing forces and relations of production in the Maltese 
Islands has yet to be written. What becomes clearer and clearer in the
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following chapters is that Its unique past and specific Mixtures of nodes of 
production often foil attempts to strictly categorise transitions fron say 
slavery to serfdom to prolétarisation. The contemporary debate on development 
and underdevelopment, in particular in relation to colonial and neo-colonial 
economies, provide useful tools for such an analysis.(29)
Health in capitalist society
Over the past 150 years, the major contradictions of capitalist production 
giving rise to contemporary diseases and dis-harmony have been investigated 
historically and factually. The growth of historical materialist epidemiology 
(HXE) has been vital to this developing perspective. It maintains that the 
physics and chemistry of a disease nay recur again and again but the m i m n n  
of these phenomena and the reason for their oproad are socially rooted and 
historical in nature. The necessary social conditions for the pandemic diseases 
of early capitalism were mainourishment and overcrowded, insanitary housing 
conditions. Tuberculosis and cholera were social products of early capital 
accumulation and wage labour. People needed to sell their labour power and had 
to concentrate in port/urban areas to do so. These areas were the epicentres of 
disease. In The Social Origins of Illness, Howard Valtzkln (30) summarises how 
Engels, Virchow and Allende contributed to Marxist thinking in this field. Of 
interest to us here is that Salvadora Allende, like Virchow and Engels before 
him. Indicted capitalist exploitation, manifested in low wages, malnutrition 
and poor housing, as the major causal factors in illness. But he also placed 
Chilean reality in the context of international capitalism and realised that 
its undevelopment and its people's poor health ultimately resulted fron 
imperialist control of production, pricing and distribution. Allende Introduced
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the dialectic erf laperlallsa and undiardaivielapaMnt as a basic contradiction 
aiiectlng ’nedlco-soclal' reality In the Third World.
In later capitalist society, advances In the forces oi production and massive 
accumulation of profits have drawn more and more workers Into this specific 
class relation. Labour has become an appendage to the machine, It has been 
transformed from concrete to abstract power - alienated through commodity 
exchange to the owner of the means of production. (31) It Is lees dependent on 
diurnal and seasonal changes and more dependent on the competitive and short­
sighted decisions of a few capitalists. This has positive and negative effects 
on health. The Increased demand for efficient labour for both capitalist 
production and expansion together with the united demands of workers 
themselves, have led to higher standards of living In aulvanced capitalist 
countries than were ever experienced before. lature has been subjugated. 
Levels of nutrition and hygiene have been revolutionised.
However, the conflicts between the Interests of capital and labour and between 
profit and health, continually recur and have deepened. Inequalities have 
Increased. While the rich get richer, the people of lees developed countries die 
of malnutrition and disease In greater numbers than ever before and the 
workers In developed countries are exposed to more and more Industrial and 
environmental health hazards. (32)
The Imperatives of capital accumulation neccessltate for most workers a 
labour-process based on monotonous repetitions, high levels of hazards from 
machine noise; toxic chemicals ; dust and carcinogens; and intense competition
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and consequent stress in both buying and selling aarkets. The chronic diseases 
of today are a 'unique social product of the new forces of production and the 
social relations of production under capitalisa in its late stage'. (33) Byer 
posits that heart disease and cancer are 'the end result of the progressive 
loss of control over work experienced by the work force'. In Changes 
Characteristic of the Mode of Production in the Twentieth Century, Byer notes 
the 'aarked changes in the forces of production in the period 1880-1910', in 
particular the developaent of the internal coabustion engine, electricity, the 
beginnings of aodern coaaunlcatlon, the exploitation of oil and the widespread 
use of aetals and chealcals. The process of production becaae increasingly 
fast and alienating . The developaent of scientific aanageaent < Taylorlsa)
led to an even greater loss of control over the process of production by the 
worker.
Incrtiitd productivity ptr vorktr Mant incrtaitd rattt of txploitation in ipiU of 
higher eagM...The outcoae it a itate of chronic aroutal and alienation which lead! 
biologically to elevationt of certain circulating horeonei e.g. epinephrine elevationt 
of blood choleiterol, increated clotting tendency in the blood and hyperteniion, all of 
which contribute to the developaent of cornoary heart diteaee. (33)
The physical effects of the production process extend beyond the workplace 
itself. Bnvlronaentallsts have begun exposing soae of the health hazards or 
negative externalities of coaaodlty production in today's capitalist system. 
For instance, Doyal and Fennel write:
Oaaaga to tha aurrounding tnvironnant and pollution of variout kindf art ofttn by­
product! of induitrialiftd production. Finally, coaaodity production aay daaagt htalth 
through tht natura of tha coaaoditiaf thaaialvai. (34)
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Suanary
The view that health is a fundanental part of labour power and detemlned in 
the last analysis by the the mode of production is upheld in this thesis. It 
Bight seen that health is won or lost in the conflicts between nations, races 
or religious sects but fundanental to all these conflicts is econonic 
exploitation. A aajor contradiction in class society lies in the fact that 
raising labour productivity and extracting aore surplus value froa workers 
entails deterioration of workers' health. But work is only as efficient as 
physical and mental health permits. Pivotal to the improvement of worker's 
health is their relative power as a class and women's relative power as a sex.
In this framework, the person and the body are a duallstic whole . Personal 
identities are multiples of a person and the body can also have different 
aeanings for the same person. Choices about life and labour are circumscribed 
by ability: and will is determined by strength - both individual and in 
solidarity. Thus health aeans different things to different people, it means 
different things to the same person and the different conditions of one's own 
body directly affects one's perception of health but finally the level of 
public health is dependent on the forces and relatione of production. This 
realisation of health's determinants means nothing if a person is not capable 
- able and free - to overcome contradictions and thus have the power to avoid 
hazards and improve health. In this paradigm, the health of the masses is not 
determined by market forces, nor by improvements in distribution and 
structural reforms, nor by personal culture, though all these factors may 
contribute to improvements; rather, health is determined by the relative power 
of the oppressed.
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But here we suet pause to review contemporary theories of development for
without this background we cannot deepen our understanding of the relationship 
between health and development.
IHEQEIES OF DEYELQfKBlT 
Vhat la developaexkt econonics?
The study of development economics, like health economics, is a post second 
world war phenomena. Vhilst health economics is of the same genre, it has not 
moved from the short-run neoclassical framework as far as has development 
economics. To development economics there has been a richer contribution. But 
it is a sign of continuing under development and the underdevelopment of
development economics that health economics has hardly been questioned, 
revised or replaced.
Development economics is based on the assumption that less developed countries 
provide sufficient homogenlty in aspects of their development, undervelopment 
or undevelopment, for comparisons and generalisations to be made. It reflects 
to some extent the upsurge in nationalism and Increased unity of 'Third World ' 
countries. In an attempt to clarify the difference between development
economics and mainstream economics, I.M.D. Little notes that: 'the work of 
development economists has concentrated on the medium and long run to an
extent that is not true of the work of economists focusing on developed 
countries.'(35)
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What Is econoalc developnant?
In contrast to the staple quantitative objective oi faster growth in production 
or exports per head, econoalc developaent is defined In a aultldlaenslonal 
way. In Klndleberger's overview, it Is seen to Include:
a) laproveaents In aaterlal welfare, especially for persons with the 
lowest Incoaes;
b) the eradication of mass poverty with its correlates of Illiteracy, 
disease and death;
c) changes in the coapositlon of Inputs and outputs that generally 
include shifts in the underlying structure of production away froa 
agricultural toward industrial activities;
d> full eaployaent;
e) participation in decision making. (36)
It is obviously difficult to aeasure such a broadly defined concept of 
developaent. Failure to do so aeans that , levels and rates of growth of "real" 
per capita G IF  are noraally used to measure the overall well-being of a 
population. Some structuralists would emphasis the importance of point c) 
above and aeasure developaent by the decline in agriculture's share of 
production and eaployaent. Recently, these measures have been supplemented by 
social indicators such as the infant mortality rate and the percentage of the 
population that is literate.
The observation that there can be growth without developaent: a rise in 
exports per head without gains in real income for the mass of people; has led 
many developaent economists to eaphaslse the importance of structural and 
social changes. Developaent, asserts Thlrlwell<37), is life-sustenance, self­
esteem and freedom'. It is the provision of basic needs. Increase in self- 
respect and independence and freedom froa the evils of want, ignorance and
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squalor. Vhlle Professor Sen argues that,'The process of economic development 
can be seen as a process of expanding the capabilities of people*. (38>
Theories and analyses of development are as diffuse as these definitions 
suggest. However, after addressing the classical view of development, it will 
be useful to take Little's essential antithesis between neoclassical and 
structural development economics so as to review their respective 
contributions to the understanding of health and development. Thirdly, I will 
review some recent radical or Marxist contributions, before developing upon the 
theme of the dialectics of health and development.
SatlQDfll Action and Lalseez-Palre
The essence of the classical view of the economy and its development is based 
on two assumptions- the second assumption being partly deduced from the 
first- : that human nature is inherently rational and that people will practice 
rational economic behaviour in 'regard to their own interst'.(Adam Smith 1812) 
(39). Moved solely by the mere incentive of their private self-lnterst, 
unshackled individuals will create a system of perfect competition which will 
benefit the whole community. Competition does not imply conflict but 
harmonious adjustment - an invisible and rational hand.
A U  l y t i m  fithar of prtftrtnca or of roitnint, thfrtfort, bting thui cotpltitly 
U k t n  away, ih# obviouf and tiapla l y i t M  of naturai liberty eitabliihei itielf of iti 
oen accord, Every ean ai long ai he doei not violate thè lavi of juitice it free to 
puriue hii oen intereit hit o«n eay, and to bring both hii induitry and capitai into 
coepetition «ith thoie of any other ean, or order of aen. (40)
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In a free narkat economy, men are beet able to quantify the ends and the means
of their actions and so maximise their private wealth while correlatlvely 
benefiting the whole coamunity.
Evtry individual nactftarily laboura to randar tha annual ravanua of tha lociaty aa 
graat aa ha can... Ha ia in thia, aa in nany othar caaaa, lad by an inviaibla hand to 
ppoiota an and which vaa no part of hia intantion. (41).
So the general principle of rational action leads to perfect and hariaonious 
competition as long as neither the sovereign nor the state interfere. Laissez-
faire or the doctrine of liberalism ensures health and development of each and 
all.
A  few decades after the publication of The Veeltb of Mations and shortly after 
the 1789 French Revolution, Reverend Thomas Robert Kalthus, wrote an Essay on 
the Principle of Population (42) in which he also argued for the free play of 
checks and balances to population or laissez faire. His was not a theory of 
economic development but one of population and income distribution. It is of 
relevance here because it drew from the classical view of market equilibrium 
to put forward a theory of long term population equilibrium, if natural forces 
were left untampered. But while Smith's theory is of progress with nature 
benficient, Malthus* is of regress with nature malevolent, requiring a perpetual 
struggle of the human population against nature. Halthus, fearful of the 
example of the French uprising, predicted that, because of rapid population 
increase, social disorder and political turmoil were imminent. There is a 
natural tendency, he posited, for the population to increase: it is a 
fundamental "scientific* principle that human numbers expand geometrically 
while food supplies increase only arithmetically. Two Important assumptions
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are made here first that the motive force of history lies in fundamental 
biological facts; second that agricultural productivity cannot rise. On these 
axiomatic assumptions, Malthus developed the theory that became so dear to 
colonial administrators.
As the Indigent multiply, so there are diminishing returns in agriculture, due 
to declining fertility of the soil and the occupation of Increasingly marginal 
land. Demand will outrun supply. Food prices will rise, wages will fall and 
rents will rise. A crisis of over-population exists with overcrowding of 
holdings and ever greater subdivision and the exhaustion of resources.But this 
long-term dynamic will be broken by natural checks and balances : increasing 
disease, starvatlon/famine. The consequent fall in population turns the wheels 
of fate again and oppposltes trends in income distribution, consequent on 
falling food prices, falling rents and rising wages, will develop.
In Kalthus* two-phase model there is then a built-in mechanism of self- 
correction. The state must not meddle with this automatic safety-valve, the 
poor must not be assisted :
The poor U e i  of England tend to depreii the general condition of the poor in theie two 
•ayi. their firit obvioue tendency if to increaie population without increaiing the 
food for itf lupport, A poor ean aay larry with little or no proipect of being able to 
lupport a faaily without parieh afiiftance,.. Secondly, the quantity of provieioni 
c o n e u M d  in work-houiei upon a part of society that cannot be considered the aost 
valuable part diainishes the shares that would otherwise belong to aore industrious and 
aore worthy aeabers, and thus, in the saae aanner, forces sore to becoae dependent,(43)
The 'general condition of the poor', or in other words the health and well­
being of the masses, falls with their natural tendency to multiply and ovor-
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populate; it iMprovee only ae population declines. Thus neo-Kalthusians have 
since argued that:
I The fizt of world p o p u U t i o n  it ( or it rapidly becoaing) too large in relation to the 
lizt of the earth and itt liaited ratourcet,
I The developing countriet are overpopulated,
I Rapid population growth aaket it iapoitible to achieve eatitfactory eocial and econoaic progretf, (44)
Pivotal to health and developaent is then a low or zero population growth. 
Conversely, this prinacy of population has been used by nationalists and 
religious orders, iron France to Roumanla and from Africa to Asia, to argue 
that multiplication of numbers will ensure well-being and development.
IfiOClasslcal economics : health and davelopment
Veoclassical economics...is a paradigm that tells one to investigate 
markets and prices,...expecting them often to work well.
A neoclassical vision of the world is one of flexibility. In their own or 
their families interests, people adapt readily to changing opportunities 
and prices, even if they do not like doing so and even though they ma.v 
take their time. (45) '
The school of ’orthodox* economics, since the marginalist revolution of the 
1870's, starts from the confrontation of individuals' preferences in a market 
situation. Prices are exchange rates and these determine the value of products
and of factors of production. Consumer sovreignty reigns. As Godelier 
succinctly summarises:
Thf fi^jtctivw utility of goodi for tich coniuior it thui U k t n  it the baiit for 
t x p U i n i n g  how tht c i p i U l i f t  oconoiy worki, and for dattraining, ont aftar anothar, 
tha contant of tha catagoriai and lawa of thii aconoay, (46)
For the followers of Alfred Marshall, Lionel Robbins, Lipsey ft Samuelson(47) it 
is the study of forms of individual behaviour. Society is assumed to be made 
up of independent, equal, fully • informed individuals maximising their
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satisfaction. Kan exists in relation to coaaodlties. His deaand is the 
econony's coaaand. Thus distribution is detcu^lned by natural econoaic forces 
and not be social conflict.
leoclassical atteapts to explain growth turn to the doctrine of coaparatlve 
advantage and conventional production functions (48). In the latter .they found 
that physical capital and labour inputs account for only a saall part of 
growth of output. Atteapts to aeasure the 'residual factor' led to discussion 
of the role of technology and education. It was only one step further to 
atteapt to aeasure huaan capital and to try to trace the contours of its 
market.
The essential idea is that differentials in earnings over life can be related 
to differentials in aaounts spent on education and health. Investaent in huaan 
capital for long-tera aonetary returns was said to Include health care and 
nutrition, schooling, and on the job training.(49) For instance, M. Iadiri(50), 
showed in studies of total factor productivity in twenty-five countries, froa 
1950 to 1965, that the gains to growth froa laproved health conditions were, 
if not repeatable, considerable. Reduction in death rates and in work-loss 
days contributed to the rise in the productivity of labour. Previously, A. 
Maddison(51) atteapted to aeasure the growth of the 'effective' labour force in 
developing countries by adjusting for Internal aigration and for laproveaents 
in health and education.
But even in this Halted sense of analysing contributions to the production 
function, it is 'literacy' and 'education' that have doalnated econoaic and
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eoononetrlc hunan capital and cost/beneflt analyeis oi the paat thirty 
years.(52¡Indeed, the works written on health presume a considerable degree of 
individual knowledge and foresight In that they quantify the value that 
Individuals place on avoiding Increased risks (the cost of risk concept) and 
presume Individual action Is based on the discounted present value of expected 
loss or gain. (53) This failure to seriously address the question of health and 
development highlights the Inadequacy of this model.
However, the neoclassical paradigm remains the most powerful Influence on 
studies of health and development and In particular on the economics of health 
care. In the iconomles of Health (5*), Cullls and West, Introduce their 
examination as part of the economics of human resources In which the basic 
unit of analysis is the individual suspended in time.
It i* c U t r  thit tvtry diy, tvtryon* iikti choicti thit eiy influtnct idveritly their 
•xptctfd health etate, They leplicitly trade oft decreated health againet increaeed 
b e n e f i U  of other kindi. The eeoker «ho feoket an additional cigarette i« ieplicitly 
laying that the aarginal coit, «hich include! not only the price of the cigarette but 
alio the diicounted preient value of the expected loit tiae ( becauie of an earlier
death) and general reduced fitncii conicquent on laoking and additional cigarette is less than the earginal benefit.(55) ««revv., is
First, health is abstracted from socio-economic conditions. Secondly, the 
individual is assumed to have herculean powers of foresight, rationality and in 
particular, absolute control over his/her own life. Conceptual analysis goes 
little further than the individual and the commcxllty.
It comes as no surprise that Cullis and Vest can then only make general 
sweeping statements about the possible relationship between health and 
development. Improvements in health, they say. can increase productivity but
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they can also increase population, and ii there are insufficient resources for 
developnent therefore lead to less consuaption per head. laproveaents in 
health, they say, can influence attitudes and increase individual activation to 
produce and develop. Such stateaents aean little.
Sunaary
In treating health as an individual investment commodity, the body becomes an 
object of investment and the inverted object, the subject or person, becomes 
the embodiment of human capital. Problems of ill-health are then seen as 
arising from the mal-distribution of personal resources. This view has led to 
much discussion of the uneven indvidual consumption of medical services and 
medical products, the fear of 'insatiable health needs', and the view that 
health and health policy are synonymous with the consumption of health 
services and medicines.<56)
The framework of analysis is ahistorlc and therefore unreal. It makes human 
capital part of labour and in this equivalency denies the differences and 
conflicts between labour and capital. The market paradigm, in making individual 
demand for and supply of health care and consequent price the starting point 
of analysis, attempts to commodify what cannot be commodified: to dehumanise 
humans; to separate the body from the person and the person from her/his 
nation, class or sex. It sees the world as a dehumanised, declassed, desexed 
consumption unit.
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But let us now leave the neoclassical paradigm and the view that health is an 
individual Investment for perceivable monetary returns and turn to the 
structuralist view of development and the role it gives to health.
Structuralism: health and development
The initial set of structural hypotheses was formulated in the 1950s by 
writers such as Paul Rodensteln Rodan, Ragnar lurske, V. Arthur Lewis,
Paul Preblsch, Hans Singer and Gunnar Kyrdal. (57)
In the structuralist paradigm, people and resources are not flexible and the
supply of and demand for most things are Inelastic. 'Such general Inflexibility
was thought to apply particularly to less developed countries. Peasants were
hardly economic men and were stuck in the mud; people were ruled by custom
and authority; entrepreneurs were lacking; and communications were poor.'(58)
The primacy of the market is overturned. It is the structure of socio-economic
relations that is paramount.
With reference to health, Xyrdal's 'vi clous circle'(59) highlights market 
failures and the obstacles to development. Low income per head leads to 
malnutrition which leads to low productivity and work efficiency which leads 
to low income per head. Thus disadvantages are perpetuated. The dual economy 
or centre-periphery models (50) recognising the stark differences between one 
region and another attempt to explain the origin, existence and persistence of 
this gap. According to some structuralists, the basic origin of dualism is the 
introduction of money into a fettered structure, such as the subsistence barter 
economy. For others, past and present dependence and unequal exchange brought 
about dual development(81). In nearly all, the conclusion is reached that the
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state, and not the market, is vital to breaking through obstacles to 
development. (02)
In a similar vein. Professor Sen(63) in analysing the determinants of want and 
famine, concludes that lack of supply is not the major problem, it is ownership 
patterns and exchange entitlements. Malnutrition is more a distribution than a 
supply problem. Thus the direct provision of basic goods and services is more 
successsful than the market mechanism in alleviating poverty. He, also, 
emphasises that the majority of people must first be capable of sustenance and 
self-development.
Sen's focus on capability is very close to a realisation of the importance of 
health in development.
Thi conftiiutni part of the etandard of living it not the good, nor ita 
characterifticfi, but the ability to do various things by using that good or those 
characteristics, and it is that ability rather than the eental reaction to that ability 
in the fora of happiness that in this vie« reflects the standard of living.(64)
Thus Sen argues that there is more to the standard of living than the relative
amount of gcxDds one has. A bicycle is of no value unless one can ride it. Sen
posits 'capability* as the measure of standard of living; the criteria for
welfare and development policy and the basis of freedom.
In focusing on potential, or the ability to do things. Sen is in fact bringing 
the notion of health and capability into the mainstream of welfare and 
development economics. In his reply to critics of the Tanner Lectures 1985, he 
discusses what determines capability or functionings, 'Many of the functionings 
(e.g. living a life free from cholera or smallpox) are 'produced* at least as 
much outside the household as inside it (through public policy against
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epidemics).’(65) In Juxtaposition to this statment, consider Rene Dubos* 
definition of health ae the Ability of an individual to funetirm in a manner 
acceptable to himself: 'Htalth and diftata cannot be dafintd M r t l y  in i t m a  of anatoaical 
phyfiological or M n t a l  aitributtt, Thtir rtal M a i u r a  it the ability of the individual to 
function in a Banner acceptable to hiaeelf and to the group of »hich he it part.'(66)
But whilst health is fundamental to Sen's concept of capability he does not 
recognise it ae such. Whilst 'capability* is addressed again and again, its 
duallstic essence in ability and freedom is not revealed. Whilst the mode of 
production and class structure are seen to affect one's capabilities these are 
only mentioned in passing. In fact Sen is locked within the utilitarian 
framework that he himself finds normative and deficient. (67) He is trapped by 
the concept of a relation between person and commodity and thus the relation 
of person to bodily functions. This is highlighted by hie definition of
capability as a feature of a person in relation to a good and his 
concentration on paths to individual consumption, as illustrated by John 
Muellbauer. (68)
Fig 2 PtllitY, functionings, capabilities and their sources
Source: A. Sen (1987>
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This essentially shows that the links between goods and satisfaction are quite 
complicated and 'several distinctions are crucial'. Of crucial importance to 
development is the enhancement of people's capabilities to function for without 
them, returning to the example of the bike, the commodity has no utility. But 
if, like Professor Sen, one sets capabilities within a framework of commodities 
on the one hand and personal satisfactions on the other hand, one is trapped 
in neo-classical individualism. The fact remains that whilst the free
development of all is dependent on the free development of each, it is 
determined by the forces and relations of production.
Structural Marxlstg
Structural Karxlsts, unlike structuralists, address the on-going contradiction 
between the interests of labour and those of capitalists, between the forces 
and the relations of production, but reject the idea that there is only one
dominant or determining contradiction. (69) Among the leading protagonists of 
this school of thought, Althusser, Poulantzls and Godeller (70), rejected both 
the simple economlsm of traditional Xarxlsts and the humanism of Gramsci and 
Sartre. For them, what is vital to understanding human society is not the
conscious activities of the human subject but the unconscious structure which 
these activities presuppose.
Thus, Althusser writes in For Mane that society is a totality, 'whose unity is
constituted by a certain specific type of complexity, which introduces
instances , that, following Engels, we can very schematically, reduce to three:
the economy, politics and ideology.'(71)
Each level hae lit own peculiar iiae, lie oen rhytha of developeent, Thie coeplex and 
uneven relatlonehip of the intiancee or levels to each other at a specific tiee was 
called by Althusser a 'conjuncture', Every conjuncture vas said to be 'overdetereined'
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in thit tach of tht Itvtli c o ntribuUd to d o U r n i n i n g  tho tiruciurt at «til a« bting 
dtitraintd by it ; dtitrainaiion «a« alvayt coapltx.(72)
The chief problenatlc for Althusser and Godelier, is to explain change In the 
structure - developnent or undevelopment. Gregory Elliott, In his study of 
Althusser's work, shows how he rejected both expressive and transitive
causality. 'Unlike transitive causality, structural causality describes the 
effectivity of a whole on Its parts, unlike expressive causality It does not 
'esssentiallse' the whole and is not reductive of the parts.'(73)
Expressive or Hegelian totality is 'one whose parts express each other and the 
totality's staple essence* (74) whereas Althusser's totality Is 'slaultaneously 
complex and unified, decentred and determined, heterogenous and 
helrarchical (75 >... .Unity discussed by Marxism Is the unity of complexity Itself 
... The complex whole has the unity of a structure articulated In
dominance.* (76)
To understand what Althusser was getting at let us quote from Elliott:
Every foclal foraition li a 'itructura in doainance* iniofar at each containe a 
doeinant eleeent which organiiea the heirarchy and interrelatione of the varioue eocial 
practice!, This doainant eleaent, however, doee not override the caueal priaacy of the 
econoaic, The econoaic it not alwayi dMim/ti, but it if alwayt d§Ur§iMni in the laet 
inetance, reeponeible for the coordination of the inetancee, allotting the doainant 
role within the totality to one of thea and eubordinate rolee to the othere, fixing the 
degree of relative autonoay and efficacy , In capitaliet eocial foraatione , it 
deterainee ite own doainance, In other eocial foraatione, the allocation can vary,(77)
In feudalism, for Instance, Althusser posits the political structure as 
dominant in the social whole. From this standpoint, Althusser argues against 
both Hegelian and enipiricist's concept of historical time. 'For Hegel, it Is
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suggested, history Is a continuum - a succession of expressive totalities 
instantiating the various phases of the Absolute Spirit's 
•development'(78).Neither is history evolutionary. In his thesis of potential 
regression, Althusser argued like Kao Tse Tung, that societies can regress from 
socialism to capitalism, especially if they allow themselves to be dominated 
economically by imperialism and hampered by the continuance of petty 
commodity production and the persistence of large inequalities of income. (79)
Godelier, in Systea, Structure and Contradiction in Capital, reviews how 
initially there 'was a functional compatability between accumulaton of 
industrial capital in a few hands and the development of productive forces.' 
(80) But now, 'the productive forces, that ceaselessly develop are limited by 
the unchanging relations of production ( private ownership, domination and 
exploitation)'. Godelier argues that the fundamental contradiction, the one that 
'has to account for the evolution of capitalism and for the necessity of its 
disappearance', is between the forces and relations of capitalist production. 
While the internal contradiction, the conflict of interests between the 
capitalist and the worker, is specific, 'it is characteristic of the system 
from its beginning, and the very working of the system endlessly reproduces 
it.' (81) Therefore, Godelier sees capitalist exploitation and consequent ill- 
health as Inherent to the system and they will only be overcome when the 
contradictions between the forces and relations of production are resolved. 
This resolution, he terms, 'genesis'.
The question for us here is then posed: is a country's level of public health 
finally determlncxl by the particular historic development of the forces and
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relatloDS of production «nd are transitloDS in public health the result of a 
resolution in the ccmtradiction between the forces and relations of production? 
Are present chronic diseases a nanifastaton of the functional inoonpatlbllitj 
between continued accunulation of capital in a few hands and the development 
of productive forces? Or on another level, is personal ill-health often a 
■anlfestatlon of the growing contradiction between ability and freedon?
Let us reach a sunnary of the Karxist-Structuralist paradign by turning lastly 
to the question of how it views the individual and the relation between the 
person, body and society. In his historic analysis of discipline and
punishment, Klchel Foucault illuninates the changing concepts of individuality, 
and the changing political technology of the body with the emergence and
spread of capitalism. Foucault writes: 'In cvfry flocitiy iht body in iht grip of 
vtry ftrict poMri which iipoftd on it conitrointf, prohibition! or obligitioni',(82)
In the Kiddle Ages and up to the eighteenth century, Foucault argues, that the
body was treated wholesale, en masse, as if it were an Indissoclable unity. It
was the target of torture and execution as a public spectacle. But the
classical age, with the new sciences and new army, school, hospital and prison
regulations, worked the body 'retail, individually, as object and target of
power. It was a question of exercising upon the body a subtle coercion:
of obitining holdf on it at tha Itvtl of tha aachaniaa itaalf -novaianii, gatturai, 
•ttitudaa, rapidity; an infinltaaiaal povar ovar tha activa body. Than thara aai tha 
objact of control; it vat not or «at no longar tha lignifying alananta of bahaviour or 
tha languaga of tha body, but tha aconoay, tha afficiancy of aovaaanta, thair intarnal 
organiaation; conatraint baara upon tha forcaa rathar than tha aigna; tha only truly 
iaportant caraaony ia that of axarciaa, Laatly thara ia tha aodality; it iapliaa an 
unintarruptad, conatant coercion, auparviaing tha procaaa of tha activity rathar than 
ita raaulta and it ia axarciaad according to a codification that partition! aa cloaaly 
aa poaaibla tiaa, apaca, a o va M n t ,  Thaaa M t h o d a ,  which aada poaaibla tha aaticuloua 
control of tha operation! of tha body, which aaaurad tha conatant aubjaction of ita 
forcaa and itpoaad upon thaa a relation of docilitiy-utility, light be called
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'diffciplintf'.(83)
Tht huean body vai tnitring a aachinary of po«tr which axplorti it, brtaki it down and 
it, A 'political anatoay' which wai alto a 'Mchanict of powar' wat baing 
born; it dafinad how ona aay hava a hold ovar othart' bodiai , not only to that thay 
aay do what ona withat, but to that thay aay oparata at ona withat, with tha 
tachniquat, tha tpaad and tha afficiancy that ona datarainat,,.Oitciplina incraaiat tha 
forcat of tha body ( in aconoaic tarat of utility) and diainithat thaia taaa forcat (in 
political tarat of obadianca), In thort, it dittcoiatat powar froa tha body; on tha 
ona hand, it turnt it into 'aptituda' , a 'capacity', which it taakt to incraata ; on 
tha othar hand , it ravartat tha courta of anargy, tha powar that aight ratult froa it, 
and turnt it into a ralation of ttrict tubjaction.,,
Oitciplinary coarcion attablithad in tha body tha conttricting link batwaan an 
incraatad aptituda and an incraatad doaination,(84)
The contradiction lies in the increase in personal ability and slnultaneous 
decrease in freedoB. It resulted at the beginning of capitalism in an increase 
in social capacity, in hitherto unknown economic development. Today this 
contradiction has deepened, leading to daily crises in individual capacities, in 
personal identities and in health. Of relevence here is the previous discussion 
of personal capacity in health and development and its twofold and often 
contradictory elements - ability and freedom. Of relevence too is Increased 
power to buy but Increased manipulation of consumers. The fundamental 
contradiction identified by Godelier, between the forces and relations of 
production, is chrystallised in the Individual contradiction between ability 
and freedom and manifested in psychological and physical malaise. This sick 
society is called by Foucault a culture of docile utility and by llllch a 
culture of acceptance and addiction. They identify many levels of disciplinary 
coercion or engineered harassment, developing in response, as Foucault 
outlines: 'to particular needs, an Industrial Innovation, a renewed outbreak of 
certain epidemic diseases, the invention of the rifle or the victories of 
Prussia.'(85) They do not focus on the growth and the fundamental
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contradictions oi capltaliss. Reflecting the holistic view of health, Foucault 
perceives the body as both machine and organ and individuality is defined in 
the cell, in the organism and in genesis.
Of particular relevence is Foucault's discussion of epidemics and disciplinary 
coercion. He elaborates on the measures prescribed in the event of a plague 
outbreak in late seventeenth century France. They include strict spatial 
partitioning of the inhabitants; surveillance; registration and 
fumicatlon(86).The plague as a form, at once real and imaginary, of disorder 
has as its medical and political correlative discipline.'
Foucault contrasts the reaction to leprosy In earlier days - the ritual 
exclusion of the leper and the binary division between one set of people and 
another - to that of plague in later days - the multiple separations, 
individualising distributions, an organisation in depth of surveillance and 
control, an intensification and a ramification of power.'The leper and his 
separation; the plague and its segmentations. The first is marked; the second 
is analysed and distributed.'(87)
These two different methods are today combined in a double mode: 'that of 
binary division and branding (mad/sane; dangerous/harmless; normal/abnormal); 
and that of coercive assignment, of differential distribution ( who he is,where 
he must be; how he is to be characterised; how is he to be recognized; how a 
constant surveillance over him is to be exercised in an individual way'(88). A 
dramatic contemporary example of this dual reaction to epidemics lies in 
present policies to comabt AIDS. Vhilet the branding and surveilllng, incising 
and experimenting on cancer patients continues apace.
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For Foucaultt being a structuralist, the formation of today's disciplinary 
society and its inherent contradictions 'is connected with a number of broad 
historical processes - economic, Juridico-political and lastly, scientific* (89). 
He identifies the large demographic thrust of the eighteenth century and the 
growth in the apparatus of production as important aspects of the conjuncture 
that led to the development of disciplinary methods over the individual. He 
gives historic importance to the role of the church, state and police in the 
particular correlative emergence of discipline and development as a continuous 
individualising pyramid of complex power relations.
To summarise: the structural school of Marxist thought sees the ensemble of 
social relations and the complex wide-ranging mechanisms of domination as 
central to understanding both the person and the stage of development. Human 
nature cannot be abstracted as something Inherent or rational and the 
Individual is not the active subject of history. Socio-economic and technico- 
political relations determine people's places and functions. Vithin this 
complex framework, the specific forces and relations of production are 
addressed and given a greater or lesser degree of importance.
Marxist Views of Development
Development, for Marx, is a transformation in the social relations of 
production. Capital is a specific social relation. So in hie study of the 
emergence of capitalism in Britain, Marx countered the individualistic views of 
Adam Smith and the demographic views of Reverend Malthus, focusing hie 
historical investigation on how the capitalist class, owning the means of
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production, and the working class owning only its labour power, cane into 
being.
Karx identified two pre-capitalist nodes of production : Feudal and Asiatic. 
Europe and Japan were dominated by the feudal node while India and China were 
characterised by the Asiatic node. In the latter, because of its connunal 
rather than private ownership of land and because of its despotic rather than 
parcellized rule (90), the preconditions for the energence of capitalism did 
not exist. Of crucial importance, as the feudal order began to disintegrate in 
Europe was the conversion of feudal rights into private property ownership in 
the land, including the right to dispossee the occupiers. Landlords could 
enlarge their holdings and they began acting as capitalist farmers, renting out 
land to tenant farmers who employed agricultural wage labour. Thus, means of 
production were transformed into capital. As agricultural production became 
more and more centralised, more peasants were expelled and the productivity of 
the remaining agricultural workers increased. The expelled peasants 
concentrated around towns becoming the new industrial proletariat. Thus, 
capitalism emerged.
Labour, under capitalism, is alienated. As Arthur points out in his Dialectics
of LabmiPt it is not 'productive activity organically united with its object and
recognixlng itself in its product,' but it' is an 'alienating mediator' producing
the product as loss of the object, activity as hateful, 'not as self-fulfilment
but merely as a source of livelihood.'
Becauf* the voricer hai no property in the eeani of production hie Ubour*po«er ie 
excluded fro* the inetrunent and object of production oened by another; hie labour 
realize! iteelf only through the «age-contract «hereby it ie alienated to the aaeter 
and «orke on hie behalf. The labourer treate hie labour ae a coeeodity,,,he produce! 
palace! but livee in hovele; hie labour create! beauty but deforee hieeelf, (91)
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Capital is value in process. It is the cycle of aoney spent on neans of 
production that when coabined, produce coaaodities, which when sold return 
more aoney to the capitalist. The following is Karx*s general foraula for 
capital or production for exchange:
a ----> c ----- > a' where a'>a
Money,(a), when invested in certain aeans and relations of production result in 
coaaodities(c> that when sold are worth aore aoney (a).
Contrast this to 'the siaple circulation of coamodities* or production for
use:-
c ----> m > c* where c'>c
Household based production in stone age or feudal econoaies aiaed to produce 
comaodities to use or with which to obtain other coaaodlties. But in England, 
Marx recognised that agrlcutural, industrial and aerchant capital achieved a 
certain coapatability in the eighteenth century enabling a process of 
successful investaent or priaitive accuaulation of capital. For the forthcoaing 
analysis of developaent in Malta, Marxist views on the role of aerchant 
capital and of colonial policy are of particular interest.
Merchant capital
The role of aerchant capital is defined by Marx as being unproductive because 
its profits are made only froa the exchange of coaaodities. Merchant capital 
exploits, even destroys, but it does not transfora. 'Tht indtptndtni dtvtlopaent of 
••rchint'f capital atandi in invtrie proportion to the gtneral tconoeic devalopaont of 
locitty, (92)
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The nerchant nay establish direct sway over production, donlnating snail-scale 
producers and developing outwork, but this does not necessarily lead to the 
centralisation or Increase of production nor to the reinvestment of profits. 
Rather It tends to 'preserve and retain' the old mode of production. Thus, Marx 
argued that where merchant capital remains the dominant form of capital, the 
development of manufacture and of capitalism is hampered. The main reason 
being that merchant capital does not create value In process rather its basis 
is trade, plunder and monopoly. This is not to say that wealth obtained from 
commerce was not vital to the emergence of capitalism in England but it was 
not a sufficient reason for its emergence.
Colonial Policy
In clarifying the regressive and progressive effects of colonial policy, Marx 
and Engels concentrated largely on Ireland and India. These countries' trade 
and industry could not survive British competition. Marx concluded that in 
India, the effects of British penetration had four consequences:- the neglect 
of public works; the plunder of the interior, leading to a growth in the 
Finance Department of the Colonial Government; the plunder of the exterior, 
leading to growth in the Var Department of the Colonial Government; and the 
destruction of the local textile industry by the mechanised cotton manufacture 
of Lancashire. How relevant is this criticism of British imperialism will be 
borne out in the forthcoming specific details of Malta's colonisation.
However, Marx realised that in India there was a contradiction between 
subjective intentions to 'dominate' and exploit for immediate gain and 
objective long term consequences. The importance of the latent Indian market
M
■ n
I
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and of aore efficient extraction of raw materials, led to large British 
investments in railway commun&tions and in integrating and modernising the 
Interior. A trained army and an educated middle class were by-products. 
Capitalism, although atavistic, could be a powerful engine of progress. It could 
create the conditions for health and development.
Lenin expanded Marx's analysis of colonialism, arguing that monopoly had grown 
out of colonial domination and that the monopoly of the most important
sources of raw materials has enormously Increased the power of big capital. 
Thus the process of colonial exploitation aided the development of capitalism. 
'In its economic essence, imperialism is monopoly capitalism,' concludes Lenin 
in Imperialism: the Highest Stage of Capitalism(.93). Monopoly capital has
sprung, too, from the way in which finance capital seeks the safest and 
highest returns. As early as 1916, Lenin assessed that finance capital has
come to dominate over industrial capital and with great foresight he stated 
that imperialism means the establishment of a creditor-debtor relationship as 
this is stronger than a buyer-seller relationship. Thus, Lenin foresaw the 
growing inequalities and increased poverty and disease suffered by masses of 
people in the third world.
However, Lenin did not renounce Marx's emphasis on both destructive and 
creative aspects of colonialism. Vhilst power and wealth is more and more 
concentrated at the centre, nevertheless 'capitalism is growing with the
greatest rapidity in the colonies and in overseas countries, developing 
productive forces and creating a true proletariat. (94)
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Monopoly capitalism
In contrast, most Marxist economists after the second world war argued that
the process of Internationalisation of capital was uneven but not combined -
that the domination of the metropolis over the satellite sustains
underdevelopment and does not encourage development. Faced with the
unprecedented growth of international capital but the continuing
underdevelopment of many parts of the world, the pioneering Marxist
development economist - Paul Baran - asserted :
Tht doiinint fict of our tilt li that tht inititutlon of privatt proptrty in tht itant 
of production ■’ onct a powtrful tngine of progrttf * has no« coat into irrtconciliablt 
contradiction «ith tht tconoiic and social advanctient of the ptople in tht 
underdtvtloptd countries and «ith the gro«th, developaent and liberation of people in 
advanced countries,(95)
Monopoly capital, according to Baran, does not need to invest in new techniques 
nor does it need to Increase output for it is not forced to by competing 
firms. Here lies an essential ideological difference with Marx and classical 
Marxists who saw monopolies as Intensifying rather than suppressing 
competition. But according to Baran, in monopoly capitalism the main problem 
is underinvestment and wasting of the surplus, and thus the waste of labour 
power, underemployment and ill-health.
In fact, Baran's whole approach to development is essentially quantitative,
determined by the size and use of the surplus. He deduces that
In m y  given fiiuaiion the voluae of inveitaent itndf to be siiller than the voluee of 
econoaic lurplue that «ould be forthcoaing under full eaployaent, In other «ords an 
"undereaployaent equilibriua" if reached, (96)
In advanced capitalist countries, this system is primarily given stability and 
momentum through government Intervention, especially government expenditure on
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nilitary outlays and on Inperialist policies. Because of the low rate of 
investment, the state's military and Imperial policies are crucial as they 
absorb the surplus capital, raise demand and therefore Improve health. 
Meanwhile, the big corporations collect vast profits from military contracts 
and government-*backed dealings abroad, and as a result more people are 
employed at home and more people are unified Into the system.(97)
Thus, Baran argues that advanced capitalist development depends on the 
continuing growth of the military-Industrial complex and on the world division 
of labour. This Is responsible for the continuing backwardness of the Less 
Developed Countries. His analysis of the essential elements of this 
backwardness turns to three main destructive effects of Western capitalism:
1 ) massive removal of LDC's accumulated wealth and current output 
(.plunder) ;
2) ruthless suppression and distortion of all Indigenous economic growth;
3) systematic corruption of their social, political and cultural life.
He concludes,'The violent, destructive and predatory opening up of the weaker 
countries by Western capitalism Immeasurably distorted their development. (9Ô)
And Baran's thesis Is that these destructive features of monopoly capitalism:
leading to hunger, disease, war, myths and barbarism; are the very foundations
of Its continuing existence. Irrationality not rationality Is Inherent In the
structure of society - the unavoidable growth of a social system based on
exploitation, national prejudice and Incessantly cultivated superstition (99).
He concludes that the only way to respect 'humanity's claim to life,
development, to happiness' Is to end exploitation of men by men, eliminate
classes and Introduce rational state planning and policies.(100)
But Baran's concept of the 'Ideal rate of Investment' was based more on what 
Is rational than, as his conclusion exhorts, on the freedom from exploitation
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of one class by another. His 'Smithian* tendency Is dual: first in arguing that 
competitive firms have a rationale to invest that monopolies do not have, so 
the system is now irrational; secondly in seeing growth in quantitative ( the 
increase in the physical volume of output) rather than qualitative terms ( the 
transformation in the social relations of production )- in using a Smithian 
concept of physical surplus or net product over and above the part of output 
needed to maintain the population and capital stock intact. (101)
However, his importance persists in that he made the internal workings of 
underdeveloped countries a central issue. The internal structure of 
underdeveloped countries was, he argued, blocking their future development. The 
lack of productive investment is the main problem. The surplus is either 
drained away to the advanced countries or absorbed in unproductive uses. Many 
factors are posited in explanation. Competition from abroad attracts capital to 
higher returns; the narrow home market is a barrier to large scale industrial 
growth; foreign firms retard the growth of a natioanl bourgeoisie and easily 
uproot and move elsewhere. Foreign firms are primarily interested in low wages 
and low taxation, both of which are barriers to internal development. In fact, 
foreign firms are not alone in opposing indigenous development so are their 
local suppliers and agents. Local landed Intrests and local monopoly capital 
are also cited by Baran as having interests in preserving the statue quo and 
therefore in opppoelng development. At the heart of Baran's argument, and 
Indeed of many subsequent 'Smithian* Marxist economists such as Frank h 
Vallerstein is that state policy is crucial to economic development - in 
controlling foreign firms, in mediating between conflicting local interests and
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in making productive rather than unproductive use of the potential economic 
surplus and, therefore, in advancing health and development. (102)
It should be clear that in the view of most recent Karxist economists, 
imperialism is destructive and monopoly capitalism is fettered. It does not 
allow the advance of the mass of humanity because it is based on worldwide 
exploitation and the concentration and accumulation of capital in the hands 
of a few. Vlthln this framework, imperialism does not permit lees developed 
countries' autonomous development. latlonal oppression and exploitation persist 
in varying forme but always in the Interests of capital accumulation by the 
multi-national corporations that have greatest influence in that country. Of 
particular relevence here is the work of Samir Amin (103) on the international 
division of labour, unequal specialisation and increasing inequality in wage 
levels between advanced and lees developed countries. Vhere development occurs, 
it is uneven. It tends to remain dependent on the export of a few commodités 
and services and is therefore partial. Spatial contrasts or dual economies are 
the manifestations of this process of uneven development, or what Kay calls 
the 'new phase in the history of underdevelopment' (104), and they cannot be 
understood apart from the spread of monopoly capitalism and imperialism. Thus 
the exploitation of the working classes and the oppression of nations are the 
central obstacles to development. Therefore, their reslstence, often articulated 
in the radical nation state, is crucial to health and devleopment. Recently, 
Taplin has criticised this world system/dependency view for its failure to 
show 'how the household/women may affect the world system'. She posits a 
'bottom-up paradigm of social change' and a combination modes approach to
: ^
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include the organisation of kinship and related resources in the analysis of 
developaent. (105)
In opposition to the emphasis on continuing dependence and distortion, is Bill
Varren's posthumous work laperialisa: Pioneer of Capitalism. He points out that
capitalism has developed the productive forces and called for the emergence of
a working class in ex-colonies, he devotes the second part of his book to 'a
polemic against views that imperialism ( and subsequently neo-colonialism) is
and has been a socially retrogressive force preventing or distorting economic
development* (105). The kernal of his vision is encapsulated on the next page
where he asserts: *Ve are in an era of declining imperialism and advancing
a
capitalism*. In his consequent argument against Lenin's an^ysis, he redefines
Imperialism as 'the product of young and vlgourous capitalist economies, newly
emerging into the international arena to challenge their rivals in
trade'. (107) Warren gives here a centrality to commodity exchange rather than
the accumulation of capital thus leading him to state:
The reUtionehlp between iiperialift countrlee end coloniee wee not one of lieple 
robbery but e dynaeic proceif of tvo-eided capitallet developnent, the typical 
coebination of exploitation and expaneion of productive forcee.dOS)
On the basis of this supposed inter-locking equality (109), Warren denounces 
the 'fiction of underde^opment'.
There ii no evidence that any proceei of underdevelopaent hae occurred in aodern tiaee, 
and particularly in the period lince the Veit eade ite iapact on other countriee.CIIO) 
On the contrary, Warren poses the thesis that 'a process of development' has
been taking place. Western capitalism, he says, generally stimulated productive
forces, brought modern transport, hygiene and medicine and generally improved
material welfare. (Antral to Warren's argument is health. He asserts:
Tht aoft draaatic, lignificant and concluiivt proof of tht advantagta of VttUrn
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coloniiAtion,, if the iiprovtMnt in htilth brought About by tht coloniitri.
In ntArly All c a m a , nortAllty rAtti uert on tht dtclint And popuUtion growth in 
unprtctdtnttd txpAniion within a ftw dtcAdei of tht onitt of coloniAl rult.dll)
But to those of us who have removed ourselves from the imperialist pedestal
and reflected on the actual historic facts, this dramatic, significant and
conclusive proof does not exist.
However, Varren must be criticised on conceptual as well and empirical 
grounds. Gulalp (112) rightly points out that Varren separates the development 
of the prodetive forces from the nature of the relations of production and 
therefore he does not refer to classes and their struggles. For him, capitalism 
is simply an abstract process with a historic, positive mission. Both Varren 
and Amin, Gulalp observes, make the mistake of not separating colonialism from 
capitalism.
Gulalp suggested that to avoid abstraction and polarisation of views it would 
be useful to differentiate between development as defined by the ruling class 
and that which is in fact in the interest of the masses. For capitalists, 
ownership of the productive forces leads to accumulation of capital or 
'growth*. For workers, both the productive forc€»s and the relations of 
production are Important to the enhancement of life and liberty. Development 
occurs when most people are living healthy, fulfilling lives and less people 
are exploited end deprivedi Such development oennot he explained 
of demand and supply whether commercial or demograhlc in origin. The issues of 
class exploitation and class struggle are fundamental.
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In contrast to Marxist Structuralists, Marxists emphasise the centrality of 
capitalist production to our lives. The question of how far the spread of 
capitalism is constructive or destructive and the lively contemporary debates 
over stages and definitions of modes of production have recently been lucidly 
surveyed by Anthony Brewer. He summarises that for some authors the relations 
of production are central to explaining underdevelopment and for others 
underdevelopment is explained in terms of factors such as the extraction of 
surplus or lack of technology and natural resources. His own view is that a 
'single explanation is unlikely to apply to all cases at all stages of 
development, so that a complete theory may draw on both views'. (113)
Marxist literature on the relation between the person, body and society is vast 
but for the purpose of differentiating its paradigm from the classical, neo­
classical and structuralist approaches, let us consider the following diagram:
Figure 3 The Centrality of the Production Process in the Belatltm between 
Individual and General Health and Development
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In capitalist society, the person is subjected to capital. Workers nust 
comnodliy thenselves. The faally Is not the last refuge from the demands of 
capitalist society as romantics would like, but as Marx and Engels argued it 
is continually transformed by the needs of the dominant class. (114) As Figure 
3 shows, the production process Is central to determining a person's ability 
and freedom and to defining a body's use-value and exchange-value. As women 
were transformed with the development of capitalism Into a marginal labour 
force: the 'housewife' emerging along with the 'proletarian'; so their labour 
was devalued. In the extreme sexual division of labour, housewives have use- 
value but husbands have exchange-value. And as women's labour was devalued so 
personal consumption, for instance of medicnes, was enhanced. Women's ability 
to take may have increased but their ability to make and their creative 
freedom has tended to decrease.
The dual elements in the figure are both complementary and contradictory. The 
forces interact in multiple ways but central to dialectical inter-relationships 
is the production process. The upper half of Figure 3 indicates how the power 
of the state and the influence of religion are determined, in the last analysis, 
by the way things are produced and by class relations. Again, the type of 
development and changes in public health are fundamentally, centrally 
determined by the mode of production. But the interaction between these 
elements cannot be explained in a diagram. For this we need to discuss the 
dialectic.
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Dialectical Materialism ; Health and Developnent 
Dialectical materialism, put very simply, is a theory of events as due to 
conflicts of class interests. It is an analysis of development through inherent 
contradictions. Essentially, the economy is made up of social relations between 
people that are engendered by the process of production. Economic exploitation 
and the privilege of property ownership are central to all conflicts, even when 
they are overlaid by religious, racial or national alliances. Economic theory 
has to be dynamic. It must analyse the inner logic of systems-in particular 
the conditions of production and reproduction. Marxists have, for instance, 
analysed the amount of economic power a slave, serf or proletariat has over 
his labour and over the means of production to distinguish the specific 
relations of production and to understand how they have changed over time.(l)
Development is not considered a unilinear process. It revolves around the 
resolution of conflicts and of prime importance are conflicts of material 
interests or economic power. Development is then a process of structural 
change through conflict. Interdependence exists between structures. But of 
determining force in this organic system is the mode of production and the 
contradictions within it.
Dialectical thinking aims to grasp the unity of a prcx^ess through its very 
contradict ions. Ckmsumpticm realises production by destroying the product, but 
it thereby reproduces the need for production and its preconditions.
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Developaoit realises health bj destroying it. Thus it creates the need for 
health and its preconditions.
In On Contradiction (1937), Kao Tse Tung outlines two essentially opposing 
world outlooks : metaphysical and dialectical. According to the former, 
development is a repetitive increase or decrease. According to the latter 
development is a unity of opposites that arises from contradictions inside a 
thing. The metaphysicists, in Mao's categorisation, see things as isolated, 
static and one-sided: 'In their opinion, cipitaliti exploitation, capitalift coepetition, 
the individualift ideology of capitalist society, and so on, can all be found in ancient 
slave society, or even in priiitive society, and will exist forever unchanged,'
The metaphysicists therefore ascribe the causes of social development to 
factors external to society, such as geography and climate. But the
dialecticians argue that
Changes in society are due chiefly to the development of the internal contradictions in 
society; that is the contradiction between the productive forces and the relations of 
production, the contradiction between classes and the contradiction between the old and 
the new; it is the development of these contradictions that pushes society forward and 
gives the impetus.,,.External causes are the condition of change and internal causes 
are the basis of change,,.external causes become operative through internal causes,(2)
In this dialectical materialist mcxlel, development is then the unity of
opposites and their transcension,
Engels affirmed dialectical materialism through three 'laws' : the interaction 
of opposites, the transformation of quantity into quality; and the negation of 
the negation.(3) He claimed universality for these laws both in nature and in 
society. The legitimate scope of this claim has been circumscribed by recent 
critics(4) and I do not intend to try to fit an analysis of the changes in 
health with respect to development into the operation of one or another of the
I ■
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said 'laws’. However, I submit that the dialectical materialist framework, 
particularly as developed by Arthur and Cohen, is most useful for 
understanding the changes in the pattern of diseases in relation to political
economies.
n  The Interaction of QPPQSitefi
Let us turn now to Hegel's pioneering work The Dialectic of Matter (5) where
he argued that the finite ( a thing) is not a true independent being. It has
its essence and it foundation in that which is 'other' than itself - the
infinite, the Inaaterlal thought. The finite's essence Is Its opposite- the
infinite. It is dialectical.
According to Collettfs scholarly assessnent(6). Hegel Is In continuity with 
the Platonic-Chrlstlan tradition In having a negative conception of the
sensible world. The spirit or truth is the logical unity or coexistence of 
opposites: saneness and otherness, finite and Infinite, and In the Infinite lie
•Reason' and 'Truth'. The truth is dialectic. But Hegel was also opposing the 
traditional Christian view that the world is finite because it was created and 
its negativity results from its sinfulness. To Hegel, the world Is finite 
because this is its inherent quality.
The finite is Internally self-contradictory. It is itself and the negative 
(opposite) of itself at one and the same time, it sublates itself and ceases to 
be. 'A living thing is at each moment Itself and yet something else', wrote 
Hegel, And as Engels expanded in Antl-Duhring, 'the actual contains the
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potential'. (7) It Is this potential that is vital. This conclusion is common to 
all Karxists.
, I
But Hegel's dialectical reasoning, being based on two cornerstones: the finite 
is abstract, ideal and the infinite or whole is concrete, real (8); is set 
within a religious framework. The whole is the universal God and 'religion is 
the consciousness that a people has of what it itself is and of the essence of 
supreme being.' It is in this particular interaction of opposites that Hegel 
saw most potential. Thus in the Hegelian dialectic we move from the abstract- 
finite to the concrete-infinite, but ICarx moved from the concrete (an analysis 
of the commodity) to the abstract (use values and exchange values). The 
commodity is the materialisation of labour in the sense of its exchange value. 
Here the concrete-sensate exists and harbours the phenomenal form of the 
abstract-universal. (9)
Xarx gave the example of a loaf of bread to show, not that this could be 
transubstantiated to the Spirit, but that it is and it is not a use-value; it 
has use-value to the buyer but to the baker it has only exchange—value. It 
fulfils a subjective, material need while harbouring within Itself non-material 
objective exchange-value (10). It is unity of opposites. This analogy can be 
extended to the body, (a) The body harbours a unity of opposites - it has both 
use-value - in a subjective material sense, and exchange value - on selling 
one's labour power. It too is a unity of opposites.
(«) See Figure 3 on pege S8,
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see here in a nutshell (or to be more accurate, in a person's body and in a 
\f of bread) the twofold or dialectical Interaction of subjective intentions 
|nd objective consequences that runs through the social and political thought 
bf Karl Marx. Bread, being at one and the same time use~value and exchange~ 
a^lue, when realised as these, is eaten or abolished. Aufhebung or abolition, as 
jsed here, means both realising and overcoming. The bcxiy, being at one and the 
same time use-value and exchange-value, when realised as these, is exploited, 
îven destroyed. This is the truth about the commodification of life. The 
lemphasis on exchange-va lues puts use-values into disuse. And for many women 
'their lack of exchange-value puts their use-value into overuse. Understanding 
the dual and contradictory nature of the body gives us a deeper understanding 
of both women's oppression and class oppression.
2.1he transformation of quantity into quality
Engels described how increasing or decreasing quantities lead to qualitative 
changes. The fusion of many forces into one single force creates a new power 
which is essentially different from the sum of its separate forces.' (11) Marx 
had found that a definite, though varying, minimum sum of exchange-va lues is 
necessary to make possible their transformation into capital. Braudel in The 
Structures of Everyday Life notes a critical demographic threshold: 'when a 
population Increases, its relationship to the space it occupies and the wealth 
at its disposal is altered...it crosses critical thresholds, and at each one its 
entire structure is questlonned afresh'. (12)
Meanwhile, it is clear that a definite, though varying sum of nutritional 
inputs is necessary to make possible a person's transformation from weak to
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sound health. Conversely, Increased exposure to carcinogens beyond a 'varying 
minimum sum' or threshold value, cause our cells to transform and become 
malignant. Physical and psychic limits exist to the amount of stress and 
poisons to which we can adapt. Once over the brink we experience a qualitative 
change in our lives.
! H!
3.The negation of the negation
Engels gives extreme importance and generality to the 'law' of the negation of 
the negation, for through it social relations of production are transformed and 
a new synthesis is reached. He asserts, 'Every kind of thing has a peculiar 
way of being negated in such a manner that it gives rise to a development and 
it is just the same with every kind of concept and idea'. (13)
Each victory over nature, argues Engels, leads to unforeseen effects which 
often cancel out the first victory. As examples he cites the mass production 
of crops leading to American dustbowls and the deforestation of Italian alps 
leading to massive erosion.
Significantly, Engels emphasises that we are increasingly able to control the
more remote consequences of our impact on the environment but..
Kuft ftal a onentff with nitur# and vt nuft changt our aoda of production, which ii 
conctrnfd with inawdiatt gain and in which th# ruling dais is th# driving forct 
conctrntd with th« «ost i«««diat« and tangible results,
Unless we realise the longterm destructive effects of the capitalist mode of
production, the negation of the negation will not be transcended. One hundred
years later, the contemporary process of irreversible destruction has led to
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the call by the United latlone, many environmentalists and leftist economists 
for 'sustainable' development,
Under capitalism, pursues Cohen, 'humanity splits Itself off from nature, and 
splits it apart, exercising a destructive freedom. Capitalism is spirit in its 
negative form, assaulting nature.'(14) Cohen calls this the stage of
differentiated disunity in contrast to the relationship of man to nature in 
pre-capitalist times which, in its oneness and engulfment can be described as 
undifferentiated unity. Resolution of today’s contradictions or differentiated 
disunity with the environment is not inevitable but it is rational. Cohen 
presses on : 'a freely realised unity is established under socialism'. This 
unity he describes as differentiated unity because it preserves individuality 
in a context of regained collectivity.(15)
The 'stupendous productive feats' of today are realised as the property of the
factory. 'The power of the species is not suffused throught its members. It
confronts them as something foreign, as the possession of the capitalist, who
monopolises intention and knowledge', and health. Cohen argues that power
•*
must be shared, production democratically planned, only then will creative 
existence for all be achieved. Vote that the central obstacle to development in 
both Cohen's and Godeller's view is the fettering of social relations in which 
workers' freedom and dignity are negated. For them the determining 
contradiction lies here.
I!
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JThe dialactlc of health and development
In the dialectic approach to health (a), I contrasted this still nascent view 
of health to the two iialn established views: the engineering and the holistic. 
The subsequent review of theories of development may now enable us to 
synthesize a dialectic approach to health and development.
Let uf begin by paraphrifing Htgal(16);
It i< the very nature of health to tranicend itaelf, to negate itf negation (diaease) 
and to becoee infinite,,, it if iti nature to be related to itielf as Iieitation,,, 
and to transcend the saee, or rather to have negated the lieitation and to go beyond.
In other words, health (or Sen's cap>ab41ty> In the Immediacy In which It
appears (the opposite of contemporary disease or functional ability) Is only
'appearance' but In Its limit Is Its truth.
Vlthln this framework It Is methodologically valid to study health as Its 
opposite: disfunction, disease and death; using morbidity and mortality 
statistics. Meanwhile on a personal or phemenonologlcal level, the realisation 
of physical health through Its opposite Is general. For example, Alice 
Valker(17), on losing the sight of one eye when she was eight, says 'It was 
then that I realised Its value.' Ve only r^llse the value of a healthy body 
when that health Is lost. Ve only appreciate an unbroken arm or smcsoth- 
worklng Intestines, when we break the arm or develop Indigestion or worse 
colitis. It Is after this Interaction of opposites that we endeavour to 
transcend or avoid the dangers to our health : we take care not to break our 
arm, we learn to eat more selectively and carefully. It Is In sickness that we 
gain a true measure of ourselves: It Is the realisation of our own mortality In 
contrast to the seeming Immortality of everyday life that motivates change.
(a) sst pp 16-29 of this chapitr.
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Is Cohen’s interpretation useful hero? The fornat: undifferentiated unity, 
differentiated disunity and differentiated unity; is used by hin in two 
distinct ways: first to characterise a person's devolopnent and second to 
characterise historic changes in the mode of production. Firstly, on the level 
of personal-family relationships, Cohen describes how a child is totally 
engulfed by the family - in undifferentiated unity. But as s/he grows older, 
s/he seeks a separate identity, rebels and breaks away - in differentiated 
disunity. Finally, if the dialectic is given ground, the separate identity 
merges within the previous but transformed circle of love and caire - in 
differentiated unity. Cohen observes the same rhythm often occurs in 
partnerships when, at first, one is totally engulfed by love for the other but 
quarrels often break out when one seeks self-identity and more freedom in the 
relationship. The challenge is to transform possessive love to respect and 
mutual development. Drawing an analogy with health: on a personal level we 
are in undifferentiated unity with our healthy bodies, but disease then makes 
us aware that health is a separate entity, it is in fact the opposite of how we 
are feeling and on our sick bed we experience differentiated disunity. However, 
the sick bed can be a time of reflection and growth, (a) If our health revives, 
we are more able both physically and mentally to withstand subsequent 
infections and to know how to live more healthy lives. We can value health as 
both part of ourselves and as separate. We are, to use Cohen’s phrase, in 
differentiated unity. This format does indeed throw light on rational personal 
development in relation to health. It draws primarily from the concepts of the 
interaction of opposites and the negation of the negation but could be 
It if in old HalUt« cufto« to lay that, while ill, wt grow.
■ 1^1
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strengthened with reference to the concept of the transformation of quantity 
Into quality at transitions. At a certain point in our lives, the effects of, on 
the one hand, positve nourishing inputs or, on the other hand, of negative 
destructive inputs, make or break our health.
Secondly, Cohen traces the dialectic in relation to society and production. In 
pre-capitalist society, a handicraft worker managed a total process of 
production, fashioning a complete article which s/he could call her or his own 
work (concrete labour and undifferentiated unity). But under capitalism, 
workers 'merely add a contribution to an ensemble travelling along the factory 
floor*. Their labour la abstract and they are in differentiated disunity with 
their work. Only when production is democratically planned, when knowledge and 
skill are applied in the productive process by the producers themselves, when 
workers have economic power over the means of production, only then will the 
contradictions between labour and capital be overcome and only then will 
people achieve creative existence.
The contradictory unity of labour and capital that exists today - the mutual 
repulsion within an exploitative relationship - is internalised by people. All 
living things within its embrace are affected. The body metaboli.^ and the 
eco-system cannot cope, and cancer is one manifestation of this contradiction. 
Health is the essence of labour and when labour under capitalism is performed 
in a state of alienation from oneself then the system is left wide open to 
crises - uncontrolled abnormal growths, irreversible decay, increasing 
polarisations - of the human body and the body politic. The complex totality 
of humans - activity - nature is threatened.
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The prevalence of alienated labour (Id) is central to understanding the 
contemporary problems of disease and dlswelfare, destruction and
undevelopment. Workers may have more ability now but their freedom is 
restricted, primarily because they do not own the means of production and have 
no control over productive activities and final products. Secondary 
restrictions on freedom follow from this contradiction between labour and 
capital : time and motion studies as detailed by Braverman and Stone (19) and 
•external methods for correcting and controlling operations of the body,' as 
outlined by Foucault; and the manipulation of knowledge, wants and desires by 
capitalists' control of the media and the state, as witnessed by Galbraith, 
Veblen and Miliband.(20)
The following diagram, adapted and extended from Arthur's discussion of 
alienating activity (21), shows how the worker, is estranged from himself and 
from nature. 'His life-activity', says Marx,'does not belong to him'. Activity is 
the central determinant of human being, because as people express their life so 
they are. The alienation of labour is at the same time self-estrangement. (22) 
•fhe alienated worker does not only lose his product, confronting him as an 
alien object, but also, nature, the basis of production, is monopolized by the 
propertied class. It appears an 'an alien world Inlmlcally opposed to him'.(23)
The diagram starts with alienated labour, for this is the nature of human 
productive activity today subordinated to capital and its international 
division of labour. It ends with disease and destruction being the logical 
result of man's estrangement from himself, his fellow men and from nature. It
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points to the fundanental need to overcome the contradictory unity of labour 
and capital and to gain freedom, health and harmony.
Figure .4.
The Dialectical Relationship between Disease and Destruction
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What Is to be done?
The immensely powerful modern prcxiuctive forces must be taken Into worker's 
possession, not for the sake of the accumulation of capital in a few hands but 
to meet everyone's human needs. Karx argued for the abolition of private 
property as capital or alienated labour. When private property has become the 
negation of human freedom, it must Itself be negated. This is a necessary 
phase 'to the liberation and recovery' of humankind.(24) The aim is health. The 
aim is development.
The full development of human mastery over natural forces, those of his 
own nature as well as those of so called *Iature'...the absolute working 
out of his creative disposition, without any presupposition other than 
previous historical development...Vhere he does not produce himself in any 
determined form, but produces his totality. Seeks not to remain 
something he has become, but is in the absolute movement of becoming.(25)
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It is that novenent of becoming, that development of human capacity that Is 
denied most people today. Human capacity Is essentially ability and freedom. 
The history of production shows a tremendous development In man’s abilities, 
from mechanism to cybernation but man's freedom has not developed 
correlatlvely. Instead, we live In a cult of discipline, docility, acceptence, 
and addiction: a cult that Is but the natural outcome of the contradictory 
unity, the mutual reciprocal opposition, of labour and capital In production. 
The relations of production, based as they are on short-term maximisation of 
profit for a minority of property-owners, are the essential obstacles to the 
health and development of the mass of people.
p ■ i
Reform, not revolution. Is on most people's agenda. The duality of reform Is 
its limitation. Reduction of work-hazards Increases workers' health, efficiency 
and productivity but also raises costs. Each side, labour or capital, pursues 
its own goal and In any compromise between opposing forces there Is a winner 
and loser. The Interests of capital will dominate unless reforms are persistent 
and coordinated. An unbroken chain of social transformations, a schema of 
revolutionary, antl-capltallst reforms, supported by extra-pari lamentary direct 
action. Is necessary. (26> Only then will the limitations of reforms in the 
capitalist system be overcome, enabling people to take wealth and power, 
freeing themselves from exploitation and estrangement, organising production 
in the long-term Interests of all and becoming responsible for the earth they 
have borrowed from their children.
!‘l i
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p*l?T THREE
ThP State and Scx:lal Policy: Welfare and Population; Snallness: Patriarchy 
The state and social policy
The question of what Is to be done to ensure health and development leads us 
directly Into a discussion of the role of the state and social policy. Malta 
was continually in contact with what Hodges(1) calls 'primary states' - more 
complex civilisations that operated long-dlstacne trade thorugh our harbours. 
Imperialism and local institutional, heirarchlcal mechanisms therefore 
developed in well-fortlfled towns and port areas on these Islands. But It is 
probable that traditional levelling mechanisms continued to operate In country 
areas. The problems of distance between Malta and the dominant state made 
strict administration difficult, although the small size of the islands 
presented no geographic obstacle to internal penetration. It was when under 
military threat or when the imperial power was actually home-based (like the 
Knights of St John) that the state's reigns of control tightened.
Let us first identify the 'state'. According to Hodges, it is 'a strong 
centralised government with a professional ruling class largely divorced from 
the restrictions of kinship'... 'it has a monopoly of force and effects a stable 
and permanent helrarchy which can withstand the disruptive effects of 
successive struggles'. (2) States are expensive levels of organisation to create 
and maintain. Hodges gives primacy to the expanding market with its high 
energy circulation in enabling the emergence and sustenance of such a complex 
infrastructure as the state. But it is clear that productivity must sustain a 
relative surplus population for the state to function.
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The discussion, at the end of Part One, of the Marxist approach to iaperiallsn 
indicated the iaportance of the state in giving stablity to the capitalist 
system. Baran for Instance analysed the military outlays and iaperiallst 
ventures of the state in advanced countries as being necessary to the 
survival of aonopoly capitalism with its tendency to underinvestment and 
underemployment. He conversely saw the state's role in less developed countries 
as crucial to progress. It must control foreign firms, prevent the extraction 
of surplus and invest in local rational production. More recently, O'Connor 
and Gough (3) among others, have analysed the role of the state and its 
recurring conflicts in aiding capital accumulation and ensuring overall health 
and harmony.
They argue that the way one class extracts surplus from another, 'the way 
production is organised and the means by which the production and extraction 
of the surplus labour product takes place'- ultimately determines the nature of 
the entire social structure, including the state. In The Political Econoay of 
the Velfare State (1981) Gough observes that most of the growth in state 
activity has taken place in the twentieth century in the era referred to as 
'monopoly capitalism'. Following O'Connor's pioneering analysis he discerns, 
'two basic and often contradictory functions of the capitalist state: 
accumulation and legitlmisation' (4). All state expenditure has a twofold 
nature, that of social capital and social expense. Social expenses, for example, 
expenditures on pensions, are not productive for private capital but legitimise 
the system, while social capital, for example, expenditure on roads, is 
indirectly productive as it increases the productivity of private capital. 
Social capital has a twofold character: social investment that raises the
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productivity of labour and social consumption which lowers the reproduction 
costs of labour power. Nearly every state expenditure is part social 
Investment, part social consumption and part social expense. Let us turn to a 
simple relevant example. Take sanitary services - drainage and clean water 
supplies. These improve health and therefore the productivity of labour and to 
that extent are a social investment; they also in the long run reduce the 
reproduction costs of labour power and to that extent are a social 
consumption; and finally they are also supplied to the old and infirm and to 
that extent they are a social expense.
But even this simple example shows how there can be conflict between state 
policy and certain sections of capital. Improvements in sanitary services have 
necessitated the demolition or rehabilitation of slums. This state policy has 
been in conflict with the capital accumulation interests of certain landlords 
and accounts for some of the nineteenth century delays in sanitary 
reforms(a). Again today, the provision of uncontaminated water is increasingly 
vital to people's health and productivity but the task of keeping water clean 
brings the state up against formidable bastions of monopoly capital, such as 
the chemical and nuclear industries, whose capital accumulation process would 
be disrupted by restrictions on waste disposal.
The Gough-0'Connor framework of analysis also clarifies the conflicts the 
state faces within its role of aiding accumulation. Take for example the choice 
it faces between state expenditure on preventive/lndustrial health services and 
curative health services. The former, social investment, increases the general
(a) for a local txaeplt let chapter five.
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productivity of labour by preventing health hazards at work and in the 
environment as a whole. Thus an Industrial health service contributes to the 
profitablity of private capital in the long term. But in the short term, the 
extra expense of preventing hazards at work or reducing pollutants to the 
environment invariably reduce the profit rate of individual firms.
The latter alternative state policy: expenditure on curative health services 
(largely social consumption) is and has been an easier option in capitalist 
countries. The profits of the powerful pharmaceutical oligopolistic and 
monopolistic industry are directly raised through state purchases of drugs and 
equipment.(5) The incomes and capital of a powerful section of the ruling class 
- consultants, professors and doctors of medicine - are directly augmented. 
Meanwhile the state is seen to be caring for people's health in a way that is 
not so apparant with preventive programmes. A big hospital is more striking 
than the removal of invisible contaminants from the air or water. So emphasis 
on curative expenditure, not only directly aids the accumulation process but 
also apparently, legitimises the system.
Welfare and population
In the past two decades of depression in the capitalist system, a larger 
relative surplus population has emerged and this has led to the revival of the 
demographic-determination school of thought. In I.M.D. Little's review of the 
post-1960 resurgence of neo-classical arguments, he summarises: Thtre it a tirong 
prttuaption that higher growth ratti of population reduce the growth of income per head,(6)
; 1
i t
1
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The neo-Xalthu6ian or neo-classical argument Is based on the premise that a 
low proportion of working people to the whole population lowers the amount of 
capital per head and therefore lowers the amount of output and Income per 
head. Manifestations of this disequilibrium, they say, are seen in :-high costs 
of education and other social services; the inability of food production to 
keep pace with demand; rapid urbanisation and increasing unemployment.
But the analyses assume an original stationary equilibrium, free of conflicts. 
It also raises the bogeyman of uncontrolled human reproduction. Essentially, 
the disequilibrium is assumed to be caused by people who have too many 
children. Their reproduotlve activity is treated ae an abstract phenomena - 
even a law- without reference to the socio-economic structure of society. (7)
Earlier In this chapter (a), I have questioned the theoretical grounds for this 
attitude. There Is also mounting evidence that fertility rates are closely and 
Inversely linked to Income and educational levels of women.(8) And if fertility 
rates depend on the level of development of a country they are not the primary 
but the secondary issue. It is the socio-economic structure that determines 
both development and fertility not uncontrolled fertility that undermines 
development.
•» •
lo-one can deny that world population has been growing at a phenomenal rate 
but radical economists argue that nothing can be achieved through family 
planning in isolation. Only if economic wealth and poitico-economic power is 
redistributed more equally, can population control be achieved.
(«) ftt page« 32 and 33,
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Holding all other things constant, when the rate of growth in resources of 
land and capital cannot keep pace with the growth rate in population, the 
health of the people in that country will deteriorate. Food becones sore 
costly; more and more people seek work in urban conurbations; unemployment, 
underemployment and poverty Increase.
Apart from the well-known relationship between low incomes and ill-health, 
especially in crowded inner-city slums, the connection between unemployment 
and ill-health has also been shown (9). Periodic and even permanent 
unemployment is the lot of an Increasing percentage of the labour force, 
especially in ex-colonies which lack the capital and technology that would 
ride them through cycles in the economy. The resulting stress and hardship 
cause ill-health.
A large relative surplus population also makes it harder to organise for 
healthy work-conditions. Occupational poisons and accidents are accepted 
because there is so much competition for each Job. International companies 
manufacture their more dangerous products where there is least reslstence. 
Examples are profuse.
But before ending this brief review of the alleged population problem, let us 
refer to the high population density that Malta enjoys - the highest in Europe 
and one of the highest in the world. Yet in the late 1970*s, thousands of 
emigrants returned to Malta because they could find healthier and happier
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lives here than in relatively sparsely populated regions of Australia and 
Canada.
Thus we can conclude that both the growth-rate and the density of population 
are factors that affect development but the effects are only negative in 
certain socio-economic contexts - when the capacity to realise a country's 
potential is Impaired. (10) Population growth per se is not an obstacle to 
development.
t I
Relative smallness
Arising from the discussion of relative surplus population is the question of a 
nation's relatively small-size and whether this in a political, economic or 
technical sense delays or prevents development. First political leverage is 
greater the wealthier and the larger is one's country. Membership of the United 
Nations, where each member has the same weight in the General Assembly, has 
given small countries elbow room for the first time. But it has not given them 
real clout. For that, much diplomatic skill is needed in paying off conflicting 
interests. As observed in The Bconoaic Development of Small Countries: 
Problems, Strategies and Policies (1989): Although no country It rtfuttd Mnbtrihip to 
tht United Natione due to ite tize, the eicrottatei receive very liaited and indirect 
attention. (11)
i :
Secondly, small size means relatively few resources of land, labour and 
capital. Bottlenecks, due to scarcity of specific skills or specific materials 
are likely. There is relatively little scope for reaping economies of large 
scale production in which 'output per man hour grows as work becomes more 
specialised, equipment can be designed to produce a larger output at lower
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cost, larger supplies of aaterials can be finely graded, and so forth.'(12) 
Dependence on imported goods and services and consequent balance of payments 
problems are inevitable. An additional drawback is the lack of local capital 
for productive Investment. The foreign extraction of the surplus, the drain of 
local capital abroad and the corruption of the local state are all factors that 
variously contribute to the dearth of local productive investment. But the 
small size of the local capital market and therefore the relatively small 
returns on Investment are, per se, deterrents.
However, the discussion of economies and diseconomies of scale are too often 
couched in monetary and not human terms. As Pigou and others have shown, 
non-monetary diseconomies of scale such as pollution, can be large.(13) They 
can outweigh the benefits workers may gain from large-scale capital investment 
and labour specialisation, especially in terms of health.
In addition, while the local market may be limited in size or in its rate of 
growth, production can be geared to the export market, diversifying by product 
and by customer, as the Malta Drydocks has so successfully done. Skillful and 
sometimes aggressive state diplomacy is often however a necessary element in 
obtaining contracts and avoiding balance of payments disequilibrium. Other 
advantages include Import substitution, advanced equipment and private skills 
in export market strategy. (14)
Where a small country can get a sure foothold not Just in overseas markets but 
also in a multi-national company, then its size again will be irrelevant. 
Brewer observes that the most important result of the emergence of multi-
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national conpanlee is that the expansion of the national capital of a country 
is not directly tied to the expansion of that national economy. Vhile the 
latter, the national economy, may be weak or small, the former, the national 
capital, if invested soundly may be strong and big(15). However, there are real 
difficulties in encouraging and sustaining indigenous development in a small, 
open and vulnerable economy.
‘ I
i I I
Patriarcliy - an obstacle to development
Let us go back to Gulalp's distinction between devlopment for the mass of 
people and development for the capitalist. Development here does not refer to 
the ruling-class view of progress in terms of increased capital, national 
product and consumption goods at the cost of increaised equality. Development 
which is in the interests of the majority of people is development away from 
oppression and exploitation and towards health and freedom.
According to R.H. Tawney (1931), the chief obstacle to this type of 
development, or 'progress’ is: tht hibit of lind which think! it.,, nituril «nd dtfir«blt 
that difftrtnt itctioni of a coeaunity ihould bt diitinguifhtd froa tach othtr,(16)
It is, in fact, more than a habit of mind that oppresses women. It is in the 
Interests of capital accumulation that workers are divided.
Divisions of labour exist in all scx^ieties. Even in the most egalitarian 
hunting and gathering societies, a variety of tasks is accomplished every day, 
requiring a division of labour. But the division of labour is not equivalent to 
collective subordination. In her seminal work ¥omon ¿1 ScoDomics; the economic
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factor betweeD men and nomen as a factor in social evoJutiandddd), Charlotte 
Perkins Gilnan describes women's collective subordination:
Half tht huain ract ii denitd frta productiva txprtition, if forctd to confina iti 
productiva hunan anargiai to tha lana channalf at its raproductiva lax-anargiai, Itf 
creativa fkill if confinad to tha laval of iaaadiata paraonal bodily farvica, to tha 
■aking of clothaf and preparing food for individúala,, yhila itf poaar of conauaption 
if inordinately incraaaad,,. She if forbidden to aaka but encouraged to taka, (17)
In a patriarchal society, men dominate and women are subordinate. Patriarchy 
QATi be ddtlned as a set of s o c Ia I relAtlons with a »wterlAl bAse than enables 
men to dominate women. The material base of patriarchy Is men's control of 
property Income and of women's labour. (18) Economic, legal and political power 
is largely In the hands of men.
Women as a collectivity are distinguished as having particular interests. The 
biological distinction between women and men is used as the basis of a much 
wider socio-economic distinction. The biological capacity of women to be 
mothers has been used to widen the gap between men and women. The view of 
women as, primarily, vehicles of reprcxiuctlon and their lack of payment for 
fuliilling this role ensures the reproduction of labour power at little or no 
cost to the ruling class.
Thus the phenomenon of women's oppression is contingent upon a dominant
class exploiting women's capacities. Only at certain historical moments like 
wartime, when the dominant class needs to mobilise all workers into 
production, do most women break out of home confinement. But for most of
<■ ii
i •
I •
I •
i •
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written history and in nost parts of the world, women have been continuously 
engaged in reproducing the labour force: its dally servicing, reproducing 
labour power, and its replacement, reproducing labour. This ghettoizing is 
reflected in the labour market today where women tend to do Jobs that are 
extensions of the home: teaching, nursing , cleaning, servicing. The lack of 
partnership between men and women and the marginalisation of women in 
political-economic life have been a major obstacle to harmonious development, 
or using Baran's phraseology, a major cause for the gap between the actual 
and the pxDtentlal.
Summary
Four obstacles to development have been discussed above. They are: the 
limitations and contradictions of state social policy; the high population 
growth rate or density; the small size of a national economy; women's 
oppression.
The population bogey has been dismissed as secondary, while small size, has 
been seen to have both pros and cons. Referring again to the limitations of 
state welfare policy and the contradictions inherent in today's capitalist 
system, we can see that the state's support of the military industrial complex 
and the drugs industry is capitalism's way of overcoming some of its internal 
contradictions. Both bullets and drugs, once consumed must be replaced. 
Emphasis on individual cures rather than mass prevention reduces the 
contradictions between the state's role as legitlmlser and its support for 
private capital accumulation. In the following specific history of the Maltese
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DISEASE AMD DEVELQPMEMTS II MALTA UP TO THE KIDDLE AGES
The Pooling of Human Experience
Xixed cultures may denote stratified societies divided into rulers and 
ruled. In any case they are richer than either of the component 
cultures in that they result from the blending of two social traditions 
evoked by distinct environments. They Illustrate one of the most 
Important processes in the pooling of human experience.
Gordon Childe p75.
Turning now from the theory to the specific, 1 am left with the question of 
where to begin in unravelling the history of classes, health and development 
in the Maltese Islands. Where else, but at the beginning? However, in taking 
such a long time span, this chapter stretching from 5,000 be to 1530 ad, more 
questions tend to be posed than answers given. The historical pattern of 
health, illness and development must be studied in the specific conditions of a 
people's forces and relations of production but the historical material is 
often lacking. Hollstics would argue, for instance, that the the leollthic 
Temple people lived in a 'natural health state*. With diverse food supplies, 
birth spacing, smaller family sixe and therefore low density and small 
population size; with a peaceful environment, harmony between the sexes and a 
oneness with nature; with a greener, wetter land and a richer, cleaner sea : 
with beautifully situated public places to gather and praise Mother Earth and 
the Big Mother ; was not life bountiful? Perhaps - but not always. Oneness 
with nature signifies engulfment by it and people, whose forces of production 
were undeveloped, had no protection against unpredictable scarcities or 
dangers. The still unexplained disappearance of this culture suggests that it
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carried the seeds of its own destruction. Contradictions Inherent in every 
society result in progress or regression depending on the specific 
circumstances. Let us begin with some specifics.
1. Changes in land and sea
In the beginning were the sen and the carob tree.
The Maltese Islands lie in the middle of the Mediterranean on a submerged 
ridge that it seems once linked Europe to lorthern Africa between the deep 
Western and Eastern basins. Marooned after the great flood broke through the 
Straits of Gibralter ( or the Pillars of Hercules) , this 'one-time land bridge* 
now forms 'the basic dividing line of the Mediterranean Sea.'Cl)
The landscape has changed. This process is vividly described by Ernie 
Bradford. People - hunting, farming and boat-making - depleted the forests. 
They were slowly replaced by thickets of shrubs: of rosemary and sage, myrtle 
and Aleppo pine - the maquis. This too was slowly cleared, being used among 
other things for charcoal, resin and fibre.
The stony, arid land that is characterestic of the Mediterranean today, 
remained. On it many aromatic and medicinal plants thrive. 'It is the parent of 
almost every culinary herb' (2): rosemary, lavender, thyme, sage, savory, garlic 
and rue. Writing on the Mediterranean in the sixteenth century after Christ, 
the great French historian, Braudel exclaims :'Vhat a wealth of medicinal 
herbs. But extraordinary fauna and flora can never be taken to indicate 
abundance.'(3) Where the soil has been destroyed, not even these hardy plants
; i
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survive. In many places, fennel and caper bushes, the carob and the prickly 
pear trees are the only green patches to break the scorched monotony.
Two trees deserve special mention. Both have long lives. The carob Is the 
oldest Indlglnous tree . Large and spreading It gives welcome shade. Its long 
pods, or locust beans, hang prollflcly from Its branches In Spring and Summer 
providing food for the poor and feed for cattle. Juice from the boiled carob 
pods is a sure palliative to coughs. Chewed It also prevents dysentery. The 
seeds were the original 'carat* weight of the jeweller and the wood Is hard and 
lustrous, good for walking sticks and marquetry.
The cultivation of the olive tree has provided wealth and health to Maltese 
and other Mediterranean peoples from earliest times. Olive oil has been used 
for cooking, lighting, anointing the body and medicine. Olives, preserved and 
eaten with bread and tomatoes, are a staple diet. The olive branch, reflecting 
the tree's material bounty, was In Biblical times and remains today the emblem 
of peace.
Malta, in common with all Mediterranean Islands, periodically suffered 
scarcities, especially of water and wheat. Vlth few resources besides limestone 
and human beings, the going has often been rough. Thus the traditional wisdom 
of the Maltese way of life Is to combine everything possible: farming and 
fishing, trade and business, 'adding together meagre resources and wasting 
nothing'(4), doing things In moderation, often seasonally.
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Droughts have been constant threats to agriculture and huaan life for four 
thousand years. A perennial problen Is the lack of sufficient drinkable water. 
The average rainfall is only 22" (SOOsn) but this figure varies greatly from 
year to year. It coaes in torrential showers of never more than a few days 
during the winter months. Such downpours have the disadvantage of washing 
away soil from hillsides so, for many thousands of years, rubble stone walls 
(hitan tas-sejjer') have been painstakingly built to retain the earth.
Climatic conditions have changed. 'Probably during most of the leolithic period 
candttlans were wetter, but elnoe the late Middle Ages the climate hae been 
very similar to that experienced today', notes Blouet.(S)
While the face of Mediterranean lands has changed from forest to rock, 
buildings and occasional tree or shrub .the sea has changed less. It too has 
been regularly overharvested and has long been relatively unprolific. But the 
many different species of fish, in particular tunny, dorado and swordfish, 
still constitute an important part of the diet of Mediterranean people. That 
fishing was a common industry in Malta over four thousand years ago is shown 
in the many images of fish found in the Bugibba Temples. Of the resources that 
lay in abundance around the first inahbitants, fish were surely important. They 
provide an important clue to what Marshall Sahlins in Stone Age Economics 
calls the 'original affluent society'. (0)
Then and now, the fact that the sea is never far away in Malta has a tempering 
effect, both physically and mentally. In the exhausting heat and constant 
sunshine of at least two long summer months, whole families move home to the
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the cool shores. The sea calls to us to rejuvenate in its clear blue waters. Its 
waves, resounding on the linestone shores brought Malta's first inhabitants 
some seven thousand years ago, brought bounty and peril, and the
extraordinary wealth of experience of countless people through hidden ages.
2. Prevalent Diseases and Population Trends
Vhat kind of diseases did the Maltese suffer froa? This is the first question 
to ask because how people die is deterained by and to a large extent 
determine how they live. It is also, as argued in chapter one, through the 
opposite of health that we see health's developaent.
Two preliainary notes of caution are necessary. First, there are aany 
difficulties and dangers in looking back into the past, especially when few 
primary sources exist. This chapter gives only a gllapse (where I would have 
preferred to provide insight) into health, its determinants and its care. It's 
sweep extends froa the leollthic Age through to the Middle Ag^. The fact that 
the period we are dealing with covers over 4,000 years is enough to indicate 
that each subject touched upon here requires several books. The additional fact 
that the Mediterranean world and Malta's rulers changed so much and so often 
during this period indicates the richness of experience to which I cannot do 
Justice in the following pages. However, some things have not changed. Even 
today, the pattern of agricultural life is not unlike what it was in Phoenician 
tines. One can often pass a farmer digging furrows with a hoe, or working a 
aule-drawn plough and find gardens with primitive wooden beehives similar 
to ones that must have been used to gather honey so many thousands of years 
ago. In addition, the period covered here has a common factor despite tha many
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changes that it saw. The principal nechanical energy avialable in all these 
cultures, as Sahlins points out, was that supplied by huaan beings.
A second note of caution is apposite because changes (or the lack of change) 
in disease frequencies and disease types may reflect changes (or the lack of
change) in the adequacy of diagnosis and reporting. For Instance, a diagnosis
of the 'fever* may have meant malaria or the plague, or more lately either 
yellow fever or undulant fever. Ck}ntagious fevers abounded in Kalta's 
Summertime, according to the Commission sent by the Knights of St John in 
1528. Most probably it was refering to malaria, but one cannot be sure. (7) On
the other hand, changes in disease frequencies and disease types may simply
reflect variations in the character of the germ or virus; or thirdly, changes 
In the genetic structure of the population (e.g. through migration); as well as 
changes in nutrition, sanitation or medical knowledge. Whilst, I choose to
emphasise the role of the latter in the context of class relations, it is not 
to deny the existence and importance of the former factors.
The question of diagnosis is particularly relevant because the most manifest 
ailment was 'the fever' for most of this period and this could have meant one 
of many diseases that bear feverish symptoms. However, the most prevalent 
disease seems to have been malaria, ■alarlm was for many hundreds of years, 
endemic to the Mediterranean. Its early prevalence is suggested by the wetter 
and therefore marshier conditions in earlier times and is evidenced by many 
examples of medical papyri of Ancient Egypt (from 3,200 be) of charms and 
spells used in attempts to drive away fever. Fever, chills, sweating, anaemia 
and headaches, renal failure, acute encephalitis and coma were sure signs that
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aalaria was spreading again. Usually it drastically reduced the victim's labour
power. Its individual virulence, like most contemporary contagious diseases,
depended on the weakness of its potential victim. In many cases, especially of
women and children, it was fatal. Braudel remarks:
Befort the use of quinint, ■alaria «at often a fatal diftait, Evan In a aild fora it 
ltd to a reduction in the vitality and output of ite victine, It vore nen out and led 
to frequent appealf to labour, It ie a dieeaee that directly retulte froa the 
geographic environaent, Plague, carried froa India and China by long-dietance 
travellere, although greatly to be feared, if only a paieing viiitor to the 
hediterranean, Malaria if peraanently inftalled there, It confitutee the 'background to 
Mediterranean pathology', (8)
Towns renowned a s  mAlArlA-OAtchment a f s a s ware fraquantly visited by KAltaaa
trA^iers e.g. Brindisi, Some and Alexandria. Meanwhile, areas of Malta that were 
marshy such as Marsa, Qormi, Msida, Salina and Marsazlokk were natural 
breeding grounds for the carrier of malaria - the female anopheline mosquito. 
These places, being low-lying, were catchment areas of stagnant water. The 
'fever' was the result, especially when the infested region was disturbed by 
man (9). Stagnant water and the 'bad odour* emitting from it was long believed 
to be a health hazard and various efforts were made to prevent recurrence of 
malaria epidemics.
Leprosy and trachoma had long plagued the Mediterranean and Middle Bastern 
communities. The leprosy bacillus can be cultured in the footpads of mice but 
its exact mode of transmission is unknown. It is only mildly communicable from 
skin lesions and nasal discharges of infected poeple but the horror of its 
progression and the fact that it was endemic in the Maltese Islands must have 
brought much fear, loathing and suffering. By the middle of the thirteenth 
century, leprosy was becoming less common in Europe, perhaj>s due to the higher
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incidence of epidenlc diseases such as the plague. The leper hospitals or lazar 
houses, in which lepers had been Isolated since 1179 by Canon Law, began to 
fall into alternative or dls-use.dO)
In the Maltese Islands, leprosy (gdien) seeas to have been prevalent during 
Arab rule (870-1090 ad) and thoughout the Middle Agee. It seems to have 
persisted for, as Dr Paul Ca&e&r scrupulously states, 'on iht 29th Ociobtr 1659, th# 
Council of tht Ordor of St, John vat txpratfing it« concorn about tha fata of tha «ick poor 
«ufftring froa laproiy'.(11) But, Dr Caesar goes on to note, few cases were 
subsequently reported until a rise in the dissemination of the disease in the 
late nineteenth century when a leper hospital was built at Mgieret.
Bye diseases -trachcma and o|Athalala - were widespread, especially where
there were crowded living conditions, poverty and a dry, dusty environment. In
his chapter on Trachona, C^ssar begins:
Though it if not knoan ahan trachoaa aa« fir«t iaportad into tha«a Iilandt, thara 1« 
sufficiant avidanca to «hoa that aya di«aa«a« aara coaaon in tha pa«t, Quintinu«, tha 
author of tha aarliaat daicription of Malta to ba printad, raaarkad in 1533 that tha 
duft raiiad by tha aind in «uaaar froa tha rocky tar rain of tha ¡«land« had a 
dalatariouf affact on tha aya« of tha inhabitant«,,,Boi«galin aada a «iailar 
obaarvation,,,'thara ara «any blind paopla; indaad tha graataat nuabar hava vaak a y a « /  
writing in 1805, (12)
The social and economic handicaps of weak sight and blindness were not 
however of much interest to the ruling classes until the first world war and 
among the many post-war emigrants, trachoma was found to be a serious 
handicap. Children are particularly susceptible to trachoma - a communicable 
kerato conjunctivitis- and it is of lifetime duration if left untreated. Basic 
sanitation, especially the availability of pure water and soap is vital to its 
prevention.
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Bilharziasis, the terrible debilitating disease iron which so «any Egyptian 
and other African peasants still suffer - and which is carried by certain 
species of snails which breed in irrigation canals- was known in ancient tines 
(13) but does not appear to have been prevalent on the Maltese Islands. 
However, other illnesses, mentioned on the Ancient Egyptian medical papyri, 
were no doubt suffered by the Maltese. These Include rheumatic and arthritic 
complaints, women's diseases, diseases of the lungs, liver, stomach, bladder and 
for various affections of the head, scalp and teeth.
The big plague epidemics came later, spreading from the East, carried by rate 
and rat fleas.(14) Some idea of its mode of transmission nay have existed 
thousands of years ago. For instance, the Philistines would attempt to pacify 
their God by offering golden rats and golden bubos when plague visited them. 
After Galen, the main factors responsible for plague generation and spread 
were believed to be physical constitution, vitiated air and contagion. However, 
the plague bacillus was not discovered until 1894 and its 'transmission cycle, 
rodent-flea-man, demonstrated in 1898.'(15) Its symptoms include fever,
headache, vertigo, nausea and vomiting. Buboes accompanied by pain then soon 
appear.
Known epidemics occurred on the Maltese Islands in 1270, 1348, 1427-8, 1453,
1501, 1519, 1523, 1575, 1592, 1623 and 1675 at which date it is estimated that 
over 11,300 people died of it out of a total population of about 50,000. The 
plague struck again at the end of the lapoleonic Vars, at the end of the first 
world war, in 1936-7 and at the end of the second world war. The importance 
of poor socio-economic conditions la suggested by the pattern of this
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recurrence. The plague fatality rate is high: untreated bubonic plague has a 
case-fatlity rate of up to 50%.
Much later, it seeiis, the continuous fever characteristic of typhoid also 
became incrctaeingly prevalent, especially in overcrowded insanitary urban 
areas. Castro-Intestinal disorders have a long history, but the major known 
epidemics of both typhoid and cholera occurred in the last two centuries, 
particularly as the concentration of workers in port areas Increased. Both 
diseases are transmitted by direct and indirect contact with infected faeces - 
the principal vehicles of spread being contaminated water and food.
The horror of cholera is that it can cause death within hours of its onset. 
Acute intestinal pains, diarrhea, vomiting and dehydration are caused by the 
vibrio choleras. Even worse than the plague which Itself could wipe out half a 
town - cholera has an untreated case-fatality rate of over 50%. The pandemics 
of cholera came in the nineteenth century as it repeatedly spread from its 
traditional home in Bengal and other parts of India. Again the lowest socio­
economic groups were most susceptible as we shall see in more detail in 
Chapter 5.
The methods of prevention and control of the 'apocalyptic scourges., which 
regularly swept Europe in epidemic proportions'<16 > : malaria, the plague, 
typhoid, typhus and cholera have much in common. Primarily they involve 
nutrition and hygiene:- an ensured supply of pure water, sanitary disposal of 
human faeces and other refuse, clean preparation of food and the control of 
insects: flies in the case of cholera and typhoid^ mosquitoes in the case of
i i
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malaria; fleas In the case of the plague. But perhaps the weakest link in the 
chain was the lack of good nutrition. Let us recall the fact that poverty lies 
at the heart of the Mediterranean islands. Malnutrition and even starvation 
were coaaon and exacerbated by indifferent inperiallsts and in these hard 
conditions the spectre of disease always rose.
It is however possible that high levels of health were enjoyed in nany parte 
of Malta and Gozo during leolithlc tines and later under Phoenician, 
Carthaginian, Roaan, Byzantine and Arab donlnations. Prinitive coanunltlee 
living in big caves, in equillbriun with their limited world, may have survived 
the vicissitudes of fortune, their biggest threat remaining the drought - the 
long summer cloudless months of relentless heat. Of course disease existed even 
among the healthy cave-people.
Skeleionf obtained fron neolithic lettleeenti, the Egyptian a u M i e i ,  the draeinge, 
iculpturei and other artificti free ancient Hediterranean civiUiatiene all provide 
overeheleing evidence that aany of the diseaeei known today have long exifted - coeval 
with h u M n  life,(17)
Cancer is one such disease. However many Maltese throughout this period may 
have enjoyed what Dubas calls 'adaptive fitness', especially during thesse 
per lexis in which lex:al conditions allowed population growth.
The following table gives a rough idea of the changes in growth and density of 
population on the Maltese Islands with an area of 313 square kilometres. Of 
particular interest is the 'golden' neolithic age when population appears to 
have doubled over some two thousand years and no trace of any war has been 
found. There is then a large gap in recorded population data until the middle 
Ages. A decline in Malta's population is likely to have occurred towards the 
end of the Roman Empire, due to the harsh economic conditions described
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forthwith and also the poeelble spread of nalarla. Meanwhile, an increase in 
the population, coincident with that of Italy and the birth of nercbant 
capltallsB is likely to have occurred in the eleventh century. This may have 
been halted by the spread of the plague (especially the Black Death 1348) and 
Is evidenced in the still unexplained disappearance of villages that is 
examined among others by Dr Luttrell,Dr Blouet and Professor Godfrey 
Vettinger(ld). he Blouet notes in his PhD, the late Middle Agee, when 
population fluctuated round the low level of 5 to 10 thousand were years of 
extreme hardship for most Maltese: eeking out a meagre existence mainly from 
grain farming and live-stock grazing; exploited by the new nobility and 
imperial powers as serfs and slaves; ravished by raids, the plague and malaria; 
and of little Importance 'in the strategic geography of Europe*. For these 
reasons, it seems, Malta experienced the European demographic pattern of a 
decline in population in the thirteenth century. It was later to share in the 
European population rise of the sixteenth century. Taking the latter period as 
a whole, from 1240 to 1530 ad, although adverse conditions prevailed, such as 
the Increasing incidence of serious epidemics, the population nevertheless grew 
threefold, most of this increase occurring in the late fifteenth and early 
sixteenth century. ♦
ji;
.! I
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TABLE 1
population
Period
■lat and danaity of tha M
Population
alteae lelai
Penalty
4,100 to 3,500 b.c. 3,000 to 4,000 11
2,500 11,000 35
Thirteenth century 5,000 to 10,000 24
1419 10,000 32
1429 (after invasion) 7,000 22.4
1530 20,000 64
Sourcts;
Rtnfrtv Colin p169;61outi B, pp35-45;Catflar-Pullicino J, p24,; B«tting«r 6 pp80-I07 
For coapariion of population dtniiiitt Sahlini Chapitr 2,
From available records, Dr Lutrell has found the population in 1241 amounted 
to 1,119 families: of whom 836 were Muslim. 250 were Christian and 33 were 
Jews.
3.-Ieolithic Paraerg
The household is to the primitive economy as the manor to the 
medieval economy or the corporation to modern capitalism; each is the 
dominant production-institution of its time. Bach represents, 
moreover, a determinate mode of production, with an appropriate 
technology and division of labour, a characteristic economic 
objective or finality, specific forms of property, definite social 
and exchange relations between producing units and contradictions all 
its own. Marshall Sahllns p76.
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Remains of Homo Sapiens Meanderthal found in Sicily, Indicate that cave 
dwellers and hunters using flint tools lived near the Maltese Islands during 
the last interglacial period, 50,000 be.(19). After the Vura ice-cap began 
shrinking, modern humans, Homo Sapiens Sapiens, proliferated in the
Mediterranean, from 8,500 be, inventing the boat and adapting to changing
climatic conditions: gathering food and beginning to plant crops.
The first known traces of humans in Malta date from approximately 5000 b.c.
The diminishing returns from hunting and gathering in such a small space must
have become apparent relatively quickly and demographic restraint may well
have been practised. The date of first colonisation was, according to
archaeologist D. Trump, not earlier than about 3,800 be. This, the neolithic
age, from 4500 be to 2500 be, saw the use of polished stone tools and fired
pottery, the widespread cultivation of wheat, barley and leguminous plants and
the domestication of goats, sheep, pigs and cattle. Evidence of this
agricultural wealth is pictured in the freizes of Tarxlen Temples. The basic
diet became and still remains bread, olives, garlic, wine, fish and milk.
Besides the importing of obsidian from Pantelleria and Lipari for tools the
growing population (see Table 1> appears to have been self sufficient, and even
able to support an unproductive class with a surplus, loting the size and
complexity of the Tarxlen Phase of Temple Building, from 3300 to 2500 be,
Renfrew conjectures a hierarchical chlefdom society and au’rives at the high
estimated population of 11,000. (20), while Blouet suggests the emergence of 'a
powerful group which was able to control manpower and other resources.'
The overall picture of thie tiae ihoet an increaelng population lupported on the baeie 
of higher agricultural production, achieved aainly by utiliiing the land tore 
inteneively, by the reduction of paeture land and woodland, and by the ihortening of 
fallow period! in the ihifting agricultural iyitee,*(21)
: I
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The dominant form of economic specialisation» observes Sahllns, was the 
division of labour by sex. This Is the first element In the domestic mode of 
production. Simple technology and finite production objectives are the two 
other elements, all systematically Inter-related, at the level of household 
production. Three characteristics of stone-age economies resulted from these 
elements. They were, according to Sahlins, 1) underexploitation of productive 
resources and decentralisation. He posits: 'the less community polity or 
political centralisation, the more population dispersal and village fission and 
less development of the productive means'; 2) underuse of the labour force
Withheld A^Pardihg tfl tradition, weather, shill);
3) a substantial degree of domestic economic failure because huge differences 
in familial production exists and 'In unfavourable yeeurs the minority fall 
below the ordinary level of susbslstence'.(22) It would be Interesting to 
discover how far these elements were operative In the small, central, and 
advanced Maltese Islands.
There Is no doubt that women were the principal producers In the neolithic 
age. As Gordon Childe describes :
The women would till the plots, grind and cook the grain, spin weave and 
manufacture clothes, build and bake the pots and prepare some ornaments 
and magic articles...as a result, among pure cultivators, owing to the 
role of the women's contributions to the collective economy, kinship is 
naturally reckoned in the female line and the system of 'mother right' 
prevails. (23)
Vomen had developed the arts of soil cultivation and animal rearing while the 
men went out hunting. They had discovered the use of fire in cooking and In 
industries. It was the women who were the leather makers and tanners, the
I
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weavers and the sewers, the pot-nakers and artiste. And above all, it was the 
woaen who developed Bedlcine.C24>
The use of wild plants for Bedicinal purposes oust have been coBBon on the 
fertile Maltese Islands of the neolithic age. Faraers are very likely to have 
turned to herbal reaedles before either supplicating a spiritual power or 
organising rules of hygiene. There is evidence of experience in their 
application as far back as 2000 b.c. In particular, to the East in Babylon, 
where the first docuaented accounts of tried and tested aedlcinal herbs, such 
as bay leaves, caraway and coriander were discovered . The Ancient Egyptians 
inported aany of their herbs, spices and aroaatic oils froa Babylon and India. 
Cottrell writes :
So bevare of deipiilng the Ancient Egypiiant becauea their doctore began by ueing 
aagic, Hany of the drugi they preecribed had genuine therapeutic value, and indeed are 
still used in eodern pharaacy, For exaeple; acacia, aniee, barley, cassia, castor 
beans, castor oil, vornvood, coriander, cucuaber, cuain, poppy and saffron are aaong 
the vegetable substances; anong the ainerals, alua, copper, feldspar, sulphur, red 
ocre, sodiua carbonate and bicarbonate, arsenic and nitre have been identified in the 
■edical papyri. And aaong the aninal substances used sere the fats of aniaals, blood, 
bone sarro«, bile, liver and spleen. (2S),
Dyes and disinfectants concocted froB herbs were also applied in the highly 
skilled art of embalBlng the dead.
The worship of the fertility of the earth and of woBan was a Bajcn* unifying 
factor in these tiBes. Pivotal to the power of woaen were not only their 
seemingly separate reproductive abilities but also their knowledge of how to 
use the fruits of the earth. They were not only givers of life but also savers 
of life. The aagnetiSB of the teBples Bust have laid in the special skills of 
certain Maltese and Gozltan woaen. My suggestion, here, is that one isportant 
skill was their knowledge of how to find and apply Bsdicinal herbs.
! ‘
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Additionally, it ie poeelble that their food-naking and storing, their clothes- 
naking and their design enhanced their power and conpleaented their beauty. 
And within and around the temples, they created a nagic ataosphere that lives 
on today - an ataosphere that combines hope from the way sunrays slant 
through pillars of stone and strength from the way the land and sea unfolds 
below the temples. Below Ggantija ie the panaroaic view of Gozo's fertile 
valleys and beyond Hagar Qla and Xnajdra lies the incoaparable beauty and 
peace of Malta's deep blue seas in the setting sun.
As Maltese Historian, Pawlu Montebeloo notes on the origin of the name Malta
from Oaa Gballiela - Fertile Mother (20):
For M n y  t h o u u n d f  of pre-hiftoric ytarf, people had no other godt beeldee the 6reat 
Mother, The Malteie, beeidee the naae of Malta, probably called her other n a M f  at 
«ell, fuch ae Oee l*6hajla, The naaee of aany placee and toeni in olden tieee «ere 
often naaee and nicknaaee of the Great Mother, She, alone, «ae adored and eeteeeed ae 
the eource of life of all that one found, and that happened in nature and to people,
Froe her, c a M  good and bad, beauty and uglineee, love and hatred, «ar and friendehip, 
health and illneee, birth and death. The naee of the earth, that ie our «other, Malta, 
ie the naie that case froe the firet Malteee, the tongue that ie one faiily «ith the 
tonguee of Su«er, Bablyon and Aeeyria, The naee of theee placee «ae Mu Ghallita, or in 
today'e Malteee, 0«« Shallliela,,, that changed «ith uee over ti«e to Malta,
In The Great Cosaic Mother, Monica Sjoo and Barbara Mor ask what were the
neolithic people seeking when they built, over a period of perhaps one thousand
years, 'thirty huge aegalithic structures', on these islands. Were they seeking
lamortality by surmounting the sharp antithesis between health and disease,
between life and death?
Probably «hat «• «ould call *th« living darknt««"- tha ftilln««f of tha toib, tha 
braathing ailanca of tha «o«b of tha Earth Mothar, Tha chaabara, paintad blood-rad, had 
no «harp angla«; all tha «hapa« ara roundad, or aoldad in curva« and «ava«, Thara «a« 
no vorahip of tha haavana in the«« taaplaa, and no huaan «aerifica, Thara ara traca« 
only of aniaal «aerifica and tha pouring of libation«, Hara, tha living and tha daad 
«ara a« cloia a« po««ibla to aach othar(27),,,.On the islands o f  Malta and Gozo in 
tha Naditarranaan can ba «aan tha claaraat connaction bat«aan tha cava, tha toab, and 
tha taapla - all thraa héj/iff tha body of tha Graat Hothar, Soaa ti«a in tha third or 
«acond iillaniua B.C. ( or M y b a  aarliar) an incradibly advancad cultura davalopad on 
thaaa ««all and iaolatad inland« - «hich, «ituatad batanan Sicily and tha Libyan coaat, 
«ara raally right at tha cantra of tha anciant «orId. Malta and Gozo «ara an anciant
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ticrtd centra for the religión of the fireat Nother, Fron Europa, froe Africa, froe the 
Aegean and the Mear Eaet, pilgriet traveled haré, and the fick cana to be healed,
Thif «ai the centre of eoaething,,, In thii lacred epace prieeteiief of the 6reat 
6oddeie contactad the ipirite of the dead, coneulted oraclet, prophetied, and perforeed 
ritual healing. (28)
It is probable that the syabiosls of health care and religion was 
established during these tines when walking to the temples in awe and 
supplication became a way of life. Today, offering sacrifices to Our Lady to 
secure her miraculous aid is still a widespread custom, some five thousand 
years after the close of this magnificent era.
; i
The disappearance of the Temple Builders and their cult of fertility is widely
attributed to 'cver-exploitatlon and eventual exhaustion of the natural
resources compounded by successive years of drought.'(29) Some say matrlau'chy
ended with the knowledge that men play an inseminating role in reproduction.
Others would point to the increaising Importance of metal ( e.g. bronze and
copper) in prcxiuction and in the development of war-instruments. The answer
must lie within the Internal contradictions of neolithic society. Gordon Childe
points to the fact that production surpluses were too small to withstand
natural disasters or rising population pressure in confined spaces. He also
emphasises the role of the plough in transforming the relations of production.
The plough, Childe states was in use in Egypt by 3,000 be and 'by 1000 be, the
plough like bronze had attained the limits of its ancient diffusion.'
It rflifvtd «oeen of the aoit execting drudgery, but deprived thea of their oonopoly 
over the cereal crope and the eocial etatue that c o n f e r r e d . f o r  aeong barbariane, 
whereae eoeen noraally hoe plote, it it M n  eho plough fielde. (30)
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Sone of the Inherent contradictions in 'expansionist and endogamous* neolithic 
society are lllvmlnated in Gernalne Tllllon's classic work The Republic of 
Cousins, In searching for the reasons for the debasenent 'of the feaale 
conditions throughout the Mediterranean basin'(31), Tllllon suggests the 'likely 
association of endogamy with a demographic 'detente', a variation in man's 
relationship with the space that feeds him.'(32) The neolithic revolution, which 
included the sowing of fields and the domestication of animals, changed the 
node of production and for the first time allowed resources to increase with 
population. (33)
Tlllion points to the geographic coincidence between the oldest spread of the 
neolithic and the region in which procreation is a patriotic duty: the ancient 
world or the Mediterranean. It could well be that within the Maltese cult of 
fertility the seeds of natalism, of patrilineal descent and privileges for the 
eldest son were being sown. As population density increased ( see Table 1) so 
the importance of property must have grown and it was the men -the hunters- 
who could best fight for and defend land and settlements. Vomen's productive 
power began declining as the importance of property rose and thus the 
relations of production changed.
It is interesting to note the contemporary ca-incidence of a strong cult of 
Isis in Ancient Egypt's Middle Kingdom from 2100 tol700 be. Isis was the 
epitomy of a good wife and mother while her brother-husband and son were the 
protagonists. Isis literally picked up the pieces of, and after, the men(34).
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A couple of hundred years after the recorded disappearance of the teaple 
people, round 2,300 be, slgrants- now called the Tarxien ceaetery people-caae 
probably froa Southern Italy , living aostly off barley, lentils and 
horsebeans(35). Meanwhile, in the Kingdoa of Bgypt literate civilisations 
spread after 1850 b.c.,working bronze and copper and warlike Bronze Age 
colonists invaded Southern Malta at about 1450 be. Consequently, the ideal, 
powerful figure of the caring aother becaae usurped by that of the healthy 
warrior.
In the fear East, agriculture and populaton grew in Palestine and Syria. Cyprus 
became a major source of copper and a fairly steady trade in wine, oil and 
textiles extended over the Eastern Mediterranean from 1300 be.
Health, in pre-history, was determined not only by nutrition and aided by 
herbal remedies, drugs and spells, but also by levels of hygiene. Sanitary 
engineering is evident way back in 2000 b.c. in the excavations of the 
Knossian Palace of Crete. A huge network of sewers was also found among the 
ancient ruins of Babylon, the Egyptians were one step ahead in not only 
collecting their sewage but also diverting it into the desert and applying it 
as a fertiliser.
4. Malta under the Phoeniciana- »he great ship-builders.
The Phoenician merchants, coming from the great city of Tyre, now in South 
Lebanon, where textiles, glass and metal work were manufactured and timber, 
wine and oil produced, were trading in the Vestern Mediterranean basin by 
about 1000 be. With their strong purple sails, they were the first
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international traders. Evidence of their colonising Malta dates to about 800 
be. Maltese weaving in every colour, and its trade in honey and corals began 
as its people developed the advantages of being on a major trading route (36). 
In Hodges schema, the area round the Grand Harbour in Malta developed very 
early in history into a 'port of trade', at the centre of a concentric zone of 
market exchange.(37) A group of merchants, especially rich if connected with 
long-distance trade, began to stand out against the mass of people. The 
Phoenicians new range and volume of trade followed their discovery of Sp>ain 
and its wealth of silver, copper and tin. While from Arabia, they imported 
resins:- myrrh, frankincense and balsam: highly esteemed as medicine and 
perfumes, but alas useless against malaria and the plague.
The Phoenicians had many Gods. Every town in Phoenicia, like every village in 
the Maltese Islands today, honoured its saint. The Ba'al or God of Tyre was a 
solar God in origin but he was also regarded as a maritime deity. His name was 
Melkart. At Tas Silg, Delimara,ln the South-East of Malta, they built a temple 
in his honour. There too was a shrine to Astarte: female deity of fertility, 
beauty and love. Under the Romans, this seems to have became a temple to Juno.
One of the Phoenician's God, Exmun, had an important reputation as healer of 
the sick. This symbiosis of religion and health care was common to many 
ancient peoples who gave a prominent place in their theological systems to 
Gods of Medicine: Shen lung in China, Asclepius in Greece and Imhotep in Egypt. 
Medicine, asserts Dubos, had a 'dual nature from its very beginning. It 
included the empirical knowledge of effective procedures and belief in magical 
influences.'<38) In Malta and Gozo, the recent popularity of the lay-healer.
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Frenc tal-Gliarb (1892-1967), is evidence of the continuing attraction of this 
duality. (39)
The prevalent belief of the Egyptians of this period was that illness cane 
iron God's disgrace or fron the souls of the dead, so that prayer was a vital 
component in the combination of prevention and care. Healthy customs such as 
washing and cleanliness were woven into religious beliefs. The temple servers 
had to obey the custom of washing twice in the morning and twice in the 
evening, of only wearing white clothes and not eating pig's meat or beans. 
There is evidence that water was boiled or strained. Children were bound in 
swaddling clothes and fed cow's milk and vegetables in an attempt to avoid 
high infant mortality. Children of the rich were encouraged to exercise and 
play.
Vonen under the Phoenicians were particularly important to the prevention and 
care of illnesses. From Phoenician remains, it can be construed that they 
kept their homes washed and clean. They had been passed on the knowledge of 
how to overcome the pains of rheumatism, paralysis, trachoma and ophthalmia 
using herbs, seeds and oil. Vomen knew too of bicarbonate for intestinal 
complaints and myrrh's antiseptic qualities. Some of this knowledge must have 
reached Maltese women.(40)
! (
One of our old neighbours - the Jewish people- had explicit religious rules on 
health. Cleanliness was a religious ceremony. Rabbis not only had to give an 
example in their washing and clothing but they also checked homes for leprosy 
(evicting lepers and dismantling infected houses) and they supervised the
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circumcision of boys. Jewish women, too, saw illness as a punishment from 
God. They abided by the religious laws of food and cleanliness and were 
forbidden from entering sacred places within 33 days of a male birth and 66 
days of a female birth. They used the mandrake root as a painkiller; hyssop to 
reduce fever, relieve coughs and reduce anxiety; and rosemary tea to remedy 
colds, colic, headaches and nervous tension. Rosemary balm applied to wounds.
bites and stings was known as an antiseptic and rosemary oil as an
insecticide. The early existence of a Jewish community in Malta suggests that 
these methods were known locally at this time.
5. Greek influence in Malta.
As its eastern hold on the Mediterranean was being Increasingly challenged by 
the Greeks, the Phoenicians founded the city of Carthage, not far from Malta in 
814 be. Under the Carthaginians, the Maltese also came into more contact with 
Greek traders. It was the Greeks and Carthaginians who economically unified 
the Mediterranean littoral, providing the basis for its later political 
unification by Rome.
With the rise of the Carthaginian or Punic Empire from 550 b.c. Malta had more 
contact with the farmers of Carthage and Sicily. Olive oil production began 
and Maltese exports of textiles and honey increased. The grand harbour 
developed from being simply a trading port and shelter to a vital naval base, 
especially useful in the first Punic War against Roman expansion (262-242 
be.), presaging its recurring importance to imperial powers.
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Perhaps It was Malta's strategic iuportance to the Carthaginians that enabled
It to win some degree of self-government and prosperity during this period. A
reader in international relations, Eric Gerada-Azzopardi comments thus;
It IS btlitvtd that undtr iha Carthaginians, tha nalitst «art alloaad a rastrictad fora 
of self-governtant and tha islands aintad thair oan currancy. Tha Islands also had 
their oan Sanata and an assaably of tha paopla, Although, navar a 6raak colony, it is 
clear that thara axistad a strong Graak influance in Malta. Many Graak itaas of* 
pottery, inscriptions and coins belonging to this period have bean found,(41)
The British archaeologist T.H. Ashby concludes similarly that :'at the end of
the third century b.c. a Greek element predominated in Malta and Gozo.' (42)
It was the Greek Gods who highlighted contemporary beliefs concerning health 
and illness. The Greek God Apollo was commonly known as Alexikakos - the 
Averter of Ills. Through the oracle at Delphi he is reputed to have taught the 
means to health and recovery. Two Goddesses: Hyglela ( health and cleanliness) 
and Panacea (cure for all) symbolised two radically different yet 
complementary approaches to the control of disease. Hygieia was one of the 
manifestations of Athena, the Gcxldess of Reason, concerned with the prevention 
and maintenance of health. Panacea specialised in the knowledge of drugs. Thus 
the Greeks traced the art of medicine to several different Gods. Asclepius 
became the most prominent and the symbol of the perfect physician. During the 
classical period, the cult of Asclepius was under the control of a priesthood 
which practised faith healing based on dreams. Many patients came to seek 
cures in sanctuaries dedicated to His worship. In beautiful surroundings with 
purifying baths, anointments, abstinence, a religious atmosphere and the 
interpretations of dreams, many patients were healed. (43) U y  Ascleplads, 
however, also used the anatomical and physiological knowledge of their time, 
adapting Mesopotanian and Egyptian medicine to Greek conditions of life. They
1 0 0
had extensive knowledge of surgery, drugs and reglnens. This practical 
tradition gave rise to Hippocratic and, Indirectly, to modern medicine.
After 400 b.c., the influence of the great physician and teacher, Hippocrates of 
Chios,(7460-350 be), must have reached Malta's shores and growing civilisation. 
He argued, on the Greek Island of Cos, that the mind and body cannot be considered independently of each other and that nature itself cures and our duty is  to aid it. Hippocrates, with his analysis of the relation between disease, environmental conditions and personal habits reinforced a more logical and down-to-earth attitude toward the preservation of health. Childe points out that the Greek medical tradition was characterised by freedom from demonology and by accuracy and objectivity in the observation and recording of symptoms, quite foreign to Assyria and Egypt (44).
However, the longstanding belief in Malta that the wind bears Illness (ir-rih 
means both the wind and a cold, gidi ir-rih means chicken pox) may have 
derived, in a distorted way, from Hippocrates discourse on humours. How far 
the Greek health laws: on cleanliness in cooking and drinking, in houses and 
streets and in food distribution; prevailed amongst the Maltese Islanders must 
have depended both on the people's means and on the extent of their 
interaction with the foreigners. The fact that the people spoke a Semitic, and 
not a Latin or Greek language, must have inhibited this exchange of knowledge.
Meanwhile, in nearby Sicily, Empedocles is said to have cut short the 
prevalence of malaria by draining swampy lands. Pansanias, his pupil, 
supposedly checked 'fever* epidemics with fire, probably burning contaminated
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houses and corpses. And in the first century ad, the Greek Dioscorides listed 
the medicinal properties of over 500 plants and herbs that grow naturally in 
the Mediterranean, in Mater is Medics. This later became a standard book for 
Christian religious orders in Europe. One century later, Galen, a Greek 
physician in Imperial Rome, wrote many medical books which remained in use 
for 1,500 years. It was Galen who gave the first literal definition of cancer 
as a growth, lump or protuberance and gave it its name, from ksrkinos - crab, 
inspired 'by the resemblence of an external tumour's swollen veins to a crab's 
legs.' (45)
6. Malta at the heart of the Roman Empire.
Malta prospered under the Romans and became renowned for its high quality 
textile Industry and its exports of luxury goods. The production of wheat and 
olives dominated the agricultural system while the capital cities of Rabat 
/Mdina in Malta and Gastello in Gozo thrived as did the ports. Let us turn to 
a famous contemporary, Diodorus, for a somewhat rosy summary for it masks 
the entrenchment of slavery and the Inequalities inherent in despotic rule and 
it says nothing of the amount of land seized for the imperial Roman state or 
how this was worked by dispossessed serfs and slaves. It, however, captures
some positive results of being so close to the centre of gravity of the Roman
Empire:
h thi South of Sicily art ihrtt iilandf tach of 
thti with iowna and harbouri offtring fhaltar to all 
ships cast thithar by storas, Tha first is Malita 
800 stadia froa Syracusa having aany convaniant ports,
Tha inhabitants abound in opulanca, for thay hava 
artifices for avary kind of work; but thay axcal aost 
in thair aanufactura of linan which is bayond anything 
of tha kind, both in firanass of its taxtura and its 
softness. Their houses are vary beautiful and aagnificantly
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or na t t n U d  «lih ptdiatntf projacting forward 
and thf noat •xquifita itucco work, Tha inhabiianit 
hava bacoaa vary waalthy and incraatad in raputation 
and iplandour,
Source: Diodorus Siculus : Circa 40 b.c. (46)
T.H. Asbhy writes: 'During the Ronan period, the Xalteee Islands, like so much 
of the Ronan Bnpire, have no history*. Population probably Increased and there 
is evidence of some field building in the forth Vest under the Romans and in 
the later Arab times, probably, as Dr Blouet suggests, because the farming 
community outgrew the available cultivable land. Private ownership of land 
seems by now to have been common. Family rights were probably more 
successfully held or obtained than communal rights. The emphyteutical lease, 
which had its origin in Greek antiquity, was a long-term contract that 
stipulated the rent or annual payment in kind, the duties to improve the land 
and/or practise certain husbandry, plant trees, and terminated all rights to 
the land on the lease expiry. Well-suited to land reclamation projects, these 
contracts between farmer and landowner may have Increased in Roman times, 
although Blouet hazards the guess that the Byzantines introduced the long 
lease into the islands: 'it was certainly in use during Arab domination. By the 
latter part of the fiddle Agee, the system seems to have been highly developed 
and widely employed.'(47)
The Romans valued the herbal knowledge that they had Inherited from the 
Greeks, Egyptians and Babylonians. Roman armies took medicinal herbs with them 
to their new colonies. Gordon Childe is scathing of the lack of medical 
progress despite the Roman's vast resources but he does remark on Crateuas:
phytician to thw king of Pontuf n20*'63 b.c,), (who) introductd a fruitful innovation
in M t h o d  whtn ht illuftrattd hii htrbal with rtaliitic picturtt of tho planta ht waa
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dttcribing and clatfifying, ...Undtr th* Ro»in Eapir§, thtra if font tvidenct for tho 
txifttncf of a public itdicil larvica in Egypt, rathar U f i  in th# Stltucid kingdoa and 
Ptrgaaon, but itf btnefitf «art probably confinad to tha 6raak citizana and tha aray; 
tha nativaf «ara laft to thair fata. Of affactiva aaafuraf againat apidaaica, auch aa 
ciapaigna againat flaaa, lica and aoaquitoaa, «a haar nothing, «hila huaan axcraeant 
vaa itili ragardad aa tha baat aanura, (48)
But the Roiians did perforn great feats of sanitary engineering. For instance, 
under the architect Vitruvius, nine aqueducts had been built by the end of the 
first century providing an abundance of healthy water to Rone and no doubt 
assuaging the endenic killer - nalarla.
Roman colonisation of Kalta fron 218 be to 535 ad, has left its nark with a 
network of aqueducts and the inpressive Ronan Baths near Ghajn Tuffieha. But 
the extent to which Ronan custons, such as the provision of running water to 
each house, were extended to the Maltese is doubtful especially since only a 
small minority of Maltese actually lived in stone-built houses. However, as a 
symbol of what might have been, the remains of baked clay feeding bottles, 
toilet seats, baths and heating have been found in the remains of the many 
graceful Ronan villas.
By 528 ad, at the end of the Roman Empire, all big towns in the Mediterranean, 
including Orthage, Rome, Salonika, Constantinople, Antioch and Alexandria,
produced textiles, glass, pottery and metal instruments and ornaments. Lying at 
the heart of the Empire, Malta's merchants and middlemen could reap the
advantages of being on a major trading route, compensating somewhat for the 
heavy taxation and oppressive rule of their Roman Emperorors. The development
of Sicily as the granary of the Mediterranean meant that Malta's closest
neighbour became her vital supplier of basic nutrition. But how far the people,
:
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especially the woiien, were used as chattels and slaves and how far the 
peasants retained the right and ability to eek out their subsistence iron their 
land without being dispossessed or overtaxed is none too clear.
7). Medieval Malta: Byzantine k Arab k loraan
The decline of the Soman Empire was accompanied in most places by a decline 
in population. The requirements of the military had become crushing. Citizens 
were being taxed to the limit and a sizeable proportion of the masses were 
slaves - with a notoriously low reproduction rate. Under the twin threats of 
excessive taxation and arbitrary imperial authority, exacerbated by disease and 
early death, increasingly threatened by attack from corsairs, freeholdlng 
peasants had no choice but to seek the protection of bigger landlords. And 
later during this period, many smaller hamlets disappeared as is well- 
documented by Professor Godfrey Vettinger, Dr Anthony Luttrell and Dr Brian 
Blouet. The landed gentry gained and what is known as the feudal system 
spread.
In return for the title to the peatant't land, the landowner guarded the civil 
intereetf of hit client and ai far at poffible shielded hia froa taxes. This seeas a 
hard bargain froa the peasant's point of view, for he surrendered his freehold and 
becaae a tenant whoa the landlord could evict at will; and it is a telling aeasure of 
the burden of taxation that in the last century of the Vestern Eapire the freeholding 
peasantry voluntarily liquidated itself, The landlord gained all round. He tended to 
take his increasing rent in produce where possible, for the less aoney there was about, 
the less the tax-gatherer took, (49)
The birth of feudalism in the countryside in the longrun meant great 
inequalities and little economic power in the hands of the producers. The new 
class of serfs had little control over their labour power and means of
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production. But Maltese, taken as slaves, had none. Assuming, however, that 
under the Romans, most Maltese people were not slaves but independent farmers 
and merchants, then as they gave up this independence for feudal protection, 
holding other things constant, so ill-health is likely to have increased. But 
had they remained independent citizens, unprotected by a feudal lord, they 
were more likely to bear crushing taxes imposed by imperialist sovereigns, and 
more likely to be undefended from raiding corsairs. Caught in this vice, the 
distribution of the land between landlord, sovereign and peasant was a central 
question and locus of class conflict throughout this period.
I t
The forces of production changed relativley slowly. The cultivation of the vine 
and the olive seems to have been developed under the Byzantines, under whose 
hegemony Malta fell by the end of the fourth century. Later, under the Arabs 
(870-1090 ad), lemon and orange trees were planted and cultivated, being of 
untold benefit to health. The Arabs also brought the sugar cane.(50) Simple 
irrigation techniques advanced the cultivation of local cotton, as it also did 
in Spain and Italy, and provided vital raw material to the already skilled 
spinners and weavers of cloth. The Arabs, as Blouet notes, 'coming from 
generally drier climates, were skilled in the use of scarce water supplies' and 
'presumably the Arabs Introduced into the region the noria (Maltese senija), an 
animal-powered device for lifting water from wells onto the land.' (51).
Evidence of Byzantine or Arab influence on the Maltese population's health is 
sparse. The Byzantine Emperor Justinian is credited with the enactment of the 
first quarantine laws in the fifth century ad, presaging their widespread 
adoption in later Middle Ages (52). Contemporary Arab treatises on hygiene and
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herbal reaedlee show an advanced understanding of their laportance. Their 
understanding of anatony and physiology renained well in advance of European 
doctors for nany centuries after they left Kalta. McCall reaarks that ' many 
Western European doctors* in later aedleval tines, 'left their Jewish and Arab 
conteoporarles quite dunbfounded* such was their apparent ignorance of 
physiology or anatony*. The following short extract is both anusing and 
revealing (53):
In hif autobiography, the tvtlih century Arab «ritar Uitia ibn nunqidh telle hoe 'the 
(latin) ruler of Hunaitira (hoineetre to the Latine) «rote to ey uncle aeking hie to 
send a doctor to treat eoee of hie folloueri «ho «ere ill. Hy uncle sent a Chrietian 
called Thabit, After only ten daye he returned and «e said 'You cured thee quickly!'. 
This «as his story: They took ae to see a knight «ho had an abcess on his leg, and a 
«oean «ith consueption. I applied a poultice to the leg, and the abcess opened and 
began to heal. I prescribed a cleansing and refreshing diet for the «oean. Then there 
appeared a Frankish doctor, «ho said; 'this ean has no idea ho« to cure these people!'
He turned to the knight and ... sent for a strong aan «ith a sharp axe...The doctor 
said to the ean; 'Strike a eighty bio«, and cut cleanly!' And there, before ay eyes, 
the fello« struck the knight one bio« and then another... and the patient died 
instantaneously. Then the doctor exaeined the «oean and said;'She has a devil in her 
head «ho is in love «ith her. Cut her hair off!'This «as done and she «ent back to 
eating her usual Frankish food, garlic and eustard, «hich eade her illness «orse. 'The 
devil has got into her brain', pronounced the doctor. He took a razor and cut a cross 
on her head and reeoved the brain so that the inside of her skull «as laid bare. This 
he rubbed «ith salt; the «oean died instantly.
So it is safe to conclude that where Maltese subjects did obtain médical 
attention under Arab rule, this was more informed, gentle and effective than 
later Western European combinations of savagery, ignc}rance and religion. That 
sone of the Arabs' knowledge must have been passed onto the Maltese Is 
indicated by the similarity between the languages and a close assimilation of 
the Maltese into the Arab way of life.
i J
The fact that Chrietian Maltese had to pay 'monumental taxes to Muhammed and 
his governing establishments'(54) usually amounting to 50X of their wealth may
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have reduced the level of health and welfare of some houeeholds but then it 
appears that only a ninority of the population claiaed to have Christian 
beliefs. 'An estinate of the papulation made around 1241', notes Blouet, 
•indicates that Moslems were still in the majority and apparently controlled 
most of the wealth.'
Th«» Wormans
On the defeat of the Arabs by Ionian conquerers, the Maltese economy became 
more integrated with Europe. Blouet dates the beginning of this penetration 
from about 1220 after Frederick II had started to reorganise his Sicilian 
Kingdom.(55) As Table 1 shows, the local population tripled during the later 
middle ages but this was not a gradual and constant Increase. Four factors 
were particularly responsible for fluctuations: the increased incidence of 
serious epidemics, such as the plague in 1348; the frequent raids of the 
Moorish corsairs and Turkish corsairs and the consequent deportation of 
people into slavery; the expulsion of the Jewish community from Malta in 1492; 
and the widespread privateering which was 'at once a main source of wealth and 
a considerable steady drain on the population'.(58) However, despite these 
adverse conditions and the extreme poverty and insecurity of the, 
predominantly rural, Maltese community, overall population increased to reach 
an average family sixe of five at the end of this period. One of the reasons 
was the increased commerce and trade and the benefits gleened from 
connections with Venetian and then Genoan merchants. (57)
Local agriculture was gradually transformed away from subsistence toward more 
lucrative cash crops such as cotton and cumin for export that required more 
intensive field labour and processing. Grain too was exported from Malta until
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late in the fourteenth century, but the large grain estates, formerly held by 
the crown authorities, seem to have become lees important as a more 
commercialised form of agriculture penetrated parts of the islands. Most 
farmers continued to grow suebsietence crops but cotton provided some cash 
income.(58) Disputes over common land, which were used by the poor farmers for 
grazing and collecting firewood and thistles, were frequent (59). Vhere lucky 
enough to obtain a lease on land, this was usually for a short period (about 4 
years) on higher quality land and a long period (about 16 years)- the 
aforementionned emphyteutical lease- on lower quality, marginal land. The small 
size of the holdings, the high labour to land ratio and the lack of united 
power of the peasants all combine to suggest that contracts were drawn up 
very much in favour of the landowner. The relations of production were 
extremely exploitative, peasant workers being either slaves or serfs: 'SUvtry 
was an established part of life and the estates controlled by royal interests «ere worked by 
slaves and servile labourers,' (60)
For the exploited and divided peasantry, life was dominated by a strong but 
changing nobility. It was marked by an unequal distribution of income; low 
purchasing power of the mass of the population exacerbated by high taxation 
and stiff import duties on basic foodstuffs from Sicily, together with 
compulsory contributions towards the maintenance of the main fortifications; 
availability of forced labourers whesse services could be incessantly 
intensified by the Don or Barone, thus discouraging the introduction of 
agricultural Improvements; the growth of an unproductive merchant class 
profiting from the greater commercialisation of agriculture; and a failure to 
develop home prcxluctlon and a home market for advanced goods, due to the low
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aass demand and lack of internal investment mentioned above. Instead, the 
rich imported manufactures and luxury goods from Europe.
'The people were at the mercy of one feudal overlord after another,' notes 
Gerada-Azzopardi (61) Successive Kings of Sicily, hard up for cash, repeatedly 
granted Malta as a fief for favours or services rendered to the Crown. So 
Sicilian barons became more powerful in Malta and a prominent group of 
families from Sicily and Aragon became the established nobility, as listed in 
the appendix to this chapter.(62) After purchasing their land, they had little 
obligation to the crown, and malpactrlce and corruption could be practised 
unrestrained. The local Barone and the local Church, the two biggest landlords, 
had the wealth and freedom to do very much as they pleased.
For the landed gentry, the landlords of Mdina, the professional men-of-affairs 
- the lawyers, notaries and occasional doctors (63), and for the clergy, 
feudalism did not Just mean their enjoyment of unpaid work, it also meant 
their ability to control the serf's person. For instance, when the landlords 
could gain extra-economic power over the person of their tenants, argues 
Brenner (64), when they could control marriages, peasant mobility and especially 
land transfers, then they could tighten their squeeze on the serfs, for 
instance by increasing arbitrary taxes or increasing labour services on the 
lord's demesne.
It was in the interests of the peasants, on the other hand, to establish fixed 
rents and heritabllty or freehold rights on the land. Local tenacity and 
imperialist changes or disinterest enabled some peasants to retain the
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integrity of their tenancy of saall-holdings. But when the crunch came, village 
solidarity or rather the lack of it was the crucial deciding factor. This 
Brenner enphasisee when coaparing the divergent paths of social and €K:onoBic 
developnent in the late Middle Ages between Vest and Bast Gernany; and later 
between France and England. (65 > The developnent of peasant solidarity and 
strength were aanifested in organisations for political self-governnent that, 
for instance, prevented the encroachaent and sale of coaaon land and 
encouraged autual organisation such as the sharing of horse-drawn ploughs and 
the fixing of coaaon agrlculturual prices. In the Maltese Islands, the sending 
of Joint or individual petitions to the King seeas to have been the aost 
widespread path used in atteapts to obtain rights and redress. Often the aid 
of the parish priest was sought in these disputes. However, once the Church 
Itself was bent on buying up aore and aore land, it too began to encroach on 
the poor aan's coaaon land. A highlighting case is that of Dun Filippo, whoa 
Vettinger describes as the 'Inquisitor-inspired' author of the political 
diatribe *Relazione* against the excesses of the Knights of St John rule.(66) 
Dun Filippo claias to have persuaded the Grand Master not to aake grants of 
conaon land without the consent of the Pope. He hiaself however, secured soae 
common land for personal gain. The principle was not therefore at issue - it 
was a question of who should or should not enjoy the privilege ; the Church 
or the nobility or the Order. Alas, the Maltese peasants never achieved the 
right to choose their village priest.
i i
In Europe, peasant solidarity invariably led too, to deaands that rents be 
fixed, rights of inheritance be ensured and arbitrary taxes reaoved. Again 
conflicts between the Interests of the wealthy political leaders soaetiaes gave
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the peasants certain leverage. (67) Solidarity against arbitrary taxation was a 
recurring feature of the later Kiddle Ages In Kalta: from the raising of funds 
to buy back the islands from capricious barons to public clanours, large 
demonstrations and petitions (68). By the beginning of the fifteenth century 
much local governnent power had been obtained. The Università or governing
body was first set up in the eleventh century by the newly elected consiglio 
popolare, with the particular task of ensuring a continual supply of grain at a
moderate price. Later It had its head appointed by the Viceroy of Sicily but
its four elected Jurats effectively ran the islands (69). They arranged for 
necessary supplies of wheat to be brought fron Sicily and naintained
defences, the treasury and the harbours (70).
In sunnary, aaong the most Inportant elenents that the feudal order contained 
were the following (71):-
a) rigourouf tconoiic fubjtciion of a hofi of hueblt folk to a ft« povtrful ttn;
b) tiff of obtditnct and protection bound tan to tan;
c) fragaentation of authority (t.g, b t U t t n  the nobltf, inquiaitor, biehop);
d) growing itrangth of the itate and tate of long dietance trade;
e) centrality of the extended family and the oppreifion of «oeen,
f) little productive inveeteent,
On the last point, the size of the agricultural surplus and where it went are 
in question. The noble fanllies, owned considerable property but there 'were 
several factors that United the prcxluctlvlty and thus the revenue of the 
lands. First the restricted area of the Maltese Islands conditioned the size of 
the fiefs which were naturally snail; second, the nature of the terrain 
necessitated snail unecononic fields. Although the analaganatlon of several 
fiefs would have greatly Increased their revenues, only one *lcx:al' fanily held i :
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mare than one fief. Moreover the local elite appear to have refrained fron 
oaklng any inveetnent to Inprove farming methods. (72)
However, one might have expected that feudal landlords had greater ability, 
relative to say those operating in Sicily, to extract a surplus in the Maltese 
Islands because of the very fact that the labour-land ratio was high, 
especially in demographic upturns and the peasant's mobility was very low. But 
these technical features ignore the historically evolved balance of class 
forces; village solidarity and local tenacity vis a vis landlord exploitation 
and degree of ruling class solidarity. Increasingly, landlords removed the 
surplus they obtained from the serf's labour power from the islands altogether, 
further undermining not only agricultural initiatives but also the development 
of the home market, these being two essential ingredients in growth. Montalto 
finds that a 'substantial number of the best agricultural fields in the Maltese 
Islands, were owned by foreign feudal lords' and 'as these landlords were 
allowed to take out 85% of the total revenue which their territories yielded, 
there was a constant drain on the local resources and the effect of this 
became very serious'. (73)
Medieval life then was labour intensive rather than capital intensive, and the 
family household became of Increasing importance as a productive unit and 
specific social site for the reproduction of labour power. Let us consider why 
the extended family and its oppression of women, was a major feature in feudal 
Malta. On a theoretical level, the total number of serfs could be maintained 
and replaced by four methods generational replacement; immigration or 
importation of slaves; Increased women's participation in agricultural labour;
t i
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and reduction in elcknees and di8abilltle6.(74> An Increase In any of these 
factors raised the level of total social reproduction, or the totality of labour 
power potentially available to feudal lords. Because of the high rate of infant 
and maternal mortality, many women were exhausted in the process of 
generational replacement - childbirth, lactation, child-care. But women were 
also seen as a source of surplus in agriculture and husbandry. Thus, as the 
importation of slaves decreased while local sickness and disabilities did not 
decline but, by the incidence of epidemics, seem to have Increased, the onus on 
women to both reproduce and produce increased. The only way in which a woman 
could hope to survive these pressures was to expand her home base.
I
Many women had to sell their bodies to survive. Slavery had sanctioned the
traffic of women and under feudalism women fared only marginally better. The
terrible oppression of the mass of serfs in bondage to the lords and the
continual danger of death from invasion and disease, left the mass of women
fighting a daily struggle for their own and their loved ones' existence.
Prostitution was common. KcCall notes that crusaders on holy missions
Invariably took with them an unseemly complement of prostitutes (75 >.
Ironically, the Catholic Church's overt campaign against slavery and its sexual
exploitation of women, led to the covert growth of prostitution from which the
Church itself extracted a handsome cut.
All through iht Middle Aget, aany biihopricf, abbcye, aonaftriee and even the Papacy ~ 
which toward the d o t e  of the Middle Agee could hope to take at euch ae 20,000 ducate 
froa iti preeiiee leaeed out to brothel keepere - included whorehoueee aeongit their 
propertiei. (76).
On a local level, there is evidence of widespread cuckolding of the Maltese 
clergy and their keeping of numerous concubines up till the seventeenth
century. (77)
ii;
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The growing importance of religious ideology added to women's oppression. 
Rozsika Parker in her History of Embroidery^ brings out the 
contradictions of the Church's position - its devaluation of women's work buts 
its dependence on it, from the production of beautiful ecclesiastical robes to 
the reproduction of the faithful. She points out that the misogynist stance of 
the church was in direct contradiction to the important hidden domestic and 
economic roles that women had in feudal society. To the church, women and 
childbirth were a necessary evil. St Thomas Aquinos voiced the thirteenth 
t-^ntury compromise ;
Af rtgardf the individual nature, voaan is defective and nisbegotten, for the active 
forces in the aale seed tend to the production of a perfect likenett in the M s c u l i n e  
sex; while the production of «oaen c o m s  froa a defect in the active force or toae 
■aterial indisposition,,,on the other hand, as regards huaan nature in general voaan is 
not aisbegotten, but is included in nature's intention as directed to the work of 
generation,
To the church, childbirth vas a sign of voaen's sinfulness and the aanifestation of the 
curse of Eve; 'As long as woaan is for birth and children, she is different froa aen as 
body is froa soul. But when she vithes to serve Christ aore than the world, then she 
will cease to be a woaan and be called a aan,(79)
In the feudal world of violent repress ion »dispossessed peasants, undeserving 
rich and corrupt officials, there was an important place for the church and 
its overfed ecclesiastics. They sanctified the idea of a Chain of Being - of 
appointed places and functions descending from the Ultimate Gcxlhead, through 
angels and through men, women and animals, down to the meanest Inanimate 
object. 'So long as every component part of the Divine Plan kept to its proper 
place and discharged its proper function' order would prevail and the 
disasters of disease, drought, famine would be averted. (d0>
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In the Maltese Islands, the Catholic Church gradually increased its economic 
and ideological power after the defeat of the Arabs in 1090. Blouet writes that 
•By 1168 there is evidence of a bishop of Malta., and by the late thirteenth 
century the cathedral at Mdina was providing a well-established range of 
services for the island.'(81) During this time, priests took over many village 
communities. By 1436, ten parishes had been established. (82). On the role of 
the Church, Wettinger suggests that ; 'In pre-1530 days, the local Maltese 
clergy seems to have been almost entirely pre-occupied with their religious 
duties and perhaps with keeping their body and soul together both for 
themselves and their dependents'. But after the coming of the Knights of St 
John , the clergy's role was transformed. Their ability to appeal to Rome over 
the heads of the Knights gave them a political edge over the local nobility, 
who had formerly held political leadership.
8. Catholicism and health
The Roman Empire officially became Christian in 337 ad adhering to the
Arlan belief in the separate identity of God from his Son. (83) By 528 ad
Malta was quite surrounded by Arlan-Christlans, (as opposed to Sabellians of 
Xonophysltes), but the Maltese people as a whole do not seem to have embraced 
the Catholic faith until much later. It was not until well after the Crusaders 
were given the Maltese Islands that there is evidence that Christianity became 
a prevalent belief.
At the demise of the Roman Empire, medical 'pagan' temples such as Asclepija 
were shut down (335 ad) and the founding of hospitals began to be spurred on 
by Sister Helena, mother of Emperor Constantine. By the fourth century, a
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series of Church Councils had laid down that the revenue, which a Bishop 
received, was to be divided into four parts: one to be retained by the Bishop; 
one to pay the clergy; one to cover the costs of constructing and aalntaining 
churches and ecclesiastical buildings; and one was to be spent on relieving the 
suffering of the sick, the crippled and the otherwise needy. (84) In tune with 
the Christian virtue of coapasslon towards the suffering, the care of the sick 
in almshouses, or hospices, increased. The character and locus of health care 
was changing. lot far from Xalta, at Mount Cassino in 529 ad the St Benedict 
religious order ran a large hospital and medical library. Under Pope Innocent 
III, the hospital movement increased momentum with the founding of grandiose 
Santo Splrito Hospitals in almost all cities of Burope. One was founded in 
Rabat, Malta by 1347 (85). As these centres lacked sanitary regulations they 
usually became hotbeds of infection. The Church did little to convey the 
wisdom of cleanliness passed down from previous empires.
Cure and not prevention was becoming paramount. St Francis' teachings on the 
Inportance of feeling one with nature and adapting to one's environment were 
negated. Ill-health under the power of the rising (^thollc Church was 
considered as a way to save souls, bring more people into the fold and raise 
money. The understanding of the causes of disease and the art of prevention 
became of minor importance. (86) We have already seen how Western European 
doctors often used a mixture of savagery and ignorance in their 'cures'.(87) 
Their relative backwardness resulted from four elements; the symbiosis of 
sickness with sin and thus the popular association of healing with miracles; 
lack of first hand knowledge of the Greek physicians, especially Hippocrates 
and Galen's work; an ecclesiastic ban on dissection; and an ecclesiastic ban on
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clerics taking lessons in anatony or practising surgery, until about 1480.(8d> 
The dualisn between body and soul, bad and good, woman and man, thus led to 
nedical ignorance and contributed to the high rates of mortality during the 
nedieval period.
By the eleventh century and the lorman invasions, the prevailing view was that 
disease was a departure from holiness. Just as the Christians were supporting 
the establishment of more 'houses of mercy' and encouraging the development of 
a professional class of physicians schooled in cures, so the simple rules of 
hygiene and the knowledge of traditional herbs were slowly being erased from 
women's hands and minds. This process was to be brutally accelerated by the 
persecution of the witches (89). Thus in the fifteenth century, in the 
'civilised' areas of Malta the rule of death and dirt was appairent.
8 -Summary
This chapter attempts to understand health in pre-capitalist Maltese society 
against a background of changing forces and social relations of production. 
Low life expectancy and high infant mortality were primarily a product of the 
harshness of life: subjugation by nature, by imperial rulers and increasingly 
by a local patriarchal elite of priests and nobles.
The mode of production in leollthlc Times was primitve. People, in particular 
women, had control over their own labour power and over the limited means of 
production. However the building of the huge temples suggests that a chiefdom 
demanded the labour of some members of each settlement for some time of each
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year. Lack of sufficient nutrition, especially wheat and water, were the aost 
serious threats to health especially as the density of the Maltese population 
increased. However, the very fact that the Maltese islands were increasingly 
populated whether or not they were a centre of neolithic trade, suggests that 
healthy conditions for life and procreation existed. Capacity and need seem to 
have increased syablotlcally for over one thousand years aided by a high 
degree of organisation and harmony.
From Phoenician times, the process of change in a small island colony involved 
interaction and destruction. lever did we develop autonomously. Changes in the 
balance of military powers and in the control of Mediterranean trade directly 
affected the lives of the Maltese in towns and coastal areas, whose 
production and income were governed more by the pull of the market than by 
susbslstence needs. One cannot underestimate, for instance, the importance of 
Malta's central position in the Phoenician and Punic maritime world, at the 
heart of the Roman Empire, as an Arab stepping stone to Europe and then on 
the Western Venetian route from eleventh century; nor must one overlook the 
importance in improvements in sea transport - its increasing certainty and 
cheapness. »
A feudal mode of production was dominant after the decline of the Roman 
empire, and this together with the medieval rise of Church power and ideology, 
and recurring wars, pestilences, and droughts, left the mass of people in 
dread, poverty and ill-health. The increasing importance of commerce and trade 
and therefore higher circulation of money led to the expansion of merchant 
capital. But the class structure of serfdom and colonialism in the Maltose
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Islands, the vastly unequal dlstrlbtlon of Incoae in agriculture, ensured 
econoalc backwardness and consequently high levels of vulnerabllty to disease 
and drought. Voeen's iaportance as Bothers and workers was central, but her 
position was so exploited that her output on the whole, was qualitatively low, 
if quantltavely high, thus contributing to the poor levels of health and 
welfare. Both freedom and ability, the dual elements of capacity, were at a 
low level for most people, leading to periodic epidemics of malaria and plague 
and to deprivation and depopulation. Capacity was clearly limited by 
relatively static forces of production and by imperial, class and gender 
exploitation.
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87) To some extent the Maltese may have been more fortunate in that the Jews 
dominated the nascent medical profession and they tended, due partly to their 
religious practises, to be particular about cleanliness and santiation, disposal 
of clothes and house disinfection where contagious diseases were diagnosed. 
See Cassar P. op cit pl4A15
88) McC^all A. op cit p 141
89) Ehrenreich B. & English D. Vitches, Midwives and Murses. Writers h Readers 
Publishing Cooperative. (1973)
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HEALTH AID DEVELQPKEHT UIDER THE KlIGHTS OF ST TOHli.
1 .-Mediterranean Background.
The Knights of St John, a military order of hospltillars crusading since the 
eleventh century, combined, killing and curing in a successful dualism(1). The 
prime object of the Order of St John of Jerusalem had been the building, 
furnishing and improvement of hospitals, but its military and naval exploits 
soon became dominant. Its dual role, as soldier and surgeon, seems 
contradictory but proved to be complementary, because it was based on the 
premise that Christian lives are valuable but barbarians are fit only to slave 
or to die. Its profitable combination of warfare and medical treatment 
foreshadowed the present-day domination of the military and pharmaceutical 
multi-national companies on the world's stock exchanges. But at the beginning 
of the sixteenth century, the Knights were retreating. They were offered Malta 
by Charles V of Spain after their defeat by the Turks at Rhodes. This
international aristocracy then dominated the Maltese Islands for nearly three 
hundred years. Axiomatic to its long rule was its victory over Muslim forces 
at the Great Seige of Malta in 1565 (2). For the Ottoman Empire, this defeat 
was another factor in its long decline. Of similar importance to the
Mediterranean balance of forces was the rise of the Spanish Empire and the
power it was beginning to gleen from its 'new world' exploits.
The Mediterranean, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was slowly 
emerging from a self-contained world economy, with a clear geographical
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division of labour. Its heart lay in the cradle of merchant capitalism - the 
clty-sates of Venice and Genoa. Its pulse was later quickened, according to 
Braudel, by the emergence of Milan and other finance-capital centres. For many 
centuries, its most profitable trading connections lay to the Bast , in 
particular in drugs and spices, but shipping also went as far north as the 
Baltics and south to Tangiers , and increasingly to the golden west to the 
Americas. (3) The invention of the compass aided this process. One must 
remember that the rate of technological advance had been very slow during the 
medieval period, but late innovations such as the compass, gunpowder, pumps, 
and printing were to be increasingly developed by the Knights.
Meanwhile, many places in the Mediterranean had developed into mono-cultures 
due less to a natural geographic division of labour than to the convenience 
and profit of successive imperialist powers. The island of Djerba, to the south 
of Malta, concentrated solely on olive oil production; Libya and Tunisia were 
known for their wax, leather and wool exports; the Sahara exported slaves and 
gold dust; to the north of Malta; the island of Sicily, often called the granary 
of the Mediterranean, exported wheat, cheeses and tunny-fish; Crete and Corfu 
were reknowned for their wine exports; and Malta principally traded cotton, 
cumin and honey. The lack of diversification within economies left the people 
more vulnerable to the vicissitudes of war, pestilence and weather. As Braudel 
notes: Grown for ixport only, ihoit cropi rtgulirly thrtaitntd th# tquilibriua of iht 
isUnd'i economy. They were often reeponeible for the threit of fiiine,(4)
*alta, lying at the meeting point of the two Mediterranean basins, was often 
used as a refuge by a contending power in nearby battles, for instance Tripoli
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In 1511 and 1551, Lepanto in 1571, and the fateful Great Selge of 1565. These brought Increased demand for both Malta's hospital care and shipping repairs. 
Malta's central position also made it a haven for the many pirates who roamed 
the two basins. For example, the Catalans, the Barbary Corsairs and the 
Barbarossas variously controlled the trade routes; and the Muslims took 
Tripoli and then Malta's sister island Gozo in the middle of the sixteenth 
century. Blouet and Braudel note:
Piracy had long been associated with the islands, but during the 
seventeenth century it became a highly organised and profitable 
activity. (5)
Trade and piracy, were the great integrators of the Mediterranean
Islands. (6)
In addition, the Maltese were thrown into the maelstrom of events by the 
International connections of the Knights and their mllltary~missionary 
prowess.
I i
, 2.-Maltese population, work and health
Adieu, farewell earth's bliss!
This world uncertain is:
Fond are life's lustful Joys,
Death proves them all but toys, 
tone from his darts can fly;
I am sick, I must die-
Lord, have mercy on us!
Rich men, trust not in wealth.
Gold cannot buy your health;
Physic himself must fade;
All things to end are made;
The plague full swift goes by;
I am sick, I must die-
Lord, have mercy on us!
^Thomas lashe : In Time of Pestilence : 1593)
The plague was the scourge of this period, but a French chronicler, recording 
the first years of the Knights possession of Malta, saw only the good side of 
life - that side that explains the subsequent, remarkable population growth:
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Thirt ar* tight parifhti btfidti th# city of Rdina (thtn tht capital) and a population 
of ovtr 20,000 noat of «hot go on living btyond thtir tightitth ytar,,,tht clitatt is 
htalthy and tht island is irrigattd with springs, It has plantations of orchards, 
olivts and vints, figs pala and othtr fruit, It abounds in rosts and thyat so tht 
honty is txctlltnt. Equally btlonging to Malta is ordinary cotton froa which tht 
inhabitants dtrivt grtat profit, It is suptrior to African and Spanish cotton. In 
«saving factor its, tht cotton btans art spun and tht cloth it thtn uttd for hut 
Govtrings, voatns clothts and ships' sails, Uhtn barlty it rtaptd, cotton soon follows 
or vict vtrsa and ordinarily tht fitlds of tht wholt island product a rtturn of 10 to 
12 lists of what is town. Tht soil is soft, shallow and ftrtilt,(7)
Quintín d'Autin goes on to state that besides cotton and corn, cunln was the
third malncrop, well-known In the Mediterranean for its medical and seasonal
values. His record is a tribute to agricultural organisation and skill in
obtaining a high productivity from few resources. The Commission report of the
Knighta of St John (isaai wha fAX ieaa anthuaidatio
poaalbllltles(8). In comparing the income from newly acquired crown lands in 
Malta to those that the Knights had Icsst in Rhcxles, they were struck by the 
relatively small return. Also of note was the paucity of locally grown focxis , 
dangerous exposure to corsair raids, and the poor health of the local 
population, especially due to recurring malaria.
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Tiible 2 PQPULATIQl AMD PQPULATIQM DBISITY. Malt^; 1501-1797
period Hst. population Density per sq JUL <a) EiiOll.
1501 pligu#
1523 plague
1528 17,000 54
1530 20,000 64
Gozo pillage ;
1551 5,000 killed/abducted,
1552 15,000 48
1585 The Great Seige; 
soae 5,000 killed,
1575 plague
1590 28,864 (b)(c) 92
1591 fanine; 800 died
1593 plague; 3,000 died
1614 41,084 (d) 131
1617 43,798
1623 plague1675 50,000 160 plague;
app, 11,000 died
1780 100,000
1797 96,534 308
Notes; (i) Arti; 313 tq kn,
(b) SyiUtiaiic tftiaaitf of th* Halttf* population «art only aadt froa 1590,
(c) After thf great plague of 1591, trade vai not freed until 1594.
(d) Excluding leeberi of the Order,
Sourcts; Hirtim i Blou§t (9)
In 1528, the population of Malta and Gozo was estimated at some 17,000 (8). By 
1797, about 270 years later, it had reached 98,534 (10). This overall increase 
of some 450% or an average of nearly two per cent per year was exceptional 
especially when one considers the big losses suffered at the Great Seige,
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during the recurring epidenics of the Black Death and due to the continuously 
high infant mortality rate. Bowen-Jones et al comment on 'the relative security 
and stablity of life under the Knights' ' rule of 269 years. <11 ) Vhile S. 
Bussutil asserts that in Kalta in 1Ô11, Just over a decade after the retreat of 
the Knights, 'we may be sure that per capita income was among the highest in 
Europe.'(12) Perhaps so, but we may be in no doubt at all that Income was very 
unequally distributed among the population, and security of life was still the 
luxury of the few.
Where did the wealth come from to support this increase in the local 
population and the still apparent oppulence of the Knights and their parasites? 
The three main sources were dues (tithes) from the Knights' expansive feudal 
properties, mostly in France, the export revenue from local cotton sales, and 
piracy and slavery. In the seven teeth and eighteenth centuries, as their 
foreign holdings became more vulnerable, the Knights tended to increase local 
Investment. Accordingly, the administrative machinery of local government also 
increased. The rural areas became increasingly involved in cash crops: cotton 
for the local spinning and weaving Industry and foodstuffs for sale in the 
burgeoning harbour towns. (13)
Kalnly an agricultural community, the Maltese and Gozltans were to specialise 
increasingly in growing cotton and developing industries in spinning and 
weaving. Other small industries included goldsmiths, silversmiths, tailors, 
bootmakers, carpenters, smiths and bakers. And fishing was often fruitful
©specially to the south of Malta where much tunny, coral and sponge was to be
found.
; ■ I
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Lying between the two most populated cities of the sixteenth century, laples 
and Constantinople, commerce and trade were of growing Importance In Malta's 
natural harbours. Malta had a strategic position in the cradle of merchant 
capitalism. The local merchant capitalist class developed and commerce and 
trade became a way of life for many inhabitants of the dock areas. Merchants 
make their profits through controlling markets : the greater the control, the 
higher the rate of profit. They sought state support for monopolistic 
privileges and they could only operate within definite political limits, always 
recognising the interests of the Knights, the church and the nobility on whose 
support they were variiously dependent. Merchant capitalism was not then an 
engine of development. To maintain its price advantage or monopolistic 
position it preferred the status quo to changes in the forces or relations of 
production. It corroded the feudal order only to the extent that it subjugated 
production to the rationality of the market. <14)
Most people then were agricultural labourers and cotton spinners/weavers,
fishermen or traders, trapped within a centuries' old relationship of 
domination and subordination. The mode of production was predominately feudal 
in that a class of peasants had surplus value extracted from them in the form 
of rent and rent in kind and thus, through extra-economic coercion, they
supported middlemen, priests, landlords and Imperialist. Petty commodity 
production for the market by Independent producers who owned their own means 
of production was limited but of increasing importance especially as the 
cotton and lace-making industries developed from home base. Industrial 
production was most concentrated at the new shipyards, where the capitalist 
node of production existed as early as the sixteenth century i.e. workers had
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nothing but their labour power to sell and no control over the means of 
production.
Ve can assume there was a dual economy operating. One in remoter parts of 
the countryside that depended very little if at all on money and where payment 
was more often made in kind. The other in the new capital, Valletta, and in the 
newly fortified towns around the Grand Harbour, where the Knights placed their 
headquarters and where trade, commerce and ship-repairs were concentra ted. And 
it was in these new, overcrowded, insanitary conditions in the pits of poverty 
that the recurrent epidemics and endemics of these times raged. Here, infant 
mortality was even higher than in the countryside. It was here too that class 
inequalities were most conspicuous and class hatred most virulent.
Braudel describes the collective distress suffered by the Mediterranean poor,
especially during the mid-seventeenth century years, which combined
overpopulation and economic depression.
Twenty per cent of the population living in txtrtea poverty conetitutee a Urge but 
credible percentage both ineide and outfide the hediterranean region,,,A story of 
perpetual and aultiple social tension,(15)
'Cruelty, fraticidal vengeance, lies, one-sided Justice*, were the prevalent 
characteristics of every-day life. Ho doubt our ancestors bore an unfair 
measure of these injustices, caught as they were between the vying powers and 
privileges of the Grand-Master, the Bishop and the Inquisitor. The
contradictions between the superstructure and the infrastructure and within the 
superstructure itself were indeed great. Serfs, slaves, artisans or traders 
could secure or advance their hold on life by seeking a favour through 
representation and the protection of patronage from one section of the ruling 
class or another. For Instance, the parish priest or the Captain of the Militia
Í I
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were the main patrons on a village level. This popular hope that, by being 
pawns in the hands of vying powers, personal and family interests would be 
Indirectly realised, lives on.
Despite the obvious wealth and International fame of their rulers, many 
thousands of islanders continued in their frugal and precarious existence, 
sowing and reaping cotton, corn and cumin at the bottom of a chain of 
middlmen, landowners, priests, merchants and autocrats. Vinters were feared as 
stormy seas cut off vital trade. Summer carried the twin threats of drought 
and disease <16). As Joseph Kicallef notes, the Church's most popular 
invocation during this period reflects people's predicament: *A peste, fiame et 
bello, libera nos, PomJne.'M?)
There were still many troglodytes. For instance, a big cave was occupied all 
through the Kiddle Ages and at least up to 1772. In 1632, it housed 172 people 
or 27 families and evidence points to the fact that these cave-dwellers were 
very healthy. (18) Others lived in huts in the countryside. Dr Paul Cassar 
writes:
Tht grtii laif of ptoplt livtd in fcatUrtd villigfi, Thty dvtli in 
fingli-ftoriad rtcianguUr stont housof with a rtar courtyard for 
doMftic aninalf, Thttt habitationi vert poorly conttruciad, vary lov and 
lOMtiMf covarad with raad-rooft which tha ftoray wind! oftan carriad 
away,(19)
It was near the ports that housing became most congested. For instance. Dr 
Blouet calculates that Valletta's population increased from three to ten 
thousand in the short period between 1590 and 1614. In the new city of 
Valletta, the Knights attempt€Ki some precautions. In 1566, each house was 
required to make connection with the sewers which were laid beneath the 
streets and had to be provided with a cistern for the storage of water (20).
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However, the remarkable stateliness of the buildings they erected concealed a 
paucity of sleeping quarters (21) In the old quarry of Mandraggio, a damp and 
filthy shanty town developed without any of these sanitary facilities. By 1614 
its population exceeded one thousand poor who had very little but their 
labour power to sell, (22)
Intermittent work was found at the new ship-building yards which were opened
in 1540 and enlarged in 1600 and in 1636, for the construction of the Knights'
vessels and also in the building of the huge bastions.
During iht Order's rule the nueber and size of aanufacturing concern« on the liland« 
expanded enoreouily. The lack of induftrie« of ear ea« a severe handicap to the Order 
during its first years in Malta and at an early stage certain manufacturing processes 
«ere introduced, The greatest expansion took place in the industries linked «ith the 
t«o spheres of military operations in which the Order «as principally interested ; the 
galley squadron and the development of defensive works around the Grand Harbour,(23)
The basis of Malta's war economy was being laid and was to remain the
pediment of growth for over 440 subsequent years.
The Black Death and Other Illnesses.
Prevalent illnesses during Malta's colonisation by the Knights of St John 
included the 'fever' - probably malaria-, venereal diseases, smallpox and 
measles, scarlet fever, consumption, and the plague (24). 'The sixteenth century 
may well be called the plague century from the several invasions of the 
disease that afflicted the Island' . The fear of the 'pesta* dominated the new 
harbour-side slums where contagious diseases found an ideal breeding ground.
One hundred and forty-five years after the Maltese Islands were given to the 
Knights of St John and following the mid-seventeenth century slump, Malta was 
to suffer its worst plague epidemic. The fourteenth century Black Death had
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claiaed ailllons of vlctias throughout Europe. It recurred in Malta in 1501, 
1523, 1519, 1549, 1575, 1592/3, and 1623 as shown in Table 2. But the greatest 
blight that ever hit Malta caae in 1675/6, eleven years after it raged through 
London. It killed over 11,300 people, mostly women, out of a population of no 
more than 50,000 or a fifth of the total population.(25) Contemporaneously, 
the plague was raging in Tripoli, Tunis, Rhodes and Constantinople. English 
warships, using Malta as a base in their war against Tripoli, put ashore 68 
slaves on 7th August 1665 and these warships were generally blamed for
bringing the plague from Tripoli. It struck the towns around the Grand Harbour
first and then Attard. As Micallef relates:
Tht ftory of the plague 1675-76 if the itory of 50,000 Haltefe eho for eeekf on end 
dreaded diicovering the fuelling of buboef in their arapit or in the groin,,.Panic, 
deeolarifation and faeine prevailed af the victiif ufually died uithin four dayf and 
the difeafe fpread, defpite quarantine aeafuref and a trade etbargo.(26)
An outbreak of the pesta at any port led to its closing. This had a
disastrous effect on trade. As Blouet points out, 'disease was usually
accompanied by famine as food supplies were cut off: this happened in the
great plagues of 1591 and 1676.*(27)
i I
, i
It was in the slum areas of the new cities, where inhabitants had no 
agricultural resources to fall back on, that losses were greatest. Gozo 
remained free of the 1675 epidemic as did many country villages. Out of 29,000 
countryside dwellers 2,000 or seven per cent died, whereas out of 22,000 town 
dwellers 9,000 or forty per cent died.(28) The relatively low rural incidence 
of deaths in 1675 Malta A Gozo highlights the relative health and security of 
country life. The continuing high incidence in the inner harbour region, 
despite the Knight's policy of making 'the safeguarding of public health'(29)
I,
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the supreme law, reveals the limited effectiveness of state health-care policy 
especially when it is reactionary rather than progressive.
i I
But in Valletta's Mandraggio, thousands died. While in Castiglia of Vittoriosa, 
nearly all inhabitants perished. Indeed, Vittoriosa lost nearly sixty per cent 
of its residents while the two adjourning harbour cities of Cospicua and 
Senglea each lost half of their residents. Valletta, with its population of 
12,000, lost one third of its inhabitants in this plague, but very few victims 
were in the privileged classes. Mlcallef notes that 'the Order, the convents 
and monastries remained for long free of the plague'.
The poorest in the poorest classes were hardest hit. lot only did they die 
from the plague but also from hunger and other infectious diseases. Their 
population was further depleted after the epidemic had subsided through a 
series of crop failures and subsequent forced emigration.
The need to develop an environment unreceptive to the transmission of all 
infectious diseases was only realised for the upper classes. Cassar reckons 
that 'the awakening of a serious Interest in the Influence of the external 
material environment on the health of the community dates only from the 
opening years of the nineteenth century'(30) ; but I would argue that this 
should read 'closing' rather than 'opening' years of the last century. Members 
of the Order, the church and the burgeoning professionals retained their 
privileges in life and in death at this time and for hundreds of years to 
cone. The church, in fact, increased its wealth and buildings enormously during
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and after the worst year, 1675, through the soliciting of pledges for
protection from the plague.
Government under the Knights 
Grain
When the Knights took over in 1530, they kept the Università, the local 
administrative body (a), as an independent company in the hands of four Maltese 
but ultimately under the Grand Master's control. (31)The università ran on the 
principle of bulk-buying of wheat, corn and indeed many other staple items of 
food, and then fixed the price of both foreign and local produce. With their 
new ruler's aid, the Università renewed its annual right to grain from Sicily 
at preferential export tariffs. For example, the quota was 26,000 salme of
grain in 1773 as agreed by the King of Spain and the Order in 1749. This
quota was not, however, always honoured and lack of food was a continual
hazard to the poorer classes. Grand Master Lascaris, in the seventeenth
century, not only instituted a foundation to provide galleys but also a
foundation 'to ensure that sufficient money was always available to keep the
Island well stocked with grain.'(32)
«
There was no question that the Knights may have tried to dismantle the
Università as did the British in later years. The Order set up a paternal
system of government involving much local investment:
Sixittnih ctntury Grind nifttrt likt dil Nontt (iha pilict), Li Ciffitrt ( tht 
convtntuil church), Vtrdallt (Virdili Pilict and iht fitf of llaraa) and Alof dt 
Vignacourt (th# aquaduct) had batn contant to tract public vorka during thair lifatiaaa 
and parhapi laava a goodly lua to tha Ordar on daath, Hany lavantaanth cantury Grand 
flaatarf, including da paula, Latcarii, Nicola Cotonar and Carafa, bafidaa indulging in 
lavifh ipanding during thair livai, lat up foundation!, tha incoaat froi which wara to 
ba appliad, in parpatuity, to ftrangthaning soaa aipact of tha organifation,(33)
(a) Chaptar Two, p 132 for datailt,
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The Knights wanted a safe stronghold against the 'barbarians', they had liitle 
concern that government expenses were high, buoyed as they were by feudal 
dues, and capital investment in Kalta was safer than in Europe. So the Knights 
not only took responsablity for the quality and price of bread but also for 
the provision of water, public works, hospitals, charities, some higher 
education and a library. How much the poor managed to benefit from these 
faciltles is a moot point. (34)
Vested interests
The Knights, hAving rec'eived MAltA in fie f, ruled Absolutely, Although on
paper they owed their rights to the King of Spain. The contemporary Grand- 
Xaster had neither obligation nor inclination to refer matters to the imperial 
headquarters or to the general populace.
Catholic Church establishments had a special place in the line of power, due to 
the very nature of the missionary Langue and its aspirations for the spread of 
the Chrisltan Empire. Thus, in this period, the authority and wealth of the 
bishop and the inquisitor, who arrived towards the end of the sixteenth 
century. Increased. In the newly built capital city of Valletta, the richest 
cathdral was erected and every town was centred around a huge parish church. 
In particular, a church building boom occurred after the great plague of 1676. 
The bishop and inquisitor enjoyed their own jurisdiction over their patentees 
and famlliari and any disputes between one of these and a layman had to be 
decided in an ecclesiastical court.
Thf pattniM«, tlwtyi liyitn, and fatiliari, uiually layttn, tnjoyad cltrical Uaunity, 
and thf Inquisitor had a habit of building up the nuabtr of thtse by splitting up his 
fstatfs and lotting thta out to atn as Itasaholdtrs; as such thty qualifitd for patants 
and «art praparad to pay for tha privilaga,(35)
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And the church was given control over education and medicine. It was only 
through the patronage of the church and/or a professional who had been steeped 
in Christian theology, that an ordinary Maltese person could hope for special 
relief. A few landowning families, usually the nobility speaking romance, the 
Church and the professionals were, in sum, the indigenous ruling class or local 
parasites.
As Roy Rappaport astutely observes, religion was useful to maintain discipline 
and doclltiy:
coercion it expentiv* and difficult and coapliance and docility are achieved tore 
eatily through firtt the encouragement of religioui experience!,,, and tecond, 
inculcation of the belief that the eorld't evils are a result of the vorthippert's oen 
sinfulness rather than a aatter of external exploitation or oppression which the 
worshipper could possibly resent,(36)
The power of the clergy is brought home by the following document which shows 
the annual income from lands and property in Malta and Gozo in 1671. The 
clergy has by far the highest annual income from lands and property, 
comprising twenty-seven per cent or over one quarter of the total income. John 
Kontalto estimates that the income of the few nobles during the 1670 *s 'was 
probably not more than 8% but certainly not less than 5% of the 285,628 scudi’ 
mentioned in the document < 37)
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Jablt 3
Landf of iht Ordtr
Annual Inco M  fro« HalUii Land» and ProDirtv. 1671
Scudi (a)
Holy Offict and iti HiniaUr«
Secular and Regular Clergy
Inhabitantf of Valletta
Inhabitantf of Vittoriosa, Senglea, Cospicua
Notabile and other casale
Other casale
|ai§
fHi Viiyii the nearest tcudo, where 1,000 scudi were valued at £83,33;
incoie froi interest on loans, at a rate pereitted by the Church, are not included 
Source / John Hon til to U9$0)
To gain some idea of the relative wealth of the Church, consider the following:
During the eighteenth century the aaxiaua annual incoae of a noble faiily was in the 
region of 10,000 scudi - about fifty tiees tore than the salary of a butler. Of course 
the incoie of tany noble faeilies was euch less, the range being 3,500-4,500 scudi. 
Towards the end of the century a noble household of twelve persons could live in soae 
coifort for about 3,300 scudi, Faeilies earning, annually, aore than 5,000 scudi can be 
considered as very wealthy,(38)
It is clear that the ownership of land with its consequent revenue was the 
major source of Icxal wealth in the Maltese Islands during this perioi and the 
Clergy, within about a century of the Knights' Rule, was doing better than all 
other sections of the ruling class.
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High quality farm land was let on short-term leases for rent and rent in 
kind; while enphyteutical leases or long-term contracts were operative 
especailly on marginal lands. This latter was the contract most favoured by 
the Order, the Università and the church, who 'between them probably owned 
about 50% of the Islands* farm land,* In the seventeenth century. (39>. The terms 
of the emphyteutlcal lease were stringent. Blouet finds that many peasants 
never successfully developed the land they were granted because the marginal 
productivity of the land was very low, barely able to support meschlato and 
barley crops which were low quality and low priced. The poor farmers also 
lacked capital and means of production and were plagued by recurring drought 
and disease.
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the cultivated area was 
extended as the Knights decided to drain the marshland from a 1650 Council of 
the Order of St John; and as the Knights became more directly Involved In the 
agricultural economy, spurred partly by the Increasingly weak finances of the 
Order and the Increasing difficulty In collecting responsione from many 
European estates.(40). The Knights Increased agricultural Investment In the 
Maltese Islands, because these lands, although less profitable were, at least, 
easy to control and exploit. A common method, that flattered a Grand-Master's 
ego, was to set up a foundation carrying the Grand-Master's name and In which 
a part of his fortune was Invested In urban and rural development.
By the eighteenth century, the Knights' fleets had destroyed Algerian, Tunisian 
and Tripolitan corsairs and could cruise from Lisbon to Syracuse carrying loot 
and treasure. Turkey's sea-power having declined and the threat of Mohammed Ism
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being remote, the Knights (3-500 of then) could live a life of idleness and 
luxury in Malta. Long-forgotten were their vows of chastity and obedience as 
were their rules and regulations ensuring discipline and honesty. Their 
arrogance, tyrrany and oppression was unlimited. The Church and upper classes 
were fully compliant to their system of patronage and encouraged or turned a 
blind eye to prostitution. Dr Gauci wrote that: ‘Valletta became a brothel, nor 
did a family remain which was not dishonoured.'(41) Despite the fact that the 
Knight's and Clergy's financial resources vast, the people were reduced to a 
condition of servitude and degradation.
Health care
In the tradition of combining religion and medical care, the Knights on arrival 
had a hospital built at Vittorloea(42). The Great Seige, was as Dr Paul Cassar 
explains, 'the first medical emergency on a national scale that Malta had to 
face', the Holy Infirmary and a small Italian hospital at Blrgu and the old 
Santu Spirtu hospital at Rabat were sadly Inadquate. After the new fortress 
city of Valletta was constructed as their headquarters, the Holy Infirmary was 
moved there. Later they set up a district and nursing service for sick women 
and a quarantine system for seamen at Lazzeretto, Marsamxett harbour In 1634. 
Dissections and post-mortems began In Malta at a much earlier stage than most 
other countries because the Knights founded a School of Anatomy and Surgery at 
the Holy Inflrmarty Hospital In 1676. The first Director and teacher of the 
School of Anatomy was Dr Joseph 2^mmlt, both a physician and a priest. He 
founded a garden of medicinal herbs and was a major donar to the library that 
was set up In the Holy Infirmary.(43)
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The Jesuits were expelled iron Kalta in 1769 . They had headed demands for 
'Impunity, the observence of national privileges and a reduction in the price
of wheat* (44). They got reform of the church : personal and local Immunity was
restricted as were court exemptions. The Knights seized the Jesuits property
and from its revenues they founded a university. In 1771, the Faculties of
Theology, Law and Medicine were set up and the School of Anatomy and Surgery 
were incorporated in the latter. Physicians no longer had to go abroad to 
Italy or France to train. They had to do six years clinical practise at the 
Holy Infirmary before license to exercise their profession was granted.
The free distribution of medicines and monthly contributions to the House of 
Poor Women (founded by Catherine Scoppi in 1646) were provided by the 
Knights, but when there had been overspending as for instance on building work 
under G.K. Pinto in 1774, the above services and subsidies were discontinued.
It seems, however, that from the very beginning the Knights' concern for the 
public's health was superficial. They imposed heavy taxes on the common people 
and inequalities Increased under their rule. Very soon after their arrival, the 
local people under the leadership of Dr Joseph Callus, District Medical Officer, 
organised a petition to Phillip II of Spain, against the exorbitant taxes of
G.M. Jean de la Vallette. The petition^ was intercepted by the Knights and 
Callus was hanged in 1561.(45) Petitions and demonstrations were the 
commonest methods of airing discontent with harsh taxes, high rents, 
repressloln and persecution which according to Vettinger, were the order of 
the day.
» I
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The maintenance and reproduction of Maltese labour power was of Intermittent 
interest to the elite. With vast external sources of wealth, with local surplus 
supplies of labour (male, female and child), with a not-too-distant source of 
Sicilian labour and a ready market in slaves (46), both capital and labour 
were largely available externally. True, the Knights needed a stronghold in the 
sixteenth century against Muslim attacks but once the Great Selge had been 
won, there was no real threat until the end of the eighteenth century. Medical 
care and charities were more often showpieces and means of enhancing their 
own power while nurturing a useful buffer of physicians. However, as the 
Knights became progresseIvely more dependent on local Investments and local 
sources of surplus value, such as cotton exports, so they became more 
concerned with the local Infrastructure. I have referred to the increasing 
foundations of the seventeenth century and the Improvements in the provision 
of grain and water, which bear out this point. The Knights also encouraged the 
construction of water cisterns, from 1569, and developed the use of 
underground springs for household purposes, from 1610. 'By 1723', writes 
(^ssar, 'there were fifty-three water reservoirs in Valletta and Floriana, 
twenty-one of which were open to the public'. In the eighteenth century, the 
Order enacted many special laws and regulations 'with the aim of securing a 
better storage of water in the towns and protecting its purity.' (47)
The Catholic Church and the health of the people.
The Catholic Church's power and status under the Knights not only cane from 
its property but also depended on its ability to mediate and compromise. It 
boasted hegemony in the field of social welfare, both spiritual and material.
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By pointing to its charities - its hospices and orphanages- it could, 
according to Vassallo (48), norally defend its wealth. Ecclesiastics were not 
under the jurisdiction of the civil tribunals and many churches were 
sanctuaries against the Knights* guards. The Church also included an educated 
elite of notaries, doctors and teachers. These had social and political 
Influence and encouraged patronage and dependency. Thus a monolithic ideology 
became allied to the International and national elite, 'resisting forces of 
liberalism and socialism*. (49)
Health then was not seen as a right but *in the nature of a reward to be won 
by those who give useful service and fulfil their obligations to society.*(50) 
Going bach to the teachings of St Thomas Aquinas, we see that the Church's 
Ideology upheld a helrarchy of benefits and the perpetuation of inequalities, 
for 'the standard of living we should have, must reflect our 'station in life". 
And the church's way of seeing things like poverty and ill-health must have 
been general since it was the dominating Influence on people's lives.
Poverty and scarcity were not condemned. The church did nothing unless the 
peasants themselves seemed about to mobilise against severe oppression. There 
were exceptions. In 1594, for instance, the bishop succeeded in revoking some 
taxes and the mid 1630*s large demonstration in Zejtun against the imposition 
of new taxes appears to have been headed by the parish priest (51). Complaints 
night then have been expressed on behalf of their parishioners but the Bishop 
and Inquisitor were careful not to rock the boat that was so comfortable for 
them. The church's effect on health was not only indirectly but also directly 
negative in as much as it drained hard-earned money from the people to build
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nagnificent parish churches and subsidise the annual parish festa, while this 
noney could have been used In Improving village public works and sanitation.
The church's authority was enhanced by Its role as protector from the foreign 
overlord. It thus represented cultural identity in the face of a powerful 
foreign elite. It sanctified the traditional, frugal way of life as opposed to 
the evil and false luxuries of the cities. It blessed the family and the wife's 
sacrifices as its cornerstone. Such pressure to conform to a certain way of 
life must have had two opposing effects on peasant women, in so far as they 
stayed in the country, they were less exposed to infectious diseases, filth and 
famine but in so far as they were used as reproductive machines and sources of 
unpaid or cheap labour, their lives were shortened.
An example of the church's direct influence on public policy is given in the 
history of midwifery.<52) From 1575, the first Inquisitor of Malta, Monsignor 
Pietru Duzina, began encouraging parish priests to teach midwives how to 
baptise. The Kurja certificate showing that a midwife could administer baptism 
was obligatory long before her doctor's license. This became a rule in 1624. 
From then a midwife had to have both a Kurja certificate and a doctor's 
license .Further Government regulations were passed in 1662 and 1722 and became 
laws in 1724 and 1784, which prevented any woman practising midwifery unless 
she had been examined and approved by the Principal Government Doctor and 
given a license. The baby had to be saved in childbirth, and if the mother 
died, the the midwife was to do a caesarian and baptise the newborn. All the 
officialdom did not lead to more hygienic birth conditions until much later -
I i
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in 1899- when the Government first published regulations about how a midwife 
should keep her hands and her instruments clean and disinfected.
As in other parts of Europe at this time, the Inquisitor tried many lay-healers 
and sorcerers in Malta<53).Popular belief in folk medicine, especially herbal 
remedies, was widespread. The fame of the anti-septic fungus growing on a rock 
near G020 spread as did the belief in the power of the white powder at St 
Paul's Grotto to overcome fever and smallpox. Hatural doctors, mostly women, 
abounded and increasingly became a thorn in the flesh of the hegenomlc 
physicians. 'Witchcraft' was increasingly scorned by 'science'.
Summary
Under the Knights' rule, Maltese society underwent a slow change in the mode 
of production - towards more merchant and industrial capitalism and away from 
subsistence farming and feudal ties. A special source of wealth was that from 
corsairlng which was, it seems, the most prosperous industry until the late 
eighteenth century (54). Meanwhile the instruments of class domination 
developed and consolidated science and technology, politics and law, the 
church and the professions all increasingly interacted and, occasionally^ 
united against the excesses of the Knights and the uncertainty of the shifts 
of power in the Mediterranean.
Despite the increased opportunités for a few more well-placed merchants, 
seamen, artisan and cotton workers, the mass of people still lived lives of 
subservience and frugality. They lacked the most basic sanitary services and 
knew little of the benefits of hygiene. The advantages of spacious homes were
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increasingly denied them as their numbers grew and housing only developed 
haphazardly. Their traditional knowledge of herbal medicine had been 
overshadowed by the growing power of the physician/priest, if not terrified 
out of their homes by the Inquisitor. Their health, in a nutshell, was more 
precarious than their hard-won lives. Their babies and children died by the 
thousand every year.
Contradictions Increased not only because of the glaring inequality between the 
wealth of the Order and the Clergy and the poverty of the mass of peasants 
but Also beoAuse, as produc'tivity inorsAsed on ths aa4 ih ths shipyArdS)
the difference grew between a workers' capacity to produce and his and his 
family's ability to survive. Capacity and need were increasingly separated. To 
prevent these contradictions being realised and overcome, the Order had to use 
repressive and disciplinary tools.
Take for example, the Order's reaction to the 1592-93 plague epidemic. The 
Council of Order elected four Knights as Health Commissioners on 6th June 
1592. They were 'invested with great powers to enable them to maintain 
discipline'. First all plague patients were isolated in a lazaretto. The Health 
Commissioners could 'punish transgressors with flogging, forced rowing in the 
galleys and even death after obtaining the sanction of the Grandmaster', 
levertheless, Cassar notes:
it hif bttn rtcordad that tvtn i guardian of tht lazaratto did not rtf rain froa 
fttaling t«o aattriiftf in ipitt of tht fact that hii right art vat aiifing and that 
ht had only thrtt fingtri on tht Itft hand! Othtrt robbtd tht dtad of thtir clothti and 
burgltd dtttrttd houfti, Ont of thtft thitvtf vat caught rtd-handtd, floggtd through 
tht ftrtttf of hif villagt and condtantd to tht galltyf for lift «hilt tht itoltn goodf 
vtrt publicly burntd.(SS)
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During this period of increased commerce and trade, the recurrence of the 
plague is central to the relationship between development and ill-health, 
especially in the desperately poor, socially decomposed inner-harbour slums. 
It, above all other epidemics during the rule of the Knights of St John, 
reflects the prevailing mode of production, and the contradictions in the 
prevailing socio-economic relations. Its recurrence cannot be explained by 
market forces or demographic changes alone.
»: I
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C i i a . p ' b e i r  F o u i r
IUPTPBWTH r.RiTURY HKALTH A ECQHOMirr COIDIIIQMS
In this chapter, population trends, production and the standard of living in 
the nineteenth century will be analysed. Some aspects of church. Imperial and 
local state policy will be reviewed. Thus the scene will be set for the next 
chapter which will look in depth at the epidemics of cholera. Always the aim 
Is to understand how the health of an ordinary woman, man or child was 
affected by the material conditions of existence and the prevailing ideology.
Qpneral Mediterranean Background
At the end of the eighteenth century, two thirds of the Knights in Malta were 
of French origin and despite the rise in Malta's cotton trade, still a major 
source of the Knight's wealth came from feudal dues of large estates in France 
and Italy. The French revolution and the extension of the French Empire was to 
sound their deathknell. In less than nine years, from the French revolution in 
1789 to 1797, the systematic confiscation of their property meant that their 
annual income was reduced by eighty-five per cent. The Knights were reduced to 
borrowing from Maltese merchants. (1) Antagonism between the Knights and the 
civilian population grew sharper than ever as the rulers increased local 
exploitation in an effort to maintain their standards of wealth. Members of 
the nobility and professionals, such as Baron don Marion Testaferata and 
lawyers Bonannl, Torreglannla, Schembrl and Muscat, and the church leaders 
were increasingly denied the rights and privileges they had previously 
enjoyed. So it was not surprising that many nobles and even some Knights
connived in lapoleon's takeover in 1798.
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The rise of capitallsin with its Increased trade and expansive conpulslon, 
meant that sooner or later one of the emerging world powers would have 
recognised the strategic value of possession of Malta, en route to Horth 
Africa,Turkey and India and at the centre of growing Mediterranean trade. The 
corruption and decadence of the Knights left Malta wide open to prey.
Despite lapoleon's grasp of Malta's maritime importance, French rule of Malta 
was to last less than three months.(2) The pace of reform being so fast:-all 
slaves were released and the slave trade abolished; the nobility and its feudal 
privileges were abolished; the church's wealth and authority were threatened 
with the passing of measures to seize church property and sell it for the 
relief of the poor; and the internal base for such a revolution being weak, the 
local people led by Canon Caruana, the Bishop, and Bmmanual Vitale, a notary, 
rebelled and laid the French troops under seige in the capital, Valletta. (3)
The Maltese did not have enough arms to completely defeat the French. They 
were forced to seek aid from another naval power. The British were their only 
choice. Their hatred for the Knights turned them away from Russia to which 
refuge many of the Order had fled. They also feared that vital trade with 
Turkey and the Barbary coast would be disrupted if they came under the 
Russians. The British Admiralty was close at hand competing in imperialist 
tactics to outwit Mapoleon. But it took two long years of semi^blockades, 
destitution, disease and death , before Captain Ball took a fleet from Sicily 
to Malta and secured General Vaubois' formal surrender. As Civil Commissioner, 
Captain Ball, introduced British absolute rule in all military and civil
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matters and d esp ite p ro te sts and pet i t  ions .d id  not r e -in s ta te  the C o n sig llo  Populare.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century, Malta's main exports were cotton 
twist and cotton manufactures, cigars and vegetables to the United kingdom 
and the letherlands while her main imports were grain and fodder mostly from 
Russia and Turkey. The distance to both these sources and destinations show 
how far the Island's produce and trade had become internationalised during the 
Order's time. The Maltese merchant class had grown. For instance, a ship would 
go to Italy to buy silk, take it to Spain, buy cargoes there for sale in the 
Canaries and Havannah or even Mexico and Peru. Others made a fortune selling 
goods to the new nation of the United States of America. (4)
After the lapoleonlc wars, the British Havy dominated the Mediterranean. 
Gibraltar had been acquired many years before in 1704 and the Ionian Islands 
were taken with Malta. The Suez Canal was opened in 1869, Cyprus leased in 
1878 and Egypt taken in 1882. So Malta, by the end of the nineteenth century, 
had become the Jewel in Britain's Mediterranean crown, the base for its 
Mediterranean fleet and a major trading post on the busy Indian commercial 
route.
British annual military expenditure in Malta peaked in times of war and 
tension : there were the Joint United States and British wars against the 
Barbary pirates (1814-1816), the Battle of lavarino (1828-30); the Russian- 
Greek alliance and Treaty of Unkiar Skellessi freeing Greece from the Ottoman 
Empire (1834-36); against Mehemet All (1840-2); and in particular against
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renewed French expansion (which took Algeria in 1834 and negotiated to build
the Suez canal in 1869) and during the Crlnean War 1854-56.(5) But military
and naval expenditure tended then to be rapidly cut back. Meanwhile commercial
trade was often severely disrupted. Of lasting importance was the fact that
the Grand Harbour with its newly built drydock became the supply and refit
station for British naval forces in the Crimean Var, and commercial repair and
bunkering facilities developed round the naval docks. From 1839, the PAO and
East India Company used Malta as a calling port on their Egyptian and Levant
routes. Entrepot trade rose. For instance, by 1857 Malta had become a stepping
stone in the wool trade from Barbary ports to the USA and Malta Introduced
tobacco from USA to both the Barbary coast and Sicily. Incidentally, this
entrepot trade aided the expansion of the local cigar Industry, but it was
unique(6). On the whole, commerce did not generate local production. And it
was on commerce and British foreign policy that the Maltese were to become
increasingly dependent for their very basis of existence. As Clare points out,
Malta's economy became Increasingly dependent on merchant capitalism to the
disadvantage of internal development:
A* tine pifscd, export! of local products «ere to fora an increasingly snail part of 
total foreign trade, and in the latter decades of the century local consunption of 
foreign nanufactures increased appreciably, The vulneraMity of Malta's econoay, its 
increased dependence on coaercial pursuits for the payaent of basic iaports,becaae even 
aore glaringly obvious in the second half of the period under survey,(7)
Shipping business and port activity were given a great boost by the opening of
the Suez C^nal in 1869. As a result, unemployment and emigration fell somewhat
in the 1870's, while the migratory trend from land to the suburbs of the
harbours, such as Paola, Marsa, Hamrun, Qorml and Sliema, accelerated. From
1871 to 1881 the number of coalheavers, porters and carriers doubled and the
total labour force rose by forty per cent (8). British steel exports via Malta
à
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peaked in 1882 while Black Sea grain trade to Europe was still buoyant. But 
the USA was to take the European market for grain after 1890. Simultaneously 
the size of ships and their working power increased so reducing their need to 
bunker at ports such as the Grand Harbour. Meanwhile, Malta faced Increased 
competition from other Mediterranean ports which had the extra advantage of 
resources from vast hinterlands to draw on . By 1895, shipping and port 
activity in Malta had dropped well back to former levels.
■t it
•fp: I
Although Malta benefltted from being on Britain's major imperial sea route in 
the nineteenth century , it was 'too much considered as a garrison or naval 
station, instead of a central depot for merchandise*(9). As a commercial 
centre, Malta's fortunes were intermittent. And as a naval base too, Malta's 
Importance was dependent on external and not internal developments. It is not 
surprising then that British imperial rule paid scant attention to local living 
conditions. High unemployment, destitution, famine and disease were officially 
greeted by the Malthusian arguments that these were only positive checks on 
the native's fast population growth and high population density. Their terrible 
condition was demographlcally determined by the 'improvidence of the people in 
multiplying their numbers beyond the demand for their labour'.(10) The 1838 
Royal Commission, reporting after the big cholera outbreak, went on to add 
grist to the mill by recommending first that the police should be strengthened 
and second that monthly alms-giving be discontinued. It could be argued that 
Malta was not only used, it was abused: being undeveloped and deprived of 
basic human rights, including health.
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population Trends
In 1797,one year before the arrival of the French, Malta's native Catholic 
population was eetlnated to be nearly one hundred thousand souls. The long and 
dreadful seige of the French garrison (11) nay have taken up to twenty 
thousand lives as British efforts to bring General Vaubois and his nen to 
their knees by preventing the passage of all convoys to Malta, also brought 
many thousands of women, men and children to their graves. Typhus and yellow 
fever epidemics raged compounding health problems for the deprived 
inhabitants. By 1807, despite the commercial boom and Increased British 
demand for labour in port areas, the native Catholic population had still not 
recovered. From the parish registers, it was estimated at ninety thousand. Of 
these, ninety per cent lived on the Island of Malta and more than a quarter 
were already concentrated in and around the capital city of Valletta, it being 
estimated that twenty-five thousand souls lived in Valletta and Florlana.
Malta Population and Population Density;18Q7-1851 
Civil population Density (per sq km) (a)
1807(b) 
1828 
1842 (c) 
1851
122,804
115,945
114,499
90,021
Noitt;(«) Tht irta if 313 iq ka,
(b) Thif if iht grand total, including 'othar inhabitant! and doatfticatad ftrangars,
Tht nativ# Catholic population «as 93,054 in 1807, and 96,534 in 1797,
(c) thé t i n t  official population ctnfuf uai taken in 1842 and tharaaftar in 1851 and 
avary fubiaquant dacada up to 1931,
Sources: Parish registers; Census 1Ô51; and Martins British Colonies Vol 5 
Dawsons London 1843; reprinted (1967) p590; also Price C. Malta and the
Maltese Melbourne 1954; Appendix B some aspects of Maltese Demographic 
History.
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So the first half century of British rule of the Maltese Islands brought an 
absolute decline In the civil papulation. (12) Extrañe poverty, famine and 
disease acconpanled the sharp decline In manufacturing production and was 
regarded with Imperial Indifference. The 1838 Royal Commission and Indeed such 
subsequent learned works as that of Bowen Jones et al(13), mistakenly 
Identified a' slow rate of Increase* In the Maltese population at the beginning 
of the nineteenth century and attributed this sluggishness to *the excessive 
pressure of numbers on resources'. Accusations of overpopulation were and 
remain a convenient tool for shifting blame for disease and death onto the 
natives.
PravAlant diseases In th« nineteenth (century Included the »fever*, ophthelmU, 
bowel and pulmonary Infections and the recurrence of epidemics of cholera, 
measles, scarlet fever, smallpox and dlptherla.(14>
Child \ laiant Mortality
High Infant mortality rates plagued the nineteenth century. Half the deaths 
that occurred In the decade 1827-36 were of children under five years of age. 
The Infant mortality rate In Malta at that time was four times as high as In 
London (15),In 1851 It was reported that sixty per cent of all deaths were of 
children under five years.(16) Death from diarrhoea, dysentery, gastroenteritis 
and marasmus were common. lot only bowel but often pulmonary Infections 
developed through debility. According to Davy,the high Infant mortality was 
primarily due to "the extreme poverty of the parents" (17). Even the 1838 Royal 
Commissioners had to admit that:
Poverty prtfftd heivily on many undereaployed and death! from hunger and expoeure «ere
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frtqu#nt...IIlntiiii luch ai typhui ftvtr and dyianUry, vary ofitn happtn cauftd by 
intufficltncy of food or by iti unaholtfoat quality, In Zurrltq in tha yaar 1836 thara 
«ai an apidaaic aalignant favar and anothar apidaaic in 1833; alio ona in Q o m i  and in 
Naxxar in 1834; all cauiad by bad food takan undar tha urgancy of hungar,(18)
Twelve years previous to this report, the Coniinlttee of 1824 (19) warned, that 
Charitable Institutions had exhausted their funds before relieving half their 
applicants. Many agricultural workers attempted to survive on a diet of prickly 
pears, thistles and clover, (20) While In 1830, Dr Heenan noted that 'smoking 
tobacco Is an Invariable accompaniment of the meals of the lower classes and 
often serves as a substitute for them,'(21)
Relentlessly, the high Infant mortality rate persisted throughout the 
nineteenth century. The percentage of deaths made up of under-fives was fifty- 
one per cent In 1895, fifty-three per cent in 1896 and slxty-one per cent in 
1897. 'The mortality among children In these islands is simply appalling', 
noted the Public Health report of 1897 with unusual honesty,(22) The Infant 
mortality rate In Malta and Gozo was for instance in 1897 as high as 314 per 
thousand, whilst it was 177 on average In thirty-three of the largest English 
towns and an overall average of 99 in Ireland.
•Infant mortality', writes Rosen,'is a sensitive indicator of community health 
because it reflects the Influences exerted by a number of social factors,'(23) 
The lack of food and pure water, of decent housing and sanitation were among 
those social factors that , together with the inability to earn a steady 
living wage, precipitated disease and death to so many infants and children, 
so many lost lives to their parents, so much unnecessary waste. (Antral to 
reducing infant and child mortality is improvement in the welfare of the 
mother. The fact that for the first one hundred years of British rule, most
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mothers had no chance to escape from extreme poverty with no control over the 
harsh conditions of their existence, meant that their children's health was 
left precarious and vulnerable. (24)
Meanwhile, Infectious childhood diseases often came in waves that took a 
higher toll of lives such as the scarlet fever epidemics 1840-80, the 1855 
diptherla pandemic and the recurring smallpox outbreaks.
Class Incidence
The nineteenth century was marked by a high class incidence of disease.
The wealthy, especially the British troops, lived in comfortable conditions 
while the poor regularly succumbed to the 'fever', opthalmia, typhus, bronchitis 
and bowel infections. Dr Hennan points out that, 'the fever appeared among 
poorer inhabitants and agricultural workers and to them it was exclusively 
confined'. The British troops were not quartered near the marshes 'but in 
admirable stone barracks or houses either at a distance or well sheltered; 
while their bedding, clothing and food all co-operate to keep them in a state 
of vigour sufficient to resist any casual exposure.'(25)
Ophthalmia principally hit women in the lower classes who were most exposed 
to dust, damp and sun glare. Vhlle intestinal worms were so common among the 
poor that Heenan noted 'they are scarcely considered sources of disease'. In 
1867, Dr Ghio wrote that typhoid fever,mainly hitting the working class, 
occurred regularly in Summer and Autumn, bowel disorders occurred yearly 
during the hot season and imported epidemics such as scarlet fever, smallpox.
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contagious t]rphus, the plague and Asiatic cholera were also regular killers. 
'The average rate of aortality in these islands under ordinary circunstances 
is about nine persons per diem (24 per 1000 annually on the entire 
population)'. (26) Again he remarked on the particularly high mortality among 
children of the lower classes resulting from their deprivations.
Migration A Emigration
Xany starving agricultural workers moved to the City and port areas. Those 
with the means went further afield. It was during the nineteenth century that 
Maltese communities developed in Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli and Alexandria (27). C. 
Cassar notes, 'In 1642, there were 20,000 Maltese emigrants in Mediterranean 
countries which amounted to 15 per cent of the population of the islands.'(28) 
By 1900, there were about 50,000 Maltese scattered around the Mediterranean 
shores. At the end of the last century, emigration to lew Orleans in the USA 
began in earnest, but 'according to the 1911 census, the majority of emigrants 
were still seeking other Mediterranean cities and ports'.(29)
Housing
In Valletta, the old stone quarry, the Mandraggio, developed into a major slum 
and health hazard as it became overpopulated with hungry unemployed. 'The 
poor', wrote Heenan, 'are accomodated in dense masses in shelters which exclude 
sufficient light and air for ventillation and cleanliness.' Add to this the fact 
that there were neither supplies of pure water, nor drainage systems. The 
Public Health report for 1897 accurately Indicated what was a major obstacle 
to public sanitation and therefore to health and length of life: 'Landlords aim 
to erect the most closely packed buildings possible on the site available at 
the lowest possible cost.'
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In 1887, during the cholera outbreak, the Health Departaent closed down one 
hundred roons In the Kandragglo, In belated recognition oi the recurring
health hazards suffered by inhabitants. In 1913, the officially-recorded slun 
population anounted to 1,200 or about five per cent of the total population of 
Valletta, and remaining remarkably less healthy than their better housed 
neighbours. (30)
Epldemica
It was in the Increasingly populated urban port areas, and especially the 
Mandraggio that the imported epidemics found their breeding grounds and 
killing fields. 'The plague of 1813 raged with the most fatal violence among 
the Mandraggio poor and scarce an individual escaped the contagion.'(31) In all 
about five thousand Maltese died of the plague of 1813, some five per cent of 
the total population and a much higher percentage of the poor. Disillusion with 
British colonial autocracy was fomented by this social massacre. The 
administrative response was very slow, and as Dr Hennan points out, many died 
from lack of care and lack of quarantine. The minority of educated and able 
local people increased their demands for Independence and sovrelgnty (32). 
While adherents to the contagionist theory of plague transmission who were 
shocked by Malta's experience, raised their voices against the miasmlcs, the 
mercantalists and the laissez-faire proselytes. An example is Sir Arthur Brooke 
Faulkner's k treatise on the plague designed to prove it contagious, from facts 
collected during the author's residence in Malta. (33)
Measles, imported by the 95th English regiment in 1824, had a particularly 
ravishing effect on the poor and young.lt struck again in 1881, 1865 and 1885.
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In fact, the Infant population Increased In every decade from 1851-1901 except 
for that of 1861-1871 due to the high mortality both from measles and 
smallpox(34). The smallpox spread In 1865 and 1870 but In 1830, the smallpox 
epidemic had its worst Impact killing 1,170 people, again mostly working-class 
children, while 8,000 fell ill remaining ’horribly defaced or blind*. In 1861, of 
the 1,608 people reported as 'suffering organic and bodily defects living at 
home,' 340 were blind, also indicating the continuing high incidence of 
trachoma and other eye diseases. (35). In this year, it was noted that by far 
the biggest number of deaths occurred in the category Sporadic Diseases of the 
Digestive Organs^  deaths from gastro-enteritls taking epidemic proportions in 
many years, such as 1853,54,55,56 (36). Even more dramatic was the quick and 
painful death by cholera that struck thousands of poor people in nine 
successive epidemics. After collecting information on illnesses suffered in 
Malta during this mid-century decade, the Superintendent of Hospitals found 
that at least a third of all deaths in Malta were caused by contagious 
diseases. This is not surprising considering the poverty of the nineteenth 
century environment, Malta's continuing vulnerability and lack of development.
Mi i
One affect of the high death rate among the young in epidemics showed in the 
age ratio. There was, for instance, an actual decrease in the old population 
recorded 1851-1901 largely due to the ravishes of the 1860-70 epidemics. 
(Table 5)
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Table 5 PBQPQRTIQM OF PQPULATIQI II EACH AGE GROUP. Malta; 1851-1901 
Out of every 1>QQQ people 
AgfL. m i  m i
<15 324 341
15-65
66>
614
62
605
53
Source:1901 Census.
During this second half of the nineteenth century (1842-1901), the native 
population rose by over xcvttaty thousand, as shown In Table 6. In the last 
two decades of the nineteenth century, the annual average population growth 
rate was one per cent. But, despite the Increased port activity, bunkering and 
shipping business and greater overall British Admiralty interest in 
consolidating its hold on the region, thousands of people lived in squalor and 
destitution; enlgratlon increased toward the end of the century. Prosperity in 
the harbour area fluctuated and only reached a minority of the population. 
Death rates remained excessively high, especially among the young. The 1874 
Public Health Commission notes, for instance, that of the four thousand annual 
deaths over two thousand were of children under five years old. The new 
suburbs around the dock areas and the three old cities were, themselves, 
centres of disease. Here, there was most waged labour but most overcrowding. 
In the country, hardship prevailed and destitution recurred. Traditional 
agricultural industries had been totally destroyed by 1881 and scarcity of 
land was an increasing problem. This latter point was noted in the 1874 
Commission report and later led to government encouragement of agricultural
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colonisation in the north of the island. The villages of Xellieha, Kgarr. 
Manikata and Zebbieh grew during this period. But, by 1871, agricultural 
employment was no longer dominant and no steady alternative employment had 
replaced it. The steady decrease in the number of early marriages in the last 
twenty years of the nineteenth century and the Increase in emigration were 
two demographic indicators of the hardships faced by most people
Table fi
Year
1842
1851
1861
1871
1881
1891
1901
Malta Population and Population Density; 1842rl9QIT o tal
114,499
123,469
134,055
141,775
149,782
165,037
184,742
Density<per sq km) (a) 
366 
395 
428 
453 
479 
527 
590
lote: (a) Area is 313 sq.km.
Source: Census 1985 and author's calculations froa the census.
In her discussion of Everyday Life in JTaita, Carmel Cassar comments on the
second half of the nineteenth century:
In liny «lys iht standard of living of the 1870's and 1880's renained quite siailar to 
that of forty years previously, The haltese working class ate very little seat and not 
auch eore vegetables, cheese, oil, pasta or vine, There was a narked difference, 
however in bread consunption, The 1836 Royal Coaaissioners had reported that a field 
labourer ate 2 pounds of bread a day, Francis Rowsell, a British Connissioner 
investigating the natter forty years later, concluded that in 1877 the sane person ate 
fron 4 to 5 pounds a dly,*(37)
Bread was the staple focxl of the masses but its price was double that of the 
1830's. (38) And incomes on average had not increased. As noted again by 
Cassar, 'In the 1880s Senior Nassau renarked that "Naltese incones are so snail that the 
attenpt to keep up appearances which the English think only decent becones a ruinous 
expense,"'(39)
I
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The first century of British rule therefore saw no permanent improvements in
nutrition for the mass of people. Keanwhile, hygiene and housing deteriorated.
Tht general eluep in the ftandard of living froe the fécond decade of the nineteenth 
century «as regiftered by the Halteie not only in their poor diet, but alfo in all 
other aipecti of everyday life, The lower claifei, which in the nineteenth century 
aaounted to over 90 per cent of the total population, had very bad houiing 
condition!,,,A typical rural habitation ufually had two floori, the firet contieting of 
one or two rooee where the faeily frequently slept on straw, covering theeselves with 
rags and sacks. The ground floor was usually occupied by quarters for anieals with a 
dung rooa receiving all huean and aninal excreta, which were reaoved twice a year to be 
spread as aanure. Sewers were non existent and there was no piped water supply,
Soae sort of water drainage was only available in eiddle-class houses which had troughs 
of porous stone; poor hoees had open sinks. Both in town and country, ventilation was 
poor and ordinary houses possessed few windows,,,It appears that the population of both 
town and country did their best to keep their places of habitation clean,(40)
Women
It was women who spent most of their days in these dwellings and before 
closing this section, it would bie interesting to see, as far as the meagre 
references indicate, how women fared. Although there are no figures on the sex 
Incidence of disease and death which give a definitive overview, the general 
conditions of life and death for women are discernable. In the early part of
the c^entury, the plegue he4 e higher iueidenee end mortelity rete emeng wemen» 
killing thousands. Likewise, women were more susceptible to the cholera 
epidemics. With endemic illnesses, such as the fever, which was then 
identified as either malaria or typhoid, more women than men died of
contracted fever. In the years of 1821-24, for instance, one in six or 90 out 
of 456 women who were admitted to hospital with the *fever' died, while one in 
eight orl02 out of 797 men who were admitted with 'fever' died (41). Women and 
children were also more likely to die of dysentery and diarrhea, coughs and 
consumption and cholera. Thus, not only was the incidence of certain diseases 
higher among women than men but their resistence to Illnesses, once 
contracted, was lower. As we shall see, thousands of women were forced to
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suffer worse and worse living conditions as their means of livelihood In the 
cotton Industry and In agriculture disappeared. Meanwhile prices for basic 
foodstuffs increased. Also, women were expected to toll and sacrifice without 
complaint under the all-pervasive patriarchal and religious authority. One 
result having a direct effect on health was that women took the smaller 
helpings at mealtimes. Price finds that during the first half of the nineteenth 
century, women and children ate half the quantity oaten by men, the largest 
item of household expenditure being the over-taxed bread. (42) The effect this 
had on female morbidity and mortality can only be Imagined as deaths by sex 
and age were first published in 1897.
In aggregate, the male population increased faster than the female population 
in the 1851-1901 period(43). Especially over the age of five, female mortality 
preponderated. Between 1842 and 1901 the number of males increased by sixty- 
seven per cent and the number of females by only fifty-six per cent, 
although the male infant mortality rate was, as usual, higher. Also, emigration 
depleted relatively more of the male population.
The relationship between decreasing work opportunities and increasing female 
debility and death is starkly outlined in a village study (44). In 1861, 74 
women out of a total population of 286 at Hal-Safi, found work spinning and 
weaving cotton. By 1911 only 27 women could find paid work out of a total 
population of 412 : 20 in the fields, two in shops, three maids and two sewing. 
The number of girls put out to live with better-off families increased and so 
did the number of captive prostitutes and mistresses. One result was that
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veneral diseases and congenital syphilis spread, especially among girls who 
had sold themselves to British troops (45).
Vomen's health is intimately related to both the conditions of production and 
reproduction. Kost married women in the last century and indeed well into this 
one, had frequent pregnancies. The 1842 Census reported, for Instance, that
narried couples had seven to ten children, on average only five of whom 
survived to the age of 15. Religious and patriarchal pressure to constantly 
reproduce more Catholic children and women's harsh domestic life sapped their 
strength. Their own ill-health contributing to the very high mortality of
babies under one month old in a vicious and miserable circle of increasing 
death and disease. Kothers calculated that one in four of their babies would 
die before the age of one. Increasingly, girl babies became superfluous and 
baby boys were seen as the human investment. (46) Such attitudes persist 
despite the gains made in economic security and female employment 
opportunities for the working class.
Overview
Over the 83 years 1828-1911, the local population of Malta rose by ninety per 
cent and of G020 by only forty-five per cent. Thus, population trends in 
nineteenth century Malta have little in common with its European neighbours.
For while 'population graphs Indicate an overall steep and steady fall in the
European death rate beginning about 1770'(47), this was not the case in the 
Maltese Islands, see Table 7. Meither was there a fall in infant mortality and 
birth rates in the last quarter of the century, again in sharp contrast to 
Malta's northern neighbours and Britain. The relatively high incidence of
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epidenlc diseases contributed to the changes in the age ratio (proportionately 
less old people) and to the change in the sex ratio (proportionately less 
fenales) whilst shortening the mean life time of the population (to about 
thirty years).(48)
Table 7 Comparative Average Annual Percentage Sates of PopulatlQii Growth 
Period (a) Maltese Islands 1. Airlca. Eucope.
1797-1851 
1851-1901 
1901-1948 
1948-1967
lote (a)The periods for international comparison are 1800-1850; 1850-1900; 
1900-1950; 1950-1965.
-0.1 0.5 0.6 0,5
1.0 1.2 0.7 0.5
1.4 1.4 0.6 0.8
0.14 2.5 0,8 1.9
Sources: Malta Census *85 ; United Hâtions The Determinants and Consequences 
of Population Trends, Hew York (1973) Vol 1, Table II8 p32; Ermisch J.F. The 
Political Economy of Demographic Change Heinemann (1983) p2.
Malta's internal migration experience was however similar to that of its 
contemporaries. Its suburban population rose by four hundred per cent in the 
period 1828-1911 (49). The massive overcrowding, the poverty and filth that 
these migrants suffered are reflected in their higher death rates. The causes 
of their migration can best be understood through the following production 
analysis.
i
Agricultural Production: Industry; Class Structure
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, agriculture and agricultural 
production were by far the most Important sectors of the economy. 'The 
industry of the Maltese in cultivating their little island is inconceivable.
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There ie not an inch of ground lost in any part of it/wrote Brydone on his 
tour of Malta and Sicily in 1770.(50) The most important crop for hundreds of 
years was cotton. 'In this Industry, a large part of the community shared from 
the farmer to the numerous persons in every town and village engaged in its 
spinning and weaving.*(51) This was an 'outwork* domestic industry. In 1861, 
there were still 9,000 workers occupationally described as spinners and 
weavers and about 200 beaters and dyers. learly all were women.(52) The 
industry Included all processes in the manufacture of cloth but the operations 
were carried out almost entirely by individual women in their homes.
.H
Far from industrial expansion being a substitute for a declining agricultural 
sector, industrial contraction was the unabated consequence of agricultural 
recession. But, despite increasingly adverse conditions, cotton production and 
export remained Malta's staple commodity for many decades after it became a 
British colony. It was an industry in which skill and saving had developed 
over more than a thousand years. Hennan describes how its manufacture into 
thread 'gives employment to a large share of the population; the seeds are used 
as food for the cows and oxen and are of remarkable nutritive quality, while 
the stalks and leaves are employed as manure o^ for feeding sheep and 
goats.'(53)
Over the Vinter months, the main agricultural crops were wheat and barley. In 
1770, local grain production was sufficient to support the inhabitants for five 
months of the year, by 1820 this ratio had fallen to four months. (54) Between 
1828-35, for Instance, an average of 82% of the corn used in Malta was 
Imported - most of it from Egypt where it was cheaper but inferior. As with
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cotton, the agriculture of grain was very adversely affected by British 
domination of trade and the removal of protection, (55) The removal of all 
controls on the price and foreign supply of corn led to much Insecurity both 
for the Kaltese farmer and consumer(56). Merchants, both British and Maltese, 
made profits at their expense.
At the beginning of the century, cumin seeds and aniseeds were successfully 
cultivated and exported In considerable quantity to the surrounding countries 
of the Mediterranean, as well as to England and America. The red Maltese 
orange was highly valued and considered a luxury In France. Honey was also an 
important agricultural export. However, all these exports were to decline and 
were of very minor Importance compared to cotton. Meanwhile considerable herds 
of cattle, flocks of sheep and goats provided a local supply of milk and meat, 
while the careful breeding of asses and mules aided In the working of the 
fields and In transporting people and goods.(57)
During the turmoils of early British colonial exploitation, agricultural 
production tended to Increase when general activity decreased: labour shifted 
back to the fields whenever port activity declined. However, Income to 
farmworkers only Increased In war conditions as scarcities pushed up the price 
of grain. Whenever epidemics raged, quarantine restrictions were maintained on 
Maltese goods, for Instance, after the plague trade restrictions operated from 
1814 to 1826, and the agricultural community lost a vital source of export 
income. In this early period, the garrison numbered lees than two thousand men 
because the Royal lavy had not yet built up Its base In Malta so that the 
period 1814-* 1840 was marked by much economic distress.
I'il
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According to the first census of 1842, one quarter of the productive population 
was still engaged in cotton spinning and weaving and one sixth directly 
engaged in commerce. The domestically based cotton growing, spinning and 
weaving industry had expanded as piracy had declined in the eighteenth 
century, but after the British took over Kalta in 1800, it faced one set back 
after another. Its chief foreign market, Catalonia, was closed to Maltese 
exports in 1800; exports of cotton yarn to leapolitan territories were 
forbidden in 1816. Exports to the German States, Tuscany, Venice, the Papal 
States and forth Africa continued but, as Arthur G. Clare writes, the price of 
continuing survival was high:
Behind the appirent refilienct of the cotton induftry U y  a aore finiitar aspect; long 
hours of work and starvation «ages, This it seeas «as the price it had to pay for 
survival, In the late thirties, as aany as 7,600 feaale spinners laboured at their 
«heel for the neagre «age of a penny a day each, a penny less than their aale 
counterparts, (58) I •
Vomen and children , under the power of merchant-middlemen, worked the cotton 
into cloth, dresses and sails. Long working days and exploitative rates of 
payment became the hallmarks of this traditional industry as its 
competitiveness decreased. It could not maintain its previous footing as the 
British Empire stretched from America to India and as the textile industry in 
Britain Itself took technological and organisational leaps forward. At the end 
of the eighteenth century, Maltese cotton exports were valued at ¿500,000 but 
by the 1830's their annual revenue was down to ¿100,000, and to ¿86,270 by 
1842 (59). lot only had the British textile Industry boomed by drawing on its 
cheap colonial supplies, but Spain prohibited cotton Imports in 1800 and 
Bgypt began developing its cotton industry after 1817.
I I
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1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 1911 1921 1931
9753 7391 5771 5535 2491 782 218 262 86
4693 4006 4843 2857 2258 1272 708 221 95
14446 2054 181
The subsequent decline oi the cotton industry is starkly portrayed in the 
following table. Vonen, naklng up over 95% of the workforce were robbed of the 
possibility of working for regular payment.
Tatlfi a THB PBACTICAL BITIICTIQI QP THE CQTTQl IlDUSTRY. MALTA:1851-1931
Spinntrf
Vtiveri
T o U l
Sourcê; /93/ C§n§u§ p, xxxiii,
The table shows how, in the second half of the nineteenth century employment 
in the cotton industry fell by nearly ninety per cent. The larger decline, 
where about eight thousand people are known to have lost work, occurred in 
cotton spinning, while in weaving employment fell by nearly three-quarters. 
This catastrophic experience meant the displacement of labour from household 
production, the rise in unemployment, agricultural depression and de­
industrialisation. (60) Narx wrote thus of the destructive Impact of early 
British imperialism and the native's ever expanding 'sea of woes':
Thoft coMunititf «trt biftd on doitciic industry, in thii particuUr
coabination of hand-voaving, hand-spinning and hand-tilling which gavt thaa salf- 
supporting powtr, English intarfaranca, having placad tha spinnar in Lancashira and tha 
vaavar in Bangal,,, dissolvad thasa,,.coaaunitias by blowing up thair aconoaic basis.,, 
It was not so auch through tha intarfaranca of tha British tax gatharar and tha British 
soldiar as through tha working of English staaa and English fraa trada, (61)
It was Just this decimation of the local cotton Industry and the consequent 
dire poverty, harshly exacerbated in Malta by the high wheat tax, which is 
what I posit as the major cause of disease and death in the nineteenth century 
colony. Cholera's spread, for instance, can primarily be understood against the
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background of the new productive forces, one of which was the stean engine, 
the exploitative relations of production and Malta's openness and vulnerablity. 
The British state was indirectly causal in both opening Malta to the waves of 
contagious diseases and leaving its people unprotected. As Arthur Clare argues, 
if some thought and investment had been put into Malta's primary industry, 
factory production could have been organised successfully: 'Maltese producers 
would have been in no worse position than textile manufacturers in, for 
example, Catalonia, where a cotton industry had grown despite the lack of 
essential raw materials,' Mr Clare does not so much point to the imperial 
state's responsljlillty but argues that the pre-1813 commercial boom when Malta 
became a transit depot of wartime convenience, diverted funds away from 
industrial development. 'It was thus a retarding factor which blinded men from 
the real need to diversify an economy which had remained virtually 
unchanged'. (62) Merchant capitalism had expanded and as hitherto argued, it had 
a conservative influence, regressing development. It did not encourage local 
investment seeking profits, not in production but, in exchange.
Laissez-faire was however, the British State's official policy and if some 
30,000 natives were losing their livelihood, this was of little importance 
unless they threatened the status-quo. Ironically, laissez-faire in shipping or 
'free trade', although officially adhered to, was not allowed in Malta. Maltese 
shipping , before the mid-twenties, was prevented from engaging in direct 
trade with other colonies and Maltese exports and imports were taxed. British 
agreements with other states further reduced Maltese control of trade. For 
instance, the 1816 Britlsh/Ieapolltan Treaty allowed the Sicilians to engage in 
Malta's grain-carrying trade. Much traffic was, thus, lost to competitors. Local
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petitions demanding that all obstacles to trade be removed were frequently
made by Maltese merchants from 1814 onwards. Marine life remained important
and anything that affected the earnings of mariners had ripple effects through
the economy. By the end of the 1830's, 'some 16,880 individuals, representing
skM
some 3,370 families* ^  depended on the mercantile marine for their 
livelihood. (63)
Further to the analysis of alternative work oppportunities in the Maltese 
garrison colony we find, in 1842, only 1,000 people worked in local industries 
such as stone, gold, silver, furniture and straw/bamboo work. The cigar-making 
Industry was one of the most profitable at this time, and provided work for 
some 1,500 people in 1856, exporting cigars to all parts of the 
Mediterranean (64). Table ^i(a) give an indication of trends in employment from 
1851 to 1931. The overall picture is of a technically static and credit starved 
industry, the dominant features being the decline in cotton manufacture and the 
intermittent rise in dockwork.
While the female working group was nearly one half of the total in 1851, this 
proportion steadily declined. Male-employing small industries had growing 
dominance. Two-thirds of the male labouring population by mid-century were 
engaged as labourers, farmers, artisans or fishermen or indeed one man would 
turn his hands to any of these works according to the prevailing 
c ircumstances. (a)
(a ) Sat iht Appendix to thii chapter for Tablei 9 h 10,
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liS was sunsarlssd In the 1891 Census;
In the riiUtft iilti, U r Q i  Induitrlti irt ibioluUly wintlng and with thf ixcaption 
of thi Roytl Oockyird, no Urg #  fKilitiii txlit - th# viit •ijorlty of pooplt tngtgid 
in induftriil puriuitf iro wither teployerf nor eeployed but work on their own iccount
Such industrlaT**^ were mostly generated by local building activities,
the most important group being engaged in 'houses, iurniture and decorations'
in 1891. This increase in building and connected trades, in mechanical and
metal trades and the variable demand ior harbour workers drew men and not
women into productive activity. Female employment in cigar and then lace
making oiiered a brief respite to a few women. But finally for a woman, to bo
or not to be a maid was the question.
As Table 1 0  indicates (a), the ship repairing and bunkering at the expanded 
naval establishments wore the foci of fluctuating growth and these largely 
account for the rising number and percentage of male industrial workers. 
Towards the end of the century, Malta had become an important bunkering 
station for steamers needing to load with coal. It also became a transit post 
ior Black Sea grain. Trouble began, however^ when International demand for grain 
started turning away from the Black Sea and steam-ships became more efficient 
aad did not need to bunker so often. By the end of the century, Clare argues 
Malta 'was faced once more with the prospects of having to rely solely on 
British defence spending for her income'.(65) Table 1 0  shows, from 1881-1901, 
a shrinking agricultural class and a rising unemployed and underemployed class 
and an expanding well off minority of professionals such as civil servants, 
Maltese who Joined the British Armed Forces, and priests, Herbert Ganado in 
his seminal work Rajt Malta Tinbidel (I Saw Malta Change), shows how in day to 
day life these contrasts and contradictions merged. (66)
(«) Sh  appendix,
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In the nineteenth century then, uneaployaent and undereaploynent with their 
consequent deetltutlon were widespread. The 1851 Census shows that lorty-iive 
thousand people or over thirty-five per cent of the population had no 
occupation. learly half of all faalles lived in low circuastances and were very 
poor. This absolute and relative poverty was to Increase for aany households 
that had foraerly depended on cotton spinning and weaving Incoae. In 1901, the 
official feaale uneaployaent figure had nearly trebled in the foraer twenty 
years to stand at over seventy-two per cent. Against this fact alone, one can 
reconcile the persistence of terribly high infant aortality rates.
Tuhle 11 WMit.il c iM «  D iv isio n s  bv faailYS 1 8 511 ly  nuabers
Oppulent and Coafortable 
Xlddle
Low and Poor
Proportion
Total
Sburce .* Abstract 29 Census 1651
4,111 14
12,800 44
12,483
29,400
43
There was little help for the daetitutei Only about one thousand people who 
were aged and iapotent poor were aaintained by the Governaent or Public 
Charitable Asyluas, Including the church-run Saura Hospital in this year. It is 
not surprising than that the aean life tlae of the population was found, in 
1867, to be as low as 29 years in Malta and 30 years in Gozo and Coaino.(67)
lAhlB 12
Class
Wslts Incoae Brackets 18fil
Wealthy
Living on regular earnings 
Living on irregular earnings 
In low circuastances and Indigent
Source : Abstract 139 Census 1661
Total
P im ily  numbers
821
9,750
15,547
3,118
29,034
"tlon
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In Gcwo and Coalno where there was no alternative to agricultural production 
the situation was even worse, with 2.832 out of 3,654 people or eighty per 
cent compared to fifty per cent in Kalta, not having a regular income,
While the small minority of rich merchants and landowners revelled in wealth 
and imperial grace, the vast majority of Maltese lived in squalor and 
destitution. ‘In no country in the world is the wealthy class so favoured as in 
Kalta.' wrote the American Consul in 1885.(68) Malta is a 'small community 
where wealth is concentrated in very few hands and where the struggle among 
the generality for the existence of their class and for individual existence 
within that class is very keen', wrote Mr Rowsell whilst studying taxation and
expenditure in 1878.(69)
The distribution of income was made increasingly unequal not only through 
iaperial indifference to the decline in the basic cotton industry and then the 
cigar and lace making ventures but directly, as we shall see in the last 
section, through the colonial government's taxation policies.
THE CHAIGIMO BBLATIQMS OP PBQDUCTIQI
Coapirlng the l U t t  of igrlculturo of H i l U  with tho condition of tht ptoplo, •• find 
littU roUtlon hototon ihet. Proiporlty of ont, povorty of th# othor; groat 
productlvonoii of the lind and taall profiti of tht farttr and aiiorablo oagot of tho
labourer, (Davy p421)
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the relations of production were 
adversely affected in the primary industry-agriculture. Surplus labour was
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approprlatad under harsher and harsher conditions with the consequence that
antagonlsas between the worker-peasants and the upper classes increased.
Although the lapoleonic wars up to 1813 raised prices ol agricultural goods,
the policies oi the British imperial government in this region led to a fast
decline in local revenue obtained from agricultural exports, especially from
cotton exports. As Blaqulere commented in 1813;
Vhtn M  coniidtr that our trfivtl and continuanca hart haa naarly annihilatad a aourca 
of natural aaalth, ahlch had for agaa baan iha principal aupoport of iha ahola 
population and yialdad a vary conaldarabla ravanua to tha govarnaant, it ia but Juat 
that an aquivalant ahould ba aada to tha auffarara.(70) ^ „  v
In the decade 1828-38, things worsened as the price of field produce fell by
one half, whilst rents only fell by one-quarter (71)
The Introduction of British and other merchants into Maltese European export 
aarkets and the commercial treaties made between Britain and Mediterranean 
agents, discriminating against Maltese cotton yarns, were among the reasons 
for the decline in Maltese cotton trade. This, as mentioned, led to the 
astronomical decline in cotton export earnings, leading to one-quarter of 
their value at the end of the century. The consequent hardship that British 
Indifference caused is unbelievable. There was no substitute growth in 
employment for the mass of people and no aselstftnce from the Imperial 
government. Farmers were forced to shift production to cereals, vegetables and 
forage.
At the beginning of the century, a faa*mer attempted to pay his rent and keep 
up his stock principally from the cotton crop revenue, together perhaps with 
some income from cattle. *On the grains he grows, he and his family chiefly 
subsist the surplus enables him to pay servants and labourers', wrote Davy
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(72). IncrMSingly. faniers could not p»y tholr r»nt as cotton and grain 
revenues dscllned. while basic ioodstuffs rose In price. Collecting aanure 
night ior some serve In lieu of rent. By 1836, more than half the farmers 
Were unable to pay their labourers In money’ and gave them Instead ’cotton 
nesohlato (wheat and barley grown together) or bread; valuing these articles 
too at higher than the »arket price*. (73)
■*ost labourers are obliged to beg to maintain thomsolves’. noted the 1838 
Royal Commission and ’others are driven to thieving especially from the 
fields.’ All children made a practice of begging. In Gozo, where alternative 
enployment was even scarcer, over one sixth of the population was reduced to
begging.
But local grievances were treated as insubordinate because Malta was enjoying 
the protection oi Britain's naval aight and it should be content with that 
privilege. According to the instructions given to the Royal Conaissioners of 
1836««: 'The interests and well-being of the Inhabitants could not be consulted 
or pursued In any such manner as should impede or weaken the action of the 
ailltary authority *.<74) After the terrible ravages of the first cholera 
epidemic in the Maltese islands, the Duke of Wellington blandly asserted Malta 
should be governed like 'the foredeck of an admiral's flagship.'(75)
Keans of product inn! Implements and animals
The Maltese people saw few machines in the nineteenth century. Cigar making 
was done by hand and dock hauling was not mechanised. The 1838 Royal 
Commission noted that in agriculture,'The tenant...lives by doing all the work 
he can with his own hands'. In general landowners did not advance capital to 
their tenants nor did 'they spend any portion of their rents on the
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iaprovement of their land'. The Commission assessed that scarcely five per 
cent of the tenants 'have sufficient implements for farming. Cultivators and. 
artisans were faced with the threat, often realised, of losing control over 
their basic means of production because of failure to pay rent or earn a 
livelihood'. <76)
Spinners used spinning wheels, which cost nearly l/5d in 1836. Neither 
spinning nor sewing machines were common at all in Malta. A new sewing 
machine in 1870 cost between ¿4.10s to ¿14 and whilst it was a great boost to 
the extension of the factory system of clothing manufacture in Britain, it was 
far too expensive for most Maltese seamstresses. (78)
Vorhlng conditions in agriculture
Vork began at sunrise and ended at sunset to the tolls of the Ave Maria. Lunch 
break consisted of barley bread with a few small onions and radishes. At home, 
macaroni and bread were the staple evening meal.
A male agricultural labourer could earn as much as l/6d a day at the beginning 
of the century but after 1813 the average went down to less than 7d a day. In 
the 1840's men spinners could earn only 2d a day and male weavers 3d a day. 
But the plight of women workers was much greater ; toiling from 4 am to 9 pm 
a female spinner could only earn 3/4d a day and female weaver Id a day, less 
than half of the male rate. (79)
Davy concludes that the 'highest degree of cultivation of the land is not 
incompatible with great wretchedness of the population'. He goes on to observe 
that Malta demonstrates proof that wages of agricultural workers are not
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regulated by the price of bread or of food generally but by the demand for 
labour. In the Ionian Islands, which were colonised at the same time as Xalta, 
wages were more than twice as high as in Xalta because, he deduces, 'the one 
is thinly populated, the other densely; in the one an excess of land for 
cultivators exists but in the other, a deficiency.' However this simplistic view 
takes no account of the relations of production, land ownership, and the 
effects of British rule.
Und ownership
The Catholic Church had become a major landowner over the years (80), 
especially during the rule of the Knights of St John and where it did not 
actually own the land, it often Instead obtained yearly contributions either in 
kind or in money. This meant the Church had a considerable revenue and was 
much better off than its Sicilian brethren. In 1813, for instance, the Bishop 
had an episcopal palace in the capital, 13 monastries, 4 convents, and in 
Valletta alone about 15 churches that were richly endowed. Every time there 
was a severe epidemic, tributes to the Church increased, for the salvation of 
souls.
i i
Ml
"1';
With the advent of British rule, the material power of the Church was not, as 
in Ireland, threatened. On the contrary, the British Government decided very 
early on to court the Xaltese Catholic Church. The Colonial Office advised the 
Governor in 1827 to 'consult as much as possible the religious feelings, even 
the prejudice, of the Roman Catholic population* (81). One result was that works 
of charity and meagre village social services were left to the Parish Churches.
j
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Meanwhile, the iaperial governnent took over more and more Maltese land until 
by 1843 it owned one third and charged very high rents to the farmers that 
remained on cultivable fields. The increasing scarcity of cultivable land was, 
as previously mentlonned, noted in the 1874 Royal Commission Report. This 
added to the misery of those who were already denied their main source of 
revenue and who were faced with high indirect taxation. The 3,000 odd tenant 
farmers who leased or rented land in the 1820's and 1830's worked so hard on 
their small fields to end up in 'debt and deprivation*. 'Tenants were often 
obliged to sell the produce in the ground or even before it was sown for a 
third or even a half less than its real value.'(40) Rents were very high 
relative to potential earnings being on average ¿4/lOs a year per acre of good 
quality soil and double this if supplied with water. Government seizure of 
property and of crops for non-payment of rent was common. Table 13 highlights 
how the Crown and the church owned well over half the cultivated land just 
forty years after the islands were colonised by Britain.
Table 13 Malta Land Ownership; 1842
Owners Acres Proportion
Private 24,000 48
Crown 14,000 28
Church 12,000 24
Source: Davy J. pi02.
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BRITISH FISCAL PQLICI
Ve have suffered the devastating influence of aismanageaent. Professor A. 
Bartolo (1911) (82)
Just as the conditions of productive activity and the large vested interests in 
land ownership negatively affected health and development in nineteenth 
century Xalta, so too, British fiscal policy led to more hardship and disease.
Si' i
Under the British, the poorest sections of the population paid most taxes. The 
Colonial Office wanted a viable colany; the loti^ Al British qfficjiale wanted
etei&dy revenuei British merchants wanted to monopolise trade by product and by 
route; the Maltese workers were alone in wanting work and bread. An 
inequitable system of taxation remained entrenched until 1948 when income tax 
was finally introduced under the first Labour Government. Succession duties 
had been introduced in 1918, after much working-class unrest .
By turning the importing of grain into the primary source of revenue and 
abolishing the government monopoly over the purchase of grain (82), the poor 
of Malta and Gozo paid taxes to the colonial government and profits to the 
merchants every time they bought their daily bread. The conflict between 
Maltese working class and British ruling class interests inevitably erupted in 
serious riots and deaths on 6th June 1919.
Tax incidence
The Incidence of taxation that was entrenched by the 1838 Royal Commissioners 
was nearly one half more per head for the working classes than for the upper 
and middle classes (83). The disproportion was in fact even greater than this
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figure suggests because the rich consumed a great deal less bread than the 
poor who lived almost entirely upon it. Bartolo calculates, for Instance, that 
the Incidence of wheat duties was 100% higher on the working class than on 
the ruling class.
Income
About one half of all revenue raised on imports was collected from duties on 
grain. The ad valorem duty on wheat varying in the nineteenth century as much 
as 15% in 1855 when the price of wheat was high; to 47% in 1885 when the 
price of wheat was low.
The colonial government not only raised the wheat duty but also withdrew a 
pledge, made By Governor Kaltland (1813-1824) to protect the islanders from 
scarcity and high prices. In 1836 the British Colonial Office in London decided 
to end all government interference in grain imports. (84) Just when the 
condition of the local poor was at its worst in 1837, beselged as they were by 
the cholera epidemic, the local government abolished its reserve stock of 
grain. The working-class was now totally at the mercy of merchants and 
indifferent imperial autocracy. Approximately half the rest of government 
import tax revenue came from the 33% duty of common wine.
Thus, in 1845, for instance, the gross revenue of ¿102,303 14 lOd was mostly 
derived from import duties on grain and wine and from rent returns. The 
returns from import duties and rents, combined with great parsimony in 
expenditure, ensured that Xaltese colonial accounts were usually in surplus (85).
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There was tight external control on local governaent expenditure. Froa 1830, 
no public expenditure could be authorised without previous sanction froa 
London and all expenditure had to be accounted for in London. Refora, progress 
or even teaporary relief aeasures were thus thwarted. 'Scheaes for a pension 
fund and for public works were repeatedly postponed' reaarked the
Despatches(88). The colonial office aalntalned that the local adalnlstratlon 
was not responsible for the eaployaent of people and no significant 
govemaent Initiatives for industry were peraltted (87). 'London's priaary 
concern in Malta was strategic and was otherwise aore Interested In asking 
its own aanufactures through the Island as a depot, than in creating any 
competitive local industry, such as shipbuilding.' (88)
Expenditure
In the early decades of British rule, over one quarter of public expenditure 
went to the civil service, and, in particular, to British officials and 
pensioners. Expenditure on charitable Institutions was kept down to less than 
fifteen per cent and subject to constant economy.
It would be worth our while looking at two Items of expenditure that had some 
effect on local economic trends, namely military and public works expenditures. 
British military spending
Local government annually paid X5,000 toward the maintenance of the British 
base and ¿1,200 to the Royal Malta Fenclble Regiment plus the total value of 
grain and cattle consumed by the garrison and fleet. From 1821, Malta started 
to bear the expense of the British General Staff for the Mediterranean and 
Commlssauriat Department in Malta. (89) Thus the total sum of Malta's 
contribution to Military Defence ranged froa ¿14,180 In 1868 to ¿8,008 in
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f1876. This «as despite the fact that both the 1638 Royal Cosslssloners and 
the 1878 Rowsell report argued that Halta's «llltary contribution should be
decreased.
The garrison was thus both a burden and a benefit. Its presence persisted;
•Jo other colony has anything like so large a garrison and the policy adopted 
in recent years of withdrawing Imperial troops from colonies did not affect 
Ralta'.OO) However, military expenditure did fluctuate, having great 
repercussions throughout the local economy, as Table U  shows.
In Tntj.1 m utiirv Expenditure by Britain la Kn1tflil64Q-iaai
Aiinunl Average 
200.000
1854 400.000
1856 800.000
295.460
1881 290.038
source; Reports exhibiting « «  i'«®*
Poss6SsioDS~GB V&r à CoIodIsI Offlcß
PnhHc VQ rks
Expenditure on public works doubled In the four years from 1837 to 1841 
particularly affecting one hall of the population then living In and around 
Valletta. In 1845 public works expenditure was nearly one third of total 
expenditure and Included work on a breakwater at Gozo, the prison at Paola, 
and a new aqueduct from Panare to the three cities. This type of expenditure 
raised local Income, but It also fluctuated according to the whims of the 
contemporary British Governor, vital works such as sewers being continually 
postponed.«!) Drinking water was Invariably contamlnlated, as was noted In 
particular after the 1865 cholera outbreak that killed 1,500 people. Cholera 
reappeared only two years later killing 190 soldiers and 259 civilians.
i ■ t.i
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Subsequent water analysis proved that drainage that gathered in ditches seeped 
into wells and in the countryside trapped rainwater was often contaminated by 
manure. In 1878, Rowsell reported that 'tenants of the poorer classes have 
neither tanks nor communication with aqueducts, they fetch water from public 
fountains In the country, a charge of l/6d a day was made in the case of 
each supply of water. Incredible, since the water was being taken from the 
country and no farm worker could afford such a charge. The majority of people 
thus remained without a pure water supply and without sewers throughout the 
nineteenth century. Meanwhile, much public works expenditure was a waste. 
Examples include the mine at Mtarfa, attempts to connect the Grand Harbour to 
Xarsamxett Harbour and the ridiculous railway episode. (92) Meanwhile, waste, 
as mentioned before, also occurred due to the 'multitude of superfluous* civil 
servants. (93)
Health effects
The lack of sanitary facilities was a major aetiological factor in the spread 
of illnesses such as enteritis, diarrhea and common infections, which in poor 
and crowded conditions were killers:
B e U t t n  1874 and tha and of tha cantury a sariaa of raportf put tha blaaa (for th§ high 
roto of child §orté l i ty) a aarias of affociatad faeton, Tha anciant Thraa Citias 
and tha naa unraatrictad grovtha of Haarun and Sliaaa vara cantraa of dlaaaaa, Tha 
growth of urban and dockyard anployaant had not yat baan accoapaniad by any atriking 
aducational iaprovaaanta, and atandarda of paraonal hygiana baraly tolarabla in rural 
Halta bacaaa inaupportabla in tha naa toana, At tha aaaa tiaa, tha growing aaalth and 
opportunitiaa which aada poaaibla tha new concantrationa aara not parallalad by aiailar 
rataa of incraaaa in tha Intarnal Ravanua, Tha raaulting ahortaga of capital availabla 
for public aorka dalayad tha conatruction of aarvicaa until concarn ovar conditiona in 
tha Barriaon cantraa bacaaa acuta, (94)
Thus, the three British researchers attempt to excuse the neglect of the 
Imperial government. The primary importance of supplying fresh water and 
adequate drainage facilities was emphasised by the 1897 Health Report (a 
Public Health Department being belatedly established in 1895). While places
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that were most Inhabited but best drained ,such as Valletta, Florlana, Cospicua, 
Vlttoriosa and Senglea, had an average death rate oi 29.5 per 1000 souls; In 
the villages that were much less crowded the rate was over 30 per thousand; in 
the suburbs that did not have any drainage system (Xslda, Pleta, Sllema, St 
Julians, Hamrun, B'Kara, Qormi, Tarxlen, Paola, 2iabbar) the death rate was over 
37 per thousand.
Indeed,the 'mother country* did not only neglect to provide sewage facilities 
and a clean water supply to the new concentrations of reserve labour, but it 
also intensified poverty through its fiscal policies.And as we have seen,the 
heavy dependence on one Indirect ten - the tex on wheat end therefore on bread 
- and the lack of any direct taxation Increased the polarisation in wealth and 
the ill-health of the working classes .However, Bowen-Jones et al correctly 
point out that nothing would induce the Imperial and local governments to save 
the lives of countless Kaltese people than the spread of disease and death 
among their own soldiers and sailors in the garrison towns. The contagious 
nature of cholera and the fear and horror of this particular epidemic made it 
a spur to public action in many parts of the world but in the Kaltese 
is lands,public health measures were both late and localised due to the strength 
of reactionary forces and weakness of the working classes.
i i
Summary
It must be clear that Malta was de-industrialised as a British colony in the 
nineteenth century. Its cotton Industry was extinguished. A transiton was made 
from an agricultural and manufacturing society to a commercial and servile I I
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one. Dockers, merchants and servants replaced farm-labourers, spinners and 
weavers. As the traditional cotton industry declined, port activity Increased 
but its multiplier effect through the economy was lower and more localised and 
its pool of labour was totally male. And as the traditional domestic loci of 
productive activity shifted to the harbour areas, the labour force was severed 
from control of means of production and was more and more sexually divided.
British imperial rule paid scant attention to local living conditions. As a 
naval base, Malta's importance was primarily dependent on external and not 
internal developments. However, the seeds of future development lay in the 
growing skills and organisation of the dock-workers. As a commercial centre, 
Malta's fortunes were Intermittent and enjoyed by a minority. But a monetary 
rather than subsistence economy permeated all levels and areas, payment in 
kind persisting in agriculture only when conditions were very poor. As a 
colony, its bureaucracy and conservative local interests were enhanced.
There was then no transition from a feudal to a capitalist mode of production 
on the lines of Britain or Germany. And it is this very persistence of the 
dominance of political rath^er than economic coercion; the serf-servile 
relationship between labourers and the owners of capital; the lack of internal 
Investment and the consequent failure to Improve labour productivity in both 
industry and agriculture; it is this background alone that explains the 
inequalities and lack of basic infrastructure and the continuing threat of 
famine and epidemic diseases. This lack of development is the background 
against which disease must be set.
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Whilst Icxial resistance to Imperial exploitation was ever present and 
recurrently manifested In ways such as petitioning, demonstrating, 
strengthening communal and family ties and mutual assistance, and setting up 
workers associations; it was not until much later in the twentieth century that 
workers could wrest some power from the colonial administration and upper 
classes. As we have seen, British colonial direct control and repression had 
the collaboration of the local clergy and aristocracy. In the second half of 
the nineteenth century, the additional collaboration of the new civil service 
and commercial bourgeoisie bolstered the colonial state, while an emerging 
oppositional elite was more concerned with language and prestige than the 
lives and deaths of working men, women and children. Of importance too, was 
the elimination of women's productive role in weakening the working classes' 
ability to unite against exploitation and improve health and development.
I : .
The thesis that development is determined demographically can be demolished by 
pointing to the fact that development and population both declined in the 
first half of the nineteenth century. On the other hand those proponents of 
market forces as the vehicles of development would have a hard task explaining 
Malta's continuing backwardness despite being at the apex of so much trade, 
commerce and military activity.
:  ^ '
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Table 9 DISTRIBUTIQM QF OCCUPATIQBS. MALTA; 1851 -1901
Onnupations (a) 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901
Physicians 114 94 79 10 119(b) 114
Surgeons na 14 12 na na na
Apothecaries 54 45 39 34 42 58
Phlebotomists 7 4 4 na 3 1
Midwives 52 41 68 61 79 78
Dentists na na na 5 10 17
Subordinate na na na na 140 244
medical service
Farmers na na 4,640 2,590 5,727 5,039
assistants na na na 340 6,608 4,784
Labourers in 10,536 8,706 10,480 12,094 9,407 na
fields
Masons & plas- 2,940 3,408 3,472 3,179 3,968 na
terers
Seamstresses
Embroiderers
na
8,072
5,174
113
4,435
53
3,484
83
2,535 na
Lace-makers na 2,785 3,618 4,512 3,718 6,467
Cottonspinners 9,741 7,379 5,771 5,535 2,491 782
Cottonweavers 4,705 4,018 4,843 2,857 2,258 1,272
Servants 3,451 4,184 4,247 5,573 5,066 4,682
Mendicants 474 383 603 725 523 494
Cigarmaking na 1,854 1,558 1,033 846 646
& tobacco
Mineral na na na na 2,543 2,978
substances
Houses ,furnlt- na 
ure,decorations
1,813 1,856 1,854 5,525 6,235
Food 8 lodging na 291 369 476 3,233 3,423
Labourers na na na na 1,361 2,312
Hôte (a) The information is sketchy for two main reasons: a considerable 
number of people were engaged in more than one occupation; the 
classification of occupations varied from census to census.
(b) Hearly half of this total were government employees.
Sourcêi; C§nsu§§§ of th§ li lin d i of l f i l t i ,6ozo i  Coêino, Ì8S1,186/, Ì87/, 1891, Ì90Ì,
From 1671, Malta is said by many, including the Census reporters, to have 
become industrialised. The commercial and industrial workers outnumbered the 
agricultural workers. In the decade 1871-1881, while the population rose by 
nine per cent, the number of porters, carriers and coalheavers doubled; the 
number employed commercially rose by nearly thirty per cent and the number 
of petty vendors by one quarter. In the decade 1881-1891, the number of 
commercial workers, merchants, dealers and construction workerscontinued to
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increase many of them obtaining contracts from the British garrison. All these 
jobs concentrated around men in urban areas. The building of the railway in 
the early 1800's also drew men from the land and increasing the number of 
employees in the transport group.The basis of this so-called industrialisation, 
this positive leap in Malta's supposedly linear economic development, was 
unsound. The docks were being developed for Britain's convenience. Women's 
employment was falling drastically. Internally controlled industrialisation 
only ocurred one hundred years after 1871.
In the last decade of the century 1891-1901, there was a shift from occupied 
to non-occupied classes. Commercially the heaviest fall was in the number of 
boatmen, coalheavers and carters. An exception appears to be the growth of 
the lace-making industry but , while the total number of females in this group 
decreased by over ten per cent between 1881-1891, the number of female 
children (under 15) rose by forty per cent. The temporary recuperation of the 
lacemaking Industry was thus based on child exploitation In total, the end of 
the century saw a further decrease in opportunities for women to work in 
textiles and cigar making, but an increase in building and connected trades 
and in the number of labourers.
Table 10
Itale 1
I Professional AQ31 600
1881 1901 1911 1921 1931 
fetale tale female male female male female male female
6291 1100 6993 1158 8032 1607 8069 2200
Per cent 5.5 0.8 8 1 8 1 9  2 8 2
IlPersonal or 2759 3502 1526 4880 1665 4069 2657 4965 3154 6029
Qflaestic
Per cent 4 5 2 6 2 4 3 5 3 6
III Coaiercial 19980 1656 17606 2045 19489 1507 17890 2450 19975 2558
Per cent 27 2 22 3 21 2 20 2 19 2
ivftaiiculture 12543 3447 10274 3615 11908 3295 12368 3895 11219 2460
Per cent 17 5 13 4 13 4 14 4 11 2
vjjidustriAl 12014 19111 19841 11267 21089 8178 20320 8748 25929 5255
Per cent 16 25 25 14 23 9 22 9 25 5
VlUnoccupied 22103 20025 2531 1 59046 31385 75310 29649 76707 34893 91762
tUnoroductiv
Per cent 30 26 31 72 34 81 33 78 34 83
TOTAL 73430 76352 80849 81953 92529 93517 90916 98372 103239 110264
Note (a) Referí to total civil population over five years, 
Source§; Ctnsusts of thè lslind§ of HàlU, 6020 ènd Comí no.
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Distas« is a consequence of social origin, social inequality and social change.
Virchow 1848
yherever it (cholera) appeared it tested the efficiency and resilience of local 
adiinistrative structures,It exposed, relentlessly, political, social and soral 
shortcoaings,,,It proepted ruaours, suspicions and at tiaes violent social conflicts, 
Briggs 1961,
The analysis of theory and the specific historical background to health and 
development in the preceding chapters enables us to approach the study of 
recurring nineteenth century cholera epidemics in the Maltese Islands. The 
basic contradictions in the dialectic of imperialism and development and of 
chauvinism and development are manifested in disease.
The epidemics of cholera starkly expose the consequences of merchant 
capitalism and imperial rule on a garrison Island. The structural relationships 
between politics, religion, science and the economy are thrown into sharp 
relief by actions and reactions during each epidemic. Cholera highlights the 
disease generating conditions of the environment. In this impoverished colony, 
we might also assume that cholera exacerbated class hatred and stimulated 
religious fervour, although the evidence for these being pronounced effects has 
yet to be researched.
Like cancer, cholera terrorised. Its symptoms were terrible and its 
unpredictable course subjected everyone to fear. Its Incidence, however, fell 
heavily on the working class in the inner harbour region. Death from cholera 
crccurs in over one half of untreated cases within days of contact.
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Cholera is an acute infection of the small intestine by the bacterium, vibrio 
cbolerae, which causes severe vomiting and diarrhoea, leading to dehydration. 
It is contracted from food or drinking water contaminated by faeces of a 
patient. It is therefore, like typhoid and polio, enteritis and dysentery, a 
faecally-related disease. Effective drainage systems and a pure water supply 
are therefore essential to its prevention. The vibrio cholerae was isolated and 
cultivated by Robert Koch in 1883. Recently, it has been found to have a 
lengthy survival period in water of high salinity (1). Thus, it was easily 
transmitted through saline Maltese water. The organism is killed, either by 
carbolic disinfectants or the chlorination of filtered water, but this was not 
known until the end of the last century.
Cholera had been native to India for centuries. It overran Europe in the four 
aajor pandemics of 1831-37; 1848-49; 1852-55; 1865-67(2), 'spreading terror 
like the medieval plague, killing millions (in England and Vales alone c.a. 
150,000) and constituting everywhere a tremendous medical, political, economic 
and human problem'.(3) For two main reasons, cholera incidence tended to be 
underestimated (4). First, the disease was not easily diagnosed as different 
from acute diarrhoea. Secondly, the tendency was to hush things up and allay 
suspicions because the adverse reactions to traders, visitors and the local 
people were not desired. Ve must remember that. Just when cholera first hit 
Europe, the new textile magnates were at their keenest to accumulate more and 
®ore capital. This preceded the anti-contaglonist lease of life from 1821-1867, 
contemporary scientific thought being subordinate to dominant economic 
interests in opposition to popular, traditional belief and the now-accepted 
fact that cholera is fast-spreading.
<: '2.ZS >
As Table 15 shows<a), the main cholera epidemics reached the Maltese Islands 
in 1837, 1850, 1865, 1867, 1887 and 1911, with decreasing impact. In the first 
epidemic, its comparative incidence was astounding; the death rate per thousand 
of the population reached over thirty-five in Malta compared to less than two 
in England and Vales; two and a half in Ireland and Just over four in Scotland.
The prevailing English ideology in Malta at this time revolved around the 
primacy of imperial strategy and profit, racial superiority and maintenance of 
the status quo. So the anit-contagionist movement resounded positively in this 
small colony, since it provided merchants with the argument against imposing 
external and internal quarantine measures. Dr J. Davy <5 ) and Dr J. 
Sutherland <6 ) both used their observations in Malta to further their anti- 
contagionist views at home and abroad. Dr Max von Petenkoffer was a leader of 
those anti-contagionists who Invoked complex social and environmental théorie 
of cholera transmission, only later developing the notion of the 'carrier'. 
Keanwhlle, local doctors tended to be contagionist, perhaps reacting more 
defensively. <7)
Local Ideology, as expressed through the church, found a comfortable symbiosis 
in sin and sickness - one that exalted the powers and enriched the coffers of 
the parish priests. Piety bred Intransigence. It was God's will. The traditional 
contagionist view of the Vatican (8) permitted an angry but contained 
undercurrent against British laissez-faire attitudes while also shifting the 
focus from appalling living conditions to the menace of foreign infidels.
(«) Tiblt 18 in the «ppendix to thii chapter,
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This explains why the social reform movement , which was gaining yound in so 
many European countries and that was the positive side of anti-contagion ism, 
did not develop in response to the cholera outbreaks in Malta. Indeed, well 
passed the heyday of the mlasmatics and the campaigners for Improvements in 
sanitary facilities, only a few solitary Maltese voices called for public 
health measures. Moreover, the anti-reformists (the Partito Hazlonale) 
organised into an effective bloc to progressive policies. (10)
Vhile the antl-contaglonlst movement had swept away quarantine measures in 
Europe, It had also Introduced Important public health safeguards. But in 
Malta, the positive steps to Improve local conditions were not taken. The 
multiple causes of this failure include the overriding interests of British 
merchants and the reactionary stance of local vested interests; the lack of 
socially enlightened local doctors, steeped in a tradition of individual 
causation (11); and the lack of strength of the working class.
Illfi theoretical setting of the first pandemic
Contagionlsm had found its material expression in the quarantines and 
their bureaucracy...but quarantines meant to the rapidly growing class of 
merchants and industrialists a source of losses, a limitation to 
expansion and a weapon of bureaucratic control that it was no longer 
willing to tolerate. (12)
To understand the European popularity of the anti-contagionist movement, we 
oust realise that it did not simply envelop scientists and merchants but also.
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0„  the snu-conugioni.t evidence pri»ec,ly collected fr.-«
U idencenS l, the British guerentme restrKtions were reUxe. m v.o. ..' L  r e e v e d  in h e lte  .n the s » e  yeer hevrng been v e r i o .I V  m torce s n .e
r (-1 i i' t-Urt'C'S I t.'-’ ' ,
the IB)« plague. When the cholera f u -
. . . rhervtn 0 7 8 3 -1 8 «). one 0« then-
contagionists were well-enlrencoed, ta .o l ... - -
the fivand Prix de hedecine m le.ii by 
*ost able protagonists was aw.r.... -.......
The arador,ly of Science. Th,, n ,„jlv I r. , 
leading medical corporation, Th. a.. y
H r-rroan Medical C'Mnriissions all vnve-., nja •- 
physicians, Russian, Polish and Geimm Me..c.
C..r--I verdicts ,-d non-contagion and gave reSjU- the cholera, rende t^-J ve^aiCwS -
were useledir.
• \r.lArD«t«< cnticisn.. lb*? ca .m-.f.
Whal they eounlorp«*«*
,.H tr. ihp cnntraction of cholera was loo antuv^t.-. 
infUence that s'jppoaedly W d  .- - „.n-on
H-.nUet- inln f.he ’miaama.’ of filth theory - U -  *.n idea., so it was mod«) mse*. ml- -
,nim- or v-gptable matter. The miasmaUcs did acc,.n.. 
arisiv^d decaying anim.^t ui ’^-2-
hiil not the Big Three : the 
the existence of s,ome contagi.:us diseases but not Ih.
yellow fever and cholera. Therefore, they proposed cleansing and , oin n 
» «„eive scale as .opposed to quarantine and isolation.
1 X +1- - iH;»'./ i he^ '^ ‘ W'r'l
■' doubt that, compared Uo the strong Malthusian cuman . o ■« ,
:progressive views. They struck a resonant chord in the masses who aied ,
, ,„.nv lif,a that isolatnon incurred, iusl. as »„v
disruption and break-up of family I'f-
■ Manv D.:*Od U' S U  V•¿•11 " '
ffeared doctors' barbaric methods and anatomic gr«_ .
i’íTí-.
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- loo, wxild have been threatened by quarantines and the curtailment of trade 
business and factory-work,
I t  was against the bar.kgro.jnd cd this power str._.ggle and its  sc ien t if ica lly  
inconclusive ideological overtones that the local British administrative 
response to the terrib le cholera epidemic shifted from s tr ic t ,  i f  belaied, 
quarantine measures and the isolation o f ^ f i r s t  cases to an «iphasis  on 
special, I f  insufficient, attention to the p « r  victims, fts R...I. Morris p.iintr, 
out while reviewing administrative response in Britain, the British Sovernment 
decided to do a l i t t l e  of quarantine ?, poo.- re lie f  and cleansing hut 'did 
neither very well'. Violence ercpled in 1831, in Manchester, Edinburgh, Glasg.jw 
and London, as the working classes reacted against cholera and again-,t doctor-, 
and h.aspitals. The ruling classes feared these popular r iots  wo..Id spre.i.l as 
they had done so in Moscow, H.jng-ary and Pans and therefore (he l::.-it,,|,
eovernmenl decided not to .,ise coercion to t,,,Brantine internally, tc. r.:w„ove h- 
hosp i ta 1 , nor to c. leanse horn e s .' n 4 )
In Britain, the fir?5t cholera epidemic of 1831 (15) and contemporary 
theory were together an important stimulus ho the stody of relallont, betwfis.n 
social cii cumstances and dif fer'sn t ia l morbidity and m orta lity . Survey n ond 
s U t is t ic a l  analyses were undertaken for the f i r s t  time revealing U..- stattt r,r 
^the new working class concentrations,
k •
‘ Of particular importance, in Fdwin Cha.dw1ci. - 5  R epo rt on th - S e n ,t . ,r y  
;^ o n d it io n  o f  the Labou rin g  P o p u la tio n  o f  G reat P r i t a in O B A l^  was the 
iObservalion that sewage and clean water were desirable becausv: they
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»oney for the ra.tep'ayers and because they assL!re>d a more productive qrotp of 
workers for the ind'ustrialists (16). His was not only a hcjn^anitarisn but abr.v..
a pecuniary arg.jr.^ent, 'He hoped to reduce the nunber of stste-s.^oort^d 
^widows and orphans by reducing the death rate among the working classes' and 
.slmultaneo'jsly he showe-d 'tne average  p e r io d  o f  th e  w o rk in g  a b i l i t y  o f  (h a t
ic iass m ight b e  e x ten d ed  a t  lea 'St 10 days b y  im provem ents to  the  p la c e  o f  wort
%2one.x.}7)
c m
I^n Malta, neither of these financial considerations held any sway, llu’ re were
no British middle and «upper class rate payers supporting the pK.o'-, Neittior
were there British capitalists wanting, on a large and consistent sc^le, higher
Maltese labour productivity. Thus ti-«e anti-contagionist movement lr^ .‘ tr, th.»
relaxation of quarantine, controls without the introduction of soci;.! or
environmenta.l improvements. In Britain, however, the Public Heal.M. Act was
passe-d in 1043, . followe-d by a new Poor Law, the Contagloi.ri Diseases
Prevention Act, the consol idation and amending of the Nuisances R '^moval
Disease Prevention Acts (1855) and the Adulteration of Food ?. Orini.; A( t
0860 ). In the M alt^e colony, the theories of personal behaviour such ns
•reference to the inferior characteristics of the Maltese native:; ( L : ; ,  .n.f 
)
^e<uries of the s.p.ernatural (19), were r.-,ore important than eiU.er II,e
contagionist or the anti-contagionist tenets,, despite the fact that the latter 
•used much Maltese data to .uphold their case. These sup.erior and/or spiritual 
Attitudes could, perhaps, be maintained for so long by th*- British
•ir. *
Administrators and upper classes in Malta because they fe l t  safely able to
^ o id  its  spread. Fear was not a motivator for reform, nor was self-defence n
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cause of ptblic health inriprovements until after the increase in the garrison 
population and the 1860's epidemics' higher incidence among the troops/.!9aJ
Local response to the f i r s t  epidemic;1S3Z
In 1837, when cholera f i r s t  broke out on a large scale in the Hospice for !he 
Old and for Invalids, Floriana, the local population was, as discussed in i!'io 
previo'js chapter, in the der.ths of an economic and social cris is , Pritis !) 
m ilitary arrogance and c iv i l  halfheartedness toward t-he injustici^s »iid misery
V
in the colony had f'jelled disillusion into bitterness and h os til ity , A /Vop/e''-
1
P e t it io n  to  H.M, Governm ent, in 1836 had calle-d for an independent Board of 
Health to 'regulate the a ffa irs  of the Q'ja.ra.ntine Dep'artment in-d'= a^'l of 
leaving i t  under the control and to the caprice of military men.'flPbi
‘ On 9th Jtme 1837, the Governor at f i r s t  ordered the refiioval of tt'ie Hospiui 
inmates to Fort Rica.soli but by the end of the month this internal gijaraniine 
was reversed and those who had not yet shown signs of cholera were allc'Wi'-d '.o 
return to their families, A sign of the strength of anti-coniagionism lio^ m 
the Government notice of 21 J'jne 1837 (20) which threatened to S'<ck any>>ne 
who said cholera was contagious,
"A  Central Committee for the S'..iperintendence of Cases of Cholei'a ••ppoint*''I 
on 19 J'jne 1837 to advise the Government, It  ref'jte*d a.ll'a'gation'j fhAt. chol-'i'-» 
/was contagious and began organising the supply of free me-dicines and medic ••»I 
j  attendence at home, encouraged phlebot'amy and si.-pervise'd the esta.blishivieni
Vi ,* ■'
temporary hospitals in Valletta, Floriana, Senglea, hdina, i!ehhug, Hamruo, 
HQormi, Zejtun and Zurrieq, As the epidemic reachefd climatic proportions, Hi''
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hCommittee pointed out Ih .t  poir
» f f e , t e . r  ^n.:l s ^ s e g ^ n t l y  a ta .,p o ra ,y  co n m itta a  fo r  tha R a U a f a f  >f,a 
■ D astilu ta  Pear «aa  a p p o in te J . Ho^avar th ia  yaa a .ir.ap th a t f a l l ,  tea  I H I l a  a rr i 
too la ta . M o  lh a  ocaan o f  naad. O n ly £ t0 S 9  S 2d  a a ra  r a ia a J  ih ra e jh  
^ vo lu n ta ry  .don a tion s , la s s  than a t h i r d  ,af tha s m  d is lr ib u U a d  by lh.a 
Sovarnnant in  a lm s in  W 2 i  < 2 0 . ha.anwhila, . a f f i n a l  n a g la c t p a r s is t a d .
E x ta rn a l qoarantina oantMaad to ba .app.asaJ, I t  o a s consi.darod i ^ n d e s i , , n , J 
fu tile  to res tr ic t  «.sritime intercourse, Nay, by b r in g ie j SLf.pli.as to ahara 
thay irara ur.gantly naedad thay m ilbga tod  tha s.affarirys o f M .in a n d s .'O O  
I s o la t io n  and cordons ver'e a ls o  o f f i c i a l l y  .app.asad beca.use they p.r.Jyse 
every branch of industry and s t i f l e  the disposition to ass is t ' (23)
l!V -iV.I
Thus, while thoussnds ^on  thousands of locsl people died of this lerrll.,... 
disease we realise the British fl* ,in istration  was indifferent and uncaring, u  
had had s ix  years warning of cholera's ad-cance from - Britain to 3o,jthern 
Europe and the Mediterranean. I t  had the miasmic evidence that better housing 
(24). hygiene and belter standards of liv ing were major factors in preventing 
this k i l le r .  The close connection between ill-hea lth , death and poverly was n, 
d^ny evidence before the local ad,.imstrators ' very eyes and U  was „ ^ o  
CSrefuIly investigated at homef2S). If the Colonial Office, British R o v e r I  
or local administration had fe l t  the s ligh test responsibility toward the peop.V 
•U was now governing in its  well-situated garrison -colony they Iv.d a,»r.M 
«arning and nurerous devices at their command. Instead, local Ignorance was 
^couraged: the Governor , the Naval Commander in Chief, HM Judges and Pf...r
'"Ti i.
5 i f t
¿ * i-
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Admiral Briggs all attending a Te De«jnri Mass to t-hank God for U"’  fhoU-ra'", 
abeyance on 23 October 1837.
The re la tiv e  impact, of cholera epidemics
Cholera in Malta 1837, as else<i/here in this pandemic, showeid itse lf  chiefly as 
 ^an urban disease, fa ll in g  disastroiusly on the poorest quarters of Vallefl f'' 
• just as i t  did in Dublin and Glasgow, The Mandraggio harbouring crowds of 
^beggars in f i l th y  overcrowded tenen'ents became a focus of virulent infection, 
.As Table 15 shows(a), over four thousand Maltese pe»Dple die*:!, taising tt-'o 
death rate to over 35 per thou-sand of the population, and having a marke'i 
demo*graphic impact.
: , il
. t'l
In the Maltese Islands, there is evidence that female absolute and relative 
mortality was greater than that of males both in the 1837 and thte 18G5 
cholera outbreaks (26), The unprotecteJ decline of the cotton indurdry on 
which so many women depende<d for their livelihood was, as we f''ave s«='en, one >if 
the major determinants of destitution that most families were suffering 
this time.
f -
‘ Iha 1S50 epidemic
Thirteen years later and one year a f t e r  the 1849 Irish epidemic (27), the 
cholera again v is ited  Malta, this time k il l in g  nearly 2,000 ptople but now-r
V reaching 6ozo, The deaths inclLde*d a higher proportion of British troops
f- /
among whom the death ra t« rose to nearly forty per thciusand. The fear th- '^
.this instilled  in the garison town was an important motive for limited
. sanitary Improvements. Again the Mandraggio was h it badly.
♦ -
£ .U ) See Table 15 in the Appendix and Table 4 in Chapter 4,
r-
d’-'c-
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•^“ Meanwhile the po lit ica l background was changing in the 1840's. Fxplo'^ive 
republican moverrients had develope<j in France, Germany, Hungary and even clos'^^ r
• to Malta, in Italy, Agitation for democratic rights had siriiuUane>:'usly
r increased in Malta., Between 1847 and 1851, Richard More O'Ferrall a c iv i l
reformer was appointed Governor and he introduce»d Malta's f i r s t  colonial
. V -
,iOhstitution in 1o43, I t  was tokenistic. The Council of Government now
Included eight electe-d representatives but only a small minority of 2 non-
” ' '
* 2,500 people qualified as electors; secondly, a majority of o f f ic ia l
j . *  / 'j . .«V
'T: appointments was retaine<d on the Council (28), Meanwhile, thn econorr. ir
H -
situation of some Malt-ese h arb o u r workers improved as Britain e>P'»nded i t s*'»
naval base in Malta during the Crimean War 1853, while commerce and the cio-«r 
industry expanded.
- The  18S 5 ep idem ic
r^ The 1365 cholera epidemic came via a new . route of Egypt and Mecca, ref l e d  in. j 
;^ ih e  increased movement of tra-de and m ilitary al.Dng this path. Dr G h io , th.? 
! Police Physician ba the Lazeretto ('quarantine hospital) and a C'Dnfirme.J
f  t on tag ion is t was among those who sbudie-d the impact of the 1865 cholera in 
<»:■
'•fGozo and Malta, He casti'ga.te’d the slowness .of Bf’ itish «officials, F«:.r example,
Nf <.» *
the British C-onsul at Alexandria t-o-ok 12 days bo inform the r-i.jvernmeni o(
Cholera's spread. This tirf'e, actin-g .on the «opinion of the Boar«d of , the
■
||^^''ernment did order 7 days quarantine for a l l  ships fr«om Alexandrii^.
Vi|The Mandraggio, Vittoriosa and other poor urban areas were h it badly but 
.Contrary to what might have been expecte«d, p’S'ople livin«g in sfiarse C'ountry
-  237 -
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villages in both islands suffered more from cholera than the pop>ulation of
V .crowde*d garrison towns’(29).t’ V.
I
t:'.
' Dr 6hlo comments, Females and generally those who from age, nahjral ^ ' 3 1
ir ■
i  unhealthiness, i l l  and insufficient nourishment and other causes were of weak
f  constitution appeared to be more liable to cholera than others,'(30) The ni.,riibei'
I'':*
|,jbf deaths t-o cases treate'd was the highe-st on record, Medical treatment s t i l l
' ■ did more harm than go>>d and althoLtgh the economy was more bu*3yant, dl.,^ 5• to
ii ■ ^ •' tincreased trade and m ilitary activ ity , the increase in income for some workers
’ i;, ■
could not outweigh the negative e ffects  of massive exploitation, lack of
industrial development and lack of basic infrastructure such as sanitary
k ,
, fa c i l i t ie s .
' w y %
■
f it*:?'
' i#.
‘ t W '
1 Pi
j
•‘i
: In his st-L»dy of the 1865 cholera epideriiic. Dr Sutherland came d'own <iguarely in 
V;: favour of local conditions developing cholera. Both he and Dr (hhio <>grei«!’ij nn
y
the pivotal infl'jence of dwellings: Dwelling hoc/ses in these isiands are with 
, few exceptions b u ilt  without the leset regerd to any hygienic p rin c ip les  with
K »
y' respect to ven tila tion , ethic space, siti/ation o f c is terns and drains,' Dr (ihni
> K; ■ ■
also noted that in hot seasons, lack of water means that house drains wf-ief.>
v ’ they ex ist, are choked up with deposits especially in c it ies  ;<nd pTa'-.-'c; 
•vi
V occi.p)ie*d by the poorest classes. Sewers were generally cut into porot j^s rock so 
that the infecte<d faeces easily sank into wells and drinking water.
m
'iia
Irl
lower parts of c it ies , grcijiid floors and cellars are perpetually imlx>v1 
^  withi water and sewage', noted Dr Sutherland. He found that tiie numi»er of 
Cholera deaths diminished rapidly from below floors upwards aimd that deaf 11*■ : 'V'.
\
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rates also bore a particular relation to population density. He concludes that 
i t  was the worsening public health in the Maltese islands C-;l),and the 
appalling sanitary conditions that le*d to the outbreak and high incidence of 
cholera.
Whilst Dr Qhio did not recommend, Dr Sutherland did, He advised urgent
execution of permanent sewage and water supply works by local Doa'-ds of 
Health and tighter and more informed police administration for the prevention 
;of nuisances. His was an authoritative and cogent argiunient for iriipn ivemvints in 
local sanit-ary conditions both in town and in country, but most esp>->c\aUy in 
the overcrowded and b'usy port area, If his recommendations had been ac^e-l 
upon, much misery and loss of l i f e  would have been averte«d in the s<=>cond 
of the nineteenth century, As it  was, the capital necessary for insta lling even 
‘ a limited sewage system was not made available, even though concern in Hte 
garrison centres was now becoming acute.
*Ihe 1867 epidefrtir
In the same year that Dr Sutherland and Dr Ghio p>ublished their reports on th-? 
.1885 cholera epidem.ic, cholera broke out again. In 1SG7, i t  kille-J 1 9 0  troops - 
 ^the highest ncfnber yet. Six years previously. Dr Sutherland, together with 
Captain 6altc»n had reporte>d on the dangers to British trc«aps healtli thirouigli 
 ^lack of pure water and proper drainage fa c i l i t ie s  in the garrison towns
I-
i  These observations were also include'd in the summary of Dr Sutherland's 'Sb7
report,
r
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The 18€7 cholera epidemic reinforced Dr Sutherland's recommendations since 
Sixty per cent of the cholera deaths in Valletta occurred in filth y  ce llars , 
ground and mezzanine floors, Again, as in 1865, and 1887  ^ the poor liv ing  in 
Villages suffered even more from the cholera than th-ose in the garrison towns. 
Vln. the country, as Sutherland had pointed out, there were oa drainag*» 
■iirrangefnents, no pure water supply, no sanitary supervision and much povet'ty
y T
and overcrc<wding, Most homes had been bu ilt under the Knights, with defence 
..against invaders in mind so they were window less and hence a irless. In the 
> sufrtmer, cholera's preferred season, the lack of water and its increas*i>J 
sa lin ity  exacerbated contagion.
ii While local defence and commercial expenditure increaseid a fter the )SGS and 
* 1887 cholera, epidemics, no sanitary improvements were made to the v illages . In 
; » ”1871, the huge Somerset Dock, larger than any available at the time at the 
’ Royal Kavy Headqua.rters of Portsmouth, was opertfad at French Creek in the Grand
it
' Harb'^ur, In the same year, a hydraulic dO'Ck came into operation, Meanwhile, 
-large s'jms of money were spent on fo rtifica tion s , the grand Victoria Lines 
’ being built in the 1870*'s from Pomm ir-Rih at one side of the island to 
Mtdelena Bay on the other side. But despit.e the re la tive  boom, the people wei'n 
l^ ^ itill bare-foot, hungry, une«ducabe'd and sick, Enteritis, typtioid, measles, 
^■.-smallpox, diptheria, undulant fever and malnutrition were frequent bearers of 
. debilitation  and death. Housing conditions remaine<d appalling and obviouslyy - T-A
injuri'sus to health,
V . .
^ I n  1873, a proposal was made to Council for a proper sewage system In ih-:» 
Vlti^hkrbout' area, where British troops and the upper classes were conr.entr'd.ed,
fl».' ' . . :
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The plan „aa to raptaxe and expand on aewage s y s t.„  .ade in .a U a tu ,
- I.mghts, th:s being inadequate and a source of pollution. Us est<-,ai.a-i 
c - t  uas £70.000, of ubicb tbe O d .ira ltv  propposed to contribute £:i0 ,0oo la l.
he nob ility  end local e lit^  was entrenchi=»d in reacti-»n n- ■
in reaction. Despising ev.-rything
British, its  over-rid ing p rio rity  was to oiako the Italian l.n
-  i-ne Ita lia n  langijage off i c i al .
The a n t i - r i f o r n i i s i i ,  the elecleH r^ re s en U ttv --  ^
eprtfSfc.nUtivt:r= on the Ccjncil, refttsed to be
part o f the British sewage proposal. Their r-^fusai t .  .  . ,"it-xi refusal to vote for these v ita l
put-lic works may also have been prompted by th^air and th^ »-
I- - j  uy tneir and their supporters’ vested
prop-erty interests; the lav inn r.f =
y 3 - Sewage system wc»uld have interefered w Mh
their rent income and speculative plans.
in -87., a C ,. . . i . , ip n  of PU,Uc Hoaltb uan appointed. U  nof.d ,1.  bug.,
One helf of four thousand annual recorded deaths were o(
children under fiv e  vi=arc: rsi-i tu •
years Old, This may bavo bsan another spur to ror.-„.,„
action,
Wm
'T'-U
'v/T''
Bewesn 1873 and 1886, a fter the sewage propes^i was pushed through Cvr,, n
the o f f ic ia l  vote, a new s y s t «  of drainage and flushing sewage , 
constructed in Valletta, Floriana And f t «  tk/ ana the Th’’AP Citii=>c: f t i- i -- vwi t . i t i s , Tf i i t ,  inner hx-'rti-.M.n
area was not only p ivotal to naval and comoiercial a c it lv ity , it also ...............
the most concentrated gro^o of workers and the doctors were ............ . „
organise. In ,837. sewage extensions were also made to the ga rr iso ,; ,owi, .
snema ,3 . ,  gnis town was the centre of residence of the n .. 
^commercial bcxirgeoisie. largely dependent on m ilitary favours an,l contract-,,
l ^ n u a l  •iIi7J^y*expe„daure’|^ ’'’* "  *' »»cunted to ju;l over ten par real
r«:.i)'
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| j.lv in g  conditions for the mass of Maltese and Gozltans did not Improve, 
f c ^ p i t e  the trade boom of I870's and 1880’s, Their cause was not furthered by 
middle and .^per classes of Europeanised Maltese, Bowen et al commenting 
||n,-the lacy o f progress made in the fie ld  of pcfclic health say, ■As late as 
1 ^ 6  the iudgement of the Chief Government Medical o ffic e r  was '00 scheme of 
||an iU ry  reform ever met with greater opposition than the establishment of the 
g f id e rn  sewer system in M alta^ (3S) Neither the imperial administrators nor 
| h e  local mandarins put a p rio rity  on improving h «a n  l i f e  for the masses, 
y s b e r t  Chadwick, the tire less  reformer, commented in 1894, 'The • poorer classes 
| | r  the most part go without pure water or take their supply from pui,.,,:
S  ■ , th,at were invariably contaminated (36.). He
| » l e d  that the conscm,ption of water was too small for proper sanitation,
^especia lly  to regularly flush the sewage in poorer classes. Only one quarter of 
lithe population, inducing the m ilitary waa;
^  - m ilitary, was taking its  water sufiply
l^contam m ated fro-r the pipes In the last decade of a century o f British rule.
I^-The q ,« lH y  o f water that a. large portion of the population can and do use is
^wholly Insu fficien t for cleanliness and health, asserted Chadwick referring tn 
« lo c a l conditions in 18’=)6 ( 3 7 )
l l h e  166 7  Bpidgaift
;it ts not surpilising then that cholera struck the Maltese Islands .n ,887 
| c t m n g  over 460 people, more than half the n «b e r  of registered cases. U 
^^ruck again in 19,, and ,9 ,7 . No British troop is recorded as having been 
J k e n  ^11 m  these last three epidemics. In comparison, the last time cholera 
| | l f t h e  British Isles was in 1865. In ,.887 Malta, the fa ta lity  rate was, as
the advances made In knowleige of
tifttio:
l^ an d  preventive measures. And the epidemic brought with u  the
-  2H2 -
all lo.j-f«n iiliap disadvantage? of gijarantine and downturns m ^coiv....ir
a c tiv ity . The pe^ople's health arid liv ing  standards were so low that, l i t e  ri-«is
in the wind, they easily  succombeid to infections. In the Final Report of the
President of the Committee on Cholera 1837, the Sovernor 'only wondered that
diseases such as are due to the insanitary condition of dwellings, the had
’ sc^iply of water and the total absence of drainage, were not more f r e . , « , t  and 
fa ta l. '(38)
In 1887, the number of people repo.-l.?.j as reiquiring re lie f was per renl, of
a population of n in ety-five  thousand, according to the estimates d.'awn up |>y
priests and d is tr ic t committees. One of the steps taken in response to ih.>
cholera outbreak was that less than half of those reported to he ,n nee.,1 uere
given rations by the Committee on Cholera 18S7. Each privileged recipienfr.
•ration was worth no more than 7d a day, U-,e total cost of authorised i-ations
per day being less than £46. The Committee also took some action isolatir,,-)
victims and providing disinfectants to their homes. Again, these measures wore 
halfhearteij.
rl
U  was, however, at the end of the cholera year, on 21 December 1837, llv.l M.- 
British Colonial minister announced Malta 'autonomous' und-r a 
constitution. The f i fth  cholera outbreak may have been the calaty-,', for 
^ ig h t  years previously, a mass meeting had been called by deputy Flr,|.eri., ,|„ 
Cesare at whcih nine thousand signatures to a petition  were g,-.ti'.er,ad, ft,.. 
petition  asked for a c iv i l  governor; a majority of elected raembert, of D.un, ,i 
. .w lt lv ^  whose agreement no taxes or expenditure would be passed and with, o'
' 3r.=x2a. •
1.
^ reem en t no no part of ih ,? pec-ple's propaopty would bs acguirod.(.33) In
if.' • A■¿a--
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; t-he Letters Patent of 1887, the British Government esiablishO'! a halhese
assem bly of 14 e lected  members and s ix  Government o f f i c i a l s ,  w ith  tio n s I"
 ^ be held every thr'ee y e a rs , But the B r i t i s h  Government d reserved  the ''iqhl o^
,veto any m easures taken by the sa id  assem b ly . The lower c la s s e s ,
, T rest>'icted by 33a, tinancial and l?gal ic^^'ions were to be represented on the
. Council by ten »ie»bers, themselves selected by rigorous financial and literacy 
li*: , qualicfications. The regaining four elected iewbers, even «ore rigorously selected by 
; financial critieria, were to be elected by special electors viz. ecclesiastics, nobles
large landowners, senior »embers of the university and members of the Bourse,uo )
i V.-
Thus th-e new c o n st itu t io n  revealed  the B r i t i s h  a t th e ir  b e st a t d iv id n  ;:.nd ruh.
t a c t i c s .  As Bowen e t  a l o b serve , 'The o ld  dichotomy between the Kni'.jht.c, ,-;ind the 
M altese became perpetuated in a d iv is io n  between the upper m i.d.jle--Oari- 
Europeaniseid M altese , and the refoaindei’ .' (40)
The s a n ita ry  reform s tt<a.t were so  v i t a l  to the p reventio n  of cT'Oloi m , 
e s p e c ia l ly  when sea-b o rn e  co n tacts  and the population roi;nd p o rt avoas w->r.^ > 
in c re a s in g , came la te . They were lim lie-rJ . to a s p e c ia l ly  la rg etto d  popul i.ti' oi 
th a t  include>d the tro o p s, the e l i t e ,  the Bishop and C u ria  and .,f n ,..
d o ck e rs , In stead  of being treated  as b a s ic  am en ities to which a l l  c iti:,:ens l.a. 1 
a r ig h t  and *jp'on which l i f e  or death p ivo ted , thv?y were a t  most a 'di-T.vo' 1'•■n 
frofn u n rest and p o l i t ic a l  s t r i f e . '  '41.)
I ; VO
While the working c la s s e s  in Eng land , F ran ce  and e s p e c ia lly  Germany ha'i nm t. .d 
* Änd organise«d in tra d e  unions and s o c ia l i s t  p a r t ie s ,  s o c ia l  rofnnos 
V improve-d their h e a lth  had been won or g iven as pa llia tiva^ s 'ir as hur,. >n
I'x i
j  investm ents, The s e l f - in t e r e s t  of the in d u s tr ia l  bourge*sisie, nou* rooving mUi nernf technologies and monopoly c a p ita lis m , led i t  to cn n sn iid a tp  itc; n,%in'-; ,.nu 
•^e value of human investm ent in h ea lth  and e*ducation, i .i-i
- 2HH -
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In the colonies, however, whe'^e the deniend for labour was so rouch I'^wer,
especially the defviand for steady, technologically advanced work, the lives of
most local pe«ople were s t i l l  subject to harsh e?<ploita.tion and n-eglect, f' 
♦
 ^ docker, a coal-heave»' and a maid cnyid a ll be replaceid one h'jndred times over, 
■'Often at lower wage rat-es. Where British merchants were more imoortant ti'ian 
British  ind ijstria lists , the principle of buy ch^sp sn d  s e l l  was s t i l l
paramoijnt and incluJe'd both commodities and people, Taking what, '-.uited thofn 
from Adam Smit-hi's yeeith o f  N at ions  they could aford to ignore Ricardo's 
Labot/r Thesory o f  t'aicve.
Meanwhile, the advanced sectio'Ts of the European working class, I’reouiM inq 
conditions that did not ex ist in the colonies, made its  main cry 'Org i^-nni? Foi- 
the Eight Hour Day,' reflecting  the st»’ ength and unity of its w-in'tors. In 
contrast, "Bread, Wo»’k and Freedom from Imperialism' were the y'-'d- unorganisod 
demands of Maltese wor-'iers, so veheri>ently forwardtad by soc ia lis t pi'.jneer,
Manwel Dimech, early in the twppiieth cenbury,
T > w  1911 and 1917 Bpldgaics
f ‘ ^
The to ta l nuriber of deaths in the '311 and 1317 cholera ep'ide"ijcs did n il.
reach one hc.mdred, As Bowen-Jones et al note, ' In 1337 choU'ra i i l lw l  <1 /'''.'U 
out of a population of c. 116,000; in 1917 fewer than a hundred (*'*■*’0[!* 1 'J i I * )* 11- 
of a population tkiat had d'out'led in s ize ,' (4-2) The limihad public w>'irl<” , i Im» 
r increased opportunities to work ai'ound the 'Jocks and in commerce, and Ui<*
»consequent higher st-andad of liv ing contributed to the reduction >,if Mu,
'epidemic disease, This was the constructive side of British imperialism, .ir» Uiu 
follow ing chapter, we w ill see however, that ccintagi'ous diseases, in pnrtirMhn-^ 
"^fcver ( or brucellosis) s t i l l  tO'Oik .a re la tive ly  high death to ll «nd
• " £m
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infant mortality rates remained appalling thrc-ij-gh most of the f h- j^t half ■ '> 
the twentieth century. The decline in cholera incidence did not t-.diK;i-.le w i t h  
a transition in public health. It  did not re f lect  a resolution in coniradi( Im v 
interests or a change in the mode of production. Britain ’s imperial interesl". 
remained uncomprom ise-d. Puh-lic wo''ks were necessary for the well-i'»-‘ ing of ft io 
garrison towns which were, after a l l  , Brita in ’s Mediterranean head-quarlers, 
and of pivotal importance in b'-*th the f i r s t  and second world wars,
Summary
Althou-gh the total number of ct-oiera cases reported fe l l  in each epid'Vmic lu 
the nineteenth century, epidemics continued to break o-ut long after they had 
been prevented in Eiritain and other Buropean countries. Health car ‘^ , iucloli 'iq 
sanitary reforms, enableij the accumiulation of more p ro f i t  and the reprodi,ic ticin 
of the forces and relations of production in Britain. The prv-v»l* ‘^nce of a 
capita list mc-de of production reste-d on a stea.dy supply of cho^ p^ hut t i  Uv,' 
workers, In the fortress colo'-'y of Malta, internal develops evil was u.i' 
important to the British ruling class. State expenditure was not 
le>gitimise the system because the Imiperial Government had sweopiwg m  
unrestritteid by responsibility. State expenditure as a social j.nv>’‘--fi'-r‘rH , h. 
Improve the productivity of labour, was not necessary when the 1 b^mur •-;'ip|dv 
' was unlimite'd.f.-ASO State expenditure was only necessary to maintain imp^r i..l 
strate'gic interests in Malta ,'as a great military and naval i t , mU
ñi"
nothing more,'(44) So i t  was, that only after the ISGO’s ttioJera v.j,..|.*in i( ,
I» .
I ' spread to the British troops, did the Ir.iperial Government he-^ 1 r.*{:..‘ »iv..i
'i''-
warnings and recommendatior>s, and p<vopose a proper sewage sy-t.-m jn Hf 
area. Not only was this action late, considering over eTjiit t.l ioir. nr i I
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pe»Dple had already die-d of cholera and Ihousa'-'ds ntore had died of other ivah^ i- 
and fcod^borne diseases, it was also confined to the area whaT** t'O'Opa wi/r>? 
stationed.
h \W%i
I \X^ '
*• .
The local e lite , as we have seen, did ffiore to prevent than *id ifrtprovenienis in 
*
^everyday l i f e .  The p ro fe s s io n a ls , c le rg y , M erchants and prop erty  -.wiiers 
-d e lib e ra te ly  ignoreid c a l l s  to improve hyg iene, th e ir  rep iresen tatives re so rtin ']  
tc'ntino i'ijsly  to le g is la t iv e  o b stru c tio n , T h e ir I'ocal e s ta te  was 'ontiance'd by 
e x p lo it in g  and M ainta in ing  in eq ija .lit ies and by em phasising  cure rath er than
prevention  of d is e a s e , whether a. s p i r i t u a l  or me»dica.l cu re .
%
The growing population in overcr'C'W'ded and unhygienic p o rt areas wI m;-'«,'-» inr'*M'V'', 
were irre g u la r  and where san it-ary f a c i l i t i e s  were, for m ost, non~'.axistent, wer'.a 
e s p e c ia lly  su scep 'tib le  t>o imp'orte'd contagious 'dis'aases. T h e ir  re a ctio n  t'O these  
t e r r if y in g  epidem ics has y e t to be f u l ly  research ed , I t  seems th a t  fa ith  in God 
and b e lie f  in d e st in y  were re in fo rced  by th e ir  exp erien ce  of su-dden, p a in fu l 
lo s s e s .  In the f i r s t  p a rt  of the n ineteenth  cen tu ry , some of these  wi:>ri »-.rs niay
i.'
have signed the p e t it io n s  org an ised  by lo c a l m erchants and en trep risn eu rs, -uchM ■’
as Mitrovich. By the end 'Df the century, they were organisin'^ their m»'n 
l^workers associations. The particular vu lnerability of women 'l' •^'l.h ii"i" 
^‘Cholera, found in this study, re flects  their particular oppr*'Ssi')n in ll"> 
Increasing d ivision  of lab'Our between male pai'd pr'Dductive W'lvw ;<H'i fii-cid' ' 
^unpaid or low-paid dc*irtetic and service work, The un-arri=‘sted I'lt 'ti'»
^cotton industry le ft  many Maltese W'omen unable to contribute and C'l-vitr'iil ';hi?ir
fe^amily income and powerless bo prevent disease,
V'
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tSvtss (a.) ta/i:en frotn F, Cassar, whose s o u r c e  i s  L ‘Ape lielitense^ÀZ'ìi^). He points out that in 1837 «any cases and deaths were not reported aaiongst civilians , Indeed, Chetcuti 
Di Toiftwasof. p.l3), estiiates that 8852 cholera cases were reported and 4237 cholera 
deaths occurred.(b) a population base of 130,000 is assumed here.(c) the 1887 data is taken froi» Professor S.L. Pisani (1881) and F i n a l  Report o f  the 
C om  i t  tee  on C h o lera  /SS7.
(d )  The nuaber o f  d ea th s  to c a s e s  r e p o r te d  v a r ie d  f ro a  p l a c e  to p la c e .  In  IS37, fo r  
in s t a n c e  the lo w est  r a t e s  were 147 in  naval and a i l i t a r y  h o s p i t a l s  (s e e  F , C assa r  
p i S S ) ,  By ÌS S 7  the f a t a l i t y  r a t e  o f  c a s e s  in  h o s p i t a l s  was S3 w h ile  a t  hoae i t  was 
63 p e r  ce n t .
Sou rces ; F .  C assar  ( ! 3 6 4 ) ;  C h e tc u t i  Di Toaaaso a S 3 $ ) ;  S . L .  F i s a n i  U S $ 3 )  ;  F i n a l  R ep o rt  o f  
the C o a a it te e  on Cholera  Ì8 S 7  ( Ì8 8 S )
-  2 5 3  -
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The Early Twentieth Century and Undulant Fever
PnlltlcQ-EcQnQmlc Background
Tht ivtniifth ctniury optntd vith tht firtt billion dollar tru«i (Unittd Staitf Sttel), 
Th* ago of fittl followed the age of etean, Heavy induftry preponderated over light 
induftry. Free coepetition wat being traniforied into itf oppofite, eonopoly, 
Ounayevfkaya (1)
Id this international setting» Malta at the turn of the century was both 
insulated and deprived. Relative to the present-day it was Insulated because 
of its backwardness. Its economy was bent to the needs of the British military 
base and thus not open to the full force of changes in a fast-expanding 
capitalist world. It was deprived because Its economy and therefore its 
Industrialisation was captive to Imperial needs and Its politics were locked In 
a British administrative dictatorship.
Undevelopment persisted» as in other capitalist colonies, but Malta's economic
distortion was particular In its high degree of dependence on British military
strategy and spending. For instance, the 1911 Royal Commission stated :
Tht prtftni ditirift, ind tht grtatly txitndtd unttployttni of iht working ptoplt of 
Haiti hivt filltn upon thtt at a calaaity which thty could not fortitt, and againit 
which thty could takt no provition, To apprtciatt thii, it if ntctfiary to rtcogniit 
tht tntirtly artificial naturt of thtir forttr proiptrity and tiployntntf, which 
dtptndtd to a largt txttnt upon Itptrial txptnditurt, upon tht fortification! and 
ailitary workf, and upon tht txptnditurt of tht garriton and tht flttt in tht 
island,(2)
Fifty years later, and one finds post-second- world- war development similarly
insecure:
In tht lift rtfort all tconoaic activity dtrivti frot ailitary fptnding, (Balogh T. 1 
Start 0, 1955) (3)
Tht aoft obviouf characttriftic of Halta'i tconoay in itf txttrnal rtlationfhip it its 
aaazing dtptndtnct,.. on factors outtidt d o Ms t i c  control, (Bowtn tt al 1954) (4)(5)
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During the twentieth century• external power ganee brought Kalta Into the 
firing line In two world ware, and Internally its people experienced political 
turmoil. The early years saw the birth of two eignif leant movemente : 
socialism under the local inspiration of Kanwel Diaech leading to the founding 
of the Kalta Labour Party in 1921 (6); and lay Catholicism led by Dun Gorg 
Preca, the founder of the MUSEUM (7). Both these movements and their ideals 
have strong roots in working class mentality to this very day. The latlonalist 
Party, more a party of the elite and favoured by the Catholic Church heirarchy, 
has had a chequered past as it moved from being anti-reforms at the end of 
the nineteenth century, to being pro-Kussolinl in the 1930's and to adhering, 
today, to Christian Democratic beliefs. In the period 1921-31 of 'responsible 
government'(8>, the Constitutional Party led by Lord Strickland also enjoyed 
some popularity, but since its demise in the 1930's the Maltese community has 
been increasingly polarised between Labour and latlonalist. (9)
l'^{* liijrii Pif base was conoentratcKi in
the repairing and bunkering of the dockyards. But the tonnage of merchandise 
handled was falling as port facilities improved at a faster pace in other 
Mediterranean centres, such as Algiers and Maples, aided by the consolidation 
of French control of Algeria and the re-unification of Italy. Meanwhile, the 
lack of re-investment by the British Imperial Government and by local 
capitalists was a direct cause of Malta's lack of competitiveness. (lO)Another 
disadvantage occurred due to the changes in the forces of production :the 
Introduction of bigger and faster ships meant they had to make less stops. In 
addition, world trade-flow changes did not benefit Kalta. In particular, 
because of the growing importance of the American and Japanese economies, less
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East-Veet traffic came through the Mediterranean. As a result, Malta’s 
connerclal locational value was In decline before the British Empire had lost 
its primacy.
Although Malta was the British Mediterranean Fleet's most Important naval base 
throughout the first half of the twentieth century (11) , employment at the 
docks was by no means steady neither was prosperity the luxury of more than a 
few (12). 'Large and rapid’ changes 'of Imperial policy and expenditure' left 
the Maltese captive to outside exigencies that had multiple effects on this 
saall economy.(13) For Instance, after the first world war, the docks were run 
down and thousands of workers were laid off with no social services network 
to fall back on,( see Table 15 for figures). The riots of 7th June 1919 during 
which four Maltese workers were killed by British forces were In protest both 
at the layoffs and at the continuing high taxation of the staple food - bread.
Employment at the Docks. Malta;1914-19a7
23.000
10.000
5,000
15.000
12.000
Table JlS.
1914
1919
1925
1940
1945
1958
1987(a)
lotes: (a) Includes Malta Shipbuilding Corporation.
Scxirces: H. Lee; C. Mifsud Bonnici and the K.D.D. Workers' Council
Unrest was such after the first world war, that consltutlonal rights could no 
longer be avoided. In 1921, (when one of Britain's other European colonies was 
divided and Eire given self-rule), a bicameral system was Introduced In Malta,
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with relatively wide franchise for the lower house - the Legislative Assembly. 
It was granted to all male British subjects over twenty-one, able to read and 
write and worth t5 or paying ¿5 a year in rent. The Labour Party, formed just 
before the first elections, promised the abolition of the bread tax, the 
introduction of direct taxation and compulsory education with Maltese as the 
aedium of instruction. Such reforms would have done much to improve the health 
and welfare of the local people. But they were not to be Introduced until after 
the second world war.
Kalta's continued undevelopment was apparent in the condition of the working 
class during the first half of the twentieth century. Although, local dock 
workers were obtaining skills, becoming versed in the repair of steamships and 
then fuel-powered engine ships. Thousands of workers had no security at all as 
the above post-war layoffs show. They could also lose their Jobs at the drop 
of a hat, not for anything as bold as reading Marx, the reading of George 
Bernard Shaw was sufficient evidence of subversion. As shipwright instructor 
Lewis Spiterl stated, highlighting the monopsonist market for labour that 
persisted up to the 1960 *s : 'There was not much choice in Jobs here - either a 
aaid, a priest or a dockworker. We were relatively fortunate at the docks but 
just when we were reaching the peaks in trade and skills, the ware came. After 
then, thousands would be laid off.'(14) There was little alternative to 
emigration. By 1927, notes Dr C. Mifsud Bonnicl, 'there were over six thousand 
Maltese ex-dockyard men in Detroit alone, in the Ford, Packard and other 
factories.' (14a)
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It was after the first world war that the direction and quantity of Maltese 
emigration changed markedly. In the nineteenth century it had been largely 
restricted to the Mediterranean shores. By 1911, over 50,000, or about one 
quarter of the Maltese population had settled in Tunis, Algiers, Tripoli and 
Alexandria (15). But with the establishment in 1921 of the Department of 
Emigration to assist and guide Maltese emigrants, settlements began to grow 
rapidly in Australia (16), Canada and U.S.A.(17). During the Interwars years, 
about twelve per cent of the total population emigrated at the average annual 
rate of 3,000. levertheless, unemployment and underemployment remained high.
Working hours in the first half of the century were practically unlimited. 'The 
present condition of our working classes is really one that existed in Europe 
one hundred years ago,' stated the 1929-30 Annual Report.(18) For instance, 
girl dressmakers worked from 6.30 a.m. to 9.00 p.m. with one hour break for 
lunch and 'mineral-water' factory girls often had to work till midnight. As 
more machines were introduced into dock and factory work in the 
1930's,accidents at work increased while safety-training and -devices were 
non-existent. In 1935, the largest manufacturing firms were restricted to 
cigarettes, employing Just over 900; furniture and cabinet making, employing 
some 700; boots and shoes, employing some 600; and other minor works. 
Agriculture remained the main Industry of the Maltese Islands, marked by the 
small size of scattered hold^s and lack of water. The 1935 Greaves Report 
also noted,'Only thirty per cent of farmers can read and write, so cultivators 
are largely in thehands of middlemen to whom they are indebted for seed or in 
other ways.'(19) Calls for expansion of ship-repairing and ship-building
\ • »
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activities and for the British to pay adequate rent for the use of nany large 
buildings and auch land went unheeded.
Thus, the Maltese> like the inhabitants of other colonies, lived precariously on 
low pay and unsteady enploynent, without any back-up social services. Great 
inequalities in Incone persisted and the average standard of living was much 
lower than in Britain. The infant mortality rate remained extremely high until 
the 1940's due to the extreme exploitation that resulted from the triple 
oppression of nation, class and sex. Manifestations of this exploitation were 
found in poor diet, bad water, poor ventilation, dangerous sewage, lack of 
personal hygiene and the relative inadequacies of doctors and domestic child- 
rearing practises. A high death rate and a continual, if fluctuating, drain of 
emigration were the two main factors militating toward a relatively slow 
population growth throughout the nineteenth century and well into the 
twentieth century. The 1931 Population Census found the Maltese population 
grew at little more than half the rate of growth of Britain and other European 
Countries. According to the 1931 Census: 'In 103 years since 1828, the civil 
population more than doubled itself rising by 108%. In more advanced countries, 
population doubles in 60 years'. (20) (see Table 17)
In the context of the model of demographic transition, Malta remained in the 
first stage up to the 1940's, the crude death rate averaging 25 and the crude 
birth rate 25 per thousand inhabitants (21).
At the turn of the century, relatively few people had reached old age (22) and 
the mortality rate among people who did live to 65 years and over was
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increasing (23). Due to the high incidence of epidemic diseases^ tiowever, the 
death rate in the nineteenth century was subject to violent annual 
fluctuations. The death rate remained high up to 1943 ( see Table 18 ). Poor 
nutrition and unsanitary living conditions were the main direct cause of loss 
of life. The fact that Infant mortality rates were still over 200 per 1,000 
live births in the 1930*s highlights how much still needed to be done by and 
for the masses both in raising levels of nutrition and improving hygiene. 
Table 18 in the appendix gives the coi£ratlve Infant mortality rates for the 
years 1922, 1931 and 1941 and shows Malta's appallingly high incidence of 
^erty.
Quite acourateXy, a British 1944 publication statedt
The standard of health in the colonies, only recently seriously studied by Sovernaents, 
gives the following picture; Conplete inadequacy of aedical facilities; generally low 
standards of sanitation; high incidence of diseases; in places, an infant aortality 
rate of SOI; and above all, widespread aalnutrition and hunger, (24)
This was Malta's experience after 145 years of British rule and immeasurable 
service in two world wars. It was reflected in the way people died. Until 1948, 
the main killers in the adult age group were ■, in particular
pulmonary tuberculosis, undulant fever and leprosy. Poverty was still so 
widespread that epidemics like cholera, smallpox and gastroenteritis would 
claim a laz^e number of victims. (25) The change from infectious to non- 
communicable diseases did not occur in these islands until after the second 
world war. In the more advanced countries, Mckeown dates this transition from 
the end of the eighteenth century. (26)
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It was pulBonary tuberculosis, the working class disease, that caused heaviest
Bortallty. In 1922, an official report, comaented:
T6 it fatt btconing a clait dittata, a ditaait of iht poor, baiad ttiantially on 
advtrtt houfing and tconotic conditioni foraing, with lack of proptr or tufficitni food 
and rtfiricttd tducaiion, a vitciout c i r c U  which can only bt broktn by a wtll- 
dfitraintd and partiftant public affort, (27)
In 1925, a decrease in the nunber of cases notified was officially explained as 
' an indication of all round improvenent of the standard of living of the 
lower clases... were it not for counteracting effects of overcrowding due to the 
scarcity of dwellings and the consequent soaring of rents, this factor would 
yield permanent and visible beneficial effects.'(28) But there were to be no 
permanent beneficial effects or permanent Improvements in income and 
environment until the late 1940's.
Ion-respiratory tuberculosis, gastro-entteritls and undulant fever are all 
predominantly caused by Infected milk. Their decline in Great Britain can be 
traced to general measures to protect milk supplies after 1900. The rapid fall 
of deaths from gastro-enteritis contributed substantially to the decline of 
Infant mortality and was largely due to the introduction of sterilisation, 
bottling and transport of milk (29). XcKeown emphasises these improvements 
in hygiene together with the important role of improved nutrition, especially 
of mothers. The Kaltese people did not share in these improvements. The 
particular history of the course of undulant fever, one of the main killers 
during the first half of the twentieth century and most certainly a major 
cause of incapacitation, is enlightening. Ve will therefore now examine it in 
detail.
[ ,
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jfnrfiilant Fever.
Undulant fever, ( Xedlterranean fever or brucelloele) is a nllk related 
comaunlcable disease. Together with salmonellosis, non-pulmonary tuberculosis 
and campylobactor enteritis. It can be prevented through hygienic production 
conditions and the heat treatment of milk (30). Undulant fever causes sweats, 
Buecular pain, headaches, protractions, fever and even death. Often the disease 
will lay dormant for years, returning with a vengeance whenever one's 
resistance Is low, bringing pain and debility.
For many hundreds of years, undulant fever existed among the goats and the
people of Malta. Dr Paul Cassar finds:
The etrlicft reference to be found ii in en account of the itland written in the 
late fixteenth century by Giovanni Battieta Leoni,., For alaoet three hundred y e a n  
thit type of fever continued to prevail undifferentiated froa other 'interaittent' and 
'reaittant* fevere until the tecond half of the nineteenth century «hen iti protracted 
courte and dieabling effects aaong the British troops began to engage the attention of 
the ailitary authorities, (31),
In 1886, Surgeon Major David Bruce of the British Army and a local doctor G. 
(^ruana Sclcluna, studying deaths from this particular fever, succeeded In 
isolating the Infecting microbe and described It in detail In 1887. At this 
tine the mode of transmission was unknown and Dr Bruce blamed the Insanitary 
conditions of the barracks. (32) Fifteen years later. Dr Thermlstocles Zammlt 
traced the source of the microbe to goats' milk and goats' blood. He therefore 
strongly recommended the boiling of milk before drinking. (33) Zammlt's 
discovery thus enabled the complete and Immediate eradication of undulant 
fever from the Maltese Islands. But as In the case of cholera, the steps that 
were taken were largely limited to the garrison.
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4' At this tiae ( the turn of the century) the prevention of undulant fever was 
becoaing a financial priority for the British Adairalty and the Colonial
Office:
Thif fiver «at itrioufly underaining iht firength of the i«tnty*fivt ihoueand tolditri 
and fiilori of the Hidittninian garrifon, In fact, in 1891, it «at calculated that the 
Ralta garrifon eat costing the State, on account of the disease alone, an expense equal 
to that of a «hole regiaent one thousand strong in hospital for t«enty*five days, (34)
So in 1904, at the request of the Adairalty, the Var Office and the Colonial 
Office, a Coamission was established to carry out a detailed investigation of 
the disease. It proved, without doubt, that pasteurisation destroys the aicrobe 
in Infected milk. Without further delay, the Garrison began supplying only 
sterilised or condensed allk. As a result, cases of undulant fever amongst 
British troops practically disappeared.
As Table 19 and Graph ishow, this was not so for the civilian population whose 
Incidence of undulant fever did not definitively decline until after the second 
world war. The 1911 Royal Commission stated: 'The disease was soon stamped 
out among the soldiers and sailors. But the fever still prevails among the 
civilian population.' (35) 1 t ■
Loss of life and loss of efficiency were caused by the continuing 
Kediterranean fever. The Commissioners also pointed out some of the serious 
financial consequences for Maltese peasants and workers. 'Some 400 goats 
found to be infected are destroyed each year; Turkey has prohibited the
imports of Gozltan cheese ( or gbejnijie^ ); The loss of milk sales to the 
garrison and fleet caused a severe blow to Maltese farmers; The cost of 
imports of preserved milk is X10,000 a year.' It was of the utmost importance.
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they concluded, to find out how the infection is conveyed to goats and other 
animals and to InBunise the aniaals.
From 1911, every case of undulant fever was supposed to be notified to the 
Health Office and a local sanitary inspector was to detail the source of milk. 
A routine inspection of as many nilch-goats as possible was supposed to be 
made twice a year. Meanwhile, the Public Health Departnent annually 
recommended that milk be boiled. However, this was to little effect.
It was not until 1922 that there came an official recommendation to pasteurise 
milk sold to the public although it had been pasteurised for the garrison for 
eighteen years already. But despite repeated recommendations(36), nothing was 
done toward general pasteurisation until finally in 1938 largely thanks to 
the work of Maltese Professor Albert Victor Bernard, a Milk Pasteurisation 
Centre was inaugurated.
However, the subsequent decline between 1940-44 in undulant fever incidence 
rates (see Table 19) from 956 cases in 1940 to 173 cases in 1944, had more to 
do with the widespread slaughter of goats for meat during the second world- 
war shortages than the limited supply of pasteurised milk at, for most people, 
prohibitive prices.
According to as-yet unpublished correspondence at the Public Records Office,
the situation in 1945, when notified cases of undulant fever rose again to 
1,024, was deplorable:
There eat ' a levere ehortage of all klndt of ailk; great confueion and irregularity 
in adainietration and dietribution; and in the production of local raw ailk, an entire 
abtence of eupervition and hygienic Mthodf,,. The fituation if one that would not be
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ioltriUd for • t o M n t  in Britiin, vhtrt in tpiit of ««rtino eurgoncioi, iho tilk 
«upply hat btan aiiniaintd on a far luparior lavtl,' (37)
The infant mortality rate In the early 1940's was still extrememly high (see 
Table 18); over one third live babies b o m  dying before reaching the age of 
one year. Low wages, widespread poverty and disease, total lack of ante-natal 
care and then massive destruction and disruption caused by wartime blitzes 
were all causative agents of high mortality rates and each had a higher 
incidence in the working class. But a major and avoidable factor was the lack 
of healthy milk.
There were four types of milk available at the end of the war.
Raw milk. Most workers and peasants could get nothing but this. 
According to a secret despatch from Governor General Schrelber: 'The conditions 
under which this is delivered are unspeakably unhygienic. Goats eure herded 
into the streets and milked into buyers' containers on their doorsteps. 
(38)The contemporary Governor also realised that fever (tubercul osis, 
brucellosis, and foot mouth) was rampant among the herds but there was still 
no adequate testing of the animals for disease.
Tinned milk. This was rationed for children up to 18 months and a small 
quota was allowed for invalids. The subsidised price in Jan 1945 was 2)Ad per 
pint but large quantities were sold on a rampant black market at 2/6d per pint 
or more. Vrlting in 1943, Ian Kacleod M.P. found that a family of three spent 
as much as 18/-d on tinned milk over a fortnight. (39) This amounted to about a 
quarter of the wage of a docker, who in good times may have earned at the 
most 76/- a fortnight.
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Full cream powdered milk, this was on sale through the Xilk Marketing 
Union but extrenely scarce and also unsubsidised. Children aged Id aonths to 
5 years were entitled to 11b per fortnight at 2/2d per lb, which as noted in 
private correspondence was 'pitifully inadequate'.
Pasteurised cows' or goats' milk. This was sold under KXU aurrangeaents 
to closed, garrison, areas of Slieaa and Valletta at a subsidised price of l/-d 
per pint. It was only possible for local people to buy this ailk by queuing up 
very early in the morning and the bulk of the population even in these areas 
were unable to enjoy this healthy milk.
As the following table shows, contaminated raw milk was by far the most 
conaonly consumed in 1946, while only the very privileged could obtain 
pasteurised milk, although the necessity of heat treatment had been proved a 
half century earlier.
lable 2Q
Kilk
Raw milk 
Tinned milk 
Powdered milk 
Pasteurised milk
gates of Xllk Consumption January 1946
Pints per__day
56.000
40.000
25.000
11.000
Sojrce : Gov. Gen Screlber (Public Pecords Office) CO 156/557/896 
January 1946.
67/46. 18
J
Despite pleas from many, including the Governor, for the increase of the milk 
subsidy and the expansion of the pasteurisation plant supported by informed 
detail of the appalling state of affairs, the Colonial Office in fact abolished 
tbe ailk subsidy at the end of 1944. According to the Secretary of State this 
cruel step was taken In view of the urgent need to bring the finances of 
Malta into better order.' (40) In correspondnece from the Treasury Chambers in
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London dated 11 August 1945 the position of no subsidy on milk was confirmed 
and the provision of new plant to the XKU was delayed, despite the 
acknowldeged fact that the KKU had made a profit of ¿17,344 during the 
previous year, this amounting to half the estimated cost of necessary 
plant. (41)
At the same time, the British Government, with great flamboyance and 
commonweal spirit bestowed on Kalta the honour of possession of the George 
Cross for heroism and sacrifice during the war. The people, who had lost so 
many lives, livelihoods and homes in serving Britain, saw the real face of 
British imperialism, the real stinginess and the real indifference to their 
conditions. Those who had the information also saw that the British scientific 
community was able to divert those d^piurately needed funds to veterinary 
research in Britain rather than to the immediate increase in the provision of 
healthy milk in Malta. It was from this date that a qualitative change occurred 
In the relations between local and imperial state. Vhere before there had been 
compliance, or conflict that was .not in the interests of the working class, now 
the conflicts became of real consequence to the masses. 'A good deal of Trade 
Union and Labour agitation is going on at present against the recent
reductions in the subsidies' wrote the Governor to the Colonial Office in
August 1945.(41a) The Labour Party went on to win its first elections. The
scene was finally set for real social changes.
Meanwhile, rubble and debris had accumulated in built up areas and became
ideal breeding ground for rats. Bubonic plague broke out in 1945, with a case 
nortality rate of nearly thirty per cent. Although the Chief Medical Officer
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had called the Government's attention to the prevalence of the plague in the 
Mediterranean in October 1944 and had recommended that clearing and 
preventative actions be taken immediately, limited measures were only taken to 
clear the harbour area i.e. the garrison. Meanwhile, the British forces 
reaalned in occupation of Lazaretto so there was no isolation hospital. Only 
after the first deaths was the public informed of the meagre measures that the 
Government had decided to take. Stocks of disinfectants, rat poisaon and 
vaccines were insufficient and the Governor asked, in August 1945, for the 
ability to overspend ¿12,270 ,to deal with the outbreak in the most basic 
preventative manner. The extra money was not approved until 1st August 1946, 
one whole year later. (42)
i
It was Just when the local population was in these dire straits that the 
Colonial Office, in its characteristic attitude that Malta was like Gibralter -
just a fortress-rock - decided to reduce subsidies on basic foods, like bread 
and tomato paste and to relax the regulations prohibiting the sale of raw milk 
in 1945. It is therefore not surprising to see in Table that the recorded 
incidence of undulant fever reached an all time peak in 1946 at 2,410 notified 
cases. Meanwhile the Treasury iChambers in London continued to postpone a 
decision on the provision of a new pasteurising plant to the MMU although its 
cost was estimated at the paltry sum of ¿35,000.
Tbe Colonial Office not only refused to take Governor Schreiber's
recommendation for Increased pasteurisation seriously, it also strengthened its 
arguments against such a 'project*. It suggested, for instance, a system of 
boiling centres could prove Just as effective. On the other hand, approval was
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given to the eetabllehnent of a veterinary research centre in England to 
discover an inaunieing reagent so as to control and finally ellalnate Brucella 
Helitensis.'CAS)
So, froB August 1944 a certain Doctor Taylor of the Anlaal Disease Research 
Association was eaployed at the Treasury's approval to work on this research. 
But a building had yet to be erected. levertheless, Dr Taylor's full salary for 
doing nothing froa August 1944 to January 1946 was then charged against the 
funds of the Government of Kalta. At the end of 1947, building of this 
research centre for brucellosis, which was making ill and killing more and 
nore people in Malta, had still not begun. It is ironic to note that on 11th 
December 1946, the British Ministry of Vorks' correspondence to the Colonial 
Office, with reference to the proposed research centre, reveals that it had 
been 'put aside for review in six months as the new atomic research station at 
Harwell has special priority on Cabinet instructions and has therefore first 
call to the scarce labour supply.' (43a) In September 1947, the Ministry of 
Vorks submitted new estimates of building costs for the veterinary research 
station at Compton at 1) 414,530 using local labour or 2) 420,280 using the 
Xoblle Labour Force. It asked for the latter to be provided from the Treasury 
through the Research Allocation of the (ksmmonwealth Development and Welfare 
Allocation. Within just two months, the Treasury agreed to this allocation. 
There is no trace of subsequent files on this question. lo doubt, after the 
various well-placed people siphoned off colonial funds before they ever reached 
the colony, the 'research centre' was adapted to some other use. In fact a 
vaccination against brucellosis had already been developed.'Vaccination with 
live, attenuated S19 vaccine became generally available in 1914 in Britain',
.1
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according to the British Kedlcal Journal, and 'when given to innature heifers 
appeared to halve the frequency of subsequent infection.' <44)
Let us contrast the consideration given to inperial use of neagre Commonwealth 
funds for 'scientific research' to the procrastination and total lack of 
response given to the use of the same funds for immediate preventative, life­
saving measures in the colony. Governor Schrelber argued that 'the ordering of 
a new plant capabale of pasteurising 10,000 gallons per day is an essential 
public service. The estimated cost of the plant and its installation is 
¿35,000'. He also recommended that the scheme be adopted and financed under 
the Colonial Development and Welfare Act, even enclosing copies of tender 
forms for the installation to be passed to the Crown Agents for publication. 
These urgent recommendations were made at the much earlier date of 18th 
January 1946. For three months, the Colonial Office declined to reply. Then on 
24th April 1946, it said it was sympathetic but 'we should prefer you to 
consider your recommendation in the light of the terms of the general 
financial settlement which KacKichael will communicate to you.' The Colonial 
Office asked the Crown Agents to see if the plant could be bought cheaper and 
it also excused its hesitation by voicing its 'fear that the scheme may be 
used to continue paying uneconomical high prices to the owners of goats for 
their milk*. The Colonial Office went on to ask if it would be possible to 
couple an announcement of the (pasteurisation) scheme with a drastic reduction 
in the price the MMU would be prepared to pay farmers for raw milk in the 
future. (45)
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■In ordlnnry times,- wrote Ian Kacleod K.P. In 1M3. • the idmlralty could force 
wages especially of the unskilled and semi-skilled workmen In Halta Dockyard 
to a very low level and the Kalta Government could do the same with the pay 
of clerks.'«6) Wages had gone up In wartime but there had not been a parallel 
increase In purchasing power. U c k  of price controls meant that basic goods 
such as eggs and especially tinned milk had emorbltant black-market prices, 
mich-goat farmers In Malta and Oozo did not only have to cope with high 
prices for basic foodstuffs but also with the slaughter of their animals when 
found with brucellosis, tubercul .osls or loot k mouth, and with varying 
for their milk. Faced with these war-time difficulties, the Goto farmers formed 
a union and on 12th July 1946 they sent a telegram to the Secretary of State
in Brltlan, pleading that the MMU not be closed down In Goto. (47) Their very 
livelihoods were at stake.
Insufficient pure milk had been officially recognised as a major cause of 
aalnutrltlon and disease by the British Economic Advisory Council In 1939. 
Before the war, the Committee on Mutrltion In the Colonial Eapire wrote: 'an 
unusually high proportion of the energy value of the diet Is derived from 
carbohydrates...pe<^ Je frequently go short of food because of bad harvests...or 
absence of Money'. During pregnancy and lactation. Infancy and childhood; 'Milk 
is ofcourse much the most valuable food both as a source of protein and of 
vitamins and minerals etc.' (48) The Advisory Council concluded:-The problem Is 
fundamentally an economic problem. Malnutrition will never be cured until the 
peoples of the Colonial Empire command far greater resources than they do at 
present.'(49) The problem as we have seen was both political and economic, and 
the Colonial Office turned a deaf ear to the Advisory Council's report.
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The colonial regiae's neglect of social equipment expenditure* was officially 
acknowledged in Sir G. Schuster's Interia Report on the Financial and Economic 
Stnjcture of the Maltese Islands in 1950 (48), The general hospital, St Lukes, 
had still not been completed, although work began twenty years before in 1930; 
sanatorium facilities were totally Inadequate, there being over 3,000 cases of 
T.B. alone; no leper colony existed although there were 80 reported cases every 
year. Plans and sites had been reviewed in 1945, but no funds were made 
available; 'lot a single classroom was built under the colonial administration 
from 1933 to 1947', continues Sir Schuster. Paradoxically, the Imperial 
government made primary school education compulsory but did not provide the 
necessary facilities. Meanwhile, secondary school education was only available
for six per cent of primary school-leavers and even then the schools were 
badly overcrowded.
Thus, it is clear that the non-provision of pasteurised milk was Just one part 
of a whole colonial policy that ran from milk, to water, to sewers, to 
hospitals and to education. It was as though the colony, outside the garrison 
and Its immediate needs, did not exist. The effect that this policy had was 
nowhere so marked as that on health.
IK
Sunnary
This chapter assesses the lack of health and the lack of development in the 
Kaltese Islands in the first half of the twentieth century. High Infant 
nortallty rates persisted up to the second world war. The adult death rate fell 
very little so the percentage of Maltese people reaching 65 years and over was
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very sw l l  oo»par«l to the Dnlted Klegdo». Mess eeigratlon was
coaparable to the exodue of Irish workers who were slnllarly trapped In 
undevelopnent and lack of local opportunities and advance .
»hllst the Ispact of epldealo diseases such as cholera was declining
tuberculosis and undulant fever continued to take their toll. Higher Morbidity
end slightly lower Mortality rates aaong the adult population were the
ballnark of this period, reflecting Malta's transitional state froM a feudal to
capitalist econosy within the paraaeters of a iMperlal-colonlal relationship.
It was this relationship that was central to the continuing prevalence of
undulant fever aMong the civilian population. The public prevention of this
fever was not so such dependant on those factors, such as Incoae. education.
distribution of Incoae. hygiene, often Itealsed In health econoalcs ; but upon
the whlas of the laparlal governaent and the colonial office which held the
purse strings and persistently refused to set up an adequate allk pasteurising 
facilities.
The contrast, between laaedlate provision lor the garrison and the lapse of 
»ore than half a century before the local population could avail Itself of 
pasteurised allk. Is particularly notable. The story of undulant fever, like 
of cholera, highlights the fact that health conditions cannot be 
cnderstood separately froM the polltlcal-econony of a nation. Ve Must address 
the fact that lor the first half of this century, there existed a colonial Milk 
policy that coMpelled the public to consuMe disease-ridden Milk ; thus the
persistence of this recurrent Illness In literally thousands of Maltese and
Gozitans.
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Ve see in this detailed study of the course of one disease In one colony the 
play of dialectics. The Interests of the Inperlal state being opposed to that 
of the local people resulted In United health care policies. lot until after 
the second world war could this interaction of opposing interests be 
transcended and progress be made. Then the colonial state under a Labour 
Governnent represented the Interests of the working-class, A welfare state was 
initiated and later expanded under the 1970's Labour Government, As we shall 
see in the following chapter, the fortress economy was transformed to one 
based on peaceful pursuits. Shipbuilding, textiles and tourist industries 
increased. The capitalist mode of production predominated. Tubercul osls and 
undulant fever died out and heart disease and cancer became the main killere.
The aetiology of death and disease changed as Halta was transformed from a 
garrison colony to a republic.
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TABLE X6
Infant mortality rates 
Mortality United lorthern
Sate Kingdom Ireland
1881
1891
1901
1911
1917
1918
1919
1920
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
37.9
37.2 
38.01 
36.12 
29.18
30.09 
31.69 
34.54 
36.41
34.53 
34.64 
33.31 
32.92 
32.66 
31.77
32.25
34.15 
32.82
32.3
33.04 
33.48 
33.96 
33.85
33.54 
32.39
33.08 
32.53
27.09
25.15 
31.06
39.26 
38.37 
38.29
27.6
27.0
25.2 
21.42 
26.22
26.39
20.39 
20.21 
23.74 
22.68 
23.22
22.25
21.02
23.03 
22.53
21.72 
23.88
23.4 
20.76 
20.21 
22.34
23.49 
17.16
20.04 
20.09 
19.95 
22.7 
23.74 
31.97
20.49
13.25 
14.01
13.72
293.36
244.60
220.42
224.11
261.87
280.13
268.59
271.58
260.81
301.32
267.91
260.75
296.70 
306.5 
257.47 
258.26
277.03
285.71
190.3 
242.7 
224.83 
227
276.45
303.45 
345.15 
210.0
116.3
144.03
130.75
82 86
67 75
I
59 80
Source: ^«ographlc Reviees oi the Kalteee Islands. lots 1917 to 1921 are
B » Wayne I .  torthera
Ireland. The political economy of conflict. Polity Press (1983) p 71.
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FIG ^
COMPARATIVE INFANT M O R TA LITY  PATP«^
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lAblfi.^  Incldanca and
YEAR CASES DEATHS
1927 699 28
1928 962 42
1929 1282 61
1930 1471 85
1931 1345 72
1932 1462 82
1933 1713 67
1934 1909 88
1935 1310 80
1936 873 52
1937 1034 60
1938 985 50
1939 873 52
1940 956 38
1941 619 31
1942 456 16
1943 334 9
1944 173 8
1945 1024 26
1946 2410
1947 1390
1948 1039
1949 902
1950 864
1951 613
1952 550
1953 425
1954 548
1955 522
1956 432
1957 257
1958 117
1959 220
1960 260
1961 127
1962 90
1963 69
1964 56
1965 70
1966 24
1967 29
1968 14
1969 57
1970 51
1971 56
1972 63
1973 34 1974
Source: Demographic Sevlevs
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Introduction
Before exaninlng the recent rise in cancer morbidity and mortality, this 
chapter details the major political, demographic and socio-economic changes 
experienced by the Maltese people during and after the second world war.
Eoi l tlCQ-ecoaQalc chnpges In the late twAntieth c^nt.ir-y
For many ex-colonies 1930/1 was the turning point. The collapse of both the 
gold standard and the system of British colonial trade undermined alliances 
and eroded the livelihoods of masses of people. This economic and financial 
crisis spelt the ^  end at the British Empire with Its highly Integrated 
structure. Kay, amongst others, argues that there were three emergent forces In 
the 1930 s. The rise of nationalist aspirations in many underdeveloped 
countries together with the realisation by capitalists In these countries that 
the old system was doomed and they needed to strengthen their position vis a 
vis International capital and the Increasing American pressure to get an'open 
door', all accelerated the decline of the British Empire. (1)
J i
The realisation In Kalta that the old system was doomed was strengthened 
during the devastations of the second world war and reflected In the 60 per 
cent vote for a Ubour Government In 1947. Malta's strategic value had once 
again been vital to the retention of British dominance In the Mediterranean in 
the second world war. The local price was death and destruction. Between 1941 
and 1943, the Maltese suffered 33,437 air raids by German and Italian fighters 
and 14,000 tons of bombs - more than the equivalent of a Hlroshlma-type
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«tóale boBb - destroying over 100.000 buildings <2). The deed and wounded 
aaounted to the highest percentage of population to suffer In any theatre of 
war, apart froa the Soviet Union. CoBBunlcable diseases, as we have seen In 
the previous chapter were raapant. Including tubercul. osls . 
the plague.
For those who survived the war effort, life was not easy. The laperlal 
Govemaenfs reward was as useful as the George Cross. Britain still regarded 
Kalta as little aore than a garrison and as the aost superfluously populated 
place in her Increasingly turbulent Baplre. The underlying econoalc facts were 
bleak. The cost of living had risen eightfold over Its prewar level, but wages 
had only doubled. The only Industry was still the »aval Dockyard and froa
here, thousands of workers were being laid off. By 1949. 42.000 Maltese were 
registered for eaigration (3).
The rundown of British bases In Kalta aeant Its lifeline was being severed. 
But like a baby trapped In the woab. It could not break free. Despite the 
nasslv. vote In favour of self-governaent and social refera. • the tidal wave 
of popular enthusiasm lor local taxation reforms and the Introduction of 
sorely needed welfare schsaes'<4>, British autocracy continued. Defence and 
foreign affairs remained laperlal affairs and the extent of reserved matters 
was 111- defined. Whitehall maintained the right to -control trade, foreign 
affairs, aviation, navigation, coinage and language.*<4) So whilst the 1947 
Ubour Government aimed, to allow the people of Kalta the same political 
freedom as that enjoyed by the people of Britain and the Doalnlons.-<5) It was 
not to win this freedom until the 1970-s. However, It did lay the basis for a
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transition In denographic and health conditions for the mass of people by its 
egalitarian policies and defence of workers' rights. In particular» an 
extensive programme of public works and infrastructure, of hospitals, schools, 
roads, and the introduction of social services was initiated.
The political and economic obstacles it faced were great. Malta's economy was 
undeveloped and distorted. In 1950, the British Economic Advisor, Sir 
Schuster, wrote:
Total ictlvlty at prtttni ii dangtroualy dtpandtni on taployatnt for, and axptndiiurt 
by, tha Britiah Strvict«, Tht lizt of iht population c r t a U t  aariouf problaaa ( no« 
315,000 and incraaaing at tha rata of 8,000 annually). Halta «ith ita 42,000 acraa of 
cultivated land and ita lack of indiganoua rav eatariala, cannot aupport auch a 
population unltaa it can develop na« aourcaa of production (induatrial axpanaion, 
agricultural iaprovaaenta etc.) or nav aourcaa of aarninga aa froa touriat traffic. (6)
Although the remedy was obvious to the perspicacious, the wherewithal was 
not. Population may have been large and growing, but the supply of skilled 
labour was fast disappearing. In 1955, Balogh and Seers realised,'In the years 
of maximum emigration (1946-54) Malta appears to have been deprived of up to 
50% of the skilled manpower available. The losses seem to have been especially 
heavy in engineering and building. '(7)
lot only was appropriate labour scarce, so was capital. Without advanced 
technology and access to an external market, few capitalists were ready to 
risk investing in Malta in the 1950's. Although the economic base for a 'new' 
Malta was long-projected as trlpodal: more manufacturing industry, tourism and 
more intensively developed agriculture; underdevelopment and massive emigration 
dominated the 1950s and 1960s.
In short oor« thin a third of Halta's labour foret in 1955 was dirtctly absorbtd by tht 
British Artid forets,
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?* fortign iilitiry txptndiiurt in Halta m d  of iht hotvy biasin thf iiland • aaployatnt itructura towarda aaployaant in iht oiliiary bait tht 
Itvtlt of activity in th# civilian tconoay raaainad virtually itatic, No local 
initiativftCiirgtd to luppltoant tconoaic activitiaa in tha larvict of tht ialand't lilitary aaittri and to tarn non-ailitary txchanga,(8)
During Britain’s Sue2 fiasco of 1956, Maltese dockers were outraged at being 
used as a base to fight their Mediterranean neighbours. The MLP heralded 
l a s e r s  victory and toughened its stand over integration negotiations. But 
although some like Sir Anthony Bden were determined to maintain the empire 
and r a e ^ d  effectively to rising natlonallsa even through novel Integration 
round-table conferences, the logic of both the new forces of production and 
'»l»“ce of powers nade Malta no longer vital as a base. As lasser
forced the British out of Sues, so slowly but surely, Britain's Hedlterranean 
ascendency was eclipsed:
Th« Suez «dv«nture, «wtn-tong of Britiih ieperial ««««rtivtnt««, va« alio that of th« 
r««t«d ”*^^**” *"**” Hilta'i iaportancc had fo largely
Halt«'« unbalanced econoeic etructure, heavily dependent on one activity - the export 
value of the ieland'« itrategic aiiet- «a« further expoted a« Britain'i overall 
Hediterranean ftrategy and Ralta'e role therein underwent a draetic change, A« a 
reeult, the ieland began to face serioue probleee of ineecurity.O)
Talks on finance and freedom broke down in 1957 and ricits broke out at the
docks, resulting in the British Government again imposing direct rule from
state started to favour granting Malta ’independence'. In 1964, Malta became an 
independent sovertign state under a lationalist (conservative) government but 
it remained primarily a British military base (10). The lack of local 
opportunities is highlighted by the fact that no less than 49,000 Maltese 
settled abroad between 1960-69(11), and that during this decade population 
hardly Increased as shown in Table 21 below.
Table 21 Annual average-per cent rates of population growth; i94fl-iQftR
Italy (LEL. Greece
0.65 0.6 0.7
Period 
1948-1957 
1957-1967(a) 
1967-1985
Maltese Island« 
0,5 
- 0.02 
0,55
lote (a) The period for international comparison is 1955-65, which was in 
gioi^lT contrast to Malta, a period of relatively rapid population
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SouTXie: Census •dS a United Mations 1973 The Determinants a consequences of 
Population Trends, Mew York (1973) Yol 1 Table 11.8 p32.
On coalng to power in 1971, the Ubour Party was determined to demilitarise 
the local economy. It imposed exchange controls, closed down NATO's 
Mediterranean headquarters and started negotiating for total withdrawal of 
British military forces. A Malta-Brltain agreement was signed in March 1972 
after tough negotiations providing a yearly rent of ilAmlllion for the use of 
military facilities while British bases were to be gradually removed 
altogether. In 1974, a new constitution was instil^ making Malta a republic 
and five years later the last British warship left the Grand Harbour. In 1987, 
Malta's neutral and non-aligned status was enshrined through amendments to the 
constitution. The consensus of opinion was that economic and political 
progress could only be made through a policy of equl-dlstance from the super­
powers, special agreements with the European Common Market members and the 
pursuance of peace and co-operation in the Mediterranean.
(• A J , .
The situation In the Mediterranean was, as ever, tense. The demise of the 
British Empire left the sea to the new superpowers. American (Sixth Fleet) and 
lATO warships and submarines stalk the sea. having bases In many countries on 
the northern shores of the Mediterranean. In 1986 and 1989, O.S. forces 
attacked Libya and Libyan planes, respectively. Russian military sea-power Is 
also prevalent, and President Gorbachev's proposals for bilateral withdrawal 
from the Mediterranean and limitation of sea-based nuclear missiles have 
fallen on deaf ears. To Malta's east, the Island of Cyprus Is divided, the 
Turkish forces having Invaded and remained there since 1974.
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Meanwhile,Israeli-Zlonlst expansion continues , since the creation of a Jewish 
state in Palestine in 1948. Israel is also an important new nuclear power.
Opportunities for co-operation between Arab countries and between them and 
Malta have Increased in the past twenty years. At present about one thousand 
Maltese workers earn a relatively high wage in Libya. During the sixteen 
years of Labour administration 1971-87, bilateral agreements were also reached 
with Italy, China and the Soviet Union among others.
Malta's transition to an industrialised capitalist society Involved a changing 
system of power, changing property relations and a changing role of religious 
Institutions to name but a few of the most Important aspects of contemporary 
life. It s late and uneven development must be seen against the long 
experience of undevelopment as a garrison colony within a changing world. It 
is patently inadequate to posit a circular explanation, based totally on 
external factors to explain Malta's development in the 1970's. Local economist, 
J.C. Grech, makes this mistake:
Juit M  thf coaing of tht Britiih to N a l U  p U y o d  a dtUrnining part in tha itructural 
changti that Halta txparitnctd in th# nineteenth century, so noe the rundown of the 
British eilitary presence launched Malta into a new era, (12)
Such a myopic view gives no credit or place either to international changes in
capital investment or local class struggles, in particular the Important
process of national liberation that took place in the early 1970's.
>1
I:
Malta's experience both parallels and diverges from that of other colonies. Its 
attempts to diversify and industrialise date back to the post-second world war 
period but did not 'take-off till the early 1970's. The years between 1973-
i:
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1979, saw a nearly eighty per cent real Increase in investment expenditure, 
mostly going to manufacturing and Infrastructure. The expansion of the 
manufacturing sector, coinciding with the final phasing out of the British 
military serrlces, was exceptionally fast and by 1987 It employed about 32 per 
cent of all employees. (13)
Italta's development, In contrast to other colonies, has thus been relatively 
extensive, fast but late. It remains, as In other ex-colonles, a partial and 
fragile Industrialisation, but for particular reasons. In the experience of most 
of the underdeveloped world. Industrialisation has been restricted to certain 
branches of Industry, offering employment to only limited sections of the 
working class, while dependence on one or two primary goods exports persists. 
Malta’s experience Is different because. Instead of dependence on the sales of 
a primary good. It has primarily been exploited for Its military and 
mercantile strategic value. Its proximity to Europe and the advantages It has 
gleened from special association with the Common Market also make its recent 
past more comparable to that of Ireland and Cyprus than to any other ex­
colony. So that, although the export of clothing and electronic parts 
manufactured by forelgn-owned companies, the repairing and building of
ships and the attraction of tourists are the main characteristics of 
contemporary Maltese economy. It 1s less vulnerable to price fluctuations and
adverse terms of trade than many ex-colonles that are endowed with much more 
natural wealth and resources.
■' I
i !
The long-term Importance of the dockyards and the shipyard workers cannot be 
underestimated. Without this base, the political and economic transformations
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of the past twenty years could not have been made. Although internationally 
this is a declining Industry, it is in Kalta still the biggest enployer and its 
workforce has been throughout this century the motor of social change in the 
Interests of the working class. The transformation within the docks from 
oiling war-machines to advancing peaceful commerce has been enacted through a 
transformation in its organisation from management in London for Imperial 
strategic needs to self-management, workei s’control and decentralisation. <14)
Before reviewing the forces and relations of production in the three biggest 
industries, of docks, clothing and textiles and tourism, and the proletarlsing 
and equalising tendencies of the 1970’s, the next section will analyse the most 
salient demographic changes of Malta's post-second world war experience.
Late Twentieth Century Population
In the ItiP.ty- iow years from 1931 to 198^, population Increased by one hundred 
thousand at an average annual rate of 0.8. per cent compared to a rise of
1.03 per cent in the early twentieth century "‘period 1901-1931. The rise in 
population and population density is shown in Table 22.
Table 22
Year
1901
1911
1921
1931
1948
1957
1967
1985
lote (a) Area is 313 sq km. 
Source: Census 1965
iQtal Maltese Population and Density
lotAl Density per sq km (a)
184,742 590
211,564 676
212,258 678
241,621 772
305,991 978
319,620 1021
314,216 1004
345,418 1104
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This 1931-85 population rise would have been doubled if it had not been for 
massive enlgratlon. 'Between 1931-1980 no less than 155,000, nearly half the 
present Kaltese population left Xalta to settle abroad,' records the 1985 
Census report.(15) Maltese emigration, through the assisted passage schemes of 
1946-76, amounted to 140,440, with half of these going to Australia, thus 
making the total Maltese population in Australia larger than that in Malta. 
(16) A . ^  proportion of those emigrating to Australia in the early 1950's 
were women - in 1951 nearly one half and in 1953 nearly seventy per cent - 
probably because of the lack of employment opportunities in post-war Malta,
combined with women's increased independence due to wartime employment and 
family break-ups.
I k i
I :
:
i
Such largeecale international migration had economic and demographic internal 
repercussions on these small islands. The emotional cost was also high. York 
suggests a possible political effect:
In iht p o i t - M f  dtcidtt, Auttralii liphonad off tht crtat of iht Nalttft population 
taptcially iti ikilltd tradtioan, It nay be that tha iyftaoatic talection that optratad 
to laava bahind tha aora cautiouf and laai ditposad to changa, tha aora traditional and 
raligiouf, can axplain tha rita in Catholic Church/Nationaliat poaar durino tha 
I960'i,(17) *
Crotty also points to the 'fat-cat' mentality of Irish people who do not 
emigrate (18).
i  '
The demographic picture was affected in terms of growth, age and sex 
structure. The majority of emigrants being young men contributed to the fact 
that in 1955, there were three women to every two men in the 20-30 age group.
Emigration rates were particularly high in the 1960's, nearly 49,000 Maltese 
settling abroad in Just nine years 1960-69.(20) But since 1976, there has been
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a large inilux of returning migrants (again mostly from Australia). In Just two 
years these averaged 1,200 per year in 1975-77. (21) York suggests that the 
improvements in social services and pensions in Malta were the main reason 
why 9,000 Maltese permanently returned from Australia to Malta between 1976
to 1979. (22) A push factor may well be the chronic structural unemployment in 
capitalist countries.
C i
Until recently, the number of returnees has tended to be higher than the 
number of emigrants so that, perhaps for the first time in Maltese history, 
the homeward movement of Maltese was increasing Malta's population growth rate 
and density. This can but reflect Malta's relative prosperity in the late
seventies and early eighties. However, after 1985, net migration outflow was 
resumed.
As at the end of 1987, the Maltese population was estimated at 350,000, fifty- 
one per cent of whom were female. The density of the population was therefore 
1,100 people per square kilometre - the highest in Europe. The letherlands
come next with less than half this density at 431 people per sq km of land 
area.
- 1
i
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The Boet striking feature of the past fdrty years is the fall in Infant 
mortality, see Table 23. 'Though there has been a general trend of laproveBent 
in life expec^on at all age groups, the naxlmuin increase has been registered 
in the first year of life', sumnarlse Fenech et al (23). At 345 infant deaths 
per 1000 live births in 1942, the rate was five times higher than that of UK 
and three times higher than that of Italy. • By 1977 the IMR was marginally
less than that of UK and a fifth below that of Italy'(24), see Table 24a m I 
Table 24
Intarnatlopal Conparlsons of Infant Mortality Rates. 1950-IQa?
Year Malta UK Italy
1950
1960
1970
1978
1987
68.1
43.3
29.4 
16.8
9.3(a)
Vote (a) 1986
Sources: Brmlscb J.F. Table 1.6 plO,; Census 1935f Recent Demographic 
Developments in the Member States of the Council of Europe (1989)
( !
i
The steep decline in the Infant mortality rate after 1942 is quite 
breathtaking. As highlighted in the table below, the big fall in infant and 
child death rates from 1942 to 1944 caused a marked decline in the overall 
death rate, despite war-time casualties.
Table 25
The particular algnlflcance of the 1942-1944 period 
Infant Mortality Crude Death 
Rate Rate
1942 345 31.8
1943 210 20.5
1944 116 13.4
SourceS)emographic Reviews of the Maltese Islands.
 ^ I
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The reasons for this phenonenon are nany but perhaps the most important is 
the rise in employment opportunities in wartime and the unionisation of many 
workers. Improvements in nutrition and hygiene also came through Red Cross 
Aid, Donations and then Xarshall Aid and subsequent measures taken by the 
post-war Labour Government. The Emergency Kedlcal Services and establishment 
of Child Care Medical Services during the second world war reached parts of 
the population that had never before had professional care in child-birth and 
child rearing. The availability of penicillin and slmultaneeous T.A.B. inoculation 
campaign was officially considered as ’helpful’ in bringing about the
remarkable fall in the number of deaths and cases of enteric fever 1943-1944
m ). AgAih, AS pATt Of the emergeney medioAl aervices» thousAnds of chiidrsn 
were inoculated against dlptheria from 1942 onwards and this together with 
social Improvements reduced the mortality rates of dlptherla among children. 
(25) Child morbidity from whooping cough and measles persisted , as did 
pneumonia and bronchitis, but mortality rates were reduced. Also, the increased 
government control of rodents and insects, inadequate as it was to prevent the 
1946 plague outbreak, was a positive factor on health. According to official 
sources, an excessively high number of deaths as late as 1944 was due to 
diarrhoea and enteritis in under two year olds (26). The subsequent increased 
supply of safe water, improved sewage disposal and reduction in gross 
overcrowding contributed to the subsequent reduction in mortality rates due to 
digestive Infections. Of Interest here is Milne’s gallant attempt to quantify 
the effects of some of these sanitary Improvements < 27). Perversely, the 
destruction of many inner city slums by enemy fire led to rehousing and less 
overcrowding.
i I
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Deaths under one year have continued to decline, from 120.3 in 1947 to 27.8 in 
1970 and to 7.3 per 1,000 live births in 1987, an overall fall of M  per cent 
in forty years. To compare, in 1987, the rate was 11.7 in Greece , 12 in 
Cyprus, 9.1 in U.K., 7.8 in Ireland and 6.8 in Switzerland (28). Malta’s present 
comparatively low Infant mortality rate is also highlighted in Table 24.
Child and adult mortality has also fallen. Milne has looked in depth at the 
changes in age group mortality rates from 1948 to 1970 and compares these to 
changes in Scotland. He finds that children aged 1 to 4 years were less and 
less likely to die from infectious, respiratory and digestive diseases so that 
in 1970 their death rate was 'exceptionally' low. (29) In 1967, the main causes 
of death in this age group were cancers and accidents. Children aged 5 to 14 
years experienced a steady fall in mortality rates of 48 per ccmt in the 1948- 
70 period again mostly because of the decline in fatal Infectious diseases like 
tuberculosis. (30) By the mid 1960s over half the deaths in this age group 
were attributed to cancers and violence .
•; i
The steady fall of 60 per cent was experienced in the death rate of 15 to 44 
year olds from 1948 to 1970, becoming lower than that of Scotland by 
1957,(31). By 1970 no deaths were attributed to what had been the main killers 
tubercul osis, undulant fever and leprosy. The main causes of death were now 
cancers and heart disease. The death rate for middle aged people (44-65 year 
olds) declined more slowly at 20 per cent between 1948 and 1970, but in 
comparison with Scotland, for Instance, this was still a fast rate of decline. 
Again, a transition was made from most deaths being caused by infectious 
diseases to most being caused by 'degenerative diseases', in particular
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arterio-8celero8l8 and degenerative heart disease, cancers and diabetes. After 
standardising for age and sex composition, Milne finds no significant change, 
1948-1970, In the death rate of over 65 year olds, <32)
One obvious result of lower child and adult mortality rates Is higher life 
expectancy. The following table shows how a man In 1948 could only expect to 
live, on average, 56 years and a woman 58 years but In 1985 life expectancy 
had Increased respectively to 71 and 76 years. The growing female adevantage
in life expectancy will be touched upon In the forthcoming chapters on cancer. 
Table 26 i
Chaages In avarage life expectancy. Malta! i948-i9S5 <in years) 
1948 1957 1967 1985
Kales
Females
55.7
57.7
65.7
68.9
67.5
71.6
Source; Census 1985, pi 26
Compared to other European countries, the life expectancy of Maltese people 
was much lower than both Italians and British In the Immediate post-war years 
(1948-50) but by the end of the sixties (1967-70) they were equivalent. This 
highlights Malta's late but fast development - In particular the rise In 
disposable Incomes of the masses and Improved medical services. (33)
A restructuring of the population has taken place becuase of this longer life 
expectancy. There are now, to mention Just a few of the economic consequences, 
more dependents on working groups. Increased demands on social services for 
the aged, a delay In the Inter-generatlonal transfer of capital. In 1948, six 
per cent of the Maltese population was aged 65 and over but by 1986 this 
proportion had risen to ten per cent and was forecast to double by the year
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2050.(34) However, compared to most European countries, Malta's population 
structure is still young (35).
The fact that the main killers are now heart disease and cancer been
popularly attributed to this aging process. Hence today’s most common ailments 
are often described as 'degenerative*. But the relatively fast rate of increase 
of cancer incidence in the Maltese Islands cannot be squared with the 
relatively slow aging of their population structure. This raises but one doubt 
that cancer can be understood within the framework of 'individual 
degeneration'.
In the past forty years, the so-called 'degenerative' diseases, heart disease,
cancer and diabetes, have become the most Important causes of death in Malta
and Gozo. The following table gives an indication of the increase in the
percentage of deaths due to these causes. Vhile comparison is hindered by
changes of disease classification , the increase is clear.
Table 27
Defttha iron principal causes per l.QQQ deaths. Malta: iseo and 1Q7Q
1. Arterioedetotlc & 
degenerative heart 
disease
2. Cerebral haemorrhage
per IQQQ
4. Diabetes Mellitus
5. Diseases of the 
arteries
6. Other causes 
Total
1979
Causes of death
Ischaemic heart 
disease
Cerebrovascular
disease
-per IQQQ
114 Malignant neoplasms 143
44 Diabetes Mellitus 70
41
Hypertensive
diseases 34
489 Other causes 418
1,000 Total 1,000
H I
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Sources: Separt on the Health Conditions of the Maltese islands 1960 App A 
p26; Health Department report Mo.QA 1979.
During these years, it can be seen from this table that related diseases of the 
heart and circulatory system < 1+2+5 ) caused thirty-five per cent of deaths 
in 1960 but thirty-seven per cent in 1979. Malignant neoplasms caused eleven 
per cent deaths in 1960 but 14.3% in 1979; and diabetes caused four per cent 
in 1960 but seven per cent in 1979.
Birth rate, ferti.lltv and
The crude birth rate, (number of births per thousand of population per year 
and therefore affected by such factors as migration and marriage rates), 
remained fairly high until the 1950 *s when it started to decline very fast ( 
see Table 23). This fall in birth rates is quite phenomenal when compared to 
other countries. Take for Instance two other British colonies, Ireland and 
Cyprus. We see that in Cyprus, despite the annual death rate being lower than 
in Malta, the birth rate is still relatively high and equal to Ireland's < see
Table 28a below). The crude birth rate fell in 15 years from 36.04 in 1948 to/
20.33 in 1963 in Malta, whereas it took about 50 years to fall from about 35 
to 20 in U.K., Austria, Italy, the letherlands and the U.S. in the nineteenth 
century. A major decline again occurred in Malta's birth rate in the 1960's to 
16.32 per thousand in 1970. However in the 1970's a relatively high number and 
rates of marriage, combined with a high rate of immigration to push birth 
rates up (36). Family size, however continued to average not more than three 
children in the 1970's and through the 1980's. The mother of ten had definitely 
become a thing of the past.
I ^ i
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Table ..2S a
Coaparatlva birth and daath ratee 1950-5 and lQ70-fi.
Annual Averaye Birth Rata« 
per 1000
Kalta Ireland Cyprus 
1950-55 29.3 21.4 27.4
1970-75 17.5 22.1 22.2
Annual Averafe Death R/itofi 
per 1000
Kalta Ireland Cyprus 
10.2 12.6 7.5
9.0 19.4 6.Ô
Source: extracts from U.F. World Population Prospects cited in Census *85 pi9,
The 1948 Census is the first iron which a precise calculation of family size 
can be made. Looking at cohorts of women with completed fertility it found 
that one quarter had ten or more children and 70 per cent had four or more. 
Whilst the latest Census suggests a rapid decline in average nuptial fertility 
rates (number of births to the number of msurried women of child-bearing age), 
this generalisation overlooks the particular transition made in the 1950's and 
1960's .Bowen-Jones et al suggest that Malta's nuptial fertility rate remained 
one of the highest in the world in the early 1950's. (37) Perhaps, due to 
women's higher standard of living; to changing aspirations as Malta sought to 
take an Independent and equal place in the world; to the previous and on­
going fall in Infant and child mortality rates (38); to family- welfare work of 
the newly founded Cana Movement; and other as yet unreasearched factors; the 
number of births per marriage started falling drastically in the late 1950's.
i
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) j?
CliaBgWI la nuptial iertllltv rates. Malta; 1Q12-1060 
Births per ever-maried woman (per 1000)
Table 28K
1912/23 7.38
1924/35 6.71
1936/47 5.63
1948/60 3.93
Source Census 85 p67
Changing customs and medical technology of child-birth accompanied the change 
in family size. In 1957 "most births" were natural and "at home" (39), but by 
1977 moat births were In hospital and controlled by high technology.
The 1980*a has seen a decline In the marriage rate ( from 10.9 In 1975 to 7.5 
per thousand In 1985) parall^ by a decline in the rate of immigration (from 
2,957 In 1975 to 700 in 1985). The recent trends have been for marriage to be 
postponed to later years, although on average Maltese women marry younger than 
most European women , and child-bearing is being postponed to the 25-29 
female age-group. (40)
Sunaary
In the Maltese Islands, both birth and death rates have reached 'low' levels 
resulting in slow population growth, namely the fourth and final phase of the 
demographic transition cycle. This demographic trant/tion only occurred in the 
last forty years. Delayed development due to Malta's continuing national, class 
and sex oppression as Britain's fortress colony meant that post second-world 
war nutrition and hygiene levels were low. The contrast in the standard of 
living In Malta and that of U.K. and even of lorthern Ireland Is no better
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underlined than by the relative Infant mortality rates for 1922, 1931 and 
1941, as shown In Table 18 and Figure T.
The transition In the type of prevalent Illnesses - from Infectious to non- 
communicable, has been accompanied by a change from high mortality rates to 
high morbidity rates. A historic sequence can be discerned. High mortality 
rates correlate with pre-capital 1st, colonial modes of production. The ravishes 
of feudalism, scarcity, and the dominance of humanity by foreign lords and by 
nature led to one In three children dying before reaching the age of one. These 
high Infant mortality rates did not persist In capitalist countries like 
Britain, although they did have a lagged response to changes in the mode of 
production. At first, largely due to the high availability of labour, labour's 
health was used and abused in the process of capitalist production. But as 
wages had to be raised to attract more workers, and as ideology changed from 
preventing laziness and population growth to encouraging efficiency and 
maximum use of labour time, so workers were more able to Improve their health. 
In the colonies, however, this transition occurred some one hundred years after 
It occurred In advanced capitalist countries.
The next section will discuss some of the changes in the relations and forces 
of production that underlined Malta's late development and her demographic 
transition.
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Malta*« Poet-Var Daralopwant
A standard actuarial text, by Benjanin B and Pollard J.H., argues that in 
studying changes in death rates and disease :
y« ir# conctrntd «ith a broad iptcirua of tltitatnif which dtitraint aan'f inttraction 
with •xitrnal condition!; hit rttifUnct to tht ininical forcti of naturt, hii approach 
to th! tcononic itrugglt to lupply hinttlf with living nttdf, hit position in socitty, 
participation in group bthaviour, and attitude to social sores, Ue regard this whole 
process of adaptation to external stresses as reflective of health; we regard failure to adapt as ill-health, (1)
This holistic approach covers everything but says nothing. Definitely, in the 
context of the dramatic changes in health in Malta in the past forty years, 
the first factor- resistance to inimical forces of nature-had negligible 
influence. Secondly, one cannot analyse, changes in man's 'approach to the 
economic struggle... his position in society... his attitude to social mores' 
(1), without first understanding man's and woman's role in production and the 
tools at hand. Thirdly, as emphasised in the first section of this chapter, 
the changes in global politics, especially the balance of forces in the 
Mediterranean, are of particular relevance to the vicissitudes of fortune of an 
island people, as Braudel so magnificently portrays. <2>
i
i
The past forty years were a time of profound transition for the Maltese 
people: from vast inequalities in Income and wealth to a compressed wage 
structure, to the total disappearance of beggars and to the majority of 
households becoming property-owners living in relative comfort; from a
fortress colony to non-aligned republic; from the prevalence of death through 
diseases such as tubercul osis and undulant fever to the 
predominance of heart diseases and cancer. This interpenetration of opposites 
occurred within one generation.
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Personal Ill-health and mass diseases are catalyses of personal and social 
change. They not only reflect past and present modes of existence, they also 
very often signal a new future. But Just as a prostate patient may be full of 
good Intentions and grand designs to change her/his working or eating 
habits yet unable to put these into practise on recovery, so too the masses in 
the throes of an epidemic may resolve to Improve their lot and in particular 
the life-prospects of their children yet be unable to secure that change. This 
was the Maltese people's recurring experience during one hundred and forty 
years of British imperialism. Loyalty and subservience had not won them health 
Improvements. British official medical policy had remained predominantly 
clinical rather than preventive and had rested on the primacy of health care 
for expatriates.(3) The vital ingredient that changed ill-health from a latent 
to an active catalysis of social change was the mass unionisation and 
mobilisation of the working class during the second world-war.
i
The terribly high infant mortality rates and the prevalence of mass infections 
were a catalysis of social change, in a way that mass poverty was not because 
it was class-bound. Fear crossed the boundaries of nationality, class and sex 
and the social segregation that had been possible in peace time, largely broke 
down during the terrible blitz years 1940-42. And during wartime, the health 
of all people becomes more vital while the ill-health and premature death of 
children becomes more contradictory and appalling.(4>
6
Whilst the necessity for survival in the Great War led to action in Britain (5), 
where the numbers and varieties of health services and health visitors 
increased, and maternity and child-welfare centres were established, this
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type of action was not taken and sustained In Malta until the second world 
war. The post-war sense of urgency over people's health - too many fathers 
killed, too nany babies unborn - was no doubt as acute in Malta in 1919 , and 
manifested In the June 7th riots, as It was In Britain. But the wherewithal for 
securing that health only cane in the second-world war.
As already mentioned, Malta was never 'profitable' to British Investors in 
agricultural, extractive and public utilities sectors as other colonies were. It 
was not to industrial Investors but to military and mercantile interests that 
possession of the Maltese Islands was beneficial. The continuing negligence of 
public health reflected the fact that imperial concern wao limits 
volatile. Official attl tudes to Malta's welfare were contradictory. On the one 
hand, they argued,particularly at the Colonial Office, that Malta should be 
self-supporting and not a burden on the British. On the other hand, they 
realised Malta's strategic importance and the impossibility of her becoming 
self-sufficient. (6) This contradiction was never officially recognised but led 
to official inaction. It took a militant Malta Labour Party to exploit the 
inconsistency and demand payment of rent for the use of military bases. (7>
Changes In global politics and in the forces of production lessened Malta's 
strategic value to Britain after the second world war. Since 1946, the US 
Government had been putting pressure on to gain a foothold in Britain's 
island fortress.(8) As Howe points out, Malta's fate 'was determined by the 
place of the fortress colony In a chain of British fortresses' and when these 
fortremsas started crumbling, as in India 1947, Palestine 1948, Suez 1956, 
Cyprus 1961, so Malta's future became more determinable by the local Maltese
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people. <9) Malta's strategic value as a mid-Mediterranean naval base was also 
undermined by the growing supremacy of air power and the development of 
nuclear weapons. The post-war Labour Prime Minister, Clement Attlee, foresaw 
the effect that changes in the forces of production would have on military 
strategy, as S. Howe notes:
In tarly 1946 he argued that the nee condition! of warfare, bated on airborne etriking 
power and in the lait analytii on nuclear weapon!, at well at the rite of colonial 
nationalité and Britain'! diainithed ttrength, aeant that Britith doeinance in the 
Riddle Eatt wat increatingly precariout; and in Britith thinking Halta wat decidedly 
part of the Riddle Eatt rather than of Europe, however the Haltete theetelvet aay have 
teen it. Bladwyn Jcbb of the Foreign Office tpelt out what he thought were the 
iaplicationt of Attlee't view;
At I underttand it, the Priae Rinitter't tuggettion it that we thould abandon all 
atteapt to defend our coaaunicationt in the whole of the Rediterranean and Riddle 
Eattern areat, Thit would pretuaably entail the withdrawal of all our forcet froa the 
Riddle Eait, and pretuaably in the long run froa Ralta, Bibraltar and Aden alto.(10)
In the long run, the 1950's, 19bO's and 1970's, this prediction became reality^
Mfitk -(’Ac ^
Changes in global politics and in the forces of production also combined to 
lessen Malta's mercantile value. British commerce and industry turned 
increasingly toward Europe while the development of large ships and 
supertankers lessened the need for bunkering, trans-shipment and a port of 
call in the mid-Mediterranean.
m
It is then against t h œ e  changes that we can now discuss the nature of Malta's 
post-war development. Of particular importance to Malta's transition were two 
periods : 1943-51 and 1971-79. The first saw working-class mobilisation and 
Labour's first electoral victory: the introduction of social services and 
implóme ntatlon of a radical programme of public works and Infrastructure,The 
second saw a fundamental change in the basis of the Maltese economy, in the 
relations of production at the docks and in Malta's political alliances. Both 
periods of progress are starkly borne out by comparing the infant mortality
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rates in Table 27 above. The average Infant mortality rate for 1942-44 was 
about 223 and this was more than halved to an average of 101 in 1947-51 and 
again the average Infant mortality rate before the labour Government in 
1967-71 was 26 but this was reduced to 14 by 1977-81.
The degree of transformation is reflected in all ways of life. Sant seeks to 
highlight its quan-^tive developmental valuedl). He points to the fact that 
in 1944, Kalta's national income was il7mlllion and forty per cent of this 
derived from British services salaries; in 1955, one out of three Maltese 
workers earned his and his family's living from the British services; in 1981, 
Malta's gross domestic product was over X530 million (a), the British Services 
no longer existed but work in manufacturing, shipbuilding and ship-repairing 
sectors contributed over X165 million output value or thirty per cent of 
national Income.
!
 ^ I
'L
The Malta DryDocks <MDD> and Shipbuilding Industry now employs some 6,000 
workers in two establishments. It has the largek concentration of workers in 
one workplace and is an important source of training and skill formation for 
Industry on the Island whilst also directly servicing many local firms. 
However, the biggest industry in terms of employment in 1985, was textiles, 
clothing and footwear employing ten thousand in 187 establishments. The
tourism industry is the third main plank of the economy, employing in 1987 
nearly five thousand workers. The public sector employed, in 1987, forty-five 
thousand, or nearly forty per cent of the gainfully occupied population.
i
(a) convtriing the Halitit lira to f U r l i n g  at the 1981 exchange rate of 1,36,
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Shlp-bulldlny and -repairing
Let us begin with a short history of the docks, k shipwright instructor and 
nenber of the Yorkers' Council explained:
Shipbuilding ind ihiprtpiiring art old f k i l U  for iht nilitia, Living on an Ifland in 
th# aiddlt of tha Nditarranaan, onct abundant with irttf, aadt tha building of failing 
boat! pofiibla and vital, Tha Phoaniciani ara taid to hava taught ui thair viking-ityla 
of ihipbuilding and undar tha Ronani va vara known for our fkill in taking honay and cotton but abova all for building thipt,
Evary iaparial rular uiad our larga natural harbouri for barthing and rapairing both narchant and war thipt,(12)
On colonising K&ltn In 1530• the Knights of St John depended on their nAvnl 
strength for survival so they developed the dockyards.(a) Similarly the 
British, especially after the Crimean War proved Malta's strategic importance, 
invested in developing wharves, dcx:ke and mechanical equipment, (b) But after 
each war, the docks were run down <c). And after the second world war many 
thousands of dockers were threatened with the sack. In 1949, whilst the 
deputy leader of the Malta Labour Party, Dorn Mintoff, and the Minister of 
Labour and Emigration, BC Tabone, were pleading against the dismissal of a 
further 1,500 Maltese workers from the Imperial Dockyard, Lord Hall for the 
British Government, announced:
Haiti hit loti lit tiriitgic valut, Th# Britith Bovtrnttnt cannot afford to tink aonty 
indafinitaly in an tnUrprita no longer profitabla, Vt do not clott down the thor# 
•ttablithacntt altogtthar bacaute tht blow will bt too hard for your people. Now that 
you have telf-governeent it it your retpontibility to provide work for your een,(13)
As the reduction in levels of military spending and the rundown of British
forces gathered momentum in the late fifties, part management of the naval
dockyards was granted on long lease to a private British firm. In 1959, when
(a) tee Chapter Three
(b) tee Chapter Four
(c) tee Chapter Six, Table 15,
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Malta was again under British direct rule, the Welsh ship-repairing conpany, 
Bailey's, was given ¿©million to supervise the transition of 6,000 dockers to 
commercial work, while 6,000 remained under the Admiralty, However, Bailey 
transferred most of the money to a Bahamian account while doing little more 
but contain the militancy of local dockworkers, offering promotion to leaders 
and unlimited overtime. 'Lots of money, meant lots of danger', commented the 
present safety officer, John Darmanln. Safety consciousness among the workers 
rose. In 1963, largely due to the dockers' successful campaign against Bailey's 
corruption, the British Government threw him out and brought in managalng 
agents Swan Hunter & Vlgham Richardson on a yearly management fee of 
¿ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
i
11
Although not given a carte blanche. Swan Hunter's annual fee was not dependent 
on preformance. In the 1960's, differentials between white and blue collar
workers at the docks increased. Overtime became an open cheque. And Swan 
Hunter tried hard to break the workers' unity. 'The British for most people
were still superior beings but the shipyard workers, being strongly united
under a new young leadership, resented their exploitation and the constant 
health hazards that they faced. Swan Hunter set up the first safety unit in 
1964. But it was not until 1975 that a safety code was established,'said John 
Darmanln. However, Swan Hunter did train some workers in ship-building rather 
than Just repairing. But it totally failed to successfully commercialise the 
docks. The degree of subsequent bankruptcy is highlighted by the fact that in 
1970, of a total Matlonal Debt of ¿40mlllion, thirty per cent was Docks'
Debt.<14)
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In 1971, the new Labour Government asked Swan Hunter to leave and nationalised 
the docks, wiping off a large debt. A transitory stage to workers’ control and 
total commercialisation was launched. With the Amendment to Dockyard Act of 
1975, the democratically elected Workers' Council took over management of the 
M.D.D. In 1977, democracy was deepened with the election of works committees - 
finance, commerce, purchasing, personnel, and various workshops.
Parallel to this process of transforming the relations of production from a 
classical bipartite collective bargaining process to one of worker's
participation and control (15), were strident and successful efforts to 
diversify both products and markets. The result was greater versatily and 
productivity and a relatively buoyant shipyard. Progress in the 1970's was 
based on infrastructural Investment. Two drydocks were built, one for 
supertankers with the aid of Chinese experts. The Seven Year Development Plan 
(1973-79) also allocated capital for a new shipbuilding yard at Marsa and the 
conversion of some ship-repair facilities at the Drydocks to small ship 
building. One result of those policies was that turnover at the HDD more than 
doubled in the five years 1974-1979, rising from Lm7 million to Lml6 million. 
While a large number of shipyards throughout the world were either rundown or 
actua% closed in this period of recession, the KDD registered profits for six 
successive years. Its real contribution to GDP doubled between 1973 and 
1979.(16) Diversification during this period included structural steel 
fabrication, the building of single point mooring buoys and the repair of off­
shore oil rigs. In the 1980's, American passenger liners were overhauled and 
Chinese and Soviet tugs and ships were built.
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In the early 1980s, Mediterranean shipyards suffered the after-effects of 
another oil price rise and reduction In oil production. Simultaneously North 
Sea oil was becoming more viable. Tanker trade In the Mediterranean fell at 
the same time as all Industries began raising productivity to cut costs. 
Nevertheless, the Labour Government launched a big capital Investment project 
to build a new port at Kalaxlokk In the south-east of the Island. This area Is 
being developed as a centre for transhipment, storage and processing so 'that 
Malta can become again a leading centre for entrepot activity In the 
Mediterranean* <17).
However, the 1980's saw a severe undercapitalisation problem emerge In the 
MDD, because, despite the successful transformations and growth, as detailed 
above, funds for investment and updating technology were scarce. Foreign 
exchange shifts against the dollar, in which even Soviet shipbuilding contracts 
are made, exacerbated a rising MDD debt and interest bill. In 1989, the 
Workers' Council successfully argued for a subsidy to cover at least its 
interest bill since other exporting industries were receiving generous 
government aid . In 1988, the MDD's turnover topped US$ 70 million (at current 
exchange rates Lm23.33 million). This meant that on average each MDD worker 
made a net foreign currency contribution of USS 12,000 (or Lm4,000) to the 
Maltese economy in 1988.(18)
fanuiftCturlM ; Clothing h Textiles: Micro-Electronics.
In 1960, the clothing textiles and footwear Industry accounted for only about 
ten per cent of total manufacturing net output but by the 1980's this 
percentage had risen to over thirty per cent of all manufacturing net output.
i
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It had become the biggest Industrial employer. The Aids to Industry Ordnance 
of 1959, planned by the abortive 1955-59 Labour Government and incorporated 
in the First Development Plan <1959-1964), offered comprehensive Incentives to 
foreign Investors including a ten year tax holiday, grants, loans and
subsidized factory premises. However, the costs and flaws of open-door 
industrialisation were high. In 1968, the Malta Development Corporation < set 
up under the Second Development Plan 1964-69) took over the adminlstraton of 
this incentives scheme, inheriting many salvaging problems because branch 
firms of multi-nationals tended to move on to greener fields after harvesting 
super-profits both from the public's purse and the workers' low wages. (19)
A IhCfthtive was in X W ,  including spsciAl » saswss Xa
increase Maltese ownership in firms paralled by efforts to diversify sources 
of foreign Investment from dependence on Britain. The new politics of the 
Seven Year Development Plan 1973-1980 favoured Joint industrial ventures 
between Maltese and foreign industrialists to guarantee bigger markets and
updated technology rather than granting concessions <20). At the same time, 
the state Increased its direct participation in Industry both as partner and 
as sole owner. Firms, such as Telemalta, Enemalta, Reverse Osmosis or water 
désalinisation, the buying and distribution of oil, imports of basic
commodities, that had previously been run by private foreign firms were 
brought under public control. Mew local commercial companies with majority 
shares held by the public sector included Sea Malta and Air Malta. To
summarise , the new politics not only Included Joint industrial ventures and a 
mixed economy but also industrial democracy, de-militarisation and social 
development. <21 )
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The fast growth of Malta's clothing and textile industry in the 1970's was 
mostly due to Vest German investment. In 1973, the German Industrial Advisory 
Team was invited to Malta and was instrumental in significant subsequent 
investments by German clothing firms. Between 1973 and 1979 textiles and 
clothing manufacturing output rose faster than any other sector and Vest 
Germany became the leading receiver of Maltese textile products. The industry 
is overwhelmingly export-orientated. In 1975, for instance, virtually all of its 
output was exported. Its foreign ownership has been the cost of entry into 
forlegn markets, of capital input, technology and management skills. In 1976, 
85 per cent of all share capital invested in wearing apparel, footwear and 
made-up textiles industries was foreign owned (22). To sum up, the Industry is 
dominated by foreign Investment, highly export oriented and also highly 
concentrated by product and market outlet and by sources of Inputs.
I
m
i
Malta has Inadvertently become a pawn in a game controlled by international 
companies. The Clothing Industry has progressivly expanded in developing 
countries while reducing employment in the industrialised world. In the period 
1966-75, this expansion from base in search of lower labour costs and higher 
profits has spread in particular to the Far Bast, the Mediterranean and to 
Eastern Europe. The make-up work is subcontracted out to these lower wage 
countries while the market, cloth- and machinery-product ion and the technology 
remain in the old location. In this way, Malta, Tunisia and many other 
developing countries are experiencing partial industrialisation not in any 
vertical or Indigenous sense but as captive workshops.
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As the factory mode of producing clothes in larger, branch establishments 
based on abstract, alienated labour, has spread In Malta, so the employment of 
female operatives has Increased. Increased opportunités for female employment 
was In fact an overt aim of the Seven Year Development Plan. Female factory 
operatives' wages are relatively low, being the minimum (nearly Lm30 a week 
now) plus a bonus dependent on efficiency and performance. Ruled by time and 
notion studies measuring the quantitative and qualitative output of repetitive 
tasks, they are at the receiving end of multinational attempts to cut labour­
time, laboui^sklll and thus labour-costs. The level of stress is high. Marriage 
is a popular salvation.
The 1981-85 Development Plan recognised the Importance of diversifying out of 
the cheap-labour-textlles-branch-lndustry-ghetto that had mushroomed. It 
emphasised the need for a shift to high value goods using skilled labour and 
advanced technology. One remarkable success was the opening of a branch of 
SGS-Thompson Micro-electronics of France which from a workforce of 167 in 
1981/2 expanded to 1,100 in 1989, to become a major source of foreign 
earnings. However, while the forces of production may be more advanced in this 
new factory, the relations of production are Just as antiquated and 
exploitative. Thompson's threat to move to Morocco unless the local laws were 
amended in 1990 and factory nlghtshift for women introduced, is Just the thin 
end of the wedge.
It is tempting to extrapolate from the dockers' experience and to argue that 
the only way to secure the development of manufacturing industry in Malta 
would be to similarly transform the relations of production. Unless the means
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of production coae under workers' control, the conflicts and instabilities will 
only Increase, in particular the conflicts between the Interests of multi­
national capital and local labour, and ultimately between profit and health.
Tourisn
After the tourist and construction boom of the late sixties, the seventies saw 
a massive Increase in tourist arrivals and in hotel building. Income from 
tourism rose four-fold in monetary terms from Lml6.2 milllonln 1973 to Lm76.2 
million in 1979, while arrivals increased by nearly 200 per cent and foreign 
exchange earnings at constant prices increased by seventy per cent(24).
In 1986, with sixty per cent of arrivals, British tourists were still the 
majority, neo-colonialist ties persisting despite repeated plans to diversify 
the market. However, the number of Vest Cxerman visitors has been increasing in 
recent years. The 1986-88 Development Plan aimed to 'diversify tourist flows 
as regards seasonality' as well(25). In fact, regulations were introduced in 
1975 aiming at maintaining employment 'fairly stable' despite strong seasonal 
fluctuations. However, the vast majority of tourists still seek certain 
sunshine and so the tourist trade and its complementary catering, agriculture, 
banking and retail trades all experience higher demands, employment and income 
in the Summer months.
-i
Malta's growing dependence on tourism for foreign exchange earnings, income 
and employment has, in combination with the growth of the textile industry, 
been an Important buffer to the rundown and closure of the foreign bases (25). 
And tourism has the added bonus of relatively high multiplier effects.
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However, the tourist trade's dependence on the state of foreign econonies and 
incones, on fashion, and on the level of military tension in the Mediterranean 
have led to fluctuations beyond local control.
The five thousand workers in the tourist industry are mostly on the minimum 
wage in scattered hotels and complexes. Their rate of union membership, as 
shown in Table ^ , is understandably, therefore, the lowest of these three 
sectors under discussion. For them too, history repeats itself but in altered 
shape and form. Their mothers' mothers were maids in the houses of the 
nobility or of British forces; they are now chambermaids or waitresses in 
hotels catering largely for British tourists. Malta's past has shaped its 
present and this new big industry has all the hallmarks of vulnerablity 
contingent on service to rich foreigners. Many of the larger hotels and 
complexes are also run by foreign owned companies such as, Hilton, Holiday 
Inn and Trusthouse Forte, despite the stress made in the 1981-85 Development 
Plan for the need to have local control of tourism.
However, the tourist industry has also had its examples of workers'
• *
participation, though rather by default than by design. At the Villa Rosa 
complex in 1971, the Bailey Industrial Group parent company, when having 
financial difficulties, initiated a scheme of workers' involvement in 
management, with bonuses and profit-sharing depending on the state of the 
company. But the worker-directors were denied voting rights and could only 
attend the Board meetings on invitation. (26) In the prevailing climate of 
reform, workers' expectations outran the management's schema for involvement 
and 'the harmonious labour relations that were expected did not
i
&
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materialise'.(27) In the 1980's the Dragonara Palace Hotel and Casino also had 
financial difficulties and the General Workers Union initiated a salvaging 
scheme under workers' control.
ii i
Relations in most other tourist centres remain traditionally exploitative. The 
power to extend probation periods and to hire and fire lies squarely in the 
hands of managers <28) . The relations of production being set in the old 
mould of worker versus owner, often native versus foreigner, gives rise to 
continual tensions and frustrates improvements in efficiency that are vital to 
the Industry's future competitiveness. Where these contradictions were 
containable or even surpassable through the loyalties of a family business, 
they cannot be so easily overcome in the typical large hotel business.
i
Health h Safety at Work.
Whilst employment has increased from a total of about 89,000 people in 1960 to 
115,000 in 1986 (29) in the face of what seemed Insurmountable difficulties, 
transforming the economy from dependence on British bases and British rent in 
the face of a fourfold rise in oil prices and international economic recession 
and a growing and aging population; and whilst real wages have increased and 
differentials narrowed, health and safety conditions at work have been sorely 
neglected.
With reference to health services in general, Milne found in 1968, after six 
years of latlonallst rule^ that 'the role of the public sector has not 
radically changed since 1957'(30). A two-tier system was still in operation
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with the poor usually getting very poor service or none at all. The Medical 
Services Commission reported In 1957 that:
The poor are ftparated froa ihote who pay: the latter chooee their doctor; the foreer 
cannot, but auet uie the diitrict aedical officer no aatter «hat their feelings about 
hia aay be,,,(It finds) evidence that the aedical officer gave poor treataent to those •ho did not pay and good to those «ho did; coapelling sore people to pay,(3 1 )
On coming to Government In 1971, the Labour Party's first priority was to 
provide one free health service. To what extent this aided the change from a 
declining population to an increasing one would be difficult to quantify but 
its positive effect can be in no doubt, from the point of view ofnon-Illychians 
at any rate. The extension of this service to workplaces was not however 
seriously discussed during Labour's seventeen-year term of office. The law 
remained outdated and limited, based on 1945 Factories (Health, Safety & 
General Welfare) Regulations, until the passing of the 1986 Factories (Health, 
Safety and Welfare) Regulations. This makes it the duty of the employer to 
'substitute a harmful substance, process or technique at a place of work by a 
less harmful substance', and specifies sandstone grinding wheels; benzene; 
white lead and sulphate of lead; white or yellow phospherous; sand in sand­
blasting; and polychlorinated biphenyls. (32) Ho general regulations cover a 
long list of dangerous items and the processes that are subject to no control 
Include the use of asbestos and ionising radiations. Special regulations were 
passed for dockers in 1952 and those involved in building in 1968 but the 
ship building and repairing Industry and the rubber and chemical industries 
were not covered by any special rules. Agricultural regulations are limited to 
the prohibition and control of a very small number of pesticides.
K
Until 1986, the operative factory ordinances and regulations did not bind 
employers to notify the Department of Labour & Social Welfare or what is now
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the Klnlstry of Social Policy of any industrial disease that cane to their 
knowledge» but Article 42 of the 1986 Regulations now makes this compulsory, 
lot only was notification wanting , responsibility was also lacking. (33) The 
1986 Regulations» remedy this by concentrating powers in the hands of the 
Director and Superintendent of Public Health. The Sanitary Authority is now 
empowered to take offenders to court. But an employer or other responsible 
person may not be found guilty of an offence if he proves that it was 
•committed without his knowledge' or that 'he exercised due diligence'. (34) 
This loophole is an easy way out for recalcitrant employers especially when 
there is no provision made for health and safety commitees to be elected by 
workers. Responsibility for protecting the public outside the factory from 
hazards originating inside the factory is not only lacking it is non-existent. 
A victim» according to the Sanitary Authority» has to be certified chronically 
sick due to the said hazard before any steps will be taken. This want of 
progress on health and safety in Industrial processes is pertinent to the 
subsequent analysis of cancer trends.
Class inequalities narrow
After the second world war» the first Labour Government introduced income tax 
and pensions for the very first time. In the 1970's taxation was made even 
more progressive. Table pi gives trends in tax revenue for three types of 
taxes» and shows monetary revenue from personal income tax in the decade 
1972-1982 rose by over nine hundred per cent. The second item» expenditure 
tax» is mostly made up of customs and excise duties on consumer goods and 
from being the main source of revenue in 1972» it fell to second place by 
1976. Price rises were controlled through various methods including subsidies
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on basic foods, bulk-buying from abroad and fixed Units imposed on price 
rises and profit margins. Corporation tax in 1986 amounted to about 32.5% of 
gross profits while declared dividends received by local people are taxed as 
personal Income.
Table_29 TaifAtlon Trends Malta! 1Q72-19A6
Year Personal Income Tax let Expenditure Tax Company Income Tax Total Tax
Lm millions
1972 6.3 12.6 2.4 21.3
1976 18.8 14.3 4.1 37.2
1982 63.7 44.0 17.1 124.8
1986 61.1 50.1 15.4 126.6
SourcB: L, Briguglio Tsble 7.1 ; Mstional Accounts of the Maltese Islands
The Labour Government's wage policies also helped to reduce inequalities. In 
the public sector wages began to be Increased on a flat rate instead of a 
percentage basis in order to contain differentials. A study of the local labour 
market and wage determination in 1975 found Maltese wages extremely low for 
Western Europe but the wage structure was very compressed - with relatively 
low differentials and a high degree of knowledge of who gets what. (35) In 
1979, the ratio between the highest and the lowest earnings of the public 
sector employees had narrowed to 3it:l.
Also lowering differentials was the introduction of minimum wage legislation 
in the private sector in 1974 and equal pay for women in 1976. The 
introduction of a children's allowance, a national minimum pension and many 
other social services further reduced the income gap between men and women.
i
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saall faniliee and large, the employed and unemployed, the propertied and the 
property lees.
Real disposable Income per head nearly doubled between 1973 and 1979 while 
the percentage of the labour force registered unemployed decreased from 7.4 in 
March 1973 to 2.4 in August 1979 (36). The difference between mens' and 
womens' wages decreased markedly in the mid -1970's. The unprecedented rise
in hourly money wage rates in private industry in the 1970's is dramatically 
shown by Briguglio. (37)
t-
Finally an Important levelling force in the recent past has been the 
prolétarisation and unionisation of many workers. The percentage of self- 
employed ( own-account) workers has dropped dramatically. The following table 
highlights this process showing how in 1985, nearly all of the female 
workforce were wage and salary earners compared to only fifty-five per cent 
in 1957. Vhllst the rise in male wage/salary earners was not been so steep|*f'0»n 
nearly seventy to eighty-five per cent of male workers, they make up by far 
the greatest number with a total of seventy thousand in 1985.
Table 30.
Prolétarisation Process Malta; 1957-1985 
Employment Status
Males - per cent Females - per cent
1985 1S&2. lâSL 1957 lââZ. lââS.
2.7 2.1 1.2 Employers 0.5 0.5 0.7
12.0 20.4 31.2 Own-account workers 45 22.9 4.2
85.5 77.5 67.6 Vage/salary earners 54.6 76.7 95.1
100 100 100 Total 100 100 100
Source: CensuHS '65 p87
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Malta is a heavily unionised country. In 1970 over 45 per cent of all wage 4 
salary earners were dues paying union menbers compared to 40 per cent In 
35 P®r cent In Italy, 26 per cent In FRG, and 16 per cent In 
France(38). At the end of June 1986 trade union membership amounted to sixty 
thousand or Just over 60 per cent of wage and salary earners (39). The 
biggest union Is still the General Workers Union, the second biggest the Union 
Haddlema Kaghqudln.
The following table , based on GWU membership returns and gainfully occupied 
population In sections of Industry In December 1982, gives some Indication of 
the relative strength of the working class In each Industry that has been 
considered above.
Table 31
Ggaeral Yorkers Union Sectoral Membership 3i.12.82
Section lumber in GVU Total employees Percent
Malta Drydocks 4,168 5,854 71
Textiles 4 Garments 4,220 7,800 54
Hotels 4 restaurants 3,541 7,589 47
Source: GVU and Annual Abstract of Statistics 1983 Central Office of 
Statistics, Malta.
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Suiaary
This chapter has analysed the transition in health patterns in the past fifty 
years on the premise that class struggle and class exploitation are 
fundamental to understanding essential aspects of Malta's neo-colonial 1st 
economy. The power of the Imperialists rested finally in their ownership and 
control of the dockyards. It was the pivot of their existence, unusurped by the 
later development of an air-base. It was crucial in determining the level of 
industrial wages. It was the base of worker's power.
The relationship between the dockers and the Admiralty was economic, but the 
Admiralty's reason for establishing and maintaining that relationship was both 
poltlcal and economic. This chapter has examined some of the salient factors 
affecting Britain's military and mercantile interests, in particular changes in 
the forces of production and in global politics,
Worker's power is crucially affected by essential elements - the demographic 
profile of society - birth, fertility, mortality and emigration. This is 
especially true in a small society with a high labour to land or labour to 
capital ratio, and where the basic units of production are small and based on 
the family. Increased workers' power was an important determinant in the 
decline of infant mortality rates. While, in its turn labour power was 
strengthened by that very fall in Infant mortality and child morbidity. The 
crucial factor in determining labour power, however, is neither numeric nor a 
technical ratio, but the ability to struggle successfully for more control and 
wealth. The Maltese worker in neo-colonial society, successfully organised to 
protect common wealth, fix minimum wages, prices and profit margins, ensure
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serial security rights and reduce the clergy's power and privilege. As Brenner 
succinctly argues» in analysing divergent paths of social and economic 
development : 'Historically evolved structures of class relations and especially 
differing balances of class power are central,'(40)
Ve have seen how three sectors, the shipyards, textiles and tourism, have 
significantly contributed to the rising living standards of the past twenty 
years. Despite their continuing vulnerablity to changes in foreign demand and 
Investment, these sectors have traditional and locational advantages. The 
historic links of Malta's partial Industrialisation have been drawn. The 
threads go back from chambermaids to maids; from machine operators in a jeans 
factory to sail making at home; from welders at the Malta Drydocks to riveters 
at the Imperial laval Docks. Local capitalists have long experience in both 
shipping, trade, textiles and the provision of local services. Their development 
on an Independent commercial basis was only possible when a new nation state 
took a dynamic role in organising and accumulating social capital, attracting 
diverse foreign investments and accompanying technology whilst reducing 
inequalities. Reciprocal agreements replaced unequal interdependence. The 
political levers passed, for the first time in over two thousand years,from the 
hands of foreign nations to the nation state.
Recent fast development has involved both Interaction and destruction. A 
mixture of tradition and progress persists today. The old and the new, the 
Arab and the European world are uniquely combined in the attitudes and the 
language of the Maltese. The Catholic Church, still owning about one third of 
the land and half the schools, has a strong conservative ideological influence;
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while tourists, returned emigrants and a proud socialist heritage all 
contribute to radicalising the community. The interpenetration of opposites 
manifests itself in a polarisied political community and stress on the social 
and environmental fabric. The sudden transformation from a poor fortress 
colony to an advanced developing economy has led to unforeseen negative 
externalities : deterioration of the atmosphere and disappearance of the 
countryside.
At the workplace, as noted in the survey of the three biggest industries, the 
contradictions in capitalist accumulation have been acute. Malta has inceased 
its manufacturing and tourist sectors on the basis of cheap, efficient labour. 
The be all and end all has been to provide employment for the people. Vhile 
both productivity and consumption per head have increased phenomenally , 
quantitative progress has not been paralled qualitatively. While mortality 
rates have decreased, morbidity rates have increased. The chronic diseases of 
today, namely heart disease and cancer, result from the new forces of 
production, new life-styles and the lack of controls on work-processes and 
dangerous substances. Physical and mental dysfunctions increase as the 
contradictions between profit and health deepen. Life in Malta, although 
insular is very exposed and vulnerable to the international contradictions and 
changes in capitalism.
i
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Cancer ie now the disease that people fear most. In this respect it is similar 
to cholera in the last century. Cancer today kills one in five of all people 
dying in the Xaltese Islands, being second only to heart disease. It 
symbolises, as cholera did in the last century, human vulnerability and 
helplessness: loss of control over one's body. Many of us have watched friends 
and relatives suffer indescribably as cancer grows, first on one site, and then 
relentlessly spreading, from the lung to the brain and from the breast to the 
ovaries. It is such «.terrible death that many people flinch from naming it. 
The victims are so debilitated and transformed that many people feel they 
should be hidden away from society. A cancer victim experiences, as it were, a 
suspension of the dialectic : loss of physical control; an inability to
determine the future; failure to overcome cancerous growth and to conceive a 
healthy state. This is the limbo state of creeping cancer. It is the threat 
that enters our psyche. It highlights the historical limitedness of 
improvements In medicine, of reforms and of development.
t
The general view is that most cancers are caused by the way we live and work. 
On the one hand It is argued that material prosperity and individual choice 
are causing a rise in cancer; on the other hand, working class exposure to 
multiple hamards and general environmental pollution are prioritized.
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Consequently, there are, two distinct positions about what is to be done. 'Bach
has its own view about the relative Importance of the different causes of
cancer, its own reconmendations about how the disease could be prevented, and,
underlying both of these, its own political philosophy,* note Doyal and Bpsteln.
The two views have been named the establishment and the radical approaches,
'though there is inevitably some degree of overlap between the two'd). The
establishment view, embraced by industry and most govermnments, rests on 'the
assumption that cancer, except that due to cigarette smoking, is not
Increasing, and that changes in diet and treatment offer the best opportunity
for reducing cancer rates'.<2). But the radical view asserts:
Cancer it the plagut of tho tvontioth century. Cancer it now the only aajor killing 
dieeaee vhote incidence it on the increaie,,,,An inforeed contentue hat gradually 
developed that aott cancer it environaental in origin and it therefore preventable,(3)
The main reason why a radical view has entered the academic debate in USA 
and Veetem Europe is the increased awareness and organisation of workers. In 
their experience, industrial processes and hazardous chemicals play a 
significant part in cancer causation. The importance of smoking, diet and other 
factors that an Individual could perhaps control is recognised but more
emphasis is placed 'on Industrial exposures over which the individual has 
little or no say* (4). Disease has been directly linked to the mode of 
production. For Instance the Association of Scientific, Technical and
Managerial Staffs argue that 'the regulation of carcinogens in the workplace
must be the first and most decisve element in any cancer prevention policy.'<5)
Class iBcidmot
Just as the mlasmatlcs in the last century shifted the focus of aetiology from 
the particular individual to the general atmosphere so too the
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envlroneentallsts of today but with the difference that class analysis is 
clearer. The profits of nany companies have been and are being achieved at 
grave human cost. 'One in every four American workers (approximately 21 
million ) currently may be exposed on either a full or part time basis to 
OHSA-regulated hazardous substances. Upwards of 40 to 50 million persons or 
23 per cent of the general population of the United States may have had 
exposure to one or more OSHA^regulated carcinogens or hazardous substances 
during their working lifetimes.' This is not the estimate of an extremist but 
of the United States Senate Committee on Human Kesources in its report 
KoDitoriDg of Industrial Workers Exposed to Carcinogens 1977 (6). The fact 
■lllians of workers are debilitated due to occupatlanal exposure to 
carcinogens is not only a human exist but also a socio-econanlc one, details 
the report.
The struggle for humane working conditions has taken many forms during its 
long history. In the 1960s, the climate was right in many developed countries 
for health and safety consciousness to rise once again. The shortage of labour, 
the civil rights movement and the growing environmental, anti-nuke and anti- 
chemical ft biological warfare movements (7) co-inclded with a growing 
awareness that cancer consititutes not an individual but a social problem.
With increasing evidence and increasing action in a buoyant labour market, 
demands for quick and effective control of carcinogens, Including pre-testing. 
Increased. The Ü.S. government,reacting to this pressure , took progressive 
action at the end of 1979 promulgating Guidelines for the General Regulation 
of (Carcinogens. (8) The connection between cancer and particular occupations is
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now well*'known. In Britain, particular studies in occupational morbidity and
aortallty proved that many factors of production are carcinogenic
Includlngssoot, tar and mineral oil leading to skin cancer and cancer of the
scrotum (described as early as 1775 among English chimney sweeps); gaseous
nickel compounds leading to lung cancer; asbestos leading to mesothelioma;
aromatic amines (such as beta—naphthylamlne) leading to bladder cancer; vinyl
chloride monomer leading to angiosarcoma; while work in the footwear industry
is linked to cancer of the nasal cavity, work exposed to wood dust is linked
to adenoearcoma.(9) The latest official longitudinal study of the relatlonshoip
between cancer and social factors in Britain confirms that mortality from
lung, stomach and cervical cancer is higher in the lower social classes. Whilst
breast cancer shows a higher mortality in Class 1 than Class V,
the difference appears to be narrowing and still appears to have most 
connection to patterns of childbearing...Lung cancer shows the largest 
class differential among males but in women the largest class differences 
are for cancer of the stomach and the cervix. (10)
Specific site studies of relevance to us here include the analysis of death 
certificates 1959~1977 by Vajarlan and Cotton for cancer and leukemia 
mortality amongst naval shipyard workers. At Portsmouth laval Shipyard, they 
reported a five and a half~fold increase in mortality from leukemia and a 
two-fold Increase from all cancers among these workers. They posit multi­
factor causation : In particular exposure to asbestos, welding fumes and 
nuclear radiation. A retrospective occupational cohort study by Tola et al of 
Finnish shipyard and machine-shop workers from 1945 to 1960 finds 'an 
increased risk of lung cancer among the shipyard workers. The most probable 
explanation for this finding is exposure to asbestos. The excess was most 
prominent for pipe fitters, who were especially exposed to asbestos fibres. 
Autopsies of the lungs of men who had been exposed to asbestos dust at the
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Royal laval Dockyards of Devonport, Plymouth showed a correlation between 
occupational asbestos dust exposure and severity of lung pathology. Vagner et 
al found that slight asbestososls led to mesothelioma and medium to severe 
asbestoels led to pulmonary carcinomas. It is now scientifically accepted that 
all shipyard trades carry the risk of mesotheloiomai lung cancer and pleural 
fibrosis caused by esposure to asbestos and other fibres. Some studies, also 
show a thirty to forty per cent higher rate of lung cancer amongst welders 
exposed to stainless steel, since chrome and nickel are cancer-causing agents. 
British national death statistics also show excess lung cancer in welders. (11)
Studies like these and working class action based upon them have led to both 
individual compensation to the victim and government control of industrial 
hazards. Bevertheless, even where such actions have been taken, much remains 
to be done. Recognised experts on the political economy of cancer believe that 
the bulk of occupational cancer in both USA and Britain remains uncompensated 
and even unrecorded (12).
It is Just this class analysis and class action about cancer and health in 
general that is lacking in Kalta, and most other developing countries. In 
Britain, on the other hand, 'the very obvious and dramatic class differences in 
cancer mortality * (13) are offlcally shown in the Registrar (leneral’s 
Dicennlal Supplements. In Malta, despite the lack of local social class data, 
there is every indication that there is a similar class gradient. Unskilled and 
skilled manual workers being considerably more likely to die from cancer at 
any age than professional and managerial workers.(14) It is among the working 
classes that multiple causation conspires and cancer victims Increase, In the
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following chapter« discussion of the locational Incidence of lung cancer bears 
out this hypothesis.
The establishment view
Vhlle the nosentun for the radical approach to cancer aetiology has cone fron 
organised workers and socialist scientists, the establishment view that cancer 
is caused by personal lifestyles, has a ruling class base of capitalists, 
governments and rightist scientists. The Chemical Industries Association, 
shifting the blame for the cancer epidemic, is one of the most vociferous 
proponents of the orthodox view.
Many economists and medics view health as an individual consumption good and 
therefore ill**health, including cancer, as an individual distortion in personal 
choice and lifestyle. Two assumptions under ly this view: that industrial 
products and processes play very little part in causing cancer and that 
working class people voluntarily lead less healthy lives than their enlightened 
peers. One conclusion reached is that health education, rather than changes in 
industrial processes, is necessary. Another solution prof erred to redress the 
'distortions in individual consumption' is improved medical care and more 
individual consumption of pharmaceutical products. The success of this line of 
thinking is evident in the present hallowed status of the medical profession 
and the fact that the pharmaceutical industry is second only to the armaments 
industry in world-wide profitablity. (15)
The Causes of Cancer (1982) has been particularly important in supporting 
industry's position. In it R. Doll and R. Peto argue that only four per cent of
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cancers are caused by occupational factors and 65 per cent of cancers could 
be avoided If Individuals changed their smoking habits and their diets (16). 
However, they admit that: 'Our titieiief of tht f u l l  proportion of current cinctr 
•orttlity dut to occupation, pollution ate. rtlaU, ofcourit, chitfly to thoft factori for 
which it hat bean poifibla to lacura foaa direct evidence of an effect on huaani,'(17),
’.i
It Is over the question of what constitutes 'direct evidence' that differences 
polarise (as they so often do In politics) between those oncologists who tend 
to support and those who question capitalist Interests, The long latency period 
of cancer; the widespread use of trade-name products and lack of uniform 
systems for labelling hazardous materials; the subordination of company 
doctors and the media to power and profit (18); the real fear that many exposed 
workers have that they will lose their Jobs If they object to hazardous 
working conditions (19); and the fact that trade unions have neither 
prioritised nor generalised struggles for humane and healthy working 
conditions. All these conspire to make 'direct evidence' hard to come by. There 
is also a tendency to think linearly and to search for one germ or one virus 
instead of accepting that cancer develops through a series of events and there 
are many links to Its chain.
Cancer
Ctnctr if a diieift of tht ctll, A cancir ctll proliferaitf, dtfiroyf and coloniftf, In tht 
•nd it dtftroyf tht organifi at vhoft txptntt it furvivtt(20).
Most oncologists have concentrated on the specific behaviour of this cell 
disorder. Many have searched for a specific cancer virus - a specific disease
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entity - that is isolatable and quantifiable. Growth pronotore or oncogenes 
have been the subject of much research at the ICRF in London and the 
California Institute of Technology) substantiating the autocrine theory that 
tumours secrete their own growth factors . Others have tried to identify the 
substances responsible for weakening the immune system. The lack of growth 
inhibitors or supressor genes in cancer cells has been Identified in almost all 
lung and bone cancers and in breast cancer tissue. (20) As Bennette points out, 
orthodox cancer research studies 'biochemical and biophysical changes' and 
seek to explain these in terms of 'reducible, objective evidence' (21). The 
nechanism of carcinogenesis, its long latency period, its mutagenicity and then 
its carcinogenicity, has been researched with billions of dollars of public 
money. Its primary aim is to discover the magic bullet - the wonder^commodity, 
or wonder-dose or wonder -combination that will kill the cell, molecule or 
virus that is identified as cause of cancer. Although the World Health 
Organisation recognised in 1980 that one third of cancers are preventable, 
public education and prevention of cancer accounts for a very small proportion 
of cancer society's and government's expenditure. Usually, over 85 per cent of 
public funds are directed to orthodox reseach and treatment. And the results 
are not encouraging. The treatments for some rarer cancers have Improved but 
for the main killers, lung and breast cancer, hardly any progress h*« been 
made. As reported in the Economist (1989), 'Survival rates after diagnosis of 
breast cancer have barely crept from 61% in the 1960's to 62% today'.(21a) 
And in the United States, 'analysis of overall cancer rates... has demonstrated 
a steady Increase since the 1930s. In recent years, the incidence rate has 
risen more sharply, by some 2 per cent a year and mortality rates have risen 
by 1 per cent a year.'(21b)
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Even the noet conservative oncologists agree, however, that the increase in 
cancer deaths cannot be explained in congenital or degenerative terms. Firstly, 
the probabllty that descendants of cancer patients will themselves develop 
cancer is very slight. Hereditary transmission has been cited as a risk factor 
in the development of breast cancer under certain conditions, but whilst this 
may cause geographical differences it can by no means explain the rising 
trends<22). Secondly, the rise in cancer deaths after standardising for age, 
proves that this is not Just a disease of old age - individual degeneration. 
But the longer you live the more time there is for things to go wrong - for 
genetio mutations to Aooumulate.
The lack of success of orthodox cancer research has led to an outcrop of 
cancer epidemiologists, studying the distribution of malignant tumours
according to the patients' geographical location, ethnic origin, social and 
occupational status and mode of life , and isolating external rather than 
internal conditions conducive to cancer<23). For instance, the first generation 
of Japanese in USA Imported their cancer Incidence profile without modification 
but the third generation has almost entirely the same incidence profile as the 
American population. Such cross-sectional medical studies together with 
retrospective cohort studies and animal studies have proven the link between, 
for instance, asbestos and mesothelioma; vinyl chloride monomer and 
angiosarcoma; benzene and leukemia; and mineral oils and skin/scrotum cancer. 
They provide ample evidence that chemical pollution of our air, water, food and 
the workplace is the major cause of cancer. In other words they have 
substantiated the link between new forces of production and a dominant 
disease. However, conservative oncologists chose to Ignore this evidence while
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protagoniete .of aore practical cancer control argue only for more efficient 
detection and treatment (24), never questionning the mode of production.
T.iing and RrAwat.
Cancar it not ona aingla ditaaia - it if a group of diiaaiar which aay originata in 
any part of tha body affacting it in diffarant wayt to produca a wida variaty of signt 
and tyaptona, All forai of cancar hava ona thing in coaaon - abnoraal call growth ( at 
a ratult of an altaration in thair DNA), Initaad of growing in an ordarly, controllad 
way to bacoaa haalthy tiaiua, tha callt incraaia in nuabar until thay taka ovar tha 
araa in which thay ara growing, Soaatiaat a faw of thaia calif aay traval round tha 
body and ftart naw growth! in othar aitai - known ai 'aataitaiai' or 'lacondariai',
T h a n  ara loaa 200 diffarant forai of cancar but thay fall into four aain typai;- 
Carcinoaa - occurring in tha ikin or lining of organi 
Laukaaaia * occurring in tha blood 
Lyaphoaa - occurring in tha lyaphatic lyitaa 
Sarcoaa - occurring in auicla and bona,(25)
Lung and breast cancers are a form of carcinoma. Lung cancer includes cancer 
of the bronchus, trachea and lung as well as cancers localised in the Intra- 
thoracic region.
Among the chemicals known to Induce lung cancer in humans are arsenic 
compounds, asbestos, blschloromethylether, cadmium, chloromethyl-methylether, 
chromium and mustard gas. (26) Miners, glass and pottery workers, foundry 
moulders and coremakers, fettlers and metal dressers, metal plate workers and 
riveters, plumbers and lead burners, bricklayers and tile setters, coal tar and 
pitch workers,textile users, plasterers, charmen, window cleaners, chimney 
sweeps, radiologists and chemical workers are among those who have been 
shown to have an excess risk of contracting lung cancer (27).
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The evidence linking smoking to lung cancer has been widely accepted (28). 
Cigarette smoke contains a wide variety of mutagenic chemicals which irritate 
the lungs and are absorbed into the blood stream, circulate through distant 
organs and concentrate in the urine of smokers. However, there are good 
grounds for concluding that the relationship between smoking alone and lung 
cancer is being overestimated. Recent studies show that there 'may be 
synergistic or multiplicative interactions between smoking and certain types 
of occupational ezposure-especlally asbestos- in producing increased risk of 
lung cancer.*(28) Recent trends in site -specific cancers in USA have brought 
the 'smoking causes lung cancer' mentality into question because bladder 
cancer, closely associated with smoking, has decreased while lung cancer has 
not (29). And from another point of view we can again question the
Individualistic explanation for cancer. Men and women have an apparent choice 
In whether or not to smoke or to stop smoking. But the pressures on them to 
take up smoking and to continue cannot be ignored.
Ì
(k
Ì
Breast oanoer does not kill as many women as lung cancer kills men, but its 
rising incidence in the Maltese Islands, and in many other developing countries 
in particular South America, the (Caribbean and Eastern Europe has been more 
dramatic( 30). This geopgraphlcal variation, together with the higher incidence 
in upper class women suggests a connection between breast cancer and 
Increased affluence. A severe drawback to informed analysis is the fact that 
class or occupational data is even less obtainable for women as it is for men. 
And in the case of cancer of the breast its very location suggests a hormonal 
as well as an industrial determinant. Comparative studies have shown over the 
centuries that breast cancer occurs more often in women, like nuns, who have
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not given birth or nursed» bearing out the hypothesis of a hormonal 
determinant. Research subsequently showed that estrogen is capable of, 'either 
stimulating specific genes that lead to cell growth or of altering the way in 
which genes control cellular activities'. (31)
The link between five or more years continual intake of hormonal 
contraceptives and breast cancer has also been made. One such hormonal drug» 
the synthetic chemical substitute diethylstillbestrol (DBS)» was introduced in 
the 1930's and subsequently prescribed liberally as an oral contraceptive and 
morning after pill; in estrogen replacement therapy for menopaus»e and 
miscarriage; for menstrual cramps and irregularity; general itching» acne and 
hirsutism; in feed additives especially as growth stimulants to poultry and 
cattle to make them convert the feed to fat at a faster rate. Other hormonal
drugs such as estrone and estradiol prolactin» have also been found to 
stimulate breast cancer. For instance» Bli Lilly company experiments have 
shown that breast cancer is double the norm and there is a higher incidence 
of other hormone related cancers among women who took DBS in the early 
1950's. Some of these drugs also have the ability to cross the placenta» reach 
the foetus and then cause serious disease such as vaginal cancer twenty to 
thirty years later. (31) Hormone replacement treatment at menopause has also 
been associated with the development of breast cancer.
Among reproductive variables» the later age at which a woman has her first 
full-term pregnancy» the higher is her risk of breast cancer; the earlier the 
age at menarche and the later the age at menopause the higher is the risk. 
(32). Kelsey A Berkowitx of the Ckilumbla University School of Public Health
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list the established risk factors for breast cancer, but warn that the 
association is weak and known risk factors listed can only account for about 
one quarter of breast cancer cases. (33) The list of known risk factors 
reflects however the establishment bias toward individual characteristics and 
omits reference to synthetic hormones and other carcinogenic chemicals as well 
as to environmental and food pollution.
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Among post-menopausal women, obesity is associated with an Increase in risk
of breast cancer. Vhat you eat affects among other things your hormonal
balance. It has been shown that where the consumption of animal fats and meat
is high this leads to higher estrogen levels and higher cancer rates (34). A
high association between high sugar consumption and breast cancer mortality
for women over 55 years of age has been found by S.Seely and D. Horrobin in
their epidemiological survey of 21 countries using Vorld Health Statistics
Annuals 1966-1981 and food consumption statistics. They conclude thus :
V« fuggtii thit Mtiologically bratii cancer falli into two categoriei, one related to 
dietary influence!, particularly fugar coniueption, and the other to unknown f a e t o n  
which aay be horaonal, The latter ii probably tore aalignant, with a ihorter latent 
period, and predoainatei in yoi^er woaen, The diet-related fora hai a long latent 
period and predoainatei in older woaen, (34a)
In explantlon of their findings they posit:
The connecting link between lugar and breait cancer nay be iniulin, the lecretion of 
which occuri in reiponie to riling blood glucoie level,,, The effect of iniulin on 
noraal aanaary tiiiue it liailar to oeitrogeni and prolactin. All three horaonei are 
neceiiary for the growth of the breait ai a whole or loae of iti conitituent tiiiuei, 
Many aanaary cancer celli are, at leait, initially, dependent on theie 
iubitancei.(34b)
Meanwhile, many direct and indirect food additives have been shown to be
carcinogenic. Whilst some do not have a proved direct link with breast cancer, 
food contamination in general and diet and hormonal balance in particular 
have been substantiated as contributory factors. 'Focxl is the single most
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important route of exposure for humans to synthetic chemicals. In a year the 
average American eats about 1500 pounds of food containing 9 pounds of 
chemical additives < other than sugar and salt).* <35)
Whereas natural plant extracts were once used as flavouring agents and 
colours, these have been ousted now by, among other things,synthetic dyes 
based on coal tars. low, many coal-tar derivatives are known carcinogens, for 
example, 2-naphthylamine and benzidine cause bladdar cancer in occupationally 
exposed workers (36). The red colouring agent. Red 2 or amaranth, used widely 
by the food Industry has also been shown to be carcinogenic. But as of the 
late 1970s most food dyes had not been adequately tested. The long controversy 
over whether or not saccharin is a carcinogen highlights the Inadequacy of 
many so-called epidemiological studies (37).
Indirect food additives include the residue of pesticides that enter our bodies 
from ingesting sprayed vegetables. Perhaps best known are the carcinogenic and 
mutative hazards of 2,4,5-T herbicide and the impurity , dioxin, that is 
produced in its manufacture. (38) The human tragedy following explosions at 
manufacturing plants, for example. Coalite,USA in 1968 and Seveso, Italy in 
1976 , and the spraying of Agent Orange herbicide (made of equal quantities 
of 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D) by the Americans in Vietnam exposed the horrific dangers 
of these toxic chemicals to the world. However, carcinogenic pesticides, such 
as Vegadex weedkiller and Xalthion, are still widely used especially in 
developing countries such as Malta where controls are few and outdated and 
spraying is popularly done with great abandon. The sprayers, the sprayed and 
those who consume the sprayed food are thus contaminated.
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Since the 19408| hormones, like DBS, have been Implanted as small pellets in 
the neck of male chickens to caponise them. After finding that the edible flesh 
contained large quantities of this carcinogenic drug, the American Food and 
Drug Admin istration banned this practice. However, even in USA, DBS was 
widely used as a fattener and food additive for beef cattle and sheep up until 
1979, and despite the rising incidence of cancer. President bush has recently 
propose weakening food safety regulations with respect to dietary residues of 
carcinogenic pesticides.(39)
Stress, too, has increased. Popular theories connect cancer to represscKl 
emotions and major life disappointments. (40) Here, there is much room to 
question definitions, but most oncologists would nevertheless agree that 
•stress', whether individual or systemic, is a significant contributive factor. 
Inability to cope with the deep contradictions and fast changes of our times 
has an effect on our health and our reslstence to diseases. Whether this is 
seen as individual breakdowns, general maladaptation or class alienation it is 
popularly referred to as the residual factor in cancer causation. The 
hypothesis that dis/stress situations cause a lowering of the immune system 
and result in the outbreak of cancer and other diseases is upheld by many 
psychologists and psychiatrists today. Mind and body are inextlcrately related.
I
Stress may have particular relevmnce to female breast cancer. As women, we are 
caught between twin destinies in trying to break out of our retarded condition; 
our ancient destiny to bear children and be mothers, and our m o d e m  destiny 
to be equal to men, fulfil ourselves at paid work and in society.(41) A cotton 
spinner or cotton weaver suffered greater economic hardships and greater human
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losses, especially of her young, but she was not torn fron her hone by the 
need to earn money neither was she isolated within it to bear and rear her 
children.In stressful tines, plenty of hormones are secreted. And as Buth 
Kushner argues: *A stress hormone that stimulated estrogen secretion could help 
to create the nourishing endocrine environment that breast cancer needs'(42).
Taking the view that reproductive changes, the taking of hormonal drugs, diet, 
stress and exposure to radiation are not purely a consequence of individual 
volition but are rather resultant on development, we can conclude that breast 
cancer like lung cancer is environmentally caused. Here, I hypothesise that the 
dramatic Increase in breast cancer in Malta in the past twenty years results 
from dietary changes, pollution and from the dramatic transition in women's 
reproductive role - a role that is still an antithesis rather than a synthesis. 
In our grandmothers, who bore twelve to fourteen children and worked manually 
for a meagre existence all their lives, we see our opposites. In our transition 
from quantity to quality of children and childcare , in the interpenetration of 
opposites, cancer rises like a spectre as the negation of the negation, 
reducing the quality of so many people's lives to decades of pain and dread.
HADIATIQB
The growing pollution of the air, water and sea by carcinogens multiplies the 
risk of cancer. The list is endless. It Includes many pesticides, benzene, 
certain hydro-carbons produced by the chemical processing of petroleums, car 
exhaust fumes, sulphur dioxide emission from conventional power stations and 
the Increase in ionising radiation from nuclear power stations, nuclear weapons 
testing and nuclear accidents. I will now discuss some health hazards of
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nuclear radiation because they are curiously overlooked both by those fighting 
for nuclear free zones who focus on fear of the ultimate explosion and those 
calling for cancer prevention programmes that focus on cancer screening or 
®*^tl"cancer diets both ignoring the radiated air we inhale every second of 
our lives. (43)
Indeed, the experience accumulating from observation of the atomic bomb 
explosions at Hiroshima and lagasakl and of patients treated by radiotherapy 
strongly suggests that ionizing radiations can cause cancer In nearly all 
organs of the body and that some small effect is produced even by small doses 
and by doses given at low dose rates (44). The Hiroshima and Hagasakl nuclear 
bombs led to an epidemic of leukemia and thyroid cancer. The atomic fall out 
also led to higher rates of breast and lung cancer especially after 25 years, 
the average latency period for these cancers. Recent research by Dr Yoshimoto 
et al, taking a 1950-1984 timespan, suggests that susceptability to radiation- 
induced cancers is higher in prenatally exposed survivors than in exposed 
adults. (45)
The open air atomic weapons testing carried out by the US Government from 
1951 to 1963 led to hazards that are only Just being realised due to this long 
latency period of cancer. In Southern Utah, 1979 reports show that two and 
half more children died of leukemia here than elsewhere in USA and that other 
products of Irradiation such as cataracts and thyroid disease are relatively 
high. (46)
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Our exposure to radiation has also Increased most inslduously through the 
daily leaks from nuclear power stations, nuclear-laden transport, nucleeu: waste 
recycl.jng centres like Sellafield (Vindscale) and increasing accidents to 
nuclear ships and submarines. The geographic distance over which leaks are 
dangerous and their long-term effects are inestimable. For instance ,recent 
research links Chernobyl with a rise in US death rates and shows that 
vulnerable groups such as new born babies and the elderly also sillFered higher 
death rates in 1954, 1955 and 1957 which were peak years for atmospheric 
nuclear testing as well as in 1980, the year of the Three Mile Island
accident. The atmospheric testing of the mid-fifties also damaged the Immune 
systems of babies so that the 25-34 age group was then more vulnerable to 
Chernobyl<47).
To recapitulate, cancers associated with exposure to radiation include :
1) leukemia : especially in those who received radiation as feotuses or young 
children;
2) thyroid cancer: higher susceptibility in females than in males and higher 
susceptibility in children than in adults. Most thyroid tumours appear within 
25years.
3) lung cancer: it occurs more often in uranium miners who inhale radon gas 
and in radiologists exposed to X or gamma rays.
4) breast cancer: women who have had periodic mammograms ( diagnostic X rays 
of the breast tissue) have shown a higher breast cancer incidence.
5) bone cancer: usually due to ingesting radioactive Isotopes such as radium eg 
female painters of luminous watch dials licking their brush. Again the younger 
the person, the higher the risk.
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6) skin cancer: the large Increase In Malta's incidence in the 1960's could be 
explained by growth of nuclear power stations In nearby countries such as 
France and Italy - irradiation through air, rain and sea. Two areas of the 
Mediterranean sea, near nuclear~powered MATO naval bases have been found to be 
radioactive. Increased exposure to ultra-violet radiation may be the cause of 
general rises in skin cancer in the Mediterranean over the past thirty 
years. (48)
The long latent period and multi-factorial causes of cancer make difficult, in 
aany cases, the identification of a direct causal link between irradiation and 
cancer. Yet, even the most conservative scientists could not dispute this 
association. The acute short term effects of irradiation include sickness, 
nausea, headaches and balding; the long term chronic effects include leukemia, 
cataracts and cancers. But there are also developmental and genetic haxards. 
Children born^ to exposed women have a higher risk of mental
retardation,nervous system disorders and bone malformations. The jelly babies 
of the Pacific Islands where French atomic bomb testing was rife are a case 
In point. Radiation increases the probability of a birth defect and this 
Increase varies with dosage. The extreme vulnerability of the foetus to 
radioactivity in the first trimester of pregnancy is now a scientific fact.
Even the smallest radiation dose will produce mutations in chromosomes of 
gonadal cells that become sex cells. A simple example is a sex cell with 47 
instead of the normal 46 chromosomes leading to Down Syndrome in offspring.
Suaiary
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The recent history of nany carcinogens is a saga of past regulatory 
incompetence coupled with pre-occupation with industry interests. The social 
costs of industry are more easily avoided by their perpetrators for two 
particular reasons. Kany scientists are stuck in an inappropriate historical 
paradigm for disease. Due to the adulation of past scientists such as Curie 
and Koch , due to the exaggeration of medicine's role in disease prevention and 
due to the subordination of scientific research to capitalist interests, 
adherence to free market economics and the search for a wonder cure are the 
basis of this paradigm. The individual microbe-hunters were successful, as we 
have seen, in isolating the mosquito as the agent of yellow fever and malaria 
and in isolating the vibrio choleras as the specific agent in faeces that 
transmitted cholera. But it was the changing of the broader back-cloth of 
people's lives, in particular their conditions of material existence, that 
eventually overcame these contagious diseases.
Secondly, radical oncologists, forwarding an alternative paradigm, are severely 
handicapped by the inherent limitations of cancer epidemiology. The long 
latency period and the Inavallability of large populations of exposed and 
unexposed individuals combine with poverty of data to often prevent 
clarification of the role of carcinogens.
In Chapter Five, we have seen how a particular co-incidence of Interests 
between capital and labour in Britain resulted in a successful public health 
movement for clean water and adequate sewage disposal. Individual causation 
remained, however, the common philosophy in the Maltese Garrison colony where
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iaperlal dominance, excess labour and religious conservatism delayed social 
reform.
This century, cancer like cholera demands radical and expensive action for its 
successful prevention. Again, the pressures, prescriptions and regulations 
against carcinogens in the advanced capitalist countries are in advance of 
those being made in Kalta and most other developing countries. The gap is 
still wide but it is more easily traversed. Communications and education have 
narrowed differences in knowledge. The strength of the working class and the 
power of state capital in neo-colonial systems has increased. The green 
movement is becoming as strong in the Mediterranean as it is in lorthern 
Europe. The realisation is deepening that we are exposed to common hazards, 
have common interests and must fight for a common aim - a world free of 
carcinogens. In the last analysis, the success of the new environmentalist 
movement hangs on either a coincidence of interests between capital and 
labour, which is unlikely, or Increased unity and ultimate dominance of working 
class interests putting health before profit. In the face of such a challenge, 
the following chapter is but a small step in honing a tool in local cancer 
epidemiology for evidence, argumentation and progressive actions against the 
increasing carcinogens in the Mediterranean.
This chapter has reviewed the basic trends in cancer incidence and the 
accepted connection between cancer and particular occupations. It has also 
discussed the seemingly more confounded aetiology of breast cancer. Its data 
is drawn from studies done in advanced capitalist countries where labour 
market buoyancy and working class strength have contributed to the success in
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Introduction
At the turn of this century more than ten times as many people were dying of 
enteritis and more than twice as many people were dying of tuberculosis than 
they were of cancer. Diagnosed cancer deaths accounted for only two per cent 
of all deaths. By the end of the second world war, cancer deaths were being 
specified by site and accounted for nearly eight per cent of all deaths. In 
1986, eighteen per cent of deaths in the Maltese Islands were caused by 
neoplasms, nearly one In five and close to the rate in highly industrialised 
countries. (1)
Cancer, by 1986, was the second leading cause of death after heart disease. It 
Is now the only major killer whose incidence is on the Increase. (2) This 
Increase in cancer mortality reflects the Increased longevity which has 
occurred in the Maltese population shown in Part 1 of Chapter 7. 'Living longer 
increases the chances of developing cancer* (3 >. However, as in most 
industrialised countries, in the Maltese Islands there is now a greater cancer 
risk in each age group <4). Thus, a four year old girl or a forty year old 
man today is more likely to die of cancer than were a four year old girl or 
forty year old man in 1950. Standardised cancer death rate data, adjusted for 
changes of number of people in each age group, also shows a rise in the 1960- 
80 period that I discuss below. Vhile most people die of cancer in later life, 
many victims are in their forties or fifties.
1
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The disproportionate nunber oi years of life lost from cancer is highlighted 
In each Demographic Review. Take 1987 as an example<5). Out of 1,156 male 
fatalities in 1986, one quarter were caused by cancer and eighty per cent by 
heart disease but if we compare the years of life lost by these deaths, we 
find about thirty per cent of the loss was due to cancer and only seventy per 
cent due to heart disease. Out of 1,126 female fatalities in 1986, one fifth 
were caused by cancer and eighty per cent by heart diseases but one third of 
years of life lost were due to cancer and only seventy per cent due to heart 
diseases. Clearly, the age distribution of deaths from cancer is younger than 
from heart disease. Vhat these figures do not show is the chronic morbidity - 
the long years of worry, pain and superhuman courage - that precedes death.
K
Methodology A Data
In an attempt to analyse the trends in cancer incidence and mortality in the 
Maltese Islands the usual epidemiological problems were met. The validity and 
completeness of data depend on availability of both doctors' and 
statisticians' service. It depends on diagnostic fashion and skill. It changes 
with alterations in disease classification. Contrary to expectations, the 
recent computerisation of data has not Improved the quality and depth of 
analysis. I was unable to obtain cancer morbidity data or cancer data by 
occuption for the 1980s. A manual search was made through the register of 
deaths for deaths ascribed to lung and breast cancer for the years 1960 to 
1989. Registration of cancer was Introduced in 1957 but reliable records of 
cancer cases were only kept from 1968 and notification has not been 
consistent. Mesothelioma, cancer of the lining of the lung, that has been so
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clearly associated with exposure to asbestos dust, has not been recorded 
separately in Malta.
Mortality rates from malignant neoplasms are obtained from death certificates, 
the accuracy of which depends on the doctors (hospital physicians or general 
practitioners) responsible at death. Where multiple Illness occurs and the 
neoplasm is not coded as the underlying cause of death, then figures will tend 
to be underestimates. This tends to be more prevalent in older age groups.
The 1970-80 morbidity and mortality data was classified by age, sex, locality 
and occupation. Standardised mortality ratios were calculated using standard 
rates taken from the Maltese population. Only the Maltese population, and not 
the total population, is broken down by age and locality of residence, so an 
unavoidable error ( tending to overestimates in . and incidence rates) may 
have crept in. The discrepancy has tended to widen and then to narrow over 
the period in question, with nearly all of the total population being Maltese 
in 1973 and nearly ninety per cent being Maltese in 1980; the 1985 Census 
recorded nearly all of the total as Maltese. (6)
Recorded morbidity rates of breast and lung cancer depend on whether the 
cases are brought to the notice of a doctor, the skill of the doctor's 
diagnosis and her/his willingness to contribute to official records. Over the 
period 1988-80, there may have been an Increase in the number of people, with 
cancerous symptoms confiding in a doctor. The trend may also have been 
®xaggerated by the change-over in 1977 to a more comprehensive government-run 
iree health service. Less cases were dealt with privately and likely to be
tS;
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unregistered. In 1983, a Icx^l cancer surgeon, Dr Swain, estimated that there 
were about five per cent of cancer cases seen to privately, whereas one third 
were dealt with privately some six years previously. Meanwhile an unspecified 
number of people, usually in the upper classes, go abroad for diagnosis and 
treatment.
Political animosity may also have affected data compilation. The doctors' 
protest action, of 1975-77, against hospital in-service, appears to have 
significantly reduced the notification of cancer incidence.
Trend analysis is also Impoverished by changes in the classification of cause 
of death, especially with reference to breast and skin cancer In later years. 
These then are the local Inconsistencies, Inaccuracies and biases that I found 
and the aetiology of cancer is also confounded by the long latent period 
between exposure to carcinogens and appearance of cancer.
Trends
Cancer and circulatory diseases were responsible for 18 per cent of all deaths 
in the decade 1921-31, 48 per cent, 1957-67 (7) and for 75 per cent, 1980- 
1986. In the 1921-31 period an increased frequency of cancer was observed, but 
'our mortality compares favourably with that of other countrl^ and rates are 
at below one half of that recorded In England and Vales', commented the 1929 
Seport on Health Conditions. (8) An analysis of the poet war period from 1948 
to 1970, shows how the incidence and severity of cancer and heart disease 
remained much higher in the British Isles than the Maltese Islands. However, 
it is far too blithe to then conclude, as does Milne, that the 'unfavourable
E:
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factors found In Britain were absent in Xalta.'(9) Taking a superficial look at 
the Bortality rate fron cancers per thousand civilian population, it is 
possible to conclude, as Milne does, that there has been little change in 
cancer Incidence ( as Table 36 below shows). But this is to cloud the fact 
that the standardis€Kl ratio, number and proportion of cancer deaths have 
risen significantly while there has also been an Important change in location 
of most malignant neoplasms. Also, a lower mortality rate in Malta compared to 
Britain could be expected because, as shown in Chapter 7, Malta has a lower 
percentage of old age people. In making International comparisons of trends in 
cancer mortality rates one clearly has to standardise for age.
In 1960, cancer killed 114 per thousand of those who died, and in 1979, 142.6 
per thousand, being second only to ischaemic heart disease as a major killer. 
The absolute number of deaths from cancer rose by a half, while total 
population increased by only ten per cent over this period. Figure 9, based on 
data from Table^34, shows that cancer deaths per thousand of the population 
have risen from a rate of 0.98 in 1960, to 1.22 in 1970 and 1.34 in 1980 and 
1.55 in 1987. This is a rise of over one third in the cancer death rate in 
only two decades. Although the cancer mortality rate for men is still higher 
than that for women, in 1987, for instance the male cancer mortality rate was 
1.82 per 1000 males and the female cancer mortality rate was 1.29 per thousand 
females,the number of deaths has risen faster among women than men (Table 33), 
largely due to the high rise in breast cancer incidence over the period. Indeed 
a recent WHO report observes that Malta now has the highest female breast 
cancer mortality rate in the world, at 35 per 100,000 per year and roughly, for 
instance, double the rate in Greece. (10)
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Cancer by site
Figure 9 also gives details of the fluctuating rise in lung and breast cancer 
death rates. Female breast cancer deaths per thousand of the female population 
increased by nearly one and a half times over the period, 1960-80, while the 
number of reported female breast cancer cases per thousand of the female 
population over the shorter period of 1968-80 more than doubled in just over 
ten years (Table 34 >. The male lung cancer incidence rate did not rise over this 
latter period but the lung cancer death rate rose by two-thirds in the twenty 
years, 1960-80, and by nearly forty per cent between 1980 and 1987 alone. The 
bulk of the lung cancer death rate increase occurred in the 1960s and 1980s. 
In contrast, breast cancer death rates steadily Increased from 1975-80, and 
showed an overall rise of seventy per cent from 1968 to 1980, and by neeirly a 
third between 1980 and 1988.
i *
Site changes
Cancer of the digestive organs and peritoneum accounted for nearly half cancer 
deaths in 1946 and death from cancer of the uterus was nearly double that of 
breast cancer. But by 1986, only five per cent of cancer deaths were due to 
neoplasms of the digestive organs and peritoneum and just over five per cent 
due to cancers of the uterus and cervix. Lung and breast cancer deaths 
accounted for one third of all cancer deaths, being far more important both in 
incidence and mortality than other cancers. The irony is that no local studies 
have been done on lung or breast cancer since 1970(11).
Cancer affects men and women very differently. The lungs and bronchial 
passages are the main sites for fatal cancers in men, killing nearly three
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victims out of ton (Table 37). The breast is the principal site for women, 
again killing about three out of ton female cancer victims. Interestingly, a 
higher percentage of all female cancer deaths are now of breast cancer in the 
Maltese Republic than in England & Wales when, for Instance, in 1977 only one 
fifth of all female cancer victims died of breast cancer. (12) However the 
average mortality rate in Kalta has been lower than in England & Vales over 
the period analysed.
il
In both men and women, the second most Important fatal site is the stomach, 
kUUng About one victim in ten (Table 37), Jlortality rates fro» sto»aoh 
cancer 1969-1981 were lower than in some European countries such as England 
and Vales, Italy and Sweden but there was a slow downward trend in mortality 
in these countries whereas in Kalta there was a slow upward trend. Here, as in 
the case of lung cancer, the lining of the organ will have developed 
carcinomas. For both lung and stomach cancer, incidence tends to be higher the 
more exposed you are to pollutants.
A phenomenal Increase in skin cancer deaths occurred in the 1960s (Table 35). 
Some of this increase could be due to Improved diagnostics, but Increased 
environmental and industrial exposure to carcinogens such as soot and mineral 
oil is definitely a contributory factor. (13) The trend in skin cancer mortality 
rates shows a slow Increase, though it remains lower than in England Vales.
As with other cancers, there are signs of under-reporting in the 1974-77 
period.
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Tahlfl 3 5 SITB-SPBCIFIC CAICBB KQRTALITY. Malta: 1052-76
Ptriod/diagnofit
1952-56 
1957-61
1962-66(a)
1967-71 
1972-76 
1977-81(b)
1982-86
Hoit (è) FroM /96Z“ /986, th§ d it i  for §iJt tnd féBéJt tnchéè, bronchui snd Jung anctr
déèihM ènd for fooèlo brosit ancor doàiho i t  iokon froo dooth co rtifJa to i ot tbo 
HoiJth Inforootion Sorvicoi Unii, proviouoly tbo Hoolth SU tJotia  Doportoont,
(b) Nota thfPi «ai a changt in tha claaiificaiion of braati and akin cancar in 1979 
aggloaarating *aalignani naoplaiaa of bona, connactiva tiaauaa, akin and braait, 
Sourcot: §§ notod ond Dooognpbic Rovioot of tbo Noltoio lolondi
Trachea Fatala braait Stonach Skinbronchuf, lung.
Average Annual Nuabar of death!33,0 25,8 59,4 2,636,0 36,4 55,0 4,6
53,6 40 ' 36,2 27.465,2 44,2 44,0 47,260,2 46,2 39,8 31,673,4 58,2 45,4 n.a.94,2 64,8 56,4 n.a.
ì
Age 1957
15-44 years 0.23
45-64 years 2.53
1967
0,25
2.60
1970
0.18
2.41
1986
0.17
2.54
Sourcti.'Oooognpbic Rorioo of tbo fkJton Itìindo t m  pp 3 è 27 ; mino, R.S. Tbo Contribution of Public 
ixpondituro to Sociii Oovolopoont ; ß ano §tudy of biltè, I94S-I967, p.67.
lalfi
Lung,bronchus,
trachea
Stomach
Prostate
Bladder
Other
Total
lunbftT cancer deathe 
X
242 100
Fenale
l y p a  l u m b a r  cancer deaths
X
Breast 59 30.3
Stomach 14 7.2
Colon 14 7.2
Ovary etc. 13 6.7
Other 94 48.5
Total 195 100
Sources; Poport on tbo HoiJtb Conditiom of tbo RiJtoto InJindi ¡980
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Rreaet and lung cancer trends
Vhlle the total number of deaths from malignant neoplasms has Increased by 
one half over the period 19Q0-1980, female deaths from malignant breast cancer 
have risen by over one and a half times (a). Male deaths from lung cancer 
also doubled, from 1960 to 1960.
After taking population growth Into account , we find that all cancer deaths 
per thousand of the population Increased by forty per cent , female breast 
cancer per thousand of the female population Increased by nearly one and a 
half times and male lung cancer per thousand of the male population Increased 
by two thirds from 1960 to 1980 (b).
Figure 9 gives a graphic account of these events, showing the yearly 
fluctuations In mortality rates, but also highlighting the upward trend 
especially In female deaths from breast cancer In recent years. Comparing 
deaths from breast cancer per thousand of the female population In England 8 
Wales, we find the Increase over 1971-77 was Just over four per cent (14), 
while In Malta, over the same period, the Increase was at more than double 
this rate, at eleven per cent over the same period.
E:
Standardised Ratios
Standardised incidence and mortality ratios (15) were then calculated for the 
1960-70 period, (c) Standardised mortality ratios for male lung cancer
(a) Tiblt 33 I Table 34 in the appendix
(b) Table 34 in the appendix(c) Figuret 10,11,12 and 13 in the appendix,
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increased by 41 per cent and of female breast cancer Increased by 47 per cent 
between 1970 and 1980. Figure 10 clearly shows the rising trend In the 
weighted average of the age-sex specific female breast cancer mortality rates 
from 1975-1980. The female cancer Incidence rates were also standardised for 
changes In number of women In each age group and a large fall In the 
standardised morbidity rate In the period 1974-77 Is the most dramatic feature 
of this graph. (Figure 11) The question of whether or not this fall In reported 
cases was real or a consequence of doctor's non-registration (the doctors 
association and Labour Government clash culminated In 1977(16), may be settled 
by analysing breast cancer death rates twenty to twenty-five years later. If a 
similar dramatic decline Is evident In the years spanning 1994-2000, then the 
former explanation would be more convincing.
'.1
Standardised morbidity and mortality ratios were calculated for male lung 
cancer over the period 1970-80 and are shown In Figures 12 h 13. And again, 
large fluctuations were found In the recorded morbidity rates. Fluctuations 
also occurred In the standardised male lung cancer mortality ratio but 
remained consistently above average from 1974 to 1980. It Is obvious that 
extrapolation of the data for the decade 1980-90 would be useful here. The 
standardised lung cancer mortality rates, shown In Figure 9, Indicate a 
continuing rise above average In the 1980s.
Age Ineidanra
Data on the age Incidence of breast and lung cancer was collected from 1970 to 
1980. The same qualifications on the soundness of data must be made as for all 
cancer data detailed above. In addition, although ten year averages were
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calculated, one auat bear In mind that the small size of the sample means that changes and differences maybe the result of random error.
ftrft/ist cancer
Ho cases of female breast cancer were diagnosed before the 20-24 age group in 
the years 1970-1980. The Incidence rate gradually rises from this age group to 
a pMik of 11.6 cases per thousand in the 45-49 year olds (Figure 14). It then 
drops off slightly for women aged 50-54 but rises more steeply than ever to a 
pftiiir of 23.24 cases per thousand females in the 60-64 age group. It again 
drops off slightly only to rise to another peak of 24.56 cases per thousand 
females aged between 70 and 74. The highest incidence rate occurs in women 
over 85 years old where on average 38.2 per thousand women were affected .The 
usual figure is a blmodal Incidence rate, peaking at 45-49 years and 60-64 
years and Malta appears to be at variance to the international average in 
having more than two peaks in the Incidence of female breast cancer.
&
The mortality rate is lower than the morbidity rate for every age group, 
reflecting perhaps the medical successes in delaying death from breast cancer. 
There is not the same degree of fluctuation in mortality rate by age as in 
morbidity rate and no tri-modal curve is exhibited in this period - Just a 
gradual increase from no deaths before 20-24 years of age to nearly 35 deaths 
per thousand females in the 85 plus age group (Figure 14).
On further analysis of trends in female breast cancer cases by age-group over 
time ( Figure 15 ) we find the age specific incidence rate increases in all age 
groups, especially in the 35-44 years old women.
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Interpretation
Ageing involves a cuaulatlve exposure to carcinogens and cannot be separated 
from environmental effects. For women It also Involves particular changes in 
hormonal balance that are affected particularly by fertility rates, drug taking 
and the menopause.
The trl~modal Incidence rates suggest that three distinct ancillary experiences 
should be taken Into account In Interpreting this data. The particularly high 
number of cases In the 70-74 age group indicates that these women may have 
been particularly vulnerable about twenty-five years earlier at ages 45-49 
years In the 1945-55 period. It also suggests an association, discussed in 
Chapter 8, with unhealthy diets of high fat and sugar Intakes.
Lung cniifiar
The recorded morbidity and mortality rates of male lung cancer begin later 
than breast cancer although there was one case that led to the death of a boy 
aged between 10 and 14 years In the decade. There were none then until the 30- 
34 age group when again one person died of lung cancer. The Incidence and 
mortality really begin to bite after men reach 35 years of age, confirming the 
trend seen In Table 36.
Mortality rates are always above recorded incidence rates (Figure IG). Multiple 
reasons for this would Include : failure to bring lung cancer to the notice of 
doctors; failure of doctors In diagnosis; failure in curing or delaying death.
ti;
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Mortality rates rose steeply from 54 years to a peak of 29.1 deaths per 
thousand males aged and a further peak of 37.2 deaths per thousand
aales aged 75-79. Death from lung cancer per thousand of the male population 
then declined, there is therefore a clear bl-modal curve in the male lung 
cancer mortality rate ( Figure 1^>.
Likewise, morbidity rates rose steeply from the age of 54 to 69 and continued 
to rise to the highest morbidity rate in the 70-74 age group, Just before the 
highest mortality rates. As with mortality, the morbidity rates decline after 
the age of 79. The interpretation of rates in the 85 plus age group has 
additional problems of multiple diagnoses and relative inaccuracy of population 
data.
Lung cancer and industrialisation have been clearly linked in the previous 
chapter both through increased exposure to factors of production such as 
asbestos, nickel and chromium; and through factors of consumption such as 
tobacco. The bl-modal curve in the male lung cancer rates in each age group 
(Figure 16) maybe related to cohort differences in smoking or to cohort 
differences in exposure to carcinogens. An occupational study, for instance of 
shipyard workers and quarry workers, is necessary to ascertain whether work 
conditions are significant in causing lung cancer mortality in Malta. The 
following study of locality and class incidence indicate that a relationship 
does exist, as shown in other countries (a), between work and lung cancer.
(a) f M  Chtpitr Eight,
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t/TCALITY H C IDBICE QF LUIG h BRBAST CAMCER
Locality aorbidlty rates of breast and lung cancer were available for the 
period 1970-1980 but mortality rates were not. For the later period 1981-88 
the opposite held; I was informed that locality-morbidity data was totally 
unreliable but mortality by village of residence was collated, (Table 38). A 
similar attempt has been made by a team in the United States to pin point the 
high risk communities and possible socio-economic conditions that are causing 
the epidemic in cancer. (17)
To identify high risk communities, I examined the Incidence of the specific 
cancer per thousand of the specific sex in that locality. Before 1973, data on 
sex-specific population by locality is not available. Therefore, the total 
number of female breast and male lung cancer cases identified ,1970-80, in 
each village was divided by the average number of women and men in each 
village , 1973-1980. As with the previous figures, we are always using a 
denominator of the Maltese population wheras the numerator Includes cases of 
cancers diagnosed in foreigners living in Malta. This would tend to make 
incidence rates slight over-estimates in some localities like Sliema, where 
there are a relatively large number of foreigners.
There were 868 reported cases of female breast cancer and 488 reported cases 
of lung cancer between 1970-80. The only places were the Incidence of lung 
cancer equalled or exceeded that of breast cancer were the three dock towns of 
Senglea, Cospicua and Vlttorlosa; the quarry area of Qrendl; and also in the 
outer towns of losta, Qherghur and San Gwann. A high proportion of male 
employees living in (^endi and Mqabba work in the nearby quarries, and the
[i
i
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data contained in Tables 39 and 40 le a clear indication that the high levels 
of dust Inhaled during this work is a health hazard. Respiratory problems are 
also caused by the proximity of the main rubbish dump. Contrast the high male 
lung cancer mortality rate in Mqabba to the low female breast cancer rate 
there : 7.08 compared to 0.9; and similarly the figures for Qrendi are 8.2 
compared to 1.8.
I
• f
Taking a closer look at the highly urbanised and working-class Inner Harbour 
Region, we find , according to the Table 38 below, that one half of all male 
lung cancer cases occurred in this region while lees than forty per cent of 
the Maltese male population was concentrated in the area. A severe drawback 
was that I was not able to standardise by age as data on population by age 
and locality was not available. Access to such data is vital to future 
epidemiological research. The Incidence of breast cancer was also high in this, 
the densest region. Over this period, 44 per cent of all female breast cancer 
patients were reported to be living in the Inner Harbour Region whilst less 
than 38 per cent of the total female Maltese population lived here. The high 
mortality and morbidity rates of breast and lung cancer recorded in Floriana 
nay be exaggerated by patients of Sir Boffa Hospital, where there is a 
terminal cancer ward. However, the hazards of living in the inner harbour 
region cannot be thus explained. Seven out of the ten highest lung cancer 
mortality rates occurred in the inner harbour region Valletta, Sllema, 
Floriana, Cospicua, Marsa, Mslda/Pieta/G'Mangla and Hamrun. And high rates also 
occurred in adjacent outer harbour towns like Blrklrkara and St Julians. In 
contrast none of the lowest lung cancer mortality rates occurred over the
1
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period 1981-88 in the Inner Harbour Region and only two in the Outer Harbour 
Region, at Sta Venera and San Gwann (Table 42).
r . r
. Ì
Taking the Inner and Outer Harbour (a) Regions together, we find that 68 per 
cent of all male lung cancers and 67 per cent of all female breast cancers 
were concentrated in these towns over the 1970-80 period. Meanwhile, less than 
two-thirds of the population was concentrated here. Although the ageing 
population of the three cities, Sllema, Florlana and Valletta may have some 
upward bias, the overall picture is that Industrial and traffic pollution must 
be taken very seriously in the aetiology of cancer in the Maltese Islands
I
(a) Includtf;- 81 Juliini, Sin 6«inn, S U  Vintri, B ‘K i n ,  Qorii, Luqi, Tirxitn, Fg un , 
Zibbir.
CAICBR IMCIDBICB. 1970-1980: CAMCER MORTALITY. 1981-19a&
Cencer Incidence 1970-80 CaBCfir Mortality
mi=&L
InnT Harbour Ragion Faaala Braast Halt Lung Faaala Braait Bill
Val U t i l 65 31 24 30
Floriana 13 12 11 12
SIlana 86 34 44 43
Szira 25 12 16 15
Hsida 33 31 26 23
Hanrun 53 24 26 30
Narta 24 19 12 20
Paula 44 24 23 19
Cospicua 13 18 12 21
Stnglta 9 13 12 8
Vittoriosa 12 12 5 7
Kalkara 3 2 5 4
Total 380 232 216 232
Par cant of spacific 44 37.5 41 38
cinctr
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r> BfM it Dtr 1000 f# M U i Ca Lung par 1000 eelea ►
HariatcAla n .i Sharghur 9.1 1
Attard 10.4 Harfaecala 8.85
6harghur 9.3 Qrendi 6.2 s;Dingli 9.0 Vittoriofa 6.0 r'Valletta 8.8 Atterd 5.7 1Slicaa 8.1 Stnglca 5.6
Rabat 7.7 6haxaq 5.5
Balzan 7.7 Hilda 5.4 t
ndina 7.5 Paula 5.3 •u
Haarun 7.5 Floriana 5.1 :
Tibl« *0
9Í
Ca Braait per 1000 feaalei Ci Una pti, 1000 MlM
Floriana 6.6 Qrendi 8.23 r
Slicaa 6.1 Floriana 7.22 u
Senglea 5.8 Hqabba 7.08 J
Hgarr 5.6 Valletta 6.8
Valletta 4.9 Slieaa 6.59 1
Hiida etc. 4.9 Coipicua 5.5
Kalkara 4.85 Haría 5.05
Oingli 4.0 Hellieha 4.56
Paola 3.8 Haarun 4.54
Haarun 3.7 Hilda etc, 4,51 i;'
libit 11
r.
The Ten Loweat Hofbtditv Ratei 197Q-198Q t!
Ca Breait per 1000 feaalei Ca Lung per 1000 ..IM |>fl
Safi 0 Safi 0
Hgarr 0.98 6udja Ö j
Colpicua 2.8 Hgarr 0 1
San 6eann 2.9 Fgura 0.5 i
Kalkara 3.1 Hellieha 1.06
Zurrieq 3.2 H'Xlokk 1.3 n
Kirkop 3.2 Balzan 1.9 1!
Fgura 3.5 Sta Venera 2.0 l!
Sudi a 3.55 Hqabba 2.04 :i
Hcllieha 3.8 Zurrieq 2.2 1
Scnglea 3.8 Kalkara 2.2 ;!
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TiblLiZ
Kirkop
Rdini
St Paulf Bay
Fgura
rrxiokk
Hqabba
Qorai
Zabbar
Luqa
B'Buga
Tha Tan Low it Hoptality BaUa
lO f i anlM Cn Luna ner 1000 ealaa
0 Safi 0
0 Hdina 0
0.7 Siggitwi 1.04
0.74 Sit Vtntra 1.07
0.8 San Bvann 1.22
0.9 N*Xlokk 1.7
1.1 Bharghur 1.73
1.26 Hgarr 1.8
1.41 Atiard 1.83
1.43 Shaxaq 2.22
SourcM: IfiJtà Déf>»ri»éni of Héèlih S tè iiiiic ièn i
É
li
Rr^aaet cen.^.i»r Irw^jiTIty r a t e s
rRiP Ryi»rRg(a4 6 ( m m f -  q h ^  psr thowsdiwi women
living in the Inner Harbour Region. The highest rates occurred in Valletta, 8.9
per thousand and Sliema 8.1 per thousand.( Table 39) lote too, the high 
mortality to incidence ratios of breast cancer in working class areas of 
Cospicua, Senglea and Kalkara, shown in Table 38. It was, however, the Western 
Region that had the highest overall average at 7.5 cases of breast cancer per 
thousand of the female population. This region includes Attrd, Rabat, Dingli, 
Mdina and Balzan - five »villages which feature in the top ten villages with 
the highest incidence rates of female breast cancer 1970-1980. But it was 
Marsascala on the South-Bastern coast that topped the league , while Gharghur 
in the lor t h e m  Region came third. It may be useful to look at specific 
conditions and population characteristics in these villages which may have 
nothing to do with the region in which they are geographically situated.
]■
f,  ^^  A
lo cases were identified in Safi over the decade but over eleven women fell 
victim in Karsascala. Comparing Tables 39 and 41, we find a wide locality
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deviation In breast cancer Incidence rates. It nay be fruitful for future 
research to take two nearby villages such as Zejtun and Zabbar of slnllar 
population sl2e and slnllar male lung cancer Incidence rates, Indicating 
similar class compositions, but with markedly dissimilar female breast cancer 
incidence rates : Zejtun 7.34 per thousand and Zabbar 4.00 per thousand ( 38 
female cases being diagnosed In Zejtun and only 20 In Zabbar). One could look 
at the per centage of nuns In each village, variations In general environmental 
conditions (air or water pollution), and Individual case histories and dietary 
habits of those affected. Again Gudja and Ghaxaq are two nearby villages which 
show marked differences In Incidence rates of both female breast cancer and 
male lung cancer; the people of Gudja being relatively fortunate on both 
counts. A longer period and age-speclflc data would vastly Improve the quality 
of analysis.
Si;
i^l
Lung cancer locality Incidence rates
The Incidence rates of male lung cancer had their highest regional average, as 
expected, In the Inner Harbour Region, where there were 4.3 recorded cases per 
thousand male Inhabitants. Some of the the highest rates occurred in towns 
situated right by the docks Vittorlosa 6.0 cases per thousand male 
inhabitants ; Senglea 5.6 cases.( Table 39 )
The highest village specific Incidence rates occurred In Gharghur and 
Xarsascala ( Table 39 ), the two villages that also had peak female breast 
cancer Incidence rates. The lowest Incidence rates of male cancer occurred In 
many villages, such as Safi, Xgarr, Gudja, Fgura, Xellleha and Kalkara, where 
the lowest rates of female cancer were also found , most of these being 
country villages. (Table 41)
* !
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Again It would be useful to proceed by exanlning the differences in general 
environaental conditions between the villages with the lowest and highest lung 
cancer Incidence rates and then analyse Individual case histories of those 
affected, especially occupational profiles. The occupatl onal and environmental 
hazards experienced by workers and residents of the Inner harbour area are 
clearly a major cause of the rising lung cancer mortality rate.
i
Class incidence of specific cancers
I attempted to analyse the occupational Incidence of breast, lung and cervix- 
uteri cancer. It Is abundantly clear that class analysis of female cancer 
victims is Impossible because the vast majority of cases and deaths of breast 
and cervix uteri cancer are of women placed in Category XI 'Others Including 
those of no gainful occupations*. (18)
I
&
Lung cancer Incidence Is particularly high among skilled workers: over one In 
five lung cancer cases occurred In skilled workers over this decade. Unskilled 
workers and shopkeepers, shop assistants, clerical workers were runner up risk 
groups. But, similar to the female occupational data, a disproportionate number 
of victims were classified In Category XI which Includes the unemployed, 
housewives and people retired from many different walks of life. The need for 
more specific data, standardised mortality ratios over a 20 year period, and/or 
a retrospective cohort study Is apparent.
I m
i
However, one can conclude both from locality and class data that people 
belonging to the working class, here defined as occupations VII to XI Including 
skilled workers, unskilled workers, farmers, fishermen and agricultural
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C i f Death!
127 526
118 53
69 34
67 22
56 35
48 12
11 9
9 15
6 4
557 729
workers, and others in the Maltese Islands are nore likely to die fron lung 
cancer than their counterparts In upper class of occupations I to VI.
Table A3.
Occupational Analysis lung cancer In 197Q-8Q Period
XI, Othart, including thoia of no gainful occn,
VII, Skilltd workart
IX, Unakillad aorkara
III, Shopkaapart, ahop aaaiaianta, clarical akara,
II, Intaraadiaia Ada, Profaaaional I Hanagarial
X, Faraara, fiaharaan I agricultural aorkara
V, Paraonal aarvica aorkara (aanual)
I, Highar Ada,, Profaaaional I Nanagarial
IV, Fortaan, luparvifora I Ovarlookarf
Total
Sourc»: H§sJih S iiii§ iic i*n , O ^rtM n t of Hoilih, HoJU.
Summary
The above exercises In the epidemiology of cancer In Malta over the last 
thirty years provide raw material and suggestive correlations. Cancer has 
become a major cause of Illness and death in every age group, but in particular 
the over sixties. A significant Increase in lung cancer mortality and in 
particular breast cancer morbidity and mortality is apparent . Locational 
studies show a higher Incidence in particular of lung cancer In the Inner 
Harbour Region where the docks, shipbuilding, many textile and other
industries, and the coal-fired power station, are located and where the working 
class is concentrated. The lack of government controls on known carcinogens 
such as asbestos, together with clear results of occupational cancer studies 
done In say USA or Britain, indicate that there is an urgent need to control 
and eliminate local carcinogenic hazards.
&
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Data on SMoking collected for the iirst tine in the 1985 Census, If broken 
down by sex, age and locality and correlated to lung cancer rates, might 
strengthen the antl-smoklng lobby and lead to stricter controls on cigarette 
smoking.
The high rise in breast cancer incidence and mortality has been discussed in 
detail. As outlined in the previous chapter, many factors such as changes in 
diet and increased hormonal medicine, changes in reproductive activity, and 
pollution have been linked to the rise in breast cancer incidence in 
industrialised countries. Dietary and reproductive factors may well have had 
multiplicative effects. Maltese women in the 1950's went through a 
revolutionary change in reproductive practises. (19) In the 1960*s and 1970's 
their environment, if not their work, became increasingly industrialised (a). 
Meanwhile the intake of hormones both in medicine and food increased as did 
consumption of sugar, meat, cholesterol and food additives. (20)
There is also recent evidence that carcinogens are more potent in certain 
climatic conditions such as bright sunlight and heavy rain, which 
characteristics are common to Malta. (21)
The role of radiation exposure in causing this rise in breast and lung cancer 
mortality is probably the most difficult to pin point but the most persistent. 
Recent studies show that radiation is more dangerous than had been thought. 
The British latlonal Radiological Protection Board broke international 
(i) iM Chipitr Seven
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ranks in 1987 recoBmendlng that dose Units for the public and for workers be 
tightened by a factor of three. The International Connlsslon on Radiological 
Protection Is to publish In 1990 and Is expected to reflect growing 
recognition that cancer risks fron radiation doses are higher than previously 
assuned.
i
- ’-m
. r
Many people react to can<^r with a shrug. Prevention seens absolutely 
Inposslble. There are so nany carcinogens polluting the air, food and water. 
There are so nany hazards to which a shipyard worker must expose hlnself to 
get hie Job done and keep the yards going. There are so many doctors 
prescribing hormonal tablets to women without a word of warning. There are so 
nany people addicted to smoking and fatty diets. But consider the revolution 
that was needed In our grandparents' lifestyles to eliminate cholera. Vho would 
have ever dreamt, during the last century, that s/he would see running water 
into and drainage systems out of every home. The contradictions Inherent In 
that transition : the long term Interests of the working class seemingly 
opposed to those of the Imperialists and local conservatives: recur today when 
the long-term Interests of the Xaltese working class in Improved health 
conditions seen opposed to capitalist interests in minimising expenditure and 
maximising profits. I specify long-term here because In the short-term workers 
prioritise securing a Job over the health hazards that It may entail. And 
indeed this was the Labour Government's priority during the 1970's transition 
period.
C:
t.
The challenge to prevent cancer may be greater than that to prevent cholera 
because we are not dealing with a clearly Identifiable bacteria and immediate
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1) A d d i m I Report on the working of the Public Health Departaent for the 
financial year 1903-9, Govenmexit Printing Office (1909) Appendix C. p J13.; 
Report on the Health Conditions of the Maltese Islands and work of the Maltese 
Health Department Including the Emergency Medical Services for the year 1946. 
Government Printing Office (1948) Appendix HA p xxxvlll; Demographic Review of 
the Maltese Islands 1986. Central Office of Statistics Malta (1987) Table 22 p 
24.
2) The death rate from diseases of the circulatory system are now in decline. 
The death rate from diseases of the respiratory systmert is the only other one 
that shows a rise between 1968-1986. See The Demographic Review of the 
Maltese Islands for 1986 and 1968.
For comparison of similar trends in the USA see Epstein S,The Politics of 
Cancer Anchor Books (1979) ppll-13.
3) Bpstein S. op cit , for similar observations with reference to USA. p 12
And more recentlyi Epstein S. Losing the Var against Cancer: Vho*s to Blame 
and Vhat to Do about It I.J.H.S. v.20 no.l. (1990) pp53-72.
4) Milne Robert Gordon The contribution of public expenditure to social 
development: a case study of Malta 1945-1967, unpublished thesis for M. Phil in 
Economics, University of London (1972).Shows how cancer has increased at all 
ages.
5) Demographic Review of the Maltese Islands 1987 Table 28/29.
6) Census '65 Central Office of Statistics. Malta (1986) p45 
Relevant Demographic Reviews of the Maltese Islands.
7) Demographic Review of the Maltese Islands 1968 p xxviii
8) Report of the Health Conditions of the Maltese Islands 1929
9) Milne R.G. op cit p73
10) CA- A (^ncer Journal for Clinicians vol 39 no 1 Jan/Feb (1989) ppl6,17.
11) On relatively scarce cancers see for instance:- All Safraz % Ronle Borg 
Malignant Lymphomas Mediscope no. 6 (1984) ppl8-22; Bugeja Mark, Malignant 
melanoma of the gastro-intestinal tract, Mediscope no.11 (lov 1987) pp8-10. 
Sultana H.M. Incidence 3 treatment of Cancer of the Lip in Malta SLHG Vol 5 no 
1 (June 1970) pp49-54.
On breast and lung cancer, much is lacking in the following two studies:- 
Pisani S., Sammut V., Galea R., Cancer of the Breast - a local study Chestpiece 
March 1968. In this , 107 patients’ histories were studied from records at the 
Surgical Outpatient’s department and Radiotherapy Dept 1963-1968. A unimodal 
age incidence was found with maximum Incidence ’in the age around the 
menopause’ - the 6th decade.
Lanfranco k,Smoking and Disease St lukes Hospital Gazette Vol 5 no 2 Dec 1970 
pp 181-186. He compares the number of men reported with lung cancer in 1969 
and 1952( when all forms of cancer first became notifiable). He assumes that
rr
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the male smoking rate has increased, without evidence. He points to benzo­
pyrene as also being a cancer initiator.
12) Mortality Statistics Office of Population Census Survey. HXSO. Britain 
(1978)
13) BSSRS Oil: a workers* guide to the health hazards and how to fight then, 
British Society for Social Respcfeiblity in Science London (1975).
Le Serve, Vase, Vigley, Bennet Chemicals, Work and Cancer Thomas lelson &
Sons Ltd, Surrey, Britain. (1980)
Of interest for future research is the association beteen rising traffic 
exhaust fumes their reaction in sunlight ( producing for instance ozone) and 
diseases of the respiratory system such as lung cancer.
14) Doyal L. 8 Epstein S. Cancer in Britain, Pluto Press. London (1983) pp8- 
13.
15) The Standardised Kortallty Ratio (SKR) is the percentage ratio of the
number of deaths observed in a specific group studied to the number that would 
be expected from the age-specific death rates for the total population of the 
Maltese Islands. For further reference see Benjamin B 8 Pollard J.H. The
analysis of Mortality and Other Actuarial Statistics Heinemann: London. (1980) 
pp 10-13.
16) For details of non-cooperation between doctors in the Medical Association 
of Malta and the Labour Government see : Ministry of Health 8 Environment; 
MenoranduM on the dispute with the Medical Association of Malta DOI August 
(1977); and Addenda December (1977) and Volume 3 December (1978).
17) Mason et al Atlas of Cancer Mortality for US Counties, 1950-1969 DHEW
Publication no IIH USA (1970) pp75-78.
Gardner M.J. Vinter P.D. et al Variations in Cancer Mortality among local 
authority areas in England and wales. Relations with environmental factors and 
searches for causes. British Medical Journal Vol 284 13 March (1982) pp784-87.
18) 'Others Including those of no gainful occupations' includes housewives, 
houseworkers, students, those seeking work and retired persons. The latter 
raises the older age structure of this group and bias the cancer data.
19) See Chapter Seven Part 1 for Maltese changes in reproductive practices and 
Chapter Bight for a discussion of higher breast cancer incidence among single 
women.
lorenman S. Oestrogen Window Hypothesis of the aetiology of breast cancer 
The Lancet. 29 March (1980)
20) Fenech F. et al Changes in the Epidemiological Pattern of Disease in the 
Maltese Islands Journal of Faculty of Arts VI, 4 (1977)
Chronic Diseases and Obesity The Lancet 26-8-89.
21) These findings follow research in the aftermath of the Chernobyl Disaster, 
The Lancet 26 March 1988 and The Lancet 17 May 1989 ppl362-3
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Table 32
Total Cases and Deathe from Malignant leoplaams. Malta;19eQ-198.7
V a a t ' r a s e s Heaths Rate per 1000 population
Case Death
1960 321 0.98
1961 356 1.08
1962 333 1.01
1963 345 1.05
1964 348 1.08
1965 369 1.16
1966 372 1.17
1967 380 1.19
1968 421 361 1.32 1.13
1969 458 368 1.42 1.14
1970 534 398 1.64 1.22
1971 518 403 1.59 1.24
1972 516 362 1.62 1.13
1973 508 347 1.62 1.11
1974 392 382 1.21 1.18
1975 368 387 1.12 1.18
1976 366 407 1.11 1.24
1977 300 379 0.90 1.14
1978 462 461 0.74 1.36
1979 512 437 1.48 1.26
1980 523 488 1.44 1.34
1981 495 1.51
1982 548 1.65
1983 511 1.53
1984 528 1.56
1985 521 1.53
1986 506 1.47
1987 536 1.55
r:
Sources: 1960-1980 data Iron the Health Department Statistician
1961-1987 data from Demographic Reviews of the Maltese Islands 
Tables 22 9i Tables 25.
n
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Total Cases A Deaths from malignant neoplasas by sex. Kalta 1960-1987
Year Cases Deaths
Kale Female Male Female
1960 184 137
1961 175 181
1962 170 163
1963 185 160
1964 198 150
1965 212 168
1966 201 171
1967 212 168
1968 229 192 200 161
1969 232 226 185 183
1970 288 246 226 172
1971 289 229 225 178
1972 276 240 200 162
1973 226 242 191 156
1974 199 193 204 178
1975 202 166 229 158
1976 197 169 231 176
1977 154 146 209 170
1978 216 246 248 213
1979 226 279 239 191
1980 262 255 268 218
1981 287 208
1982 274 274
1983 286 225
1984 ?70 258
1985 293 228
1986 280 226
1987 310 226
I
Sources: 1960-1980 data from the Health Department Statistician.
1981-1987 data from Demographic Reviews of the Maltese Islands.
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34
of end Deathe from Carcinoma QÎ Breast/LuM t>Y SflX 196Q-19aZ 
Wnt> par 1000 of the sex specific population
Yo/*r Female Breast Kale Lung
C D C D
1960 27 38
1961 38 35
1962 42 45
1963 42 54
1964 38 43
1965 41 57
1966 37 54
1967 43 45
1968 49 37 40 58
1969 54 47 56 66
1970 82 48 58 56
1971 86 46 61 70
1972 91 50 54 42
1973 97 41 40 47
1974 77 47 37 52
1975 59 44 60 76
1976 64 49 52 66
1977 46 52 29 53
1978 96 57 44 71
1979 113 59 33 68
1980 116 70 46 72
1981 53 74
1982 65 71
1983 64 77
1984 65 79
1985 73 93
1986 57 97
1987 70 93
1988 89
Breast Cancer Rate 
C D
Hote: (a) C - cases per thousand D - deaths per thousand.
Sources: Health Department Statistician and Demographic Reviews of the Maltese 
Islands.
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C H A P T E R  T E N
THB DIALBCTIC QP HEALTH AID DEVHLQPMBIT 
More and more, younger and younger people will develop cancer. In vain do we 
hope that our friends and children may be saved from this way of dying. The 
body metabolism and the eco-*syetem cannot cope with increasing 2imount8 of 
Industrial pollution pumped into them every day. Inter-parliamentary world 
conferences on the global environment are being called with increasing 
frequency, (a) Attempts are being made to advance alternative technologies based 
on renewable energy and the recycling of waste. People are becoming more aware 
of the dangers of nuclear radiation, lead, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide and 
benzene emissions, asbestos, pesticides and chemical pollution of the air, sea, 
land, water and food. Bconomists are calling for an extension of the price 
system to include the earth's resources so that the cost of contamination and 
depletion is realised. But, at the end of the day, such indicators will do as 
much for the contaminated as social indicators have done for the world's huge 
and expanding under-class. Unless the central contradictory unity of capital 
and labour is addressed, we will all remain cogs in the wheel of destructive 
capital accumulation.
In the dialectic of health and development, the central question is how 
commodities and what commodités are produced. This thesis has therefore 
focused on the historic development of the relations and forces of production. 
Vlthin the analysis of the relations and forces of production, the relative 
power of the country in question and the relative power of women are 
fundamental aspects of how people live and die and what they can do about it. 
(t) For iniUnct at Vaihington April 29th to Hay 2nd 1990,
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Disease is a reflection of socio-economic conditions, especially of what is 
produced, and how and where it is produced. In the particular history of Malta, 
epidemics of malaria recurred as peasants sought to reclaim swampy land and 
disturbed mosquito nests. People were engulfed by nature. The fever spread. The 
plague epidemics ravished Malta for over seven hundred years from the 
thirteenth to the twentieth century. They came with Increased trade with the 
Bast and found natural breeding grounds in impoverished port areas. During 
this long time span, the forces of production changed very slowly and
relations of production in Malta and most underdeveloped countries remained 
servile.
Cholera, in the nineteenth century, spread with Increased imperialist activities 
and trade. It recurred where the poor were concentrated and where quarantine 
controls, clean water and sewage systems did not exist. Conflicts between 
opposing Interests of Imperial military strategists, imperial and local 
merchants, the clergy and the workers and peasants were highlighted in the
reactions to each epidemic. Contradictions, in Malta, were not resolved and 
cholera recurred.
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Undulant fever was the blight of early twentieth century Malta. Transmitted 
through unpasteurized goats* milk, its protracted incidence highlights the 
state’s Indifference to the way this basic commodity, milk, was being produced 
and the inequalities between the garrison and the mass of people. The emerging 
workers* movement could make little headway, sandwiched as it was between a 
pro-Italian bourgeoisie and clergy, professionals and their clients, and a 
British commercial and administrative elite.
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Chapter Ten
Vlth rapid poet*~war industrlallaatloni the character of the predonlnant 
diseases has changed iron being Infectious to chronic. The Increasing 
incidence of cancer Is resulting from Increased production and use of 
carcinogens. Fron nan being engulfed by nature, nature Is now being engulfed 
by man, and Is In danger of Irreversible destruction. How cancer can be 
controlled Is part of the question of how the earth can be saved. Caught In 
the nexus of capitalist relations, In the production of commodities for short­
term private gain, Malta's capacity to control disease Is limited. It Is 
restricted, as this thesis underlines, by the world dialectic of labour and 
capital. The condition of. alienated labour Is restricting the realisation of 
health and development In workers and In society as a whole, (a>
In the Maltese Islands, faced by awesome world Inequalities and global eco- 
destructlon, both advantages and disadvantages exist. The working class has a 
high level of political consciousness, manifested in incomparably high polls. 
It has a history of unity and success In struggles for freedom from 
oppression. It has an advanced nucleus In the shipyards where workers' control 
of production and the environment is alive and increasing, (b) High standards 
of health, hygiene and sanitary services exist. It Is, however, In danger of 
losing the Labour principles of equality and freedom, for the myth of a free 
market paradise. It has turned away from socialism and the development of one 
and all, to capitalism and the survival of the richest. It will become 
increasingly vulnerable to changes In international capital.
U )  C h i p U r  Ont, Pigurei 3 and 4,
(b) Th# HOO Vorktrf Council hat itpltatniid control! on aibaitot that the Sovtrnaent hat 
ftill not introduced,
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In Kalta, as In nost underdeveloped countries» developaent requires an 
expansion of productive activities. But the balance, here as elsewhere, nust be 
redressed iron Increased quantity of conmodltles for short-tern private gain 
to Increasesd quality for long-tem public gain. Unless this challenge Is net, 
the quality of our lives and of the earth’s resources will continue to 
deteriorate. It requires, above all. Increased workers* control of production 
and Increased International workers' unity; public participation In and control 
of planning; the planned use of alternative, non-destructive technologies such 
as solar power and fertilisers; regional unity to reduce nuclear
radiation hazards; and a progranne of social reforms aimed at Improving the 
quality of life for all and especially the freedom and ability of women.
The dialectics of health and development are Inextrlacbly linked to the 
dialectics of labour and caplal, of Imperialism and of chauvinism. Only when 
the relative power of workers, women and the nonallgned nations of this world 
increases, will the destructive grip of monopoly capital be broken; the arms 
race and the proliferation of nuclear power be halted; and the children of this 
world be healthy, able and free.
. in;
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